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“My Country”
The love of field and coppice,
Of green and shaded lanes,
Of ordered woods and gardens
Is running in your veins.
Strong love of grey-blue distance,
Brown streams and soft, dim skies –
I know but cannot share it,
My love is otherwise.

Core of my heart, my country!
Her pitiless blue sky,
When sick at heart, around us,
We see the cattle die –
But then the grey clouds gather,
And we can bless again
The drumming of any army,
The steady, soaking rain.

I love a sunburnt country,
A land of sweeping plains,
Of ragged mountain ranges,
Of droughts and flooding rains.
I love her far horizons,
I love her jewel-sea,
Her beauty and her terror –
The wide brown land for me!

Core of my heart, my country!
Land of the Rainbow Gold,
For flood and fire and famine,
She pays us back three-fold.
Over the thirsty paddocks
Watch, after many days,
The filmy veil of greenness
That thickens as we gaze…

The stark white ring-barked forests,
All tragic to the moon,
The sapphire-misted mountains,
The hot gold hush of noon.
Green tangle of the brushes,
Where lithe lianas coil,
And orchids deck the tree tops
And ferns the warm dark soil.

An opal-hearted country,
The willful, lavish land –
All you who have not loved her,
You will not understand –
Though earth holds many splendours,
Wherever I may die,
I know to what brown country
My homing thoughts will fly.

Dorothea Mackellar
(1885-1968)
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2009 Project Officers Report

2009 has proved to be a landmark year in the history of the Dorothea Mackellar Poetry Awards.
For the first time our competition accepted only those entries submitted on the website at
www.dorothea.com.au.
This departure from the traditions of a postal entry system is a major step forward in embracing
the technology now available across school communities throughout Australia and will prove to
be a cost effective and time saving and alternative, particularly with the computer skills of
today’s students in mind.
While entry numbers were down this year due to the format change, the quality of entries and
enthusiasm of teaching staff remains very high.
I am again delighted to play a part in bringing together this wonderful annual competition.
My personal thanks to an enthusiastic team of volunteers behind the scenes and our dedicated
panel of judges, Sue Gough from Brisbane and Dr Robert Kimber from Adelaide.
Special thanks also to our funding partners and corporate supporters for their continued
assistance in making the annual Dorothea Mackellar Poetry Awards the success it remains.
Congratulations to our winners and runners up this year. As you can see they have done a
wonderful job.
Congratulations also to the talented and committed teaching staff who so confidently inspire our
young people to take up a challenge and expand their minds.
The 2009 Dorothea Mackellar Poetry Awards theme was ‘Searching for Stars’.
Without doubt all the students who entered our competition this year are ‘stars’ in their own
right.
Well done everyone and see you all next year.

Helen Green
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2009 Entry Statistics

Total entries
Total schools participating

6,660
462

States

New South Wales

3,785

Victoria

2,212

Queensland

421

Australian Capital Territory

365

South Australia

319

Tasmania

280

Western Australia

273

Northern Territory

96

Categories

Lower Primary

1,459

Upper Primary

3,467

Learning Assistance Primary

92

Junior Secondary

1,128

Senior Secondary

481

Learning Assistance Secondary

16
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Judge’s Report

Primary Category
The best work in the Primary category stands out because it gives a convincing sense of the
writer’s voice. There is spontaneity and energy in the expression, with a flow that suggests the
subject is close to the writer’s heart.
Poetry has to be personal to be alive, “words with heartbeats”, one great poet once remarked.
As I read a poem and, frequently I stress, as I read a poem aloud, I hear the voice of the writer.
The fall of the words, the very choice of the words, the phrasing, the use of speech rhythms
and the sound patterns chosen to elaborate on the ideas, give me a sense of what the writer is
thinking and feeling. That very selection and the way the parts come together in a good poem,
give a rich sense of the poet as an individual.
This means that the poetry is working. It is not prose I am hearing, not a calculated description
of events and processes, not mere word play. Rather, it is emotion, deliberately given shape in
the writer’s acute observations upon a theme which is very special to that writer at the time of
writing.
There is virtue in such work because it demands that the writer understands the topic and has a
close personal relationship with it. Anything less and the true potential in writing poetry at all
remains unfulfilled.
Among the winners we have samples of what is best in Australian young poets… and that is
very good indeed.
Dr Robert Kimber

Senior Category
When students are given a suggested topic, it results in an avalanche of poems that are very
predictable.
However it is also in response to the topic that the real stars come out: the poets who think a
little more deeply and originally, who in addressing the topic of “Searching for Stars,” avoid
clichés about diamonds and words such as ‘twinkling.’
Our most talented poets this year took a lateral approach and explored far afield to write about
celebrities, starfish, black holes and the space-time continuum. It is interesting to note that
many of our winners did not need the prompting of an imposed topic and followed their own
inspiration.
As a judge, I am looking for those entries that show evidence the writer has understood the
emotional and intellectual potential of poetry. The power of good poetry is very different from
that of prose. Poetry crystallises, rather than describes, a moment, a feeling, a vision or a
concept. Its rhythms forge a link between the words, the emotions and memory.
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A good poem does not preach but has the persuasive ability to make one see something in a
totally new way, enriching and expanding the experience of the reader.
A good poem also contains some complexity. It may not reveal all its riches immediately but
invites the reader to explore its possibilities and interpret its mysteries.
When it came to the senior school participation, I have to wonder what is in the water in
Tasmania? Many of the best entries were from a number of different schools in the Apple Isle
and demonstrated that there are inspiring teachers in that State.
Perhaps the most outstanding entries of all in terms of their number, quality and range were
from the class of Patsy Graham of St Michael’s Collegiate School in Hobart. I would also like to
congratulate Katriona Bailey from Redeemer Baptist School at North Parramatta and Athanasia
Keferis of Canley Vale High for the high standard of their students’ entries in the senior section.
Sue Gough
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Winner Lower Primary
Charlie Kairaitis
Arden Anglican School
BEECROFT NSW
My Night Time Friends
When I go to bed at night
So I don’t feel scared
I have my favourite animals
Wrapped up in my bed
Mini-Ted, Sheep and Panda
Came from the local fete
Panda and I play DS
The panda game is great
My Unicorn has a squeezable belly
A purple horse with a sparkly horn
A soft loving baby from my Aunty
Annabel is my Baby Born
Zoot the Zumble has purple wings
I dream of us flying together
Zoe’s head pokes from her pouch
They’ll keep me safe forever

Monkey Go-Go with long arms that hug
We bought from Dubbo Zoo
Cat came from the neighbours
And likes to jump on my trampoline too
There’s not much room but in squeezes
Sarah
My doggy, the long eared pup
And most precious of all, made by my
cousin
My pink blankie that wraps us all up
My toys are very special to me
They make me safe and sound
So when I go to bed at night
I hug them all around

Judges' Comment:
Here is a convincing account of the writer's bedtime friends, each given a cryptic description
with the whole drawn together in a rational conclusion. The writer uses simple images clearly
expressed in simple words and he shows an ear for sound: "a purple horse with a sparkly horn"
and "Zoot the Zumble has purple wings".... While the end rhymes seem to fall into place easily,
in the main, it is the internal rhyming which is the most effective and contributes well to the
meaning and cheery spirit of the poem. Well done!
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Runner Up Lower Primary
Tryphina Reu
Bradshaw Primary School
ALICE SPRINGS NT
Lhere Mparntwe
Gushing, rushing water,
Trickling in my ears.
A stream of clear blue water turns muddy.
Now I realise,
The spangled grunters are rushing past me
In groups of ten.
Mostly it’s a dry sandy place.
I know deep down inside my heart,
I’ll remember the ice cold water
Running through my legs.
As I dip
I feel the water,
Running through my body.
It’s a cold icy feeling.

As the rain falls down.
Thunder booms loudly,
The sky darkens.
I feel so scared.
But I wouldn’t miss it.
I love the sounds.
I love the river.
People shout:
“The Todd’s flowing!”
And run to the river bank.
It’s our river, the mighty Todd.
Lhere Mparntwe.
[*Arrernte name for the Todd River
in Alice Springs - Lhere Mparntwe]

The trees blow wildly,

Judges' Comment:
This poem captures the quality of the event from a personal experience. Details are well
chosen, like: "the spangled grunters rushing past" and the "ice cold water".... The writer
pinpoints well the chill of the water as it runs between her legs. She feels it in her whole body.
There is colour and excitement in the poet's response to the scene, which we all know is a rare
event in Alice Springs. Well done! I love the line "But I wouldn't miss it". Her voice is clear.
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Winner Upper Primary
Robin Allsopp
Chapel Hill State School
CHAPEL HILL QLD
Sodden Dreams
Memories that will haunt my dreams
forever.
Never-ending droplets,
drumming down on cracked ground,
filling potholes,
swirling, murky puddles,
spilling out,
creating pools.
The rain drives on.
Quietly,
like a tiger stalking its prey,
the water creeps up.
Slowly, slowly people leave,
but I stay.
It’ll stop,
I’ll be okay,
won’t I?
Silently it seeps,
through every crack and crevice.
Drowning memories.
Destroying everything with watery fingers.
The streets are rivers,
and houses lakes,
but I stay.
It’ll go down,
I’ll be okay,
won’t I?
Roaring now,
in torrents,
past my house.
Sucking away everything in its path.
Pushing down,
sending dreams and possessions to a
watery grave,
but I stay.
What choice do I have?
Help will come.
I’ll be okay,
won’t I?
I step out.

The water grabs me with its powerful
hands.
Trying to carry me,
willing me to follow it,
forcing, forward.
I struggle, it is strong,
yet I defeat it.
I want to leave,
but I stay.
What else can I do?
Not long now.
I’ll be okay,
won’t I?
Silence takes over.
I look outside,
finally the rain has stopped.
Ever so slowly,
The water slinks away,
leaving rot and filth behind.
Inside and outside are much the same.
I could leave this all behind,
but I stay.
It will recover.
I’ll be okay,
won’t I?

Dots of orange against brown.
Helpers as abundant as the debris.
Tears fall,
cleansing the ground where lives will be
rebuilt.
Community pulls together,
sharing donations and stories.
Working as one.
We make progress,
But we’ll never forget.
Slowly, slowly people return,
but I stayed.
I was okay,
wasn’t I ?
Page 14
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Judges' Comment:
This is very good piece, with evidence of the poet being close to the events. The echo of "I was
okay" works beautifully with a simple twist of the question at the end. Her voice is sensitive to
the action but not burdened by the pain of the events. An excellent sense of word power and
flow ("the water slinks aways leaving rot and filth behind..." ). there is momentum in the work as
the water moves: "Sucking..." , "Pushing down/ sending dreams and possessions to a watery
grave". The descriptions are rich, going step by step from falling rains to rising flood, the waters
receding and then to the clean-up afterwards. The writer is there all the time; she sees, hears
and feels the water encroaching on her life. The poem is a vivid response to something that has
happened so recently, expressed simply and spontaneously and without apology for the writer
remaining in her house when she might otherwise have left.
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Runner-Up Upper Primary
Grace Stanhope
Valentine Public School
VALENTINE NSW
Searching For Stars
I'm searching for stars,
But I can't find any.
I can't find stars on the Internet,
Only people who think
They're fabulous
And more important
Than people like me.
There are no stars to be seen
On the TV,
Just well-known celebrities,
Famous for being ... on the TV.
They mean nothing to me.
The stars on the street
Must be hidden from me,
Because all I can see
Are posters
Advertising places
where people go
To hear YELLING faces.
In magazines,
The stars are playing hide-and-seek,
But the ones
Who've done bad things
Mustn't be very good at that game:
They glare icily at me
From the glossy front cover.
Older teenage girls
Yabber on and on and on and on
About hot guys and movie stars,
But all I hear
Are ridiculous things ...
Skirts shorter than my attention span,
Earrings longer than blue whales,
Heels taller than the Eiffel Tower,
Lipstick scarlet like a rose flower.

But then,
I see a teacher,
Patiently explaining difficult maths to a
child.
I see a worn and harried business man
Gripping the filthy hand
Of a teary-eyed little girl
Taking the time to find her mother
In a noisy public place.
I see a pet shop owner,
Eyes glowing with enthusiastic fervour,
Showing a fuzzy, licking, affectionate dog
To a euphoric laughing boy.
I see an elderly, solitary gardener,
Tending, caring and guarding his family:
The stretching trees and spreading flowers.
He gives passersby the occasional nod
As he shows his grandchildren
How to plant daisies.
I see a broke man begging for money
By the side of a humble church;
One by one,
The worshippers file out
And hand the homeless, sunken-eyed man
A dollar each.
I see kindred spirits;
I know where the real stars are.
They're not shining and twinkling in the sky,
They don't come out at night, on the TV,
Or hide away from the world
In a stretched limo, the length of the sea.
The true stars are plain to see,
They're right here, in front of me.
I'm not searching for the stars anymore.
I've found them.
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Judges' Comment:
Here is an intelligent, well argued interpretation of the star theme. The poet's voice is clear as
she spins out her ideas. There is a good range of characters, neatly established...the teacher,
business man, mother, pet shop owner, gardener, beggar. Deft touches of character enliven
her world, her "kindred spirits", while she debunks the imagery from contemporary technology,
fashion, magazine and TV culture. This is an interesting piece of work, well crafted. [It is
unfortunate near the end that "broke" is used when "poor" would be more apt - or possibly
"broken".]
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Winner Junior Secondary
Raaisa Islam
Presbyterian Ladies' College
BURWOOD VIC
It Will All End in Stars
The charms jingle,
Ching-ching-ching,
As the arm of its bracelet takes life.
The pain of loss flares in her eyes,
The graphite stick, slicing the page into hairline cracks.
Right- left, the chalk moves.
Scritch-scratch-scritch, immune to gravity’s pull.
A new world, for the escapist.
The drawing, calm, subtle,
Opposite to the collage of pain, connecting its pieces inside her.
Arm tires, back weakens,
Yet fingers still tingle, mind still sharp, throwing life’s fragility at every inch of canvas.
Salty drops slide down her cheeks.
Plop.
Land on her smudged fingers, staining pale skin in grey water.
She doesn’t notice, too busy is she dragging up shapes out of lines.
Silver links blending together, a yearning on paper, she of all, cannot feel;
To know the future.
Life is quite impolite.
It takes you without warning, and then leaves without a goodbye.
Why is it that everyone wants to know the future, when we all already know where the final
destination will be?
Laing knew.
Laing knew, just as her strokes no longer defied gravity, the stick heavier between her fingers.
Laing knew, just as she realised breathing, now took effort.
Laing knew, and accepted, just as she saw for the first time, her fingers stained in her grey
tears.
She rests in peace now, a victim to life’s rudeness.
Yet her last drawing still hangs, as if she was still here, the same hands, her hands, perched
through the flaps of a fortune teller.
An item she did not need.
Ain’t that ironic?
Andromeda replaces the numeric symbols.
Just as Laing believed;
‘it will all end in stars’.
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Judges' Comment:
Powerful, sharp, ironic and laconic. Raaisa Islam’s poem is an elegy to the artist Cassandra
Laing. Laing was particularly known for her drawing skills and her last exhibition in 2007 was
entitled “It Will All End in Stars.” The poem is extraordinarily mature. Its rhythms are spare and
subtle, and the apparently simple choice of words vibrates with sound, movement and life. This
makes its juxtaposition with death all the more devastating. The poem faces that final reality
with a mixture of irony and defiance and then, with a final twist, leaves the reader with an even
bigger picture to contemplate. Never sentimental, never overworked, a strong element of the
poem’s success comes from the writer’s personal response to the artist and her work.
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Runner Up Junior Secondary
Emma Dell
Gosford High School
GOSFORD NSW
The Wanderer
At noon
red ochre sun sleeps.
bubbling the asphalt
rehearsing the moonshadow dance,
beckoning him to the shoreline.
Footwhispers on the sand…
green hat bobbing
arthritic hands clasping,
and
brown-knit jumper sprigged
with tumble-weed
limbs…
bobbing, bobbing.
Gravel voice sigh
unheard…
in the waxing breeze
waning, winging
among salt-tattooed bay –
and the silky oaks
stage-whisper
of the ageing monarch.
He remembers
the red-cast tide,
the trees, the dunes,
the ebbing wind tsunami’s,
Gone and blown
by.
As the shadows kiss the ruddy sky
Lianas grovel
to
The Thunder Clappers,
tussling above.
His wreck-wood stave
Drums
the smouldering sand,
and deep down

Poseidon
Swims
Strong,
he knows.
His fool-failing gaze
hard
at the rattle of pills
In
His
Pocket.
Stark white brazen ghost gums
kneel
to
honeycomb cliff
and
thousand-facet sky.
And Thor’s-thunder-hammer flashes
Bright.
‘Sunders
dark from light
and
light from dark,
and thunderbird cries,
the Old world’s mourner,
quake
pyroclastic rain cloud…
bends knee
as the
King is
leaving.
Back to the old chair by flickering fire,
in rendered house on the brink
of lonely suburbia.
But it walks with him.
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Judges' Comment:
A beautifully achieved study of old age, which manages to combine the tragic inevitability of
passing time with a sense of mythic immortality. The poem vibrates with the sounds and sights
of nature. Its staccato rhythms and sophisticated enjambment give it an exciting momentum.
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Winner Senior Secondary
Sophie Clark
Elizabeth College
HOBART NORTH TAS
The Fisherman’s Wife
I have known a fisherman,
And I have been the hands,
That held the enemy down,
Firm and steady,
Against the planks,
So its eye,
Solitary and bone white,
Arrogant and pleading,
Gave only the slightest,
Quivering blink,
At the moment of the first incision,
(and I’d swear the thing,
The fish,
Looked right at me?)
When finally I am allowed to loosen the
clamps,
My knuckles
Are bone white,
And glistening.
The fisherman has the hands of a surgeon,
And they look odd on him, I think to myself,
Turning from the cordial blood,
That laps at my boots.

I have known a fisherman,
And I have been the witness to the throats,
And have ground my teeth down,
In insomnia,
Thinking of my needle,
And my thread,
And how I have used them to bind salty
lives together,
Then tossed them,
Into the great and crumbling mouth of the
ocean,
Obediently.
I have known a fisherman,
And even as I pull,
And pull,
On the hooks that he has rigged me with,
They do not come loose,
They do not come loose.
Even as I shower,
And the cordial blood,
Of our daily enemy,
Circles the drain,
It leaves a stain,
It always leaves a stain.

Judge’s comments:
England’s new poet laureate, Carol Ann Duffy, published an anthology entitled The World’s
Wife, whose poems reinvented history from the point of view of the wives of iconic male
identities. Sophie Clark’s poem follows that theme and is so well-written that it would not have
been out of place in that collection. Like all good poems, its complexity deserves several
readings, each one revealing new layers of meaning. Dealing with the ties of matrimony, the
conflict between the wife’s distaste for her husband’s occupation and her assistance in his
work, it is a disturbing examination of a woman’s dilemma.
The rhythms and repetitions of the poem create an inexorable pull on the reader, just as the
hooks in the poem have caught the wife.
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Runner Up Senior Secondary
Saba Vayani-Lai
Glenwood High School
GLENWOOD NSW
Sleep-washed
This,
This simplicity,
This sleep-washed morning,
The raindrops dancing gently
Upon soft glass,
Reflecting the sleeping forms of
Living poetry,
Of us,
Lost in a mindless tangle of limbs and
Sheets and sticky puddles of light.
At last,
Letting the words and the yearning finally,
Finally,
Spring from the page and into motion,
Into reality,
Into this tangible mess of feeling,
Lazily looped not in ink,
Not in restricting monochrome and colourstarved paper,
Not caged in the heavy iron lattice of forced
rhyme But in the mixing of our breaths,
In the mingling of a million miniscule atoms,
Air cocktails slipping, shared,
Between our lips.
And then…
I feel the resignation festering,
Wild mushrooms growing in sad lumps,
slow and hungry,

Around my tired heart –
Such joy,
Such interdependent joy,
It cannot last.
It can only cling
As raindrops do to a spider’s web,
Desperately hoping the wind doesn’t lose
Her temper.
But I have traced stars
With fearless fingertips –
Traced that pale harmony between living
and
Expressing
In the creases and valleys
Of your skin.
To have known such joy,
Even just for a moment –

It is enough.
This,
This simplicity,
This sleep-washed morning,
I watch our lazy forms reflected
In rain-speckled glass –
All drowsy smiles and
Poetry,
Alive at last.

Judge’s Comment:
A beautifully tender poem about adolescent sexuality that describes the intensity of young love
while acknowledging its fleeting quality.
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Winner Learning Assistance & Special Education Primary
Jayden Wilson
Katherine School of the Air
KATHERINE NT
Nelson Springs – My home.
It is daybreak.
Sunrise the dawn is shattering and the silence passes.
Native birds are looking hungrily for survival food Soaring, wild, wedged tail eagles,
Screeching, noisy, red-tailed cockatoos,
Bouncing, active, grey brolgas,
Chorusing, together, black & white magpies,
Perched, bush turkeys
Whistling Racing Hovering my alarm clock!
It makes me feel hungry as well.
I love the quiet the fresh smell of, breezy, seasonal rain.
In the stock camp
counting big horned, brindle, scrub cattle
floury, fine, red, bulldust floating in the dry air.
Drinking hurriedly fresh, cool, dripping water from the nearby spring –
dancing wildly
and furiously over smooth, limestone boulders.
Our Negri River fed by the ever, flowing Sterling River both deep, wide, bending ,skipping down to the lake.
Flowing aggressively
and quickly
to the vast Ord into boundless, diamond, blue Lake Argyle.
Fish – white, big, juicy, bream, silver, grey catfish,
Ancient, ridged, concealed crocodiles - protecting their precious eggs
Flowering white gums,
paper bark shedding its seasonal cracking skin,
yellow, orange flowering prickly pear trees,
grazing cattle, newborn calves, fat steers,
scaly, black-headed, rock pythons.
Goannas, wild buffalo, feral pigs, big, shiny brumbies sharing our lonely land.
Stunning, scenic sunsets,
everything is humid Page 24
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I wish I could get closer to the sun to feel it more.

Natural, open spaces The cool, evening breeze on my young, smooth cool, brown skin Nelson Springs,
My home,
My country –
Forever.

Judges' Comment:
This is a very good poem which observes carefully the landscape of the writer's world at
daybreak. He writes from a knowledge of the experience. The piece flows well and shows a
sense of colour and sound, especially sound. Well done. What does it mean "to get closer to
the sun", especially so in the NT? Why would you want to do that? The ending could be
stronger. As it is, the writing drifts away, somewhat.
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Runner Up Learning Assistance & Special Education Primary
Bettina Liang
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW
I AM, I SEE
I am a star
I am a breather
Of fiery love
And hope
I am a dancer
Synchronising in time
With my fellow companions
I am a small speck in time
A small piece of the vast universe
I am a follower
Of the angels from high above.
I see mortals on the watery planet
Named Earth
I see them fight in terrible wars
During which many lose beloved ones

I see Mercury
The hot and flaming realm
I see Venus
the planet of love and beauty
I see Mars.
Earth’s twin.
I see Jupiter
With its Great Red Spot
I see Saturn
With its rings of fire
I see Neptune
The icy kingdom
And Pluto
The land of the dead.
I am a star, I see everything.

Judges' Comment:
This is a bold piece, written with vigour; it moves along beautifully. The lines, ".... a breather / of
fiery love / and hope" compels attention early in the poem and the whole piece grows from
there and consistently so. Well done.
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Winner Learning Assistance & Special Education Secondary
Drago Kalinic
Katherine School of the Air
KATHERINE NT
MARRALAWA
Marralawa Marralawa Ancient voices calling me from a deep, dreaming sleep Looking –
Searchingly towards the East’s dawning, reflective horizon Feeling instinctly – age, old intuition Something in the sky, shimmering in the shadowy dimness caught my eyes Something so bright Existing – nomaleea I want to shine, flicker and flash like the mythical, magical Marralawa.
Everything Marralawa can see Whatever belongs to the land, belongs to me.
Touching –
Crisp air - washes over me Arousing alertness Something awakens exhilarating Something rouses and stirs Beginning of another, age, old day I want to shine, flicker and flash like the mythical, magical Marralawa.
Everything Marralawa can see Whatever belongs to the land belongs to me.
Fading –
Waiting for Marralawa Hiding behind the sun’s fierce, powerful, intense light –
Something moving and looping westerly across the daily track Something setting - the reddish, orange sun fading over the dry, brown plains
Appearing silently - visible, and unreachable.
I want to shine, flicker and flash like the mythical, magical Marralawa.
Everything Marralawa can see
Whatever belongs to the land, belongs to me.
Marralawa,
Marralawa,
Ancient voices calling me from a deep, dreaming sleep I want to be Marralawa.
I want to shine.
It’s my shining and my dreaming –
I wish,
I wish,
Oh I wish I was Marralawa,
the Morning Star.
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Judges' Comment:
An enchanting indigenous aesthetic. Most Australians have very little understanding of
Indigenous mythology or aesthetics. This poem about Marralawa, better known to us as Venus
or the morning star, is like a sacred hymn that provides a window into a world where all things
are unified. What the poet proclaims is not mere connection with the land and the ancestors but
a sense of oneness with and belonging to the cosmos itself. It is a joyful poem, full of light,
aspiration and confident well-being.
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Runner Up Learning Assistance & Special Education
Secondary
Joshua Wood

Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW
The Search For The Stars
The Search For The Stars
Into the night sky I look
Darkness is before me.
Searching, probing with the naked eye
There is not much to see.
A world is awakened
When I look through the lens.
Bursting with brightness:
It makes my heart bend.
The mystery of the darkness
Is dawned in me.

Judges' Comment:

A short poem that says a lot with a few words. I particularly love the lyrical sense of the final
verse.
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Winner Centenery Of Canberra Award
Saba Vayani-Lai
Glenwood High School
GLENWOOD NSW
Canberra's Song, Morphing
1. There is beauty in
Simplicity,
In air thick with insects and
Kangaroo-sweet fire, roasted strands of grass
Sprouting from the earth’s flaky scalp like
Uncut hair.
Night-time,
The wind is trying her hand at
Opera –
Her off-key soprano vibrating through
Mouthfuls of warm air,
Sending flames squirming
Like toes when they are tickled.
We reach into a star-cluttered sky,
Catching Bogong moths between hungry fingers –
Oh, how they struggle, dying in the
Firelight –
How alive,
How terribly alive,
Wriggling moth bodies, crisped flesh,
The outer shell fizzing into atmosphere to reveal
Succulent, melting syrupiness,
Coating our teeth and tongues and mouths and faces
In summertime.
This is Kanbarra, meeting place of the Ngunnnawal,
Where moths tangle themselves in
Half-baked summer air, where rich soil
Is smeared across skin like
Saliva, sticky.
This is Kanbarra.
2. There is beauty in
Complexity,
In these city streets all lined up –
The Lego blocks
Of men.
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The air is thin, playful,
Mussing hair and
Blowing tickling kisses
At coat-laden passers-by.
We find shelter under
A street lamp,
Revel in the electricity pooling over
Shivering shoulders:
The softest snow blanket.
Like all good presents
We are bundled heavy in mittens and scarves and hats –
Maybe if you lean in,
You can catch a smile
From mashed, frost-bitten lips,
Fizzing, fire-licked eyes.
This is Canberra, the meeting place of Australia,
Where we trace an engraved Coat of Arms and imagine
Kangaroo-sweet fires, roasted strands of grass;
Where we join the bustling Café-on-Wheels queue,
Puff out frost and pretend to be dragons.
My mother flashes her Centrelink card
As though it matters,
And we close eager palms around Styrofoam cups,
Savouring the soupy slide of
Salt,
Chicken, chives,
Carrot cubes,
Wholesome and slipping down the throat like
Liquid sunshine,
Stretching warmth to fingertips and sprinkling stars into
Eyes.
This is Canberra.
Judge’s Comments:
This poem is, quite simply, outstanding-- sophisticated, insightful and always engaging. The
observations are those of a writer of impressive maturity. The poem's seemingly effortless
quality is maintained throughout, a rare thing in a poem from someone of Saba's age. The
juxtaposition of eras and civilisations is so effective because the observations (and delightful
images) never lapse into cliché. They are exact and tactile, the stuff of real poetry. The reader
is provided with fresh insights into our unique capital city, and its region. Deserving winner
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Runner Up Centenary Of Canberra Award
Jack Burnham
Caloundra Christian College
CALOUNDRA QLD
Kambarra!
Day dawns over the forest primeval
Fragrant zephyrs caress the granite shoulders
Of the lofty Brindabellas before
Rippling through grassy valleys
Cupped in the mountains’ stony embrace.
Eucalypts stretch towards the sky as
Banksia gowned in colours bright
Turn faces to the morning light.
The silver ribbon of the Molonglo meanders languidly
Merging and melding with cheerful gurgling creeks
Leaving swampy reminders of their passing.
Kambarra! Meeting place of rivers.
Fire cavorts and capers, leaping skyward
Insatiable hunger checked by barricades of stone.
Bullroarer whines and calls dancers
Who slip from the sheltering arms of night
Pulled inexorably toward the light
By the rhythmic click of clap sticks.
Didgeridoo thrums and throbs
Matching heartbeats in perfect synchronicity.
Voices rise in counterpoint, chanting celebration.
Rainbow serpent encircles the land
Turning ancient eyes towards her people.
Kambarra! Meeting place of tribes.
Buildings radiate from a central watery axis
Lining the spokes of an architectural wheel Burley Griffin’s dream of planned perfection.
Mighty Molonglo tamed and dammed
Forms a serene centrepiece,
Its mirrored perfection broken by a handful of isles.
Across the lake in lofty halls
The voice of power rises and falls
Spouting political rhetoric.
Museums and memorials rub shoulders
With Embassies and Consulates.
Kambarra! Meeting place of nations.
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Judges' Comment:
This poem, too, displays a sophisticated poetic sensibility as two cultures, millenia apart, are
cleverly contrasted. While the language here is a little more consciously 'poetic' than in the
winning poem, Jack still enables the reader to imagine, even feel, the pristine lifestyle of the
past. Repetition is used to good effect. Fine effort, and an equally deserving runner-up.
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Winner Community Relations Commission (NSW) Award
Jack Burnham
Caloundra Christian College
CALOUNDRA QLD
Lost and Found
July evening in Ikebukuro
Spartan simplicity of sushi bars overshadowed
By the salty allure of fast food franchises.
The tinny tinkle of karaoke harmonises
With the dull underfoot rumbling
Of trains navigating their subterranean maze.
Wrapped in humidity’s blanket
I stand – an immovable object
Buffeted by the milling throng.
Head and shoulders above the stream
A craggy atoll rising above an ocean
Of students and businessmen flowing past
Caught in the lure of an unseen siren current.
I am lost – adrift – astray
Stranger in a strange land
Bereft of compass and sextant
Unable to find my way.
As self control threatens to slip
And hot tears prick swollen eyelids
I feel a gentle tap on the shoulder.
Lifeline thrown by a total stranger,
“May I be of assistance?”
December evening in Mooloolaba
Designer surf stores and juice bars
Jostle for space on the busy esplanade.
The thunder and crash of surf a counterpoint
To the hum of myriad conversations
Punctuated by sudden arpeggio of laughter.
Enervated by summer’s heat
I sprawl – indolent, content
Passively observing the passing parade
That swirls round and past a frozen figure.
Defeat and terror ooze from every pore
Tourist map clutched convulsively
Between white knuckled fists,
Eyes that beg – beseech - implore.
I am roused from lethargy by a quiver of recognition
Having owned that fear, known that trepidation.
The bond of kinship connects us,
Blood calls to blood
No stranger this - my brother under the skin.
An invisible cord reels me closer step by step
Until I gently tap his shoulder and bow,
“Hajime Mashite”.
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Judges' Comment:
Lovely in true Burnham style.
The poetic style draws the reader into the narrative. The judges commented on the
commonality of experience; helplessness, assistance and relief; woven across time, place and
culture.
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Dorothea Mackellar Poetry Awards

2009 Anthology

SHORT LISTED ENTRIES

Lower Primary
Upper Primary
Learning Assistance Primary
Junior Secondary
Senior Secondary
Learning Assistance Secondary
Centenary of Canberra Award
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Short Listed Submissions: Lower Primary (Years K-3)

Written By:

15 Minutes

Eloise Loewy

There’s approximately 15 minutes to go oh no!
I have to get dressed and get ready to go.
It will take me ages to do it alone.
I need someone’s help maybe a clone.
So here I am building a clone, building it here all alone.
Rather silly to do it on my own,
Takes me longer to do it alone

The International Grammar School
ULTIMO NSW 2007

Judges' Comment: The poem is
amusing, and offers a neat twist at
the end. It flows well.
Commended

Written By:

Camels

Ruby Eldridge

Ships of the desert,
Heads held high.
Long skinny legs,
Padded knees like pin cushions.
Saliva dripping from their mouths,
As they chew from side to side.
Pencil-like eye lashes.

Bradshaw Primary School
ALICE SPRINGS NT 0870

Judges' Comment:
The camels are effectively captured
with few words in the first two
verses. Very good! The last verse
seems unnecessary because other
ideas are introduced. I like "Camels
are fascinating." That fits their
description.

Humps on their long stretching backs,
Travelling over the desert.
As the sandstorm sweeps by,
Closing their nostrils,
Closing their eyes.
Feral dromedaries
Not good for our land,
Camel Cup in Alice Springs,
Lots of tourists,
Lots of laughs.
Camels are fascinating.
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Written By:

Creature Outraged

Rebecca Casey

As I move along the silken sandy plains
I sight a solitary creature,
Chomping juicy blades
With short, hazel hair
Eyes like the dark gleaming seas
As I advance further, seething with anger
It scorns me,
But why? I wonder.
Yes, I fathom, we’ve cleared the forests
What a shame!
What a disgrace!

Rangeview Primary School
MITCHAM VIC 3132

Judges' Comment:
This poem shows a good sense of
indignation ("seething with anger")
and concludes on a strong note.
There is a sharp image given of the
"solitary creature". The work flows
nicely. Can it be "their forests"
when the creature is "solitary"?
Commended

Written By:

Disappointment

Josie Gouvoussis

Disappointment is a frown instead of a smile
It tastes like broccoli when I’m expecting potatoes
It smells like burnt toast in the morning
It feels like a hard sofa when I’m really sleepy
Disappointment looks like homework instead of TV
And sounds like rain when I was hoping for sunshine
Disappointment is not what you expect.

Canberra Girls Grammar School
DEAKIN ACT 2600

Judges' Comment:
This poem works nicely, moving
along smoothly. There are some
good images and apt, clearly within
the writer's compass.
Commended

Written By:

How to Make a Star

Clay Williams

Scientists
in a large, sterile room
puzzled conversation.
Hopeful eyes
examine spaceship.

Fitzroy Community School
FITZROY NORTH VIC 3068

Judges' Comment:
Here is a piece with a clear series
of actions and a simple attempt at
creating suspense. "Lasers blazing"
and "explosive" makes a good
sound effect....
Commended

Plans are made
gas is filled
Capsule
ready for launch
3, 2, 1
BLASTOFF!
A dangerous journey upwards
for this little capsule.
One false move
and it would be
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LOST!
Will it survive?
Suddenly, a friend appears
in the white light
It’s a spaceship
come with lasers blazing
to start an explosive party.
Lasers ready
5, 4, 3, 2, 1
FIRE!
Blinding green light
Explodes
Heat warms the sky.
A mid-air party begins
for the creators
Of this lucky little star.
Proudly but sadly
they watch
as the star grows old
and slowly dies.

Written By:

Journey of an Ant

Alex Daniell

Once an ant wanted to see the world,
Started at the double, walking very fast,
Across a blazing desert,
Down a waterfall,
Up a steep mountain three inches high,
On public transport, getting very dizzy.
Decided to go back.
On public transport, getting very dizzy,
Down a steep mountain three inches low,
Up a waterfall,
Across a blazing desert,
Into bed.

Brunswick South West Primary
School
BRUNSWICK WEST VIC 3055

Judges' Comment:
This poem flows well and is a lot of
fun. The ideas come together
effectively.
Commended

Written By:

Little Girl China

Saskia Steetsel

You are little girl China you sing
and hop
and play in the leaves. But
you are lonely.

The International Grammar School
ULTIMO NSW 2007

Judges' Comment:
This poem has a delicate touch. It is
well planned and in few words
creates a lonely character in a
remote location.

You spring
and prance
and fly.
But you know you are sad.
You live
with animals
on a mountaintop.
But you long for friendship.
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Commended
You eat wild rice
and mushrooms.
But you long for chilli.
You never get what you want.
After all, you are Little Girl China.

Written By:

Lucky Australian

Kaylee Cranley

At the end of the day, I sit on my verandah and watch the trees
and bushland.
The trees are tall and make me feel tiny. The leaves are a
beautiful olive green.
The windmill is turning around and around, it makes me dizzy.
Bugs are quite amusing to watch, especially those nasty
mosquitoes. I do not, repeat, do not want to get bitten by one of
those.
Dust from rocks make me sneeze. It is an orange yellowish sort
of colour. Sometimes it goes on my crops. The fence is brown
and goes all the way around my paddock.
The sunset is beautiful and reflects onto the dam.
The clouds surround me in a pink and purple tone.
The gully makes fog rise to the sky.
The animals creep out one by one to show themselves.
The kangaroos slowly eat grass.
The echidnas eat ants from beneath the ground.
There’s a huge anaconda snake that comes out from a log
near my fence, it has a brown colour to it.
I sometimes see campers at dawn.

St Luke's Catholic Primary School
WOODVALE WA 6026

Judges' Comment:
The poet gives us a lot of detail
while adding her comments on the
environment in which she lives:
"The possums I don't mind", the
smoke from the gully "makes my
eyes water" and sometimes makes
her "cough". She is part of this
landscape and is very conscious of
that. The writer is especially clear
on the smell of eucalyptus: "like
vicks combined with lavender" a
fine individual response with which I
can identify. The whole work is
prose-like in development and
comment while it establishes a
reflective mood. There's a
freshness in the details observed
and a joy in what can be seen and
heard. Only at the end do I wonder
who "I" might be? Is it the poet
herself or her image in a much
older person?
Commended

The sound of flies buzzing makes me very, very frustrated.
The sound of dingoes howling at night makes me get the
shivers, they have really big teeth.
There’s a kookaburra up an old gum tree that laughs all day. I
think he’s laughing at me sometimes.
The old windmill creaks all the time, but it still pumps lovely
water.
When I sit out at night, there is a pitter patter on my roof. It is
rats and possums. The possums I don’t mind.
When it rains it comes out louder because of my tin roof. It is a
lovely sound.
When it becomes cold we need wood for the fire, it makes a
crackling sound. I am used to it now.
I sit looking out. I swing forward and backwards, the old rocking
chair squeaks, like mice singing in an out of tune rhythm.
There is also trickling water from the billabong, it bounces off
the rocks and echoes.
Down from the gully sometimes there’s smoke. It is a thick,
foggy sort of smell. It sometimes makes my eyes water. It also
sometimes makes me cough.
Through the air I can sense the beautiful smell of eucalyptus.
The eucalyptus smell is like a strong smell kind of like vicks
combined with lavender. It reminds me of tea.
The soil has a compost smell to it and makes me block my
nose. I have damper cooking in the oven and it fills the air with
a yummy smell.
There are some beautiful flowers growing by my verandah,
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they are purple, yellow, blue and pink. The leaves are a bright
green and the pollen is a bright yellow. They smell beautiful.
Sometimes I see mice on my verandah. They fill the air with a
stinky smell, they are 30cm long. Their tails are 20cm long.
Their fur is blondish brown colour. The mice sometimes poop
near my flowers, it stinks like mad!!!
The thing I really look forward to is sitting back on my comfy
rocking chair and relaxing.
I am calm, when I close my eyes, I nearly fall to sleep. I get
tired and sleepy and lay back down.
I feel the cool wind against my skin. It feels really nice.
I feel free and I breathe in the bush air.
I really feel lucky. I am very lucky.
I am the luckiest person alive!

Written By:

My Horse is my star

Nina Brown

My horse is a star to me
She shines in the moonlight
She shimmers in the sun
She makes me feel the best ever
She is my star.

Thirlmere Public School
THIRLMERE NSW 2572

Judges' Comment:
Clearly stated, this poem shows
simple affection for the writer's
horse. The voice of the writer is
apparent in her "love" - "she makes
me feel safe". A reality springs from
the poem.

School is finished
I get home, I run to see her
When night falls I give her some food
She stands at the gate
Waiting for my love
She is my star
She makes me feel safe
She is like a map
Because she always knows the way home

Commended

Written By:

Night Light

Jasper Lubotzky

Stars, fireflies in the night,
Drifting effortlessly through a black eternity,

Reddam House
WOOLLAHRA NSW 2025

Judges' Comment:
This poem accumulates its lines
and images in growing excitement
as the theme develops. It is well
considered and sustained. There is
a strong finish that re-focuses on
the writer, even 'though he admits
to being "just another person"....

Stars, fireflies in the night,
A billion pricks of light,
Like a blanket around the earth,
Stars, fireflies in the night,
Always shifting, changing, moving,
The giant eyes of the universe,
Sometimes bright, or dull, the eyes of sadness,
Stars, fireflies in the night,
Forever, people have looked to the stars,
For guidance, and to learn things beyond them,
Every night they appear to guide us,
They are our night lights, floating around forever,

Highly Commended
Stars, fireflies in the night,
I look up at the stars
As just another person,
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Yet I still feel special,
As though I have been singled out,
A king, with their power at my fingertips.

Written By:

Piglets

Douglas Langford

Last night I dreamed of piglets
There were piglets everywhere
They were dancing on my right leg
They were singing in the air.
THey were snorting with their nostrils
They were boxing on my hair
They were warming up their bodies,
As they back flipped with much care.

Albury West Public School
ALBURY NSW 2640

Judges' Comment:
This is very good, with a lot of funny
images, but the last two lines let it
down by losing the rhythm a little
bit.
Commended

They were on the sheets and doona
They were eating my roast beef.
They were drawing with my textas
They were clicking with their teeth.
There were piglets, piglets, piglets
For as far as I could see.
Then one of them jumped up
And started talking to me.

Written By:

Possum, Possum

Rosie Meares

Possum, Possum in the night.
Possum, Possum hold on tight.
Possum, Possum up a tree
Possum, Possum shrieking with glee!

Cootamundra Public School
COOTAMUNDRA NSW 2590

Judges' Comment:
Exactly... possums make a lot of
noise around my house also. Here
is a parcel of lines with a light
touch. Good fun....
Commended

Written By:

Reaching for the Stars

Liberty Lane Fry

Do you want to be
Doctor, dentist, designer
You can be what you want to be
A police man
P-p-panting for breath
You decide it's not up to me
It's for you and your family!

Dalkeith Primary School
DALKEITH WA 6009
Judges' Comment:
Here is a cryptic comment with a
light touch ."P-p-panting for breath"
shows a sense of timing and
humour. Neatly done.
Commended
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Written By:

Sea

Sophie Moore

I sit on the sand
I’m not afraid because I’m not alone
I stare up at the clouds pulling faces at me.
I sit up and listen
Waves slap, slapping,
Seagulls squawking
They swoop and soar above
I feel hot shapes under my feet
I wade out
Waves suck at my toes
The fish swim away suddenly without warning,
A huge wave comes

St Michael's Collegiate School
HOBART TAS 7000

Judges' Comment:
The poet gives us a well-written
piece . It is thoughtful and
somewhat ambivalent, especially so
in the conclusion. That is good. The
work develops gradually and
arouses curiosity in the reader. She
is responding well to her senses,
the sound of the seagulls, the hot
sand beneath her feet, the taste of
the salt water, the stars that she
can see....

I can still taste the strong salty water
I can see the stars twinkle in the night sky
My friends forever
I smile - but it's my last
I laugh - but it's my last
I close my eyes - for the last time.

Highly Commended

Written By:

SEARCHING FOR MY STAR

Carisa Mehra

Where are you my pretty one?
I look for you every day.
I look for you everywhere.
I want to be surprised.
I search high and low.
I look for you in the vast space here, right now.
I am Hubble, the telescope.
I wish that I could find you.
But I am getting older.
I am 19 years old now.
My stay here is coming to an end.
James Webb is taking over.
You are the first shining star I ever saw.
I took pictures of you and sent them back to Earth.
In the pictures you look fascinating, wonderful and glamorous.
I will never ever forget you my star!

Pymble Ladies College
PYMBLE NSW 2073

Judges' Comment:
This is an alternative piece with the
poet as a telescope. The poem
flows gently and creates a strange
longing: "Where are you my pretty
one?" ... "I want to be surprised."
Interesting....
Commended

Written By:

Spiders

Alec Miller

Some are yucky, ugly, hairy,
Some are super, funny, colorful.
Some are dangerous,
And some are really quite nice.

Brunswick South West Primary
School
BRUNSWICK WEST VIC 3055

Some people like them,
Some people don’t,
They’re wriggly, jiggly, squiggly, fiddly spiders.
Judges' Comment:
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This poem has a nice lilt and is a lot
of fun.
Commended

Written By:

The Core of the Star

Daniel Abbott- Tucker

I smell power, it paralyses me
I taste victory sweet and bitter like the sour snakes I eat
I feel strength, I can move again

Newcastle East Public School
NEWCASTLE NSW 2300

Judges' Comment:
There is strength in the poet's use
of language coupled with his
response to life taking on a form.
This is a challenging topic. Daniel
makes good use of all the senses in
this imaginative piece. It has a very
good opening: "I smell power" - and
there sits the theme of the work.
Highly Commended

Amazed and excited at the same time
I hear life
Laughing kids, birds tweetering
My vision is changing
But not in a bad way
Everything is blue tinted
Figures that I could not see before
Now appear before my eyes
Something is happening
Scales popping out of me
Like popcorn sizzling in the core of the star
A tail is growing
I'm confused
Unknown is reborn in me

Written By:

The Gruffalo

Oliver Wong

Gruffalo
Mean, furry
Scaring, prickly, sneaking
Very good at hiding
Bear

St Matthew's Primary School
PAGE ACT 2614

Judges' Comment:
The writer sketches a quick
impression of an odd bear. He
obviously enjoys his creation.
Commended

Written By:

The Lily

Emma Gibson

In my garden there is a white lily.
Sometimes she talks to me (I'm not being silly).
She talks about the previous day;
There seems a lot for that lily to say.
She teaches me about wind and rain,
And how she roots down to the water main.
She says we humans – you and me ,
Have polluted land, air and the deep-blue sea.
For this lily I take extreme care,
For her problems with me she may share.
Now this lily tells a legend of sprites,

Scotch College
MITCHAM SA 5062

Judges' Comment:
There is charm and purpose in the
writer's association with her "Lily",
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her special friend. The language
flows well with a breezy spirit as
she chats away.... The thoughts in
the poet's mind are given lively
expression through the image of
her friend: she says, "humans...
have polluted land, air and the
deep-blue sea". Just as quickly she
can chat about figures in her
fantasy world: the sprites..."they
wear green tights", "ears flapping",
and so on. This works rather well
and it finishes on an apt note, "with
a sigh".

It's quite comical – they wear green tights!
They've got knots tangled in their hair;
Their ears are flapping everywhere!
What about pixies, here and there?
They're very rude – so do not stare
For if you do they're bound to make trouble.
You can't run away- they're there on the double.
Now, at my school good friends are rare,
So the lily and I have a great friendship to share.
Ah, this talking white lily and I
Remember the time we met, with a sigh.

Written By:

The Snow Queen

Tahnisha Bayldon

Lovely white cloak, made of pure, cool silk,
Flows as she walks like pouring a glass of milk,
The tap of her dainty glass slippers on the stone cold floor,
A misty reflection growing in the icy, white, frozen door,
Stepping out she becomes white upon white,
And yet she shines like the star in the darkest of night,
With only a cool wave and she is speeding on her way,
Being pulled by six white deer in her gleaming white sleigh,
She speeds through her cold kingdom passing trees,
Stretching limbs bare of leaves, left behind to freeze,
Queen of snow, ice and white, Queen of everything,
Queen without friend or colour, Queen of nothing,
Her breath is mist on the frosty clear air,
And the beauty is hers to keep or share,
Her trip ends back at her cold icy keep,
And in a sad mood she falls asleep,
And sees villages with frozen lakes and streams,
With children playing in the snow and ice in her dreams.

St Gerard Majella School
WOREE QLD 4868

Judges' Comment:
The imagery of this poem is
consistent and vivid, the description
complex, if the pulse is awkward at
times. Nonetheless it is a capable
work from a very young person.
Commended

Written By:

The Southern Cross

Ashleigh Moseley

A digger dashed,
A soldier slashed,
The Southern Cross split.
A golden streak
Shone through the silky surface
Of the tattered remains.
Angry soldiers shouted,
Muskets fired,
The bloody flag fell.

Home School

Judges' Comment:
This work is cryptic and vivid as it
captures the main action of Eureka.
The verbs are dynamic. The torn
flag symbolises what the rebellion
stands for in Australian culture. Well
put.
Highly Commended

Danger,
Fighting,
Crying,
Dying.
Sky blue fabric,
Milky white cross,
Five shimmering stars,
Represents everyone,
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Peace and freedom.

Written By:

The things I Love

Sienna Kavalec

I love bunnies jumping in the long grass and
dolphins diving in the waves .

Killarney Heights Public School
KILLARNEY HEIGHTS NSW 2087

Judges' Comment:
The poem has light hearted spirit.
The statements are clear if the last
lines is a little clumsy.

I love leaves rustling in the wind and
my Teddy Bear snuggling up to me.
I love ice cream dripping down my mouth and
my dad tickling me everywhere.
I love me and my mum making pancakes together and
friends playing together happily.

Commended

Written By:

Through My Window

Lily Sietsma

Its dark outside the sun has gone
I’m in my bed snug and warm
The moon is up, what else will come
…through my window?

Arden Anglican School
BEECROFT NSW 2119

Judges' Comment:
The poem shows a consistent form;
it is well crafted with a light touch.
Commended

An alien! purple and green
The craziest thing I’ve ever seen!
He’s got his space ship right behind him
…through my window.
A fairy dances past me now
With her wand in the air
But with a frown, She’s tired now
…through my window.
A fiery dragon, He’s whooshing past
Guarding a princess for the night
His fire blows and lights the sky
…through my window.
The stars are out shining bright
Glowing in the midnight sky
My eyes must shut, there’s nothing more
…through my window.

Written By:

What is a Million?

Clover Hislop-Speers

A million is…

Hawkesbury Independent School
KURRAJONG NSW 2758

All the things that you can’t reach
All the grains of sand on a beach
All the books you haven’t read
All the hairs on your head

Judges' Comment:
All the stars in the sky
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There speaks a writer with a worthy
ambition. Well put.
Commended

All the things I want to try
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Short Listed Submissions: Upper Primary
(Years 4-6, inc 7 in QLD, WA)
Written By:
Sarah Conolly
Pymble Ladies College
PYMBLE NSW 2073

Judges' Comment:
The poet relates a story of
growing up in the immensity of
parental control. She finishes
with a delightfully witty quip. The
work is a capable piece showing
consistency of rhythm with 2 and
4 alternating rhymes that work.
The direct speech in the
penultimate verse lifts the
energy. The touch is light and
the comment witty.
Commended

Written By:
Sandy Bauer
Katherine School of the Air
KATHERINE NT 0850

Judges' Comment:
The poet provides a neat finish
with referral to the opening idea.
There's a good vigour in the
piece and vivid images that
sense the motion of the event
and its characters. The changes
in the excitement are well
sustained if in danger of being a
little too much like a listing of
actions. Who is experiencing
these events? The writer's voice
could be closer to the action and
so improve the poem
accordingly. The excessive use
of "ing" words becomes irritating.

10,000 Commandments
The Lord gave us Ten Commandments
To abide our whole lives to
These commandments are all easy
And simple to follow through
But in my own great household
On the board where I can see
There are 10,000 Commandments
Waiting there for me
They’re the laws my mother wrote
When I was just a small, sweet child
Who could at the drop of a hat
Become fierce and wild
She said I must obey them
Without question every day
And I stood there in silence;
I had nothing yet to say.
But now that I am older
These rules are quite a pain
And when I sometimes break them
My mother goes insane!
“Take off your dirty shoes!
And do put them away!
No elbows on the table!
Please clean your room today!”
But when I go to heaven
I know the Lord will laugh
And say my Mum’s Commandments
Were really His at heart.

8 Seconds
Travelling to the rodeo
Canvas swags and bull riding gear in the back
of the dusty ute Stopping at remote, road houses along the
graphite, black bitumen
Munching on a blistering Mrs Mac’s beef pie.
Parking near the oval, shaped, dusty arena
Paying the nominations with hard, earned cash
Kicking up the dusty, red dirt that surrounds
the old chutes
Waiting …
Talking nervously to mates from other NT
cattle stations.
Double-decker road trains bringing the
Brahman bulls and steers Pushing them down the ramp and up the race Chaining the ash, grey gates behind them.
Thunderous music playing Page 48
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This is a great theme for a writer
and interesting....

Entertaining the rowdy, boisterous crowd
Waiting for the quick-witted announcer.

Commended

Eager rodeo riders behind the chutes Tightening their brightly-coloured, cowhide,
leather chaps
Buckling securely their tinkling spurs.
Chatting anxiously Zipping up protective vests Rubbing resin on bull ropes.
Forcing the enraged bulls up the constricted
chutes Sliding the sturdy gate across rapidly so it can’t
budge.
CLANG!
Tightening bull straps on the bulls.
Nervously donning their helmets Sitting astride Waiting impatiently for the announcer’s call.
Desiring to stay on for 8 seconds
Expecting the exploding fury!
Releasing the bull and rider from the chute.
Hanging on for dear life Arm held high –
Reaching for the stars.
Don’t touch down!
Marking out
Getting a respectable score
Continuing to spur the beast.
Free from the bull rope Colliding with the orangeade ground
Hard!
Stumbling to their feet Expecting to have ridden time Limping to fetch the rope.
Bulls not moving from the arena,
Calling the border collie, staffie and blue
heelers
Chasing and barking as the crowd claps and
cheers enthusiastically.
A first-class ride!
Collecting well deserved prize money Planning to ride in the next rodeo.
Travelling home from the rodeo Aching, tired muscles.
Remembering the ride.
Canvas swags and bull riding gear in the back
of the dusty ute Stopping at remote road houses along the
graphite, black bitumen
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Munching on a blistering Mrs Mac’s beef pie.

Written By:
Georgia Dawson
Ormiston College
ORMISTON QLD 4160

Judges' Comment:
This is a poem with a good
message and a rapid
momentum. The form is tight,
the rhymes work and the
statements are clear. There's an
anger flowing from the piece.
Verse 3 is especially strong.

Commended

Written By:
Emma Crudgington

A Child Died Today
A child died today
and the whole world came to see
tuning in from coast to coast
glued to their TV.
Microphones and cameras
shoving in for the best bite.
And I, standing on the outside,
felt it wasn’t right.
Dignity is what was missing
as the media scrambled around.
Compassion never had a chance
upon that killing ground.
A child died today
and madness reigned free.
How do I know you ask?
You see, that child was me.

A Star Is Rising
The thunderous round of applause,

Grace Lutheran Primary School
CLONTARF QLD 4019

Before I run out I take a pause,
Do I really deserve to be here,

Judges' Comment:
In this purple and gold jersey?
The events run true to the spirit
of the game and echo the
opening doubt at the very end.
There is a suitable use of
rhymes where necessary. They
are not over-used as many
writers tend to do.

The coach tells me to hurry on,
I jog to the end,
Then I run,
My heart is beating at the pace of a horse,

Commended

Galloping ‘round the race course.
The whistle blows,
My mate kicks the ball,
I make a call,
I’m sprinting down the field, ball in hand,
People try to tackle, but I dodge and twist,
Look! There’s the try line amidst the
opposition.
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I slam past them
I’m so close!
I make the try and then I stand
Half the crowd is going nutz!
My team gives me a slap on the back,
I see mum in the stand, she gives a cheer,
I guess I do deserve to be here.

Written By:
Tori Perry

Anniversary
She touched the calendar.

Merino Primary School
MERINO VIC 3310

The date was a loss too deep.
She missed his blue eyes.

Judges' Comment:
Remaining at the office
This is a very good poem,
moody, understated but very
clear with an apt use of the star
theme. There is a maturity
underpinning this piece of
writing. It captures the reader's
interest with a strong opening
line: "The date was a loss too
deep", which says so much in so
few words.

seemed so easy...
The window revealed city lights,
a happier place.
She looked to the stars
but they offered no meaning,
no answers.

Highly Commended
A lone pigeon settled on the ledge,
its head bobbing,
speaking of peace.
Unlatching the window
seemed so easy.

Written By:
Samantha Harley
Croydon Public School
CROYDON NSW 2132

Judges' Comment:
The poem offers an alternative
thought. There is a wry touch in
the poet's work and mock fury
which she carries off with a good
flair.

Bag Man
That terribly overweight,
stupid lazy bag,
as he sits there like a slob,
his pocket mouth waiting for more.
'I've put my pencils, my rubbers,
and all my books in,
unless you want the paper
from that grotty old bin,'
I said with an angry tone.
But he just sat there staring
with his zipper, saliva dripping.
Oh that stubborn, fat,
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Bag Man!
Commended

Written By:
Niyaz Sarikci
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW
2151

Judges' Comment:
This is sad little piece and well
written. The question in the first
verse is presented clearly and
establishes the focus of the
poem. The lines flow easily and
with feeling.

COMPASSION
Being three years old was easy
But when I grew older
I wanted to know one simple thing,
“Dad, where is grandpa living
When can I see him?”
His eyes filled with compassion,
“Your Grandfather died the year after
We visited Turkey.”
Being three years old was easy
But when I grew older
My heart responded and fell to the ground.
I was lucky I’d seen him.
But the memory has faded from my eyes.

Commended

Written By:
Oliver Schwartz
Artarmon Public School
ARTARMON NSW 2064

Judges' Comment:
This poem is strongly focused
with simple statements and clear
images. It works effectively in a
traditional form, capturing the
pain of the situation. There's a
personal voice behind "we" with
a good use of internal rhymes.
That's a nice line : "the tapping
of the raindrops" and the "New
England" verse is strong. It is
well presented piece.

Highly Commended

Drought
Months had passed in Uralla
Without a drop of rain
Our dams were cracked and dried
Parched earth in quiet pain.
We listened every night
For the unfamiliar noise
Of the tapping of the raindrops
The simplest of joys.
Each day we saw them suffer
Our sick and poorly sheep
They waited – patient, silently
For the large grey clouds to weep.
We had learnt Mackellar’s poem
Of droughts and flooding rains
Her sunburnt country dying
Now brown and dusty plains.
New England is now littered
With dead trees and rotting bones
Our water tank is empty
As we hear the old pump moan.
And when the sound of life
Returns to this great land
All of us who’ve suffered drought
We will understand.
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Written By:
Zoe Beckmann
Radford College
BRUCE ACT 2617

Judges' Comment:
This gothic fantasy carries a
very good description of the
"eye". The stages of the event
are well crafted with sharp
pieces of observation. The
prose-like flow at times could be
moderated to heighten the
tension especially near the end
with the entry of the Elf.

Highly Commended

Eye of the Dragon
Large, yet graceful, the dragon stands guard,
Huge wings folded, nostrils flaring.
Treasure glowing, coins glittering, goblets
glinting
Polished skulls litter a corner of the cave.
Long, tapered claws, sharp, and bright.
Flickering fire, warm, reds, and yellows
Merging with oranges, and a shade of pink.
Always flaring, changing, never the same
shape twice.
The small, lithe figure in the corner creeps
closer,
Mesmerised, almost, by the flickering flames.
The dragon's head is tucked neatly under a
wing.
It looks harmless, innocent,
But the treasure hunter's heart is cold,
So cold,
Not even the warmth of the dragon's breath
can melt it.
The spear is raised in the hunter's hand,
Gems gleam along its length.
A coin bounces away from the hunter's boot.
Such a small sound, but a sound nonetheless.
The dragon's head jerks up.
He blinks
His lids slip sideways across his eyes, slowly,
lazily.
The hunter grips the spear tighter,
Rubs his gloved hand across his face,
Wiping away the sweat.
The dragon's eyes
As big as the hunter's clenched fist
They are green, on the outside ring
Then they are orange
Then they become a dark brown,
On the line between brown and black.
And then the pupil,
The heart,
The soul of the dragon.
The hunter can see his face reflected in them.
The eyes are holding him, not letting him go.
The hunter awaits his doom, like so many
before him.
A tear drips from the corner of the dragon's
eye.
It is turquoise,
Simmers in the light of the fire.
The dragon blinks,
The adventurer is free to go.
He stumbles off down the tunnel,
Away from the hot cave, and the dragon's
accusing stare.
His spear is left behind.
The wood will rot away, in time only the gems
will be left.
The dragon has hollowed out an old stump,
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Adds it to the collection of skulls.
It looks like just another skull in the corner of
the cave.
When the Elf comes,
He counts the skulls, and sees one more
He smiles, is pleased, and pats the dragon,
Treating it like a tame pet
When it could so easily take his life.
His greedy, selfish life.
His all important collection of human skulls.
The Elf leaves the cave in good humour,
Not knowing he has been cheated out of
another victim,
Not knowing
That the collection he values so highly is
merely wood,
Not knowing the gentle nature of the dragon,
Never truly seeing
What lies inside the dragon's eye.

Written By:
Chanum Torres
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW
2151

Judges' Comment:
This is a measured piece with a
convincing voice and an honest
attack on its theme: "small I am/
I don't have any influence", "my
shouts, my lisps".... It is well
written and well presented.

FATHER
I want to address the problems of today
But how can I? Small I am
I don’t have any influence
Will they hear me? Though I shout?
What can I do, although my statement is true,
Will they believe me?
Can they even hear me?
There is One person who hears my whispers,
My shouts, my lisps,
Him, I can turn to
For he hears my thoughts, my words,
In him, my soul lies, he rules my world,
He created it, yes he did.
And he bids, “Come”,
“Safe you shall be, I hear you, come!”

Highly Commended

Written By:
Marie vanRensburg
Our Lady of Perpetual Succour
School
RINGWOOD VIC 3134

Judges' Comment:
The poet describes a confronting
experience in her life. There are
some awkward parts in the
middle which interrupt the flow
but overall a good effort.

Commended

Fire
As I drive through my homeland I remember
the time,
When all trees were green and the forest was
mine,
To work and to play from the crack of dawn,
Until it was time for the sheep to be shorn,
One night I was woken in horrible fear,
I screamed all I could but no one could hear,
The flames rose viciously towards my bed,
I glanced at the window, the sheep had fled,
I searched for a way out of my oven room,
Jumped out my window, stood under the
moon,
Searched through the noise, the sparks and
heat,
For the stars in the heavens I would soon
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meet,
When suddenly a star fell to the ground,
Grabbed my hand, thank God I was found,
The fireman that saved my life that night,
Was also my Dad, my one saving light.
Now when I drive the road to King Lake,
I notice the growth amongst the odd burnt
stake,
The fluorescent green leaves stand out in the
coal.
This new life creates a deep thirst in my soul,
To help others in need, whether near or far,
Just like my Dad, a quiet hero, a star.

Written By:
Laura Jorgenson
Sacred Heart Primary School
PEARCE ACT 2607

Judges' Comment:
This is a good subject for a
poem. The writer creates the
motion of the run in her flow of
language with an appropriate lift
into the stars. What does she
"believe" in, I wonder, the stars
or herself?

Commended

Written By:
Marcus Berger
Oakdale Public School
OAKDALE NSW 2570

Judges' Comment:
This is a dynamic piece, perhaps
manic would be a better
description. There's movement
and there's very good word
power. There is a sense of the
writer's voice and his mind
reacting to the world he
experiences . . . But if he is at
high school why is this in the
Upper Primary category? (It has
to be as he is in Year 6.) It
seems that this is the experience
of a bright young boy on a
message to the high school from
the primary section of Oakdale
which I assume has primary and

Gymnastics
I am speeding down
The vault strip
Like a car on full blast
Wind spiraling through
My hair
I leap onto the springboard
Feeling free
I jump high and
Put all my effort into
Achieving my goal
Of getting over the horse
I flip into the air
Reaching for the stars
I’m nearly there
I land on my feet
I look up to the stars
And believe

High School
Walking, the walls saying die, die, die,
I run like a bull, charging, bang!
Ahhh the Principal, “Mr Berger,” he says,
“You should be in class!” Ahhh!
My soul is screaming
Butterflies in my throat and gut,
It feels as if they’re having a war inside my
belly.
The bell goes, “Munch, aw yum, this tastes
wonderful.”
Lunch is over, I wander into Tech,
Everyone is staring at me,
Saying and wondering, “Who’s this? “
It feels like 1000 arrows plunging through my
neck,
The bell goes, yes, school is over!
I get home mum says, time for football,
Sweat,
The dehydration is killing me,
The feral, phantom footballs,
With their leather saying, “Coming to get you .“
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secondary on the same campus.
There's detachment, wit and
vigour behind the whole piece.

Highly Commended

Written By:
Tahlia Stickley
Chapel Hill State School
CHAPEL HILL QLD 4069

Judges' Comment:
The poem captures a good
sense of panic, like that shown
by Alice's rabbit. One senses
her mind is working overtime as
she prepares herself. Lines are
short and sharp, words precise,
rhymes make the piece skip
along. There is an ache in the
last word "Please". Well done!

Commended

Ahhh! Smack! “Ow, my nose."
It’s a fountain of blood,
Like the flood in Queensland sweeping into my
lungs ,
I try to cough but I can’t,
Fading, fading with no last request.

I'm Late!
I'm late, I'm late, I'm late!
They're waiting at the door,
I'm late, I'm late, I'm late!
Just one minute more.
I've only got one sock on,
My hair's a total mess,
I can't do the zip up,
To my brand new dress!
I'm late, I'm late, I'm late!
They're all shouting for me,
I'm late, I'm late, I'm late!
I'm coming, just let me be.
I've got my clothes and shoes on,
My hair's all nice and neat,
But what about my sandwich,
And little chocolate treat?
I'm late, I'm late, I'm late!
They're just about to leave,
I'm late, I'm late, I'm late!
Just wait...please!

Written By:
Hannah Bradshaw
Northcross School
RYDE NSW 2112

Judges' Comment:
The writer uses some good lines
like, "butterflies are hard to
catch", as an expression of the
elusive quality in finding her
poem and the notion of
"darkness" not being able to
hide from the "light". The last
verse is the least effective.

Commended

Inspiration
Time is running out.
My thoughts are caged animals at a zoo,
Words too slippery to catch,
Like stars beyond my reach.
I set sail on an expedition,
An explorer in deserted seas,
Trying to reach an abundant shore
Sketched out in my imagination.
But without a compass
I go nowhere.
I swoop my net but miss each time.
Butterflies are hard to catch.
They float away like silent dreams,
Whispering as they pass me by,
Telling me I cannot find
The poem that’s trapped inside.
But then the darkness scrambles aside,
From light the darkness cannot hide.
Raising me to solid ground,
Inspiration has come at last!
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Written By:
Marie vanRensburg
Our Lady of Perpetual Succour
School
RINGWOOD VIC 3134

Judges' Comment:
This piece is crisp and
informative and shows a joy in
what the poet is doing.

Highly Commended

Written By:
Isabella Frances
Fintona Girls' School
BALWYN VIC 3103

Judges' Comment:
The writer has created an
interesting poem, if some of the
verses could be pruned to
advantage and "it" gets irritating.
The last verse, for instance
seems redundant. The rhythm is
not always
sustained..."infinistesimal"
seems unnecessary. There's a
sadness in much of the imagery
- "ribbon" and "half a person".
The notion of the title is a good
one.

Commended

Irish Dancing
In my hard shoes, I stamp away,
My favourite the Saint Patrick’s Day,
Mary my teacher keeps me on track,
My head held high, and a straight back,
She’ll make me jump and make me prance,
If I ever want to be in Lord of the Dance,
I shuffle and hop with a blistering heel,
Climbing the steps to the primary reel,
Sweating and panting and making it through,
Now it is time for me to teach you!
Come on over and hold my hand,
Listen to the music of the Irish band,
Cross your feet and point your toe,
Wait four beats now here we go,
Step and hop, Step and hop
Listen carefully, do not flop,
Step and hop over two, three
Repeat these steps and dance like me!!

Just Out of Reach
I feel it,
On the edge of my presence,
I know it’s there,
But just out of reach.
I stretch for it,
And it shifts,
A little further,
Taunting me.
It knows I want it,
I need it,
It refuses to give in,
So I won’t either.
I am used to it,
It seems to have gone on forever,
All the time in existence,
This continuous circle
Yet it is only two years,
Two infinitesimal little years,
An eternity to me
The torture I must endure.
So endure I will,
In silence,
With tranquil mask,
None can see the pain this causes me.
Her voice is there,
On the edge of my presence,
I know it is there,
But just out of reach.
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I hear it all night, and all day,
It never leaves me,
Or perhaps,
I never leave it.
I inch closer,
It shifts away,
Painful memories flood my head,
A thousand images.

It is two years since we parted,
Two years of this voice,
This voice in my mind,
Just a figment of my imagination.
Our days of play are over,
Lost to the ages,
Never to be relieved,
Except in memory.
The ribbon matching my own lies there,
In the drawer,
As it has for two years,
Never to be used again.
I’m half a pair
Half a person,
Only half here,
A shadow of her life.
This voice circles my head,
Bumping into walls,
It’s not really there,
Yet it never leaves.
I can’t reach it,
It’s like trying to grow up over night,
Or searching for the stars,
Impossible…

Written By:
Eliza Janssen
Korowa Anglican Girls School
GLEN IRIS VIC 3146

Judges' Comment:
Here is a distinctive poem about
the death of a dog in space. It
shows a play of words and
rhymes on the theme of space
exploration. While it has a
heritage in Coleridge and
Tennyson, its antecedents are
also in science fiction. At its
best, the poem has a powerful
rhythm and establishes the

Laika Champion
A foreign ship in a foreign land,
Modelled through years by foreign hands,
Through suspended streams she flies,
Whilst patriotic engines cry,
Dancing between the legs of Andromeda
Gamma,
Feet slide lithe on Aries Delta,
Eyes like ripe, brown almonds gaze,
And run around orbital days,
And then, leaping around the light of the sun,
A Canum Venaticorum,
They bound and twist and fold like flames,
England’s dogs, their honest names,
Before her now lies a Gamma Nashira,
“Bringer of good news”, “Light of Hera”,
A thousand gazelles, horns like knives,
They jump; Xi, Mu, Kappa, Lambda; with the
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ideas with appropriate bravura. It
is a very interesting piece and
shows good writing skills.

Commended

Written By:
Ashleigh Vassallo
Penrith Anglican College
ORCHARD HILLS NSW 2748

Judges' Comment:
Very good - the poem flows
along beautifully and expresses
a heartfelt sentiment with a neat
echo in "like he did" which
seems close to the writer's
heart.

Highly Commended

lift of their lives,
Spinning slowly, in a sickened dream,
Air now sweating, runs to the stream,
Cabin is closing, the light she drinks,
Moving through treacle, Laika sinks.
Breath no longer fogs the glass,
Eyelids open, pupils don’t pass,
The re-entry planners say it was expected,
They sent her, because her life need not be
protected,
She was the first, but the ride was her last,
More men followed her, as time passed,
Odd, a dog had paved the way,
Her life was a little price to pay,
A story to tell our sons and daughters,
She’s playing in Carina Beta; placid waters.

Like he did
I hope I can fill the shoes of my grandfather,
I want to inspire like he did,
I want to bring hope like he did.
Do you think I can love like he did?
He proved that nothing is impossible,
I want to live life to the full like he did.
Maybe if I tried harder,
I would find a way,
but times are different now,
they’re not the same,
I want to be an astronaut,
and I want to reach much higher.
My grandfather used to say that I can do
anything,
but now I doubt that’s true,
I want him with me right here right now.
I hope I can live to make him proud,
I loved him too much to let him down,
I guess I’m searching for the stars like he did,
And maybe I’ll reach them,
just like he did.

Written By:
Erica Zhou
Beverly Hills North Public School
BEVERLY HILLS NSW 2209

Judges' Comment:
This, in archaic measured tones,
works very well - a kind of Edgar

Maple Leaf
A maple leaf fell on my road,
Severed from its old abode.
So small, an object shaded gold,
And I for interest did behold.
I searched for trees - found nought but stumps;
Pitiful, earthbound, dead brown lumps.
I thought of paper, and I do fear,
It's part my fault this leaf fell here.
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Allen Poe piece, especially so
since the maple leaf is an image
from North America. A line like "I
searched for trees - found
nought but stumps" is powerful.
The work offers a good
conservation message. Do
"leaves crawl" underfoot? The
fourth verse is awkward; it
doesn't flow like the previous
three.

Commended

Written By:
Jacie Muscio
Strathalbyn Christian College
STRATHALBYN WA 6530

Judges' Comment:
The poet writes about a deeply
felt memory of her mother who
died of cancer. The words
tumble out in response to her
feelings . She shows a lot of
strength. The rhyming doesn't
always help. In an instance like
"help/yelp" or "stars/ Mars" the
rhymes seem to trivialise the
situation. It adds a jauntiness at
odds with what the poet is
expressing overall. In the main
it's not a problem, 'though. A
good change to the use of
"Mum" at the end because it lifts
the tenor of the voice from the
diminutive "Mummie" and puts
both words into their true context
as exemplars of the writer's
deep love and respect for her
mother. This is a moving work.

Highly Commended

I picked it up and gazed at it,
Dry and crunchy- every bit.
I let it go and there it lay,
All the happiness drained away.
The breeze did sweep a dozen more,
Below my feet the leaves did crawl.
Painted to Autumn's gold and brown,
That once above this road did crown.
Beauty, anger, shame and grief,
All inspired by a maple leaf.
This maple leaf fell on my path,
And I knew not to cry or laugh.

Mummie's Star
I look up into the starry night sky,
I find the star that will never die.
For it is Mummie’s star that lights my world
with memories,
beach runs, the Great Barrier Reef, playing
with sea anemones.
These are the memories that I will always
cherish,
oh - and eating her famous tomato relish.
Her smile magical, like an angel from God
above,
Her skin was perfect, flawless like a white
dove.
Her hair was golden as the flaming sun,
Her eyes glistened when she was having fun.
Her nose twitched when she was unsure,
like when she was diagnosed with cancer
would there be a cure?
After a while her golden hair was no more,
her eyes no longer sparkled for all that she
saw.
Doctors and nurses tried to help,
as the needles released, she struggled not to
yelp.
When I saw my ‘Mummie’ like that it made me
so sad,
even though when she saw me, she seemed
to be glad.
But she couldn’t fool me for I could see,
straight past her fake glee.
When I heard the news I was at first scared,
I had no ‘Mummie’ and no one cared!
My Dad still worked and left me home,
that’s when I started talking to Mummie’s
garden gnome.
Saying that it was unfair and so mean,
I started crying and wailing out a piercing
scream.
Dad couldn’t cope anymore,
so he left me knocking at Grandma’s door.
She took me in and cared for me,
rescued me from the raging sea.
Waves swallowing me up in my Mummie’s
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misery
but my Grandma hauled me out, my head
spinning dizzily.
I started to recover after the funeral day,
the speech I gave was Mum in every single
way.
The night after was special,
Dad and I gazing up at the celestial.
We talked about Mum and remembered,
that boiling day in September, when she called
it ‘Decembered’.
We laughed and we cried, then gazed again at
the stars,
one stood out to us I thought it was near Mars.
It sparkled like Mummie’s eyes and flashed
gold,
just like Mummie’s beautiful hair before her
face went cold.
It was special, Mummie was an angel
appearing to us,
she was beautiful, funny and in her we could
trust.
Dad named the star ‘Mummies Star’ in
remembrance of Mum,
Whenever I am lonely or feeling glum.
I look into the night sky and, I know she’s
looking out for me,
because that’s the way my Mummie will
always be.

Written By:
Louise Sun
Summer Hill Public School
SUMMER HILL NSW 2130

My City
SILENCE
HOSPITAL
Blink, Blink

Judges' Comment:
The writer gives us a piece that
is full of momentum and strong
inner voice. She is exasperated
at the inconsequence of life
around her and the ordinariness
of so much. In effect she covers
a lot with her terse, confronting
references. The whole thing
adds up to a telling picture of her
vision.

Commended

Ten days old and carried to the front door.
First thing I hear is
Greg Dazzler on Channel 7:
"Hello, hello, we meet again..."
Mum won a new station wagon
And took me shopping.
BEEP, BEEP. WALK, DON'T WALK, TURN
LEFT, NO PARKING, BEWARE
"My God, the congestion here
just gets worse everyday."
Beep, Beep, BEEP!
There's a long line at
McDonald's
BEEP There goes another driver
Double cheese hamburger please
TOYOTA
Triple beef hamburger
MERCEDES
Big, fat, wobbly, jelly-like tummies
Financial crisis hit
50% off, 70% off, 90% off!
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Swarming people
Change.
Underground ride
The country
Permanent residentials
Parking tickets
Taximeters ticking
Down payments
Hypodermics
Cigarette butts astray
Blink, Blink
CEMETERY
SILENCE.

Written By:
April Barton
Queenwood School for Girls
MOSMAN NSW 2088

Judges' Comment:
This work is different from all the
other poems. Its expression is
rough at times but its sentiment
is clear; there are strong words
to underpin the writer's feelings,
capped off by the last two lines .
There is a compelling form in the
piece, it is not haphazard in
structure. I have come back to
reading this poem a number of
times. There is so much
between the lines. Impressive....

My mama
My mama has been taken,
In the night she was pulled and awakened,
She screamed and let out her arms for me,
I stood there hoping they’d let her free.
I was stupid and naïve, how I miss her more
than ever,
I cannot forgive those men, I will never,
Those savages who took my mama away,
I haven’t seen her since that day,
I miss the way she sung each night,
The day she left she could feel my fright.
I long for her day after day,
I miss the things I used to hear her say,
Regret hangs over my shoulder,
It’s getting bigger as I begin to grow older,
She’d rub my head and make me feel like no
other,
My father despises me, so does my brother.

Highly Commended

I wish I could go back,
To find the strength I lack,
Maybe I will come across her one day,
When the sky isn’t looking so grey,
Please help me find my mama,
I need her more than the sun needs summer.

Written By:
Jessica Baker

Night Time Lights

Katherine School of the Air
KATHERINE NT 0850

Judges' Comment:
This is a light poem of delicate
observation. It flows well. There
is a sense of moment in, "a

Searching, searching…….
Where are they?
Looking deeply for the bright, golden,
transparent lights in the shadowy distance,
Appearing like perfectly shaped stars far away.
Bobbing up and downup and down.
Getting closer with every gentle, padded
heartbeat,
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blend of lunar burst and vibrant
yellow lights", with an ear for the
'B' sound . The piece concludes
well with, "The Shining fireflies Lampyridae" and the extended
use of "ae". Nicely done ....
Commended

seeing them more clearlyTaking my breath away.
Don’t blink now!
Here they are.
Gracefully dancingSpinning and weavinguntil a bright, glowing paint trail appears.
One by onereappearing from brief, delightful moments of
rest,
shimmering, stirring lights dazzle my sapphire
eyesin the calm, reflective moonlight.
Their young are small and wriggly,
Some glowUnlike their airborne parents,
Looking like small, undisturbed worms,
LarvaeKnown as glow-worms.
I feel as if they will take me slowly away.
Their sharp movements are so lively, swift and
nimblea clutter of happiness, joy and peace,
a blend of lunar burst and vibrant yellow lights.
The group seems to be getting smaller
as the gleaming, orange sun arises.
It’s goodbye to my fun, filled friendsfor the growing sun tells them to go home and
rest,
The Shining fireflies-Lampyridae

Written By:
Sarah Carroll
Tacking Point Public School
PORT MACQUARIE NSW 2444

Judges' Comment:

Reach For The Stars
The galaxy of my life
Stretches out above
Each star, each sun, each place
Is a pit stop filled with love and sadness.
Each a stage of my life.
Each thrill, each death of one I adored.

This is a well constructed poem
that makes a good use of
imagery, if it wanders around at
times. The "galaxy" inside
herself is an interesting notion.
Lines like "hands and tethered
cheeks"... " a pit stop filled with
love and sadness" are very
effective.

A tangled, confused galaxy collides
Every time I lie or my heart stops dead for a
split second.

Highly Commended

So maybe somewhere along the road
There will be a happening that may cause
perhaps,
A pool of tears, or a planet to crash inside me.

To know that excitement or tragedy, or even
death
May be just around the corner.
But I know that because everyone is lucky
enough to have life
We must take our time and live it.

The only thing I can be sure of
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Is that while I’m here
It doesn’t matter who or where or what I am.
Wherever life pulls I must
Reach for the stars
So whether you are old
With withered hands and tethered cheeks.
Or whether you’re young with golden locks and
a garden of life.
Whether your garden if full of poppies and
dandelions,
Or whether you seem like a tiny seedling
amongst a bunch of tall flowers.
You can always reach further; we can and will
go higher.
We will reach for the stars.
And one day we will find them too.

Written By:
Abella Man
Fintona Girls' School
BALWYN VIC 3103

reaching for the stars
I can see it,
What I always dreamed of,
To be first,
First,
Just for once.

Judges' Comment:
Here there is a nice feeling of
envy; the poet's voice is very
clear, dramatically so. The
expression is sharp and well
sustained. In some ways it is a
bitter little piece but not to be
ignored. Good effort!

Commended

I’ve never,
Never ever,
Been able to grab it,
I’ve always been in the shadows,
Beneath,
Hidden.
I can taste,
I can almost touch,
So close,
Yet so far.
Only to be stolen by her,
NO!!!
She stands,
Proud,
So smug.
Envy creeps inside me,
I will get my revenge,
Someday.
I will have my star,
I will be the star,
I won’t be hidden,
I will be proud,
But first…
I have to pretend,
Pretend to be proud,
For them,
For the media.
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Written By:
Georgia Kaloupis

Saving Water
Water is a beautiful thing that keeps us alive

Mont Albert Primary School
MONT ALBERT VIC 3127

Judges' Comment:
These are strong sentiments,
clearly stated with a consistent
pulse. The poet shows a good
voice. The presentation is
sound.

If we keep wasting our precious water,
how are we supposed to survive?
We aren’t the only ones who need the water,
the plants and animals do too,
If the plants die because of us,
what are the animals going to do?
There were many water restrictions put in
place
because we’re in a drought,
If humans use too much water
we’ll run out without a doubt.

Commended

Written By:
Rebekah Bradshaw
Northcross School
RYDE NSW 2112

Judges' Comment:
Here we have a sonnet, one of
only several attempted in the
competition. The poet makes it
work and shows a clear form
and suitable rhymes. The piece
finishes well with a cryptic
summary. There is a good
appeal to the senses throughout,
with sharp imagery. Her voice is
clear.

Sea Change
The sun creeps slowly up into the sky,
Reflected as it sparkles on the sea,
The trees, majestic, rustle, sway and sigh,
There’s no one else for miles around but me.
The soft, white sand is warm between my toes,
The waves embrace the rocks and then
retreat,
The smell of salt is vivid in my nose,
The cool winds kiss my face and scatter
leaves.
And now, as if awakened from a dream,
I must return to busy city life,
I wish instead of buildings there were trees,
And sand and sea and birds instead of strife.
The city life is not the life for me,
I’d trade it all to sit beside the sea.

Highly Commended

Written By:
Zac Bender

Searching for My Mother
... from a child’s view

Tomaree Public School
SALAMANDER BAY NSW 2317

Judges' Comment:
Here is a heartfelt statement,
contrasting two points of view.
The approach is simple and the
message is clear, expressed
with feeling.

I was too young to remember
The day when big boss came
And took me away
People were crying
And children were hiding.
Nowadays they tell me
It was for my own good
They said mother didn’t want me.
...from mother’s view
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Commended

They came in a truck
Took my son
I tried to stop them
But they pushed me away.
I never saw him again
I don’t know where he went.

Written By:
Sophia Bitsas
Ruyton Girls' School
KEW VIC 3101

Judges' Comment:
This poem captures an
experience which a number of
young people will have had,
namely, jumping into a
swimming pool from high above,
for the first time, perhaps. Fear
is involved, the sense of daring
and peer group pressure. Well
conceived....

Commended

Written By:
Grace Ella
Newcastle East Public School
NEWCASTLE NSW 2300

Judges' Comment:
The poet gives us a quick shift
from a shooting star to a deeply
felt wish in a succinct statement
of her pain. The final rhyme is
powerful and well timed.

Searching for Stars
Climbing up the damp, coarse staircase
The scorching wind blows furiously, brushing
you with hope
Approaching the peak of the tower
Fear overcomes you as you peer down
beneath
Unsure, unconvinced
You look up to the brown sky above
Hope, faith, belief
Trust in friends that it will be thrilling
Hesitant, regretful, afraid,
Silently creeping closer to the end of the board
Encouraging friends console you from below
Everything seems small and far away
You can do it
You take the jump and lunge forward with a
piercing scream
Feeling airless, floating in nothing
Falling to the water below, shimmering
Enter the icy water with a chilling splash
Deep below, hold your breath, propelled to the
surface
Proud, exhilarated, satisfied.

Searching for Stars
I saw a shooting star go by.
In the dark blue, gloomy sky.
Make a wish it seemed to say,
Make a wish upon me today.
Ok, Ok I said to it
Quickly, Quickly
I made my wish,
I wish I could see my dad who went to war.
At the time I had to cry
I didn’t want my dad to die.

Highly Commended
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Written By:
Lauren Ironmonger
The International Grammar
School
ULTIMO NSW 2007

Judges' Comment:
The poet gives telling contrasts
between hope and pain: "an
invisible blade of heartache and
mourning" and, "my smile will
not mend her ailing bones". Her
subject's hand gropes for
"happiness" and touches a star.
There is an undoubted sense of
pain/melancholy and a fine
attempt to express it strongly in
well rounded words. The
opening should be "I sit" in the
present tense, because the rest
of the work is in the present
tense and "white blandness" is
awkward.

Commended

Written By:
Chloe Rosenberg
Ruyton Girls' School
KEW VIC 3101

Judges' Comment:
This poem is well conceived
giving the reader a very good
impression of the diminutive flute
player facing her audience. The
notion of going "blind" under the
power of the spotlight captures a
reality for any performer on
stage. The voice of the writer
transforms to " the girl"
effectively throughout but keeps
her personal touch, as if she is
one and the same with the
player. The title might be, more
appropriately, "The Flute
Player". Good effort!

Searching for Stars
I sat, my heart bleeding in my melancholy
chest
My heart no longer beating
My chest, forgetting to breath
I see her face
Her eyes like glittering almonds
Her nose like a dainty hill
Nothing but pain fills my eyes
An invisible blade of heartache and mourning
It burns my body
Leaving me broken and distorted
She lies next to me
In a bed of white blandness
My tears will not heal her
My smile will not mend her ailing bones
As the moon trickles by
I grope blindly
Searching for the light that used to shine so
brightly
That used to fill my head with delirious
happiness
I grope through the sticky, merciless pain for
the stars
For bliss
For happiness
And my hand touches the smooth, graceful tip
of a star

Searching for Stars
A girl standing on the old wooden stage like a
diminutive ant,
In the centre of a tall dense forest,
Nerves grow inside her like a caterpillar
spinning its cocoon,
Never before has she felt these nerves.
Harsh light shines in her face,
She cannot look up for fear that she will go
blind.
Everyone is silent,
The entire world is watching.
Her hot sweaty hands touch her cold shiny
flute,
A sweet tune flows out as smooth as chocolate
Clear and calm.
The audience is silent,
Hypnotized by the tune,
The girl looks up,
The lights no longer seem so harsh anymore;
They flicker like tiny stars floating in the air.
The girl standing alone on the stage,
No longer a diminutive ant
She is a star shining in the night sky.

Highly Commended
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Written By:
Yoshua Selvadurai
Artarmon Public School
ARTARMON NSW 2064

Judges' Comment:
The writer treats the theme by
relating the stars to navigation.
This approach is distinctive
among the entries. The
development of the poem is
sound, formally presented....
Verse. 3 is rich in style and
content. The use of adjectives is
somewhat self-conscious, as in
the first verse, and so dampens
the growth of the work. The
concluding four lines pin point a
good idea.

Highly Commended

Searching for Stars
The metal blue ocean surges
against the weight of the heaving ship
A myriad of diamond stars pierce
the endless cobalt sky
A dark stretched canvas without
eclipsing clouds, clear
The lonely white moon,
a smudge of chalk in the night sky
The low thud of the waves, the
slicing soft whisper of the wind
Alone on the deck the captain
searches the speckled dome of the sky
Head tilted, pointing the telescope
upwards towards the silent stars
Searches for signs to navigate
to new lands, to new and distant horizons
Dreams of discoveries, of conquests,
tropical islands laddened with fruit
Cartographers carefully drawing new maps on
antique parchment with dark ink
Orion’s belt extends southward to Sirius
Draw a line northwards to find Alderbaran
Draw a line eastwards to find Procyon
The shimmering gleam of the telescope
stretches, reaches to the distant stars
A straight line from Rigel points to
constellation of Castor and Pollux
The sextant measures the angles, the
distances
between dreams and reality
But for now only this endless ocean,
the soft, secret spray of the waves
The thin line of light which separates
where ocean ends and sky begins
Only the stars forming a silent message in the
sky
for those with eyes to see
Giving guidance, revelation
for dreams to be fulfilled
A clear map in the sky for those who
gaze into the silent eyes of the stars

Written By:
Jonathan Simpson
Arden Anglican School
BEECROFT NSW 2119
Judges' Comment:
The poet sums up the
possibilities of this theme quickly
and effectively without actually
coming to any conclusion. Pity that would have added more to
the piece.

Searching for Stars
Galileo
Einstein
Newton
Copernicus
Big Ideas
Big Names
Names for a star
Milky Way
Andromeda
Alpha Centauri
The Virgo Stellar Stream
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Commended

And the Magellanic Cloud
Big Words
Big Names
Galaxies from afar
Mercury
Neptune
Jupiter and
Mars
Big Words
Big Names
Planets near and far
Ptolemy
Kepler
Halley and
Brahe
Big Names
Big Men
Each of them a star

Written By:
Grace Stanhope
Valentine Public School
VALENTINE NSW 2280

Judges' Comment:
Here is an intelligent, well
argued interpretation of the star
theme. The poet's voice is clear
as she spins out her ideas.
There is a good range of
characters, neatly
established...the teacher,
business man, mother, petshop
owner, gardener, beggar. Deft
touches of character enliven her
world, her "kindred spirits", while
she debunks the imagery from
contemporary technology,
fashion, magazine and TV
culture. This is an interesting
piece of work, well crafted. [It is
unfortunate near the end that
"broke" is used when "poor"
would be more apt - or possibly
"broken".]

Runner Up

Searching For Stars
I'm searching for stars,
But I can't find any.
I can't find stars on the Internet,
Only people who think
They're fabulous
And more important
Than people like me.
There are no stars to be seen
On the TV,
Just well-known celebrities,
Famous for being ... on the TV.
They mean nothing to me.
The stars on the street
Must be hidden from me,
Because all I can see
Are posters
Advertising places
where people go
To hear YELLING faces.
In magazines,
The stars are playing hide-and-seek,
But the ones
Who've done bad things
Mustn't be very good at that game:
They glare icily at me
From the glossy front cover.
Older teenage girls
Yabber on and on and on and on
About hot guys and movie stars,
But all I hear
Are ridiculous things ...
Skirts shorter than my attention span,
Earrings longer than blue whales,
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Heels taller than the Eiffel Tower,
Lipstick scarlet like a rose flower.
But then,
I see a teacher,
Patiently explaining difficult maths to a child.
I see a worn and harried business man
Gripping the filthy hand
Of a teary-eyed little girl
Taking the time to find her mother
In a noisy public place.
I see a pet shop owner,
Eyes glowing with enthusiastic fervour,
Showing a fuzzy, licking, affectionate dog
To a euphoric laughing boy.
I see an elderly, solitary gardener,
Tending, caring and guarding his family:
The stretching trees and spreading flowers.
He gives passersby the occasional nod
As he shows his grandchildren
How to plant daisies.
I see a broke man begging for money
By the side of a humble church;
One by one,
The worshippers file out
And hand the homeless, sunken-eyed man
A dollar each.
I see kindred spirits;
I know where the real stars are.
They're not shining and twinkling in the sky,
They don't come out at night, on the TV,
Or hide away from the world
In a stretched limo, the length of the sea.
The true stars are plain to see,
They're right here, in front of me.
I'm not searching for the stars anymore.
I've found them.

Written By:
Michael Brownsea
Albury West Public School
ALBURY NSW 2640

Judges' Comment:
This poem has good ideas that
are woven together smoothly
and clearly.

Commended

Shooting For The Stars
A goal is the twinkle of a star in the moonlit
night,
It is the little voice in your ear
Motivating you,
Pushing you past your troubles,
It keeps you breathing
And helps you through each day.
A goal cannot be harmed or moved,
Yet it can be felt, seen and touched.
It is like a mother to an orphan,
Or food to an animal.
It is the lonely light in the darkness;
It is the fiery rage in your heart and is about to
explode;
It is the bringer of life,
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And the giver of wealth.
There's only one way to go
When you find your goal.
That way is up.

Written By:
Robin Allsopp
Chapel Hill State School
CHAPEL HILL QLD 4069

Judges' Comment:
This is very good piece, with
evidence of the poet being close
to the events. The echo of "I was
okay" works beautifully with a
simple twist of the question at
the end. Her voice is sensitive to
the action but not burdened by
the pain of the events. An
excellent sense of word power
and flow ("the water slinks away
leaving rot and filth behind..." ).
there is momentum in the work
as the water moves: "Sucking..."
, "Pushing down/ sending
dreams and possessions to a
watery grave". The descriptions
are rich, going step by step from
falling rains to rising flood, the
waters receding and then to the
clean-up afterwards. The writer
is there all the time; she sees,
hears and feels the water
encroaching on her life. The
poem is a vivid response to
something that has happened so
recently, expressed simply and
spontaneously and without
apology for the writer remaining
in her house when she might
otherwise have left.

Winner

Sodden Dreams
Memories that will haunt my dreams forever.
Never-ending droplets,
drumming down on cracked ground,
filling potholes,
swirling, murky puddles,
spilling out,
creating pools.
The rain drives on.
Quietly,
like a tiger stalking its prey,
the water creeps up.
Slowly, slowly people leave,
but I stay.
It’ll stop,
I’ll be okay,
won’t I?
Silently it seeps,
through every crack and crevice.
Drowning memories.
Destroying everything with watery fingers.
The streets are rivers,
and houses lakes,
but I stay.
It’ll go down,
I’ll be okay,
won’t I?
Roaring now,
in torrents,
past my house.
Sucking away everything in its path.
Pushing down,
sending dreams and possessions to a watery
grave,
but I stay.
What choice do I have?
Help will come.
I’ll be okay,
won’t I?
I step out.
The water grabs me with its powerful hands.
Trying to carry me,
willing me to follow it,
forcing, forward.
I struggle, it is strong,
yet I defeat it.
I want to leave,
but I stay.
What else can I do?
Not long now.
I’ll be okay,
won’t I?
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Silence takes over.
I look outside,
finally the rain has stopped.
Ever so slowly,
The water slinks away,
leaving rot and filth behind.
Inside and outside are much the same.
I could leave this all behind,
but I stay.
It will recover.
I’ll be okay,
won’t I?

Dots of orange against brown.
Helpers as abundant as the debris.
Tears fall,
cleansing the ground where lives will be
rebuilt.
Community pulls together,
sharing donations and stories.
Working as one.
We make progress,
But we’ll never forget.
Slowly, slowly people return,
but I stayed.
I was okay,
wasn’t I ?

Written By:
Kieran Edwards

Star Gazy Boy
Pale blue eyes,

Merino Primary School
MERINO VIC 3310

Gazing rock pools
in the bleak classroom.

Judges' Comment:
They call him
This poem comes at the star
theme from a new perspective. It
is reflective, shows a good pulse
with detached thoughts to go
with that pulse. It shows a
mature approach. Title query,
'though: Star Gazy Boy or Star
Crazy Boy ...? The word "gazy"
seems awkward in a poem
where all the words are
standard.

Star Gazy Boy.
He doesn’t hear,
He counts..
and they exchange glances.
He counts..
Pencils by day,

Commended

Stars by night.
Checklist;
Thomas Tank pyjamas,
Curtains open,
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Polish the R.B Bate of London.
Pale blue eyes gazing,
The telescope precious.
Counting,
Counting to sleep.

Written By:
Rita Bradshaw
The School of Total Education
WARWICK QLD 4370

Judges' Comment:
Ah, "she walks in beauty", by
courtesy of Byron, optimistic,
searching, knowing that one day
the poet will find that for which
she is longing. The piece flows
very well indeed and holds
together with some excellent use
of her own language and the
development of her theme.
Perhaps a cryptic conclusion
might say how the poet will
recognise her "star" when she
sees it. "Stars" can so easily slip
by, unrecognised.

Star Searcher
In the night when the moon is bare
She has no whim, she has no care,
She walks as if she lives on air
In the stars where all is fair.
Through the night, she seems to glide!
Head up high, arms opened wide
Searching for a star, a single one
In the maze that can’t be undone.
Never will it disappear,
The star she longs for in a night that’s clear
But striding further she will go
Because one day, one day, the star will show.

Highly Commended

Written By:
Jye Edwards
Merino Primary School
MERINO VIC 3310

Judges' Comment:
This work offers a different slant
on the sources of information
that can be used in a poem and
the manner in which that
information can be presented.
The poem is bald but it does
have a logic , especially to
someone who knows about
trucks. If we are now "back on
the road" perhaps the poet
should now add a comment on
why "we" left it in the first place,
so contributing something more

Startruck
Inter,
One star,
300 hp.
Mack B model,
Two star,
350 hp.
Freightliner,
Three star,
500 hp.
Kenworth,
Four star,
550 hp.
Peterbuilt,
Five star,
610 hp.
We’re back on the road !
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substantial to his very good idea.
The title is a good one; it
catches the eye.

Commended

Written By:
Sylvia Rochesson
Waitara Public School
WAHROONGA NSW 2077

Judges' Comment:
This poem is well focused, with
the voice of the writer apparent
in her experience. It is a piece
about trying hard and the fear
involved in failing to match up.
The approval of one's friends is
important. The repeated, "go Go
Go!" adds to the momentum and
helps the theme very much.

Commended

Written By:
Jenna Teixeira
Yidarra Catholic School
BATEMAN WA 6150

Judges' Comment:
The poet makes a simple
statement, repeating well known
images bound together by the
question, "How can we redeem
them?" The work is summed up
in her wish for "peace and
happiness". With that we would
all agree.

Striving for the Goal
I am nervous
I can’t think about anything
So when I start the race
I go Go GO!
I run my fastest
But I still see people out in front of me
My legs already start aching
But I go Go GO!
I have never done anything like this
And I am scared I will stop half way
I look and see my friends cheering
So I go Go GO!
I see the finish line
My legs want to stop
But I force myself to go all the way
I go Go GO!
I make it
All the tiring long way
My friends cheer for me
“Yay Yay Yay!”

The Anzacs
We were all sad,
But in our hearts we were glad.
They fought for our freedom,
How can we redeem them.
There were bombs and gun fire,
Bodies torn by sharp wire.
There was sorrow and sadness,
I wish there was peace and happiness.
I hope there is no war ever again,
I wish and I wonder when…?

Commended

Written By:
Madeleine McDonald

The Dance
The Dance

St Paul's Primary School
NIGHTCLIFF NT 0810

A pride of starry eyes
captured my gaze
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Judges' Comment:
This is interesting material
based on a personal experience,
I presume. The writer gives the
impression of being there as she
explores her feelings, the
suspense, the waiting, the fear:
"I sensed the restlessness of the
audience"... and "I became a
meek turtle journeying across
the sand" . The latter is an
unexpected comparison, yet a
good one for a writer living in the
NT. There is vigour in the writing
with the poet having a
comprehensive view of her
situation. [Pity about "I smelt/ the
smell" near the end - when "I
smell" would suffice.]

Highly Commended

shining down like diamonds
glinting in the snow.
I waited,
nothing happened.
Should I just walk
calmly off the stage?
No-I thought,
you're here for a reason.
You're here to open the
2009 Arafura Games.
You were chosen
not him, not her
but you
I tried to take
myself away,
away from the
scary silence.
I thought about
those exhausting
rehearsals,
dancing like fire,
twisting and turning
relentlessly,
my feet
aching in agony.
I sensed
the restlessness
of the audience.
Surely this meant
the music would play...
soon
The music began,
beating like the step
of a single elephant.
I became a meek turtle
journeying across the sand
to the safety of the sea.
I spoke to the music
reach, reach
it whispered,
so that's exactly
what I did.
With my flag
held high
flickering,
dancing
with the wind.
In that short time
I saw the green
flashing lights
waving at me
from the audience.
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I smelt
the smell
of hot food
cooking
from behind
the grandstand,
warm and welcoming.
The music finished.
The audience
stood and cheered.
One by one
they all began
to file out of their seats.
My work was done,
It was time
for the other stars
to show their talent,
athletes, judges, time keepers
and all.
The dance - a star
soaring high in the
night sky,
free and jubilant.

Written By:
Trent Hooper
Reservoir Primary School
RESERVOIR VIC 3073

Judges' Comment:
The writer covers the match
well. The details he selects are
clear if somewhat blunt in their
presentation. The pulse could
increase as the match develops
and the drama of the contest
grows. As it is there is much of
the same from beginning to end.
"I'm thinking about the other two
goals" doesn't seem to tie in with
anything in the rest of the poem.
Nevertheless, this offers a good
attack on the theme.

The First Match
Sunday morning.
Players arriving.
I feel great.
The coach arrives.
We go into the change rooms, get changed.
Wallan versus North Heidelberg.
Coach tells us to run around the square
and to see how the wind is
and which way we should kick.
We’re all excited for the first game of the year.
The first bounce.
I win the ruck.
We all go for the footy.
They are tough,
but we’re tougher.
I’m sweating.
Coach says not to worry about that quarter.

Commended

The second quarter is ours.
We come back on the field
and come out firing with four goals in a row.
I kick two.
North Heidelberg is no match for us.
We are in front by thirty points,
but it is only half the game.
We go in the clubrooms.
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The coach puts me at full forward.
We run back on the field.
We win the ruck,
We get it straight into the forward line.
I mark it.
I get nervous.
I’m thinking about the other two goals.
I take my kick and it goes straight through the
middle.
We win the ruck again.
The ruck rover kicks it to me.
This goal is to win the game by forty-two
points.
This time, I’m not worried.
There’s no pressure.
I take my kick on the siren
and it misses,
but we still win.
We sing our song as loudly as possible.

Written By: ]
Tayla Short
St Anthony's School
WANNEROO WA 6065

The Hunt
SShhh
Creeping
Crawling
Sneaking
Slinking

Judges' Comment:
Here there is a strong show of
witty vitality with a well selected
burst of images that come
together in an apt conclusion.

Commended

Written By:
Bora Hyoung
Chatswood Public School
CHATSWOOD NSW 2067

Judges' Comment:
Tennyson set his version to a
much more rigorous form and
rhythm. As it is, this poem is still
too reliant on prose for its
progress. It shows the poet has
put in a lot of effort to build up

Running
Heart Racing
Adrenalin pumping
Lunging
Leaping
Clawing
Biting
Growling
Blood oozing
DINNER.

The Lady of Shalott
Glass skyscrapers and graffitied warehouses,
Pierce and dominate an aching sky,
Traffic blares chaos as it crawls along,
Worn down streets,
That lead to Camelot Film Studios,
And in the middle a building lies low,
The luxury suite of Shalott.
Iron girders, glass galore,
Its stately polished walls,
Gaze down on the rubbish and leaf strewn
street,
And inside this mysterious place,
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the satire which it presents of an
aspect of modern life. The title
could be more inventive ("The
Girl from Dee Why"... "The
Model from Bondi", or some
such thing...to locate it in
Sydney, so dropping the notion
of "lady" altogether. The first six
verses are in the present tense
and the remainder in the past
tense which weakens the whole
thing. Keep it all in the present
tense. More work on this long
piece and the writer will have
something of which to be proud,
a poem that will be terrific to
speak aloud and entertain
others.

Commended

A woman resides, beautiful and alone,
The model of Shalott.
There she sits night and day,
Riffling through countless magazines,
She reads the lurid gossip;
Latest trends, the looks and fads,
The scandals and conspiracies that shadow
the world,
She reads it all,
The model of Shalott.

Millions have seen her pose in Vanity Fair,
They have seen her on billboards, magazine
covers, everywhere,
And everyday they lie in anticipation,
To see an advertisement that lightens them
cheerily,
Of her glamour and beauty,
They nudge each other and whisper, “She has
it all,
The model of Shalott.”
She is always on the frontier of the famous,
But who knows her face to face?
She is a reclusive lady,
A star shrouding itself in the dark,
The model of Shalott.
While flipping through health articles,
She hears of a disease,
To do with diminishing weight,
She muses awhile, wondering what it means,
A curse they say, for people like she,
The model of Shalott.

But as she reads she still delights,
To weave the world’s sights,
Into designer clothes that adorn her,
And sometimes while she searches for her
blueprints,
She falls upon pictures of young lovers,
“I am half sick of shadows,” states,
The model of Shalott.
Then one day she heard a noise,
It came from the surging traffic,
Muted music wafted through the walls,
‘Tirra lirra, by the river’, it sang,
She listened,
The model of Shallot.
And at that moment her page slipped,
To reveal a poster of Lance,
Frozen in motion,
Driving in his sleek, jet black Mercedes,
She stared,
The model of Shalott.
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Shafts of sunlight mingled with his glossy
locks,
The wind caressed his sun-tanned face,
His manly stance made others wilt,
Under his glowing halo, he mesmerised,
The model of Shalott.
She gazed longingly at his distilled glow,
She wanted herself to look more beautiful than
ever,
She chose to lose three pounds,
To enhance her already frail figure,
She began to wane, drifting into the realm of
sleep,
The model of Shalott.
She dreamt that night of her and Lance,
He said, “Come with me,
To Camelot film Studios.”
She rushed over to his side,
To look down on Camelot Film Studios,
In her slumber she felt her heart falter,
The model of Shalott.

It was at a stroke of the clock,
That a storm began to brew,
Wide eyed viewers huddled before their TVs,
Saw a prong of lightning sear through a power
line,
One by one the ads began to fade,
Along with what they had just depicted:
The model of Shalott.
Withered leaves and litter drift down from a
breeze,
The ashen faces of party makers peer
inquisitively,
At the coffin being ferried down the highway,
Who is she and why is she here?
They see a torn poster blow by,
It plasters its wet self to the front of the coffin,
They read the emboldened words,
“The model of Shalott”.
Curious to see the throng,
Lance walked over to see a beautiful woman,
Starved to perfection,
“She has a lovely face,” he remarked,
The walked away from the white clad shadow
ofThe model of Shalott.
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Written By:
Sylvie van Dijk
Queenwood School for Girls
MOSMAN NSW 2088

The Little Evacuee
The young boy who came to my door,
Was small and skinny and the age of four,
Around his neck, lay a small paper tag,
In his hands, a small leather bag,

Judges' Comment:
This is a restrained piece of
writing, quite mature. It is a
touching piece, presented simply
with a consistent form.

Highly Commended

As I showed him indoors, he was shaking with
fear,
But stopped when I said, “You will be safe
hear,”
Two years later, a telegraph arrived at our
door,
Timothy Alexander Blake, it was for,
I handed it over to the sweet, eager boy,
As he read it, he turned to sad from joy,
It read, ‘your father has been killed in the war’,
I tried to comfort him, but was ignored,
Tears rolled down his poor helpless face,
As he left the room at a slow, sad pace.

Written By:
Annette Onodi
Summer Hill Public School
SUMMER HILL NSW 2130

Judges' Comment:
The poet is quietly modest but
determined to show her feelings.
The lines are crisp, well
phrased. With "a chocolate chip
in a/ Plain cupcake" she
stresses her sense of isolation
very well. The broken lines and
placement of punctuation show
good understanding of what can
be done in a poem.

The Lone Star
I’m just a mere dot
Out in the night sky
I stand all alone
With nobody close enough to see
Who I really am
Who I can really be
A chocolate chip in a
Plain cupcake…That’s how I feel
Like. Something not meant to be there
Or like a loose strand of hair
I’m different…Misunderstood
Still a star…
But not normal enough to
Be considered one
That’s how I feel…

Commended

Written By:
Annie Gleisner
Ruyton Girls' School
KEW VIC 3101

Judges' Comment:
This is a theme developed by a

The Lonely Star
In my bedroom,
In the city,
I look up at the sky,
Only one star shines.
The hustle and bustle of the cold, dark street
awakens me.
I draw back the curtains and stare up at that
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number of the writers. The poet
carefully crafts each step with
good internal dialogue and a
concern to establish the
situation. She shows a
praiseworthy belief as she writes
with a feel for the words which
she uses. However, the build up
is far better than the conclusion
which is lame by comparison.
Pity. There is talent here.

Commended

one star ….
The one star that stands alone.
It is alone in the cold dark space.
Has it lost its’ friends?
Is it lost?
I open the window and stick my head out.
“Are you lonely old star – do you need a
friend?”
I call.
Some people from below stick their heads up
Still no response from the dull star standing
alone.
I lie down on my bed,
I can’t stop thinking about the lonely star.
I get up, walk over to the window and jump out.
I feel the adrenaline pump through my body as
I fall.
Then, I rise up into the bitter night sky …
Soaring high to join the lonely star.
“Do you need a friend, Mr Star?”
I ask..creeping behind him.
I feel the cold spacey air whip past me
A shiver runs down my spine.
The lonely star turns around and hugs me tight
“I do!”
“The lights from the city have killed all my
friends.”
So…..
For the rest of the night, I sit there and talked
to him,
He has some very interesting things to say…
A lot of it about space.
He is intrigued by my world too.
“I look down upon your world every night,
It is very different up here.
You’d best be getting home now" he says.
“Thank you” he whispers.
The rest is a blur.
I awake in my bed,
It is still very early in the morning.
I look out the window…
A light is turned off.
Another star shines.
Now my lonely star is lonely no more.

Written By:
Jarrah Hislop Speers
Hawkesbury Independent
School
KURRAJONG NSW 2758

The Octopus
An octopus sleeps
In between some bulky rocks
Tied up in a knot
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Judges' Comment:
Inspired by the poet's study of
haiku this proves to be a witty
little piece, neat and selfcontained. Well done! Many try
but very few succeed in this
difficult task.

Commended

Written By:
Melissa Donnelly
St Patrick's College
SUTHERLAND NSW 2232

Judges' Comment:
The poet has found a very good
theme and develops ideas which
hang together. There is an
overuse of "it" which becomes
irritating. This is a thinking kite,
because "it remembers" as the
poet says, so the kite would not
be prone to talk about itself as
an it", I suggest. There are some
good fresh images, like falling
into the daisies and the notion of
twisting and turning with delight.

Commended

The Old Kite
The old kite sits silently in the box.
The dust has settled gently on its patterns
that once danced among the fluffy white
clouds.
It remembers soaring up into the clear blue
sky,
like a dream tapping on the edge of reality
It misses the times when it once chased the
butterflies and the breeze.
The old kite remembers diving into the patch of
pretty spring daisies.
Dizzy from the fragrance,
it would twist and turn with delight.
Oh how it longs to play with them once more.
It remembers when children would hold its
hand,
casting it up into the sky…
the shrills of laughter echoing in faded dreams.
But now it’s had its final cast,
into the dusty old box that sits silently in the
corner.

Written By:
Jake Pilley
Hill End Public School
HILL END NSW 2850

Judges' Comment:
This is a well presented poem
about an occupation. The details
are clear with a sense of the
feeling in the man and a clear
impression of the process,
Memorable lines include, "he
pulls and drags", and "the
aching back" after a hard day's
shearing.

The Shearer
He shears the sheep,
From dawn to dusk.
He gives his boss,
Loyalty and trust.
His big rough hands,
Grip the sheep tight.
Some try to kick,
And put up a fight.
He pushes his handpiece,
Through soft, white wool.
He gulps down liquid,
To keep himself cool.
He pulls and drags,
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Commended

The big wethers out.
He is the best,
Without a doubt.
With aching back,
And burning hand.
He is a man,
From the bush land.
With long, smooth blows,
He shaves the sheep.
The fleece rolls off,
Into a pillowy heap.
By end of day,
He’s spent and tired.
But after night’s rest,
He’s fresh and fired.

Written By:
Joseph Bullock
Paracombe Primary School
PARACOMBE SA 5132

Judges' Comment:
This is a good piece which flows
well and shows a feisty
determination. There is an
effective use of pause as the
poet debates with himself. He
shows confidence in himself and
a sense of joy.

Commended

The Stars Await Me
I cackle madly,
And tears of mirth run down my face.
The stars await me.
Finally, after years (and years) of waiting
I am old enough.
Strong enough as well;
Mentally and physically.
The whole world is at my feet,
My oyster,
And so I’ll harvest it of every pearl before
I become too old.
At long last they will see me for who I truly am.
They only see the shell,
Only a taste of my true talent.
Now, however…
And so the stars await me.
But the critics’ words will not hurt me.
Nor will they haunt me and force me to change
my style.
For when the stars await you,
You truly realize that nothing will get between
you
And your goal.
No matter what…
Joseph Bullock 2009

Written By:
Teagan McIntosh

Theresa
I was just five,

Merino Primary School
MERINO VIC 3310

my school life beginning.
I remember her

Judges' Comment:
like a palette of colours.
This work is poignant. It's
fascinating for a ten year old to

A star in life...
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make reference to being a five
year old through the medium of
a much-loved teacher. The
words are clear and the
expression simple with a
particularly a strong line in,
"mostly we believed in art and
ourselves" . This is balanced
piece that shows maturity.

Art teacher,
Trailing in glitter.
We painted
and drew,
sculpted and modelled.

Highly Commended
Mostly we believed,
in art
and ourselves.
Now ten,
I ask why she left.
Her life ending..
Mine just beginning.

Written By:
Melanie Moroney
St Anthony's School
WANNEROO WA 6065

Judges' Comment:
The lines give an excellent build
up to the notion of a
thunderstorm exploding.

Commended

Written By:
Elizabeth Simmonds
St Anthony's School
WANNEROO WA 6065

Judges' Comment:
This is a good idea and a little bit
of fun. It holds together well.

Thunder Storm
Splish, splash, splosh
Pitter, patter
Dribble, dribble, dribble
Falling, falling
Louder, Louder, LOUDER
Hailing… calming…
Blurry, cold, freezing.
FLASH
Crackle!
SNAP! BANG!
Hustle, heavy
Piercing
BOOMING!
AAAAHHHHH!

Tickled to Death
Laughing
Gurgling
Giggling
Wriggling
Screaming
Screeching
Crying
Dying
DEAD.

Commended
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Written By:
Josie Drielsma
The Armidale Waldorf School
ARMIDALE NSW 2350

Judges' Comment:
The poet creates a good pulse,
steady, thoughtful, almost
teasing, with a gentle twist in her
observations. Should "time" be
thought to have any say in the
matter or is that really up to
human choice? The last line,
perhaps, could benefit from a
repetition of "go" as in "go, go ,
go...." to echo the opening line.

Time
Time will always go and go,
and how to freeze it, none can know.
Time has seen all,
everyone grow up tall,
every seed start to sprout,
every thought feeling and doubt.
If you were time would you still wonder,
of life’s great path,
would you still ponder,
about life and light and all the rest,
and would you, could you, always know what’s
best?
Well none can say,
as time is slipping away,
because time will always flow
and life will always go.

Commended

Written By:
bridget Webster
Mont Albert Primary School
MONT ALBERT VIC 3127

Judges' Comment:
The poem builds tension with
some well chosen words. It has
a good feeling. There's vigour in
her attack on the theme, an
anger, the sense of a terrible
threat : "You breathe me but do
not block me."

Highly Commended

What am I ?
I am a creature of the night,
I burn and break and raze and blight,
I wait and watch and watch and wait,
And soon, soon it will be too late.
Ever slower, always lower,
I hang like a hungry vulture over,
Everything and everyone,
My terrible mission has begun.
You made me but you abhor me.
You see me but you ignore me.
You hear me but you do not stop me.
You breathe me but do not block me.
I am a creature of shocking death,
I change green to black, I take away breath.
I wait and watch and watch and wait,
And very soon it will be too late.
There is no cure. There is no solution.
What am I?
I am pollution.

Written By:
Holly Thompson
Paracombe Primary School
PARACOMBE SA 5132

Judges' Comment:
Here we have a well crafted
picture from farm life. The
imagery is good. The steady

Winter at the Farm
Winter has come,
Smearing its cold breeze and snow all over the
land.
Children stare helplessly out of the window into
the mist.
The mornings are cold with frost
Making it extremely hard to feed the animals
outside.
Horses, smothered in rugs and their coats
thickening.
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flow of the poem suggests the
cramping effect of winter on the
energy of the farm - and the
writer. With "snow all over the
land" the landscape sounds
more English than around the
reaches of Paracombe where
the writer attends school. This
presents a mellow picture and a
good one.

Highly Commended

Fun activities have been cancelled
Leaving the children disappointed and
confused.
Other animals in the woodland forest have
collected food
For the long , breathtaking months ahead.
Ewes with their lambs
Struggle to pull through the long , harsh days.
Cows shiver in disgrace.
Cold weather hugs them with its cruel power.
The land, now damp with frost....
Silence and peace
Spread through the trees and over the farm
house,
That was once full of excitement.
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Short Listed Submissions: Learning Assistance
Special Education Primary
Written By:
Isabella Young
Ogilvie High School
NEW TOWN TAS 7008

Judges' Comment:
This is strong poem with a bitter
tone ...; "my iron rose rusts in
your bloody hand" is a line not to
be forgotten. There are
impressive qualities in the
questions asked and the
relentless pressure which the
writer brings to her theme. What
is the "end" I wonder? Also, who
are these "people"? Well done very interesting. The work offers
a thought provoking appraisal of
destruction in our world.

Commended

Written By:
Kerrie Couper
Paracombe Primary School
PARACOMBE SA 5132

Judges' Comment:
This poem builds a mellow
image, especially warm in the
final verse. There is a good use
made of broken lines as: "in a
grey/ Blanket, the fog/
Moving...". The poem takes
momentum from those small
breaks. The poet shows a good
response to the theme. "...cows
walking into it" is perhaps a little
abrupt but, overall, the writing
moves along nicely.

Eternal Blackness
What next? An eternity in shadow?
Black mist and repulsive love
Tangled through your weak lies
My iron rose rusts in your bloody hand
Slowly fading, waiting to join the others
Fallen in battle, lying dead on your bedroom
floor
You are our leader but not our saviour
You light your way but not ours
We are the stars in the sky
With a black hole closing in
Waiting to be sucked up
And thrown into shadow forever
This battle we fight, we didn’t start
And you know that our people have no hope
Seconds tick away as your time nears an end
Why fight when peace is so close?
Why die when a new life awaits you?

heaven on earth
Shiny water drops glittering in the sun
Cloud looks like snow, marshmallows,
Soft, gentle, mist
Nice and quiet sounds of the beautiful
Singing birds
Lake shimmering in the sun
The cows walking into it.
Sun is blazing
Through the dull mist
Paracombe is covered in a grey
Blanket, the fog
Moving from place to place
It’s Heaven on Earth.

Commended
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Written By:
SEP Group poem
Coombabah State School
COOMBABAH QLD 4216

Judges' Comment:
The class bring a light touch to
this piece. It works well with a
witty comment at the end. The
rhymes help point the humour.
Highly Commended

Hello Sleepy Fat Cat
Hello sleepy, fat cat,
I see you lying on the mat.
Ready to pounce, scratch and howl,
I know you're always on the prowl.
I see you sleeping in your bed,
I'd rather you played with me instead.
In my room there's a furry toy,
But you're not getting it, naughty boy.
Yesterday you were, "On Show",
But, you bit poor grandma on the toe.
We thought you were our shining star,
But now, grandma will admire you from afar.

Written By:
Bettina Liang

I AM, I SEE

Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW
2151

I am a star
I am a breather
Of fiery love
And hope
I am a dancer
Synchronising in time
With my fellow companions
I am a small speck in time
A small piece of the vast universe
I am a follower
Of the angels from high above.

Judges' Comment:
This is a bold piece, written with
vigour; it moves along
beautifully. The lines, ".... a
breather / of fiery love / and
hope" compels attention early in
the poem and the whole piece
grows from there and
consistently so. Well done.

Runner Up

I see mortals on the watery planet
Named Earth
I see them fight in terrible wars
During which many lose beloved ones
I see Mercury
The hot and flaming realm
I see Venus
the planet of love and beauty
I see Mars.
Earth’s twin.
I see Jupiter
With its Great Red Spot
I see Saturn
With its rings of fire
I see Neptune
The icy kingdom
And Pluto
The land of the dead.
I am a star, I see everything.

Written By:
Laurana Ellway
Newcastle East Public School
NEWCASTLE NSW 2300

I had a dream
When I was a child I had a dream
To search for the stars and each star
Burnt with my hopes and ambitions.
Now I am an adult I don’t believe in stars
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Judges' Comment:

Except as dead lumps of cooling rock
I’m caught between two worlds.

The writer puts a clear
proposition in a flowing piece,
short but apt.

Commended

Written By:
Jayden Wilson
Katherine School of the Air
KATHERINE NT 0850

Judges' Comment:
This is a very good poem which
observes carefully the landscape
of the writer's world at daybreak.
He writes from a knowledge of
the experience. The piece flows
well and shows a sense of
colour and sound, especially
sound. Well done. What does it
mean "to get closer to the sun",
especially so in the NT? Why
would you want to do that? The
ending could be stronger. As it
is, the writing drifts away,
somewhat.

Winner

Nelson Springs – My home.
It is daybreak.
Sunrise the dawn is shattering and the silence passes.
Native birds are looking hungrily for survival
food Soaring, wild, wedged tail eagles,
Screeching, noisy, red-tailed cockatoos,
Bouncing, active, grey brolgas,
Chorusing, together, black & white magpies,
Perched, bush turkeys
Whistling Racing Hovering my alarm clock!
It makes me feel hungry as well.
I love the quiet the fresh smell of, breezy, seasonal rain.
In the stock camp
counting big horned, brindle, scrub cattle
floury, fine, red, bulldust floating in the dry air.
Drinking hurriedly fresh, cool, dripping water from the nearby
spring –
dancing wildly
and furiously over smooth, limestone boulders.
Our Negri River fed by the ever, flowing
Sterling River both deep, wide, bending ,skipping down to the
lake.
Flowing aggressively
and quickly
to the vast Ord into boundless, diamond, blue Lake Argyle.
Fish – white, big, juicy, bream, silver, grey
catfish,
Ancient, ridged, concealed crocodiles protecting their precious eggs
Flowering white gums,
paper bark shedding its seasonal cracking
skin,
yellow, orange flowering prickly pear trees,
grazing cattle, newborn calves, fat steers,
scaly, black-headed, rock pythons.
Goannas, wild buffalo, feral pigs, big, shiny
brumbies sharing our lonely land.
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Stunning, scenic sunsets,
everything is humid I wish I could get closer to the sun to feel it
more.
Natural, open spaces The cool, evening breeze on my young,
smooth cool, brown skin Nelson Springs,
My home,
My country –
Forever.

Written By:
Taneeka Perry
Coombabah State School
COOMBABAH QLD 4216

Judges' Comment:
This poem expresses a strong
wish with conviction and clarity.

Commended

Written By:
Zach Walker
Macquarie Primary School
MACQUARIE ACT 2614

Judges' Comment:
Here are a couple of neat
comparisons, namely, space as
an "ocean of coke" and Pluto
compared to a "peanut on
earth", both springing from the
writer's personal experience.
There's a mutual admiration
shown of stars and Earth....
Good thinking, well put!

Singing Star
Singing is my dream,
It's my passion, I believe.
To sing and dance would be,
A dream to achieve for me.
High school musicals will be challenge,
That I will do my best to manage.
I'll do my best to sing and dance,
An opportunity to take a chance.
Dancing is really cool,
I am learning how to dance at school.
I really love to dance,
If you only just give me a chance.

Space
Space is huge like an ocean of coke.
Asteroids run past as fast as birds flying.
Jupiter is as bright as an orange.
Mars flies past as red as fire in the fire place.
Satellites fly by looking like UFOs.
Pluto is small in space like a peanut on Earth.
The stars look down to Earth and we look up in
space
Where we see the stars.

Highly Commended
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Written By:
Juliet Brooking
Mowbray College
MELTON VIC 3337

Judges' Comment:
This poem is well focused, a
thoughtful piece using simple
statements that are inter-related
, shifting from colour to memory
and then to creation. The work is
personal to the writer and her
voice is clear.

Stars
Silver and white
They move a little bit
And the Moon moves too.
People looking at the stars
They feel like the person
They lost is up there
They say 'Hello' and 'Goodnight'
To their loved ones.
People pray to God
To say they are sorry
And to ask
To keep their loved ones safe.

Commended

Written By:
Christopher Morozoff
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW
2151

Judges' Comment:
"Swirling lights/Confusing
thoughts...." and " the cold light
of the star that taunts ...." an
interesting twist, clearly put. The
writing suggests the theme is
deeply felt. The poet's voice is
there and personalised.

Highly Commended

STARS
Unknown brightness
In the blackness
Of the dark night
A cold fire
Outside.
Makes me feel
Lost, lonely
Nobody to help.
Swirling lights,
Confusing thoughts,
Don’t know
Where to go.
Staying still,
Standing back
When I am helpless,
Sad,
And want my family.
Don’t you care?

Written By:
Michael Nekic
Mowbray College
MELTON VIC 3337

Judges' Comment:
This poem shows sense of
simple awe and excitement
illustrated by the repeated
phrases. The notion of the

Stars
Look at the stars
Look at the stars
So far away
Look at the stars
Look at the stars
They are like helicopters
In the air
The stars are so bright
The stars are so small
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helicopter relates space to an
image from earth, seemingly an
everyday image for the writer.
Well thought out....

The stars are so cool

Commended

Written By:
Bettina Liang
Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW
2151

Judges' Comment:
This poem comes across as a
hymn of praise. Maybe all or part
of it could be set to music with a
little more work. Certainly,
"Stars, be bold/ Stars, shine
brightly" has echoes of a
resounding chorus. The
sentiments are clearly
presented. This shows good
effort.

Commended

STARS DIVINE
Singing stars in the never ending universe,
Wandering in the vast black void,
Filling hearts with optimism,
Sending out invisible waves of happiness,
Shimmering brightly are the stars;
Stars, be bold,
Stars, shine brightly.
Singing stars in the never ending universe,
Helping those in need,
Guiding always,
Shining rays of wondrous light,
Gazing at the world with love,
Stars, be bold,
Stars, shine brightly.
Singing stars in the never ending universe,
Joining the high heavens of God,
Singing like an angel sublime,
Stooping into the empty darkness,
Filling it with glorious divine light;
Stars, be bold
Stars shine brightly
Smiling upon us all,
Blessing us with heavenly rays,
Prevailing against darkness,
Reigning in the sky forever . . .

Written By:
Krystal Cullen
Oakdale Public School
OAKDALE NSW 2570

The Bright Sun
A bright glow is called the sun,
We can play and have some fun,
We can play all day,
But then we must pay,
For playing all day in the sun.

Judges' Comment:
A short poem with a clever twist,
stressing the need to protect
people from sunburn. It shows a
neat use of the rhyme scheme to
make the point of the poem.
That's a good technique.

Commended
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Written By:
Jeffrey Butcher
Farrer Primary School
FARRER ACT 2607

The Misty Mind Field
In the mind field mist looms
Over the land as comets fall through the sky
As they make their shooting flight
As they swoop and fly
And slowly, gently die.

Judges' Comment:
This poem is a compelling piece
using a curious inversion of
death as life. Thoughtful... well
drawn out by the poet. The
opening is splendid, also verse
two works well, but the last two
verses need more work to clarify
the conclusion of the whole
poem.

In the mind field
There’s danger in every step
And in every ounce
With ancient dreams
And long lost horrors
Waiting ready to pounce!
Time is timeless
And wind is none
In this unchanging world
As bloom after bloom of mist
Is so carefully unfurled

Commended
Life is death
And terror is brought in every grain of sand
As slowly and surely death is
Crawling across this unsighted land.
This place seems nothing
And life rate is small
But one spark of bravery
Is all that is needed
One spark that is all.

Written By:
Kyle Carter
Farrell Flat Primary School
FARRELL FLAT SA 5416

Judges' Comment:
Here is clear statement with a
nice change of pace at "Yes!"
which lifts the poem to its
conclusion.

Commended

The Stars are Hiding
The stars are hiding.
I don’t know where they are.
Where are they?
Probably in the clouds.
Look with your eyes.
Can you find them?
No.
Yes!
There they are.
They have come out from the storm clouds.
I am happy.
Because I can see the stars.
They are shining and blink at me.
I can see the clouds now
I can see the stars.
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Short Listed Submissions: Junior Secondary (Years 7-9)
Written By:
Kerin Jacob
Canberra
Grammar School
RED HILL ACT
2603

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

2012
2012
By Kerin Jacob
A neck as long as sunset
Sways upward like a tree branch in the wind
Wide circular naive eyes stare up
Reflection of the light of day
Transfixed, stupefied, unaware
Star fragment sealed the eyes forever
The star of the French court
Earned love from a Husband’s future death
Stellar quatrains misted to avoid danger
A vision of forward clarity
The future confused concealed, confounds the present
The prophesises are transparent only in retrospect
Studying the Heavens
Pursuing the stars
Calculating the movement of the calendar
From the jungles of Mexico
Thunders the tirade of time
Predicting the end of an era
The Christmas star brings the message of hope
The hope from time mixed with destruction
The heavens shout with joy
And the earth quivers with fear
As the doom of earth approaches
As the time of prophesies draw near
For years they cry, “the end is nigh”
Repent, see God, Mohamed, Krishna, and Buddha
From the tomb, their ancestors croon
This happened before and before, and before

Written By:
Rebekah Austin
Aquinas Catholic
College
SOUTHPORT
QLD 4215

A Brewing Storm
The thunder is the constant revving of a truck’s rusty engine
stopping only for a split second,
As the lightning strikes. It is the truck’s flickering lights,
But the thunder interrupts and continues revving getting louder at times.
Then comes the rain. At first it is the pitter patter of the driver’s feet,
But then gets louder and is the clickety clack of the gravel getting thrown everywhere.
Finally the storm stops and the sky is a thick black velvet sheet.

Judges'
Comment:

Commended
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Written By:
Georgina
Gotterson

A Man and his Dog Together

Frensham
MITTAGONG
NSW 2575

And looks at me in an innocent way, with his funny lopsided grin.

Judges'
Comment:

With his muddy paws and dirty coat, the dog comes charging in,

I grab his collar and pull him outside, onto the front of the porch,
And the next thing I know he’s out the gate as I come looking for him with
a torch.
You’re a nuisance dog that’s all I can say, as he digs up my garden and
lawn;

Highly
Commended

You chase the postie, neighbourhood cats and bark at the rooster at
dawn.
When people walk by, past our house, they’re disturbed with a highpitched bark,
And when I take you out on a walk you chase them through the park.
You will not sit, lie or heel but only pull on your lead,
Then you sprawl yourself across my couch, this considered your
rewarding deed.
You’re a nuisance dog that’s all I can say, as you chew on my shoes
made of leather,
But I suppose all of this, in a complicated way, explains a man and his
dog together.

Written By:
Lisa-Marie
Zakhem

A Place Unknown

Tara Anglican
School For Girls
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Darkness as far as the eye could see
Nothing but vacant space
The emptiness I felt inside lingered
No one was there
I was alone in this unknown place
Was anybody going to find me?
Lightness began to appear
But was it just an allusion
I was so used to the darkness
I couldn’t tell if what was happening was real
It was like I was floating through space and time
No one could hurt me I was to far away to find
Hidden from everything and everyone
This is where I belong
A place unknown
A place of my own
A crystal clear view
The lightness got stronger
It became so bright
I shut my eyes, not knowing what was going on
Why was the darkness fading?
I was content with it before
I didn’t ask for change

Judges'
Comment:
Insightful
pessimism: It is,
in a way, easier
to stay in the
dark that to go
into the
discomfort of
truth.

Commended

A Place Unknown
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I didn’t ask for light
I would rather stay in darkness
Not knowing what’s to come
No one understands this
But me, myself and I
I depend on myself for everything
I don’t need anyone
The darkness is my friend
Forever and always
I will stay in the darkness
Until the end, the end
Forever in eternity
It will be dark for me
Heaven does not exist in my world
Darkness is all there is…

Written By:
Siobhan Deacon

A Sorrow Forgotten
A Sorrow Forgotten

Presbyterian
Ladies College
PEPPERMINT
GROVE WA
6011

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

I could once open a book,
It’s crisp pages fanning out in a reminiscent solute.
I could once close a book,
Warmth flooding through me with the satisfaction of completing its tale.
As I read, the once stationary words would spring to life,
Dancing out their majesty before me.
The book would come alive in itself,
With each unread verse my hungry eyes began to devour.
War raged beyond me,
But the hate and suffering was barricaded by the story in which I was lost.
News headlines flashed,
But how could I find interest in their suffocating burdens when I could read tales of
adventure and mystery.
I thought myself to be indifferent.
I thought I was set apart from the battle beyond me.
I thought my religion could never endanger me.
I thought I could never be affected.
They took my stories.
They stole away my happiness.
Others were more concerned with stronger fears.
But I could not forget what I had lost.
A flickering spark teases me,
Evolving into a vindictive flame,
Clearing an ashen path through the evenly spaced words,
Devouring the pages I am yet to read.
Hatred rages a similar fire.
War makes new people out of everybody.
I have been taken up in its destructive whirlwind.
We have all been.
Someday I shall escape it,
And dead or alive I will begin to read a story,
A fire shall dance before me, but not one of hate,
But one of carefully chosen words.
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A fire shall burn,
But it will not destroy.
It will be a fire of a story chosen just for me,
For it was the only one which survived.
I will not forget what they have done to me,
So maybe someone will remember.
A sorrow forgotten shall linger and it will find them,
It shall, unnoticed by many, share in the victory.

Written By:
Eddie Najm
Cranbrook
School
BELLEVUE HILL
NSW 2023

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

A Starry Night
The Space above you is an epiphany of blackness,
The intensity of the darkness will make your mind blow,
With little white specs as wondrous as rainbows,
That have the strength to enlighten your world.
They as everlasting as numbers,
They shout out at you with glistening lights,
As magnificent an explosion,
Or as cruel as pure spite.
The starts are the positivity in a sea of gloom,
While the rest just fills in the space,
They are as eternal as numbers,
And complete as creation.
Even though these things seem small,
They seem so ordinarily near,
They are more enormous than you could envision in your wildest dreams,
The scale of the universe is something to fear
You can imagine the possible fates,
That these small things can bring,
Each with a different story to tell,
A future for me and you.
But what is today, but yesterday’s tomorrow.

Written By:
Siobhan Deacon

A War of My Heart
A War Of My Heart

Presbyterian
Ladies College
PEPPERMINT
GROVE WA
6011

The battlefield was like a deathbed,
But one revealing blood of the deepest red.
There was sand wisping in the air,
The only thing without care.

Judges'
Comment:

I was falling into a place unknown,
Where the screams of the battle would not take hold.
I felt life escape my ragged body without sound,
But something remained with me on the ground.

Commended

When my eyes opened once more,
I was amazed I couldn’t hear another man’s roar.
I saw the dream merchant; he was sitting by the road,
I saw the dream merchant; he was sitting alone.
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Tell me your wish and I will give it to you,
He said, as a tent of wonders was what he led me to.
As I followed him inside, the man sat on a chair,
He looked like a fox, guarding his lair.
What of my family? I asked him,
Will they live the same life while I will be grim?
I wish to see them now and forever,
Parting with them at the utmost, never.
Ah, if that is your wish, then so be it sir,
Began the kingly dream giver.
But before you make up your mind,
I believe there is something you will have to decide.
I saw my children playing, but with no joy or spirit,
The light in their eyes was no longer lit.
I saw my wife, her eyes burdened with sorrow of many years,
And her face marked with the trails of a thousand tears.
When I returned to the dream merchant’s kingly tent,
I thought differently and my selfishness I began to repent.
I said to him; let them lead a joyous life,
One with neither sorrow nor strife.
The man smiled at me and I felt the wind blow,
The heavens had opened up and they were letting me know.
I saw the angels and the saints as trumpets were blasting,
I knew this moment would be forever lasting.
Now from the time when the sun storms up from the horizon,
To when the moon sails out from the clouds in a glorious mission,
I will be safe, away from the gunshots and the piercing cries,
Away from the pain felt when another man dies.
My family rejoiced without knowing,
But I knew just when they would be going,
I would see them then and forever,
Parting with them at the utmost, never.

Written By:
Sajini Perera
Fintona Girls'
School
BALWYN VIC
3103

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Alchemy
A strike of redThe blush of love.
The rush of anger.
The splash of blood.
A smear of yellowThe gleam of sun.
The dream of peace.
The weave of skin.
A stripe of blueThe flow of water.
The glow of moonlight.
The vendor of moods.
The artist hunches over,
His creation.
A modern day alchemist,
In the midst of an epiphany.
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His expressions,
A fountain of passion,
Out of a face of bone.

Written By:
Aimee Fung
Oxley College
CHIRNSIDE
PARK VIC 3116

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

All the While the World was Waiting
Darkness,
Blindness,
I cannot see a thing.
But there,
Up high,
A silver disc,
And diamond studs.
All the While the World was Waiting.
Whispering,
Silent roar,
Lapping gently at the shore.
Moonlight,
Glancing off,
Foamy waves,
And the quiet wisdom of the sea.
All the While the World was Waiting.
Rough,
Rocky,
Skin-scraping cliff face.
Sea shells,
Nests,
And piles of sand, scattered at random.
All the While the World was Waiting.
Tangy,
Salty,
Cool and minty breeze.
Scent of stone,
Aged knowledge,
Of all times,
Gone in past behind us.
All the While the World was Waiting.
Pale pinks,
Oranges,
And blues stain the morning sky.
Peace,
Calm,
Fresh adventure,
Riding on the wind.
For the Dawn the World was Waiting.
Light,
Piercing,
Surrounding Blackness fades,
Stars,
Sun,
Colour in the grey,
Hope is what we Wait for.
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Written By:
Vanessa Harley
St Patrick's
College
SUTHERLAND
NSW 2232

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

An Autumn Leaf
It’s straining.
It’s wrenching.
Hear its straining cry.
It’s rippingNo longer gripping
Pop! It’s floating through the sky.
Soaring on the salty breeze
The delicate Angel drifting.
Turning,
whirlingit cartwheels away
How wonderfully uplifting.
The playful dancing has reached its end
A teasing whirlwind rips around its head.
Plummeting to the ground, and thenCrunch! The leaf is dead.

Written By:
Madi Williams
Methodist Ladies
College
BURWOOD
NSW 2134

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Astronaut
I looked up,
It was the first time I’d noticed them,
Those fireflies.
I found my fingers floating,
Up, up, up towards that big blue sheet.
Every time the fireflies appeared,
I was there watching.
I watched and watched,
As the sheet fell away,
And that big yellow star rose up,
Until one day the fireflies disappeared.
Behind the books and the phone,
Lurked that love for the fireflies.
A while later the pages began to fall,
And the blue blanket permanently remained,
Around my body.
It was then I remembered the fireflies.
For the first time in months,
The big blue blanket was removed.
I bought a new book,
And began a new chapter.
I was going to be an astronaut,
And reach those fireflies.
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Written By:
Shannon Smith
St Patrick's
College
SUTHERLAND
NSW 2232

Judges'
Comment:

Written By:
Cayci Levitt
Hornsby Girls
High School
HORNSBY NSW
2077

Judges'
Comment:
A surprisingly
mature piece of
cynical
philosophy,
couched in mock
heroic style.

Commended

Be Mindful
Is reverse thinking just forgetting?
When lights become sounds and you’re seeing things that you can only hear
Are you listening to me?
Erase Memory.
Error, try again later.
I’ll speak louder if you
Wish we can be together again one day, when we remember to stop trying
to be forgetting about all of those times we touched and kissed and
lived without separation.
Shake your head, not the
Drink to be happy or drink to forget how it feels to be sad?
Misery doesn’t exist without somewhere warm to stay at night.
Vacancy Available.
Come in, sit down, we have a roof; this is our home.
A door to keep you in, a lock to keep you out.
A window to see
the cold introducing itself to the stars,
tenebrous streets eavesdrop on winds’
Whispers passed in my direction.
The class you missed,
the lesson being taught:
“Life is not a game.”
Then why do I feel like I’m losing
Sleep is just what we do when we are too tired to
Think about how your exhales used to be the air I lived off.
Contamination spreading.
Erase Memory.
Error, try again later.
“Chin up, kid.
You’ll learn”
How to un-learn.
Because even impossibility breaks the rules sometimes.

Behind Hope
Impulsive man could not resist the gift
Of Pandora’s comely feminine flesh
Just as woman’s curiosity did lift
And release the unknown evils afresh
Yet Zeus refused for man to forswear life
To surrender to spiteful upheavals
To that end, he bequeathed man with a chance
In truth, the most undesirable of all evils
A philosophy for change; an esteem
Of ancient, adamant, anaemic relief
The essence of our desires and dreams
Of which is strengthened only with belief
For the miserable have no other medicine
But God’s gift of inexorable hope
A treasure shielding us from all remorse
A fire impassioned within a hidden vault
That which leads our senile purpose of course
Of which one is bountiful of fault
Such keeps the darkness from ascendancy
Whose defiance- though lacking of substance
Remains our least sought after abstinency
All we have fought for and all we have lost
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We can attribute to our misleading
Incompetent, absurd and most denied
Yet the most sought after solstice of hope
Unfaithful and dire, our inconsistent guide
Whose leadership we follow, and to whose crime
We choose to be ignorant and worship as sublime

Written By:
Keira McLoskey

Behind the Stories
Behind the Stories

Gosford High
School
GOSFORD NSW
2250

Judges'
Comment:
Very nicely done

They crouch in the miserable alleyways
Exposed to the wind and the cold
And despite how tough their lives are
Their stories will never be told.
They grasp at me with skeletal hands
Desperate for money and food
Their eyes show memories of faraway lands
Lives ignored by the hurried and rude.
Out where the dust storms blow
Around the sparse vegetation
The gritty brown clouds part to show
People who’ve lost their true nation.
Without their elder ones to guide them
They have drifted into shame
Who are we to condemn
When we should share the blame?
Australia as a nation
Was born through their demise.
Those who stare in desperation
Know our icons are white lies.
By Keira McLoskey

Written By:
Rachelle Tran
Our Lady of
Mercy College
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2150

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Beneath the surface of the water
Beneath the surface of the water,
We see how gently the sun touches the waves,
The warm water glides past us,
but the pull to the surface is too strong.
It’s irresistible.
To feel the warmth on your back,
Unexplainable
My ancestors never described the pull to be so powerful,
It’s almost impossible to go against it,
but who would want to?
The air would cut my lungs,
but it’s a small price to pay to see the sun.
My fin slices through the water and reaches out,
But holds nothing more than water.
The hope of achieving,
The determination rises with the sun,
Those who mock me will never know this feeling.
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The sun stares down at me,
Tempting me to break through the surface,
To choose one world or another,
Would you leave your world in search for a star?

Written By:
Raeden
Richardson
Melbourne High
School
SOUTH YARRA
VIC 3141

Judges'
Comment:
A fantastic sports
poem, full of vivid
action and a
great last line On
the short shortlist

Between fans and the faithful
Standing, waiting, glaring
across the battlefield of famed green turf,
where boys and men are separated,
soldiers to die, heroes to rise…
All or nothing, team against team,
crowd screaming and players panting,
as the game, like a rabbit,
darts between their claws.
But then it seems, the match is down
to the last quarter, last minute…
stands still full, but seats are empty
as the prize heads for goal.
Off the boot, from the ruck,
the ball twirls, end on end, choosing who will win,
as the forward, tense, holds off his skinny opponent
watching, wide-eyed, the ball land in his chest.
A season’s work and twenty years of prayer,
hanging on the aim of their most trusted, the Saviour.
Needing a miracle kick
from that impossible pocket, for that holy grail…
His pendulum action, mimicked by the kids and
worshipped by the faithful,
leather ball on leather boot,
flies free, spreads its wings
and moves with such grace
and elegance
that the game seems locked in an eternal struggle
as it holds their breath, stops their hearts.
A shriek of delight from the cheer-squad,
as the ball swoops true.
Growing in power across the Colosseum
until the winners are drunk
and the others silent, crucified with their scarves.

Written By:
Chris Hoyle

Blinded By The Light
Blinded By The Light

St Luke's
Grammar School
NORTH CURL
CURL NSW 2099

Blazing fires in the sky,
pin points in the vast expanses of space.
But when day comes,
they disappear without trace.
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Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

The one great star
that we all know,
for most of the day,
is on glorious show.
We strive to reach
the magnificent fires.
But as we stumble towards them,
they never tire.
We look at them from Earth,
stunned, in awe,
but our sight of them
may yet be flawed.
The light we rely on
to travel at night,
is giving the stars
an epic fight.
Like water drowning water,
or fire engulfing flames,
our lights are destroying
the stars of great fame.
I thought that pollution,
affected only the mortal.
Like chemicals, or sewage
affecting our water.
But I didn’t know
that man-made light
could destroy the immortal
without a fight.
How could Gods be denied
by mere city lights?
How could we be dismissive
of these jewels of the night?

Old travellers and tribes
knew how to polish these gems.
But when we saw those stars
we were clueless about them.
We thought they were there
just for show.
We didn’t need those lights,
we’d make our own!
The tribes saw pictures,
travellers saw directions.
But we have managed,
to completely forget them.
How long will it take
to find them again?
Who knows?
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Written By:
Alicia Chan
Fintona Girls'
School
BALWYN VIC
3103

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Boy from the Stars
I'm in a dark holeI try to fit in
My blazer, too tight
Jumper, too thin
There's a new boy at schoolI'm sitting alone
Only one seat
An thats where he goes.
He suddenly starts talkingHe talks about school
He talks about family
I don't pay attention.
He says he moved here
Because he was bullied
They had a fist fight
In which he lost.
I don't understand
Why he's not sad
After all he's been throughI don't feel so bad
The bell is ringing
It sounds so happy
Just like the boy
Who follows me
I should be happy
And not so sad.
He knows about me,
I don't know how,
I haven't said anything,
How could he tell?
He says the thing is
To never give up
To always keep trying
Like searching for stars

Written By:
Emily Seiler

Bye Bye Australia
Bye-Bye Australia

Kimberley
College
CARBROOK
QLD 4130

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

By Emily Seiler
It was such a hard decision to know what to write about,
So to look for inspiration in July I travelled south.
I saw the nation’s capital where the big decisions are made,
And crawled around in bat poo in a deep limestone cave.
I saw the graves of people that I have never met My Great-Grandparents and the “Unknown Soldier” and I showed them my respect
For what they did to help make me and make this country great,
But I wonder if they know what has become Australia’s fate?
I drove through icy temperatures where the rain fell as sleet
And I toured the Snowy Mountains with snow falling at my feet.
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I saw our nature’s treasures and where the wild brumbies roam,
And where Banjo Paterson wrote “The Man from Snowy River” poem.
I even sat beneath the statue of a little Aussie dog,
Who actually didn’t SIT but did something IN that tuckerbox!
I saw the mountain ranges and all the farming plains,
Where my ancestors led bullock drays and battled the terrain
They made this country what it is but they did much more than that,
As they recorded what they saw, and did, in verses while they sat.
Being in those places, being happy, proud and free,
I think a little bush poetry may have just rubbed off on me.
So settle back with a billy tea as you read my little verse,
It’s a sad lament of all things lost - our nation’s treasures cursed!
The things for which we are known have nearly all gone overseas,
The things of greatest heritage meant for you and me.
But they can take away the vegemite - I hate it anyway!
And they can keep our best tomatoes - I don’t like them either way!
They’ve taken my Smith’s Chippies and Arnott’s TimTams from my door
But Paradise Bikkies are still Australian and I hope for evermore.
I love my sweet Pavlova with cream smeared across my face,
But those sneaky New Zealanders may have won that cooking race.
Overseas they eat our Aussie Lamb and take our best cuts of beef,
So the steak that I am left with is way too tough to eat
The world’s safest airline just had a hole blown in it!
And even Australia Zoo looks set for foreign ownership.
They tried to take away my Ugg boots and prise them off my feet,
But thanks to fights in courtrooms I wear them proudly down the street
My clothes are all from Asia, my computer and my books,
My shoes, my hats, my bags and even lip-gloss for my looks.
Now our toys are made in China way across the sea,
So now I’m meant to play with lead-based paint and Bindeez BHT!
My clothes still dry on Mum’s Hill’s hoist but I know they bring it shame,
As even my Bonds Undies come from China and just wear the Aussie name.
Our fighting soldiers’ slouch hats that they should so proudly wear,
Come from the Czech Republic now - made without the love and care.
We sit and watch as they dig and mine and rip our land apart,
Taking coal and iron ore right out of our broken heart.
They’re polluting the atmosphere, destroying our Great Big Reef,
And hunting the whales who swim there causing Greenpeace more grief.
They brought us gifts of rabbits, cane-toads, foxes and the like,
That have nearly wiped out some of Australia’s cutest little tykes.
Our Tassie devils are in doubt and our tiger’s dead and gone,
The bilby is endangered and it probably won’t be long.
They suck our brains and best ideas with pay beyond belief,
But miracles in medicine still bring us some relief Stomach ulcers are bacteria, Fiona Wood made “spray on skin”
And now a cancer needle I have to have when Year 8 begins!
They even take our soldiers, dancers, athletes and our stars,
And sell our Aussie Ute among their other foreign cars.
They stole my Dad’s lawnmower now his Victa is a Briggs.
If they’d just take back their wars and booze and smelly smoky cigs!
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I watch Border Security and love to see their work,
To keep us safe and healthy their jobs they never shirk.
But they let us down and in it came and touched all our lives,
As horses with equine flu had our country paralysed.
But I don’t want them taking every thing away,
I want to be a true blue Aussie –proud in every way.
I want to walk to the shops alone and get our Sunday news,
Without fears of paedophiles then Dad can have his Sunday snooze!
But if they take it all away and leave just you and me,
It won’t be long ‘til they see what it means to be Aussie New inventions coming thick and fast, new culinary delights,
With true mateship, courage and new golden stars like our Steph’nie Rice.
I hope you liked my little poem and with it take the time,
To see all the Aussie tragedies hidden in my rhyme.
So let’s stick up for our Australia, our treasures - it’s our right!
And if we stand together we could win this - we just might.
______________________________________________________________________

Written By:
Genevieve
Davidson

chinese whispers

Presbyterian
Ladies College
PEPPERMINT
GROVE WA
6011

Jenny Whispered to Leila,
Have you ever felt like you don’t belong in your body?
Like you deserve better, or worse,
Prettier, thinner, faster, stronger.
You hate it that your body gives you boundaries,
You can’t fly like superman.
Or run like a cheetah.
Do you wish as I do?

Judges'
Comment:
This is a very
original and
mature effort.
Originality of
structure in the
way the message
is delivered.

Highly
Commended

Chinese Whispers

Leila whispered to Anna,
Do you wish to lie on the beach?
The edge of a country,
And let the sandy waves wash you away.
So you never were,
Do you wish as I do?
Anna whispered to Kate,
Have you ever felt like you’re invisible?
People see through you,
Like you don’t exist.
Except your trusty dog,
Whose deep eyes follow you to the ends
Of the earth and beyond.
Do you feel as I do?
Kate whispered to Danielle,
Have you ever wished that magic were real?
Do you long to cast a spell?
To grow wings and fly away
Into space.
Past the planets and stars,
And into the Milky Way.
Do you wish as I do?
And Danielle whispered to me,
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Do you wish to dive down deep into the ocean,
To swim with the giant squid.
And hide in a watery cave,
Where blackness will consume you?
Do you wish as I do?
And I said aloud to everybody,
We trust in each other our deepest secrets.
Our wishes and desires,
All that we long to be and do.
Do not throw these secrets
Away with no regret.
For they are important to us,
And so should be to everyone.
When the time comes,
Pass them on,
Mix them up,
Create your own.
Until they no longer contain any mark of
Our secrets.
Like a never-ending game of,
Chinese Whispers.

Written By:
Stephen
Brotodihardjo
Cranbrook
School
BELLEVUE HILL
NSW 2023

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Confused
Unaware
Lost in both thought and mind
Conscious of surrounding darkness
Mind tricks and impossible games:
The shining star of hope and dream
Lost, never to be seen again...
Puzzled
Panic and anxiety creeping through the door:
No shame but fear controlling him:
Frightened, but not scared
The everlasting brightness within
Dimmed
Relieved
The saviour has rescued him
But with an open eye
Saw no one standing:
What did he do?
Who could it be?
Himself...

Written By:
Emily Seto
Richard Johnson
Anglican School
OAKHURST
NSW 2761

Connecting the Dots
Staring into sky
Stars blinking down
Connecting the dots
Through sight and sound
Questions in head,
This secret song
Answers instead
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Comment:
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Were there all along.
Treading in sight
Across endless streets
Flashing neon lights
Where I find my feet
Questions in mind,
Too high to touch
Too far to find
An answer too much
Nature's impressions
Creator’s gift
Faceless expressions
Impossible drift
Questions I ponder
Surpassing all knowledge
Answers I squander
Unknowingly acknowledge.
Limits abounding
Through sound and vision
So see my surrounding
Make a final decision
These questions in scars,
Lasting too long
Searching for stars
Which were there all along.
Staring into sky
I never expected
To cease asking why
Because the dots are already connected

Written By:
Vanessa Liaw
Sydney Girls
High School
MOORE PARK
NSW 2021

Judges'
Comment:
Nice ending, well
done

Commended

Could It Be...
Enthralling, Mesmerizing, Entrancing, Hypnotic
Yet those who see, don’t really understand those blushing pastel lights
Nestled deep within clouds of nuzzling grey and
Rich Prussian blue
Could they be the Good Lord’s many aides,
Who come down to comfort and protect us in our
Times of need
Possibly each individual one,
Is the portal to a parallel universe,
With the trials and tribulations of our world
Absent there
Winking eyes scattered into the Midnight Blue,
Could be the souls of those forever departed
Left to gaze upon us for all of
Eternity
Although I wonder of the ever-growing clusters,
Perchance they were merely placed there
As a sight for the world to behold,
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When thing’s are bleak and our moments shadowed in darkness,
They appear to us and light our way
Like a candle’s immortal flame
Holding our hands until we manage to get back onto our own two feet

Written By:
Alice Tanner
Frensham
MITTAGONG
NSW 2575

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Country Stars
I look upon a grey root sky
Shimmering in the sun
Above the planes
Of clear distant desert
Nothing can be done.
I see I wind mill in the near
Going round and round like a fairs wheel
The wind came gushing past me like as if a ghost was racing.
I ran towards it as fast as I could but,
Nothing could be done
The night came near
Getting colder and colder
I sit with my back on the wind mill gazing at the stars
I can almost make up picture of a man behind bars
I fall asleep,
Nothing can be done.

Written By:
Rosamund
Hooper

Dance of the sky

Methodist Ladies
College
BURWOOD
NSW 2134

The cold dark air,
The wind howling through the trees like a tortured soul,
The smell of earth is heavy in the air,
It feels like breathing water on land.
Slowly the clouds run away across the sky,
They are being chased the eternal night.
As they leave, they trail their long fingers out behind them,
Leaving streaks across the sky like a child’s finger painting.

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Dance of the Sky

The sky expands away into the distance,
Sweeping away the entire world into the deep, dark blue of infinity.
The stars are lost in this deep blue sea in the day,
The sun wipes them out,
Throws them away.
But at night the sun has hidden in fear,
And the stars start to rise form the deeps,
Like some long lost legend of the deep.
They struggle upwards,
In a constant battle against time.
We search the sky for them,
Help them to climb up from the sea of day,
To dance with the moon in the night.
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Written By:
Sulithi
Dewendra
Hornsby Girls
High School
HORNSBY NSW
2077

Judges'
Comment:
Very mature for
an 11 yr old.
Excellent short
ending with a
twist

Highly
Commended

Darkness
Darkness

Sitting in the boat, I looked up.
The first, intricate, white stitches were being woven on to
the jet black fabric.
And the cream-coloured stigma of the flower had been painted on
the ebony black paper.
The night sky was ready.
And so was I.
I reached out to the stars.
Full of hope and faith.
But the boat started to rock,
as my faith started to diminish.
I would reach such heights,
I will succeed,
And I would be with the stars,
for eternity.
Eventually.
But my eyes drooped.
I let them shut.
The night sky was fading.
Stars disappearing.
The light was breaking through.
Defeating night.
And me.
Name: Sulithi Dewendra
Age: 11
Grade: 7
School: Hornsby Girls High School

Written By:
Catherine
Nguyen
All Saints Girls
College
LIVERPOOL
NSW 2170

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Deadly Mother Nature
Cold ice,soft snow,
Stiff glaciers,invisible sun,
Miniscule meltness,noticable numbness,
Swimming penguins,deadly leopard seals,
White polar bears,thick breeze,
Bleak sky,wintry weather,
Shivery souls,deceased flesh lying around...
Sultry sand,green cactus,
Arid drought,continuous sweat,
Waterless throat,orange sky,
Fatal lizards,rainless ground,
Sandy earth,burnt blisters,
Stingful scorpions,thick heat,
Bat-eared foxes,dry skeletons spread around the desert floor...
Tropical surroundings,moisturising touch,
Inexhaustible trees,layers of green,
Scarlet macaws,amazing chameleons,
Majestic leaves,damp floors,
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Ravenous jaguars,malicious claws,
Shredded bark,wet tropics,
Nocturnal beings, lost human-blood distributed randomly...
Warm inhabitants,long grasses,
Countless shades of green,chilly waterholes,
Stripy zebras,open breeze,
Gigantic giraffes,greedy cats,
Brisk cheetahs,falcon-like eagles,
Wild dogs,elegant flamingos,
Dawdling elephants,paralysed meat on the savannah...
Cool humidity,warm summer,
Freezing winter,temperate land,
Perilous coyotes,risky predators,
Keen porcupine quills,harmless pronghorns,
Light sky,serene district,
Anonymous inhabitants,mysterious beings,
Ghostly spirits,blood shattered in the midst of earth...
Alas!Mother nature has captured
our attention,
the punishments she bestows,
the beings who have
left our planet in regards of her.
She will come again to
judge the living and the dead...

Written By:
Laura Spencer
Tara Anglican
School For Girls
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Destiny
Amidst the great dome of azure,
a wisp of white makes its way east,
to where stars, strewn in a midnight sea, are broken by
an arc of strong scarlet, open oranges, grinning gold.
On the hazy horizon, an iridescent isle,
of emerald green trees,
sparkling sapphire waters,
white pearl beaches …
an old salty ship, mast swaying gently in the balmy breeze,
frayed flags, fluttering and faltering.
For a fortnight tossed, like a toy, by a vast and angry ocean,
finally to rest, on the shores of this shining strand.
The man felt his feet, heavily booted, on the broad bright beach.
The last alive, fortune and fate.
Paradise found But what the cost?

Written By:
Yvette Gilfillan
St John the
Evangelist High
School
NOWRA NSW
2541

Don't Reach for the Stars - Reach as Yourself
Petty troubles and hopes have you and me
Yet whether it’s realised or not
We begin and end a life on Earth
That can be the greatest gift of all
Stars had the choice, long ago
Created by God, serving God and ready
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Judges'
Comment:
While there is a
certain
clumsiness to the
poem, I get the
sense of a young
mind striving
towards the
ineffable

Commended

The chance slipped from grasp, tender and true
Stars have always been shy creatures
So then came man
High, mighty and proud, dominant with power
Huge feet stepped on the stars right and left
They retreated to the comfort of velvet folded skies
They always have the appearance of merry children
Mischievous and happy; full of life
I in my hospital bed reach toward them
Wanting the pain to learn the end
They in turn reach to me
Posing for the camera yet deep inside
They yearn for the first homeland
And the painted smile cannot divide the truth
Understandably they get desperate, and fall
The clutches let go; give them freedom
We in turn gasp in awe at the sight
A shooting star! Falling to its death
So if ever you are asked
Who would you change places with for a day?
You may say a happy wondrous star
Beaming full of light
But listen – stars are insecure
Only so much longer can they hold
Don’t set your faraway sights on them
Use yourself to reach a goal; you are under your control
A star can easily fall.

Written By:
Jade Lockwood
Clonard College
GEELONG
WEST VIC 3218

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

Dreamland
It all started right here at Clonard. It was a strain to see as everything was covered with
the thick blanket of fog. The trees stood still and looked so serene with the fog covering
the sight making it blissful. You were caught up in this sight, and suddenly a Sacred
Heart Angel emerged from heaven above from the white cloud. There were leaves
which had fallen from trees covered in moisture. You were so engaged and enthralled in
the beauty of everything being covered by the thick haze, the fog and mist. The trees
emerged from above the rooftops like they had been dropped down from the skies just
to make earth look beautiful. Everything seemed like a blur, it seemed surreal, almost
like a dreamland. We went out of Clonard; it seemed to open another land. Cars were
disappearing as if going in and out of a parallel universe. All this opened your
imagination of what could be happening as you got closer and closer to the parallel
universe. We headed down the bike track towards the ovals. Along the bike track were
the train tracks which faded into the distance. Having, arrived at the ovals it seemed as
if we were heading into our subconscious to a dream in a meadow. Everything still
seemed so blissful and serene. You can make out the silhouette of trees further in the
distance of the dreamland. You are walking through the muddy slosh making your
imprint on the world. Now you will be a part of history from when the world began. You
are wondering why it can’t be this beautiful every day. The whole world looks different
and smells different. So much sweeter than you could ever imagine. It seems as if
nothing past the fog exists. It feels as if you are walking into a boulevard of emptiness.
Like the fog is the end of the line. The scene of the ovals seems like the ghosts are
playing on their land, not that we are on our own. It seems like we have been
transported to another universe. They are getting muddy over their see-through skin,
not worrying just wanting to get a kick in. The grass was covered in a blanket of iciness,
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like it had been done by a kingdom of fairies. You look over to the fence and you can
see an army of students coming towards the iron fence ready for battle. All this, just
over an hour of being transported to another land. If only it could be this magical every
single day.

Written By:
Manisha Koppa
Presbyterian
Ladies' College
BURWOOD VIC
3125

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Dying flower...
Life is like a masquerade
One day you’re solemnly happy,
but the next day you’re waiting morbidly, like The Grim Reaper holds a scythe of death
because life isn't a Beautiful garden; a flower is always going to rot...
Our seed…
Happiness. Happiness is a child, waiting to burst splotches of yellow… A toddler’s
giggle when he strokes his mother’s unconditional love… strength that kills tension. But
soon our seed turns into a stem…
Independence. Independence is standing up straight, wedged in homework and all that
muck. Soon to realize a leaf appearing…
Loneliness. Loneliness is a never-ending night. Underestimating,
wondering off to the left and getting trapped in the corner…
It turns memories into ghosts
And dreams into spirits.
Too vague to remember
But, too important to forget that there’s more to the stem…
School.
School is where knowledge goes wild.
A hell hole as some people say…
Working, studying, revising, exams, tests,
And much more atrocious and mind-numbing stuff…
Then petals start to appear…
Stress.
Stress is stored up anger.
Your stomach dropping to your knees, stiffness in your neck.
Surprises that strain.
Then our petals start to diminish…
Weakness.
Weakness it trying and trying but
nothing in your sight…
failed faith, indescribable isolation, mirrored misery.
Soon, all that’s left is space…

Written By:
Elissa Hiotis

Elissa Hiotis
Suck it up, Princess.

St Mary's College
ADELAIDE SA
5000

Judges'
Comment:
Short and sassy

Passed out on the floor,
her fame is no more.
Stilettos snapped in half,
White powder moustache
The cameras are flashing,
Front page news,
Doesn’t she look smashing?
Botox and jewels,
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Written By:
Deanna Nicdao
Aquinas Catholic
College
SOUTHPORT
QLD 4215

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

Written By:
Lily Moeller
Tarremah Steiner
School
HUNTINGFIELD
TAS 7055

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

Turn people into fools.
Daddy’s money made her known,
Wait till they find out it’s just a bank loan!

Falling Sakura
I gently fall
towards the earth
I dance
My last dance
With gracious partner
Wind.
Grasp each other tightly
One
Last
Time
Swirling elegantly with beauty
up
Spiralling then d
o
w
n
S l o w l y surfacing
Gently
On rough ground
Slowly transform into d u s t
&
Return back to where I s t a r t e d.

Fireman
Life, and the Flames
From worry and laughter folds
Cerulean eyes survey this battle zone,
His fluoro suit is smeared with the lives
Of people the fire destroyed.
A heavily gloved hand reaches to his brow
To wipe away the memories,
And the sweat.
It makes him angry
To think someone started this on purpose.
Deep inside he hurts for himself,
He hurts for having to see this,
But it is the parents with
Tear stained eyes
That he feels for the most,
Their worst fear come true
.
He licks his heat-cracked lips,
And takes a swig of water
From his canteen
To ease his parched throat.
There aren’t soldiers,
Or bombs here,
But it seems like it sometimes.
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And every now and then
He speculates how Death must feel
And he wonders if it is anything close to what he does,
When he picks up the broken body
Of a child.
The man shakes his head,
As if to remove the thoughts that linger there,
And then climbs aboard
The not so shiny fire engine.
He looks back as they drive away,
With sadness in his eyes.
Maybe it is out now,
But the crisis is far from over.
He can almost see
The broken shards
Of people’s lives,
Abandoned,
Among the ash and rubble.
People don’t ask for autographs
From an old bloke like him
Out of uniform,
No one knows his face,
Aside from friends and family.
He doesn’t have a TV show,
No one would know his name
Or where he was born.
No one would really care
About the worn out man
With cerulean eyes.
But he is the one,
We should reach for,
As he walks through the fire,
To save us,
This worn out old man,
With a wrinkled wife
And three grown up kids,
He is the hero.
He is the star.

Written By:
Sue Sung
Abbotsleigh
WAHROONGA
NSW 2076

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Following me
I try to run away from this never-ending chain of events…
He mocks my efforts and laughs at my rebellious eyes,
Chasing me through this life to knock on death’s door,
Keeping me arrogant of what’s beyond and the events of now,
Making me run to the ends of this world and others,
Fate is following me like a shadow.
I turn with my back against the sun and look to the ground at my shadow.
Growing longer as the sun passes and goes down.
Unavoidably there with the good and the bad,
The light and the dark times,
Laying down the bricks in my path
And setting the obstacles for me to overcome;
I take a step onto this path,
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Entwined with the fate of others;
In the mind’s end I meet a door with no knob;
I go around the cycle again with fate following,
And come back when my knob is waiting for me…
To get away from the cycle my door is what I choose,
Being only able to open it when I try hard enough…
I will set the bricks with my own hands,
And open the door that I made with my own choices.

Written By:
Sarah McCabe
St Luke's
Grammar School
NORTH CURL
CURL NSW 2099

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Forgotten and Silent Watchers
From the beginning of the first sunset
When the buds bloomed at dusk bright
When creatures only roamed
And everyday held a new tale of might
When fire burned wildly for days
When not by judging eyes would they gaze
Upon our growing lives
Neither would they object, neither would they praise
And now that leads me to where I stand
Yet I cannot see them
Under the skies vast and grand,
The lights blinding, so blinding
Searching for any signs of life out there
Only would they know
For they have been watching long enough
To see us wither, and grow
They don’t question our ways
Only silent travellers with no shadows
Glinting on cracked glass
And sweet dew-dropped meadows
Away from the city
Away from what I know
Into uncharted waters and mountains
Is where I do go
Then to end it all it begins
With a single droplet, a lonely tear
I follow it as it seeps into the grass
From the clouds it does not adhere
Little angels, give all they have
Not in vain of the luminous moon
But be, just for the sake of being
And can, because it is never too late or soon
I wish I could hear their song
But no music do they play
I wish I could keep them forever
But they fear the light of day
I want to live among them
But to them I can never belong
I’m jealous of there existence
Of jealous of their silent song
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But only if I can find them, if only I can
The world has a sharp and poisonous tongue
Forgotten and silent watchers
Singing the same old song
I’ve only just found them
And now they leave my eyes and heart
Watch my little lanterns
Until the next day, when again we will part
Searching for the stars,
Simple existence is how they should
Remain knowing they will make it closer to forever
Then one person ever could

Written By:
Raveena
Kapoor
Methodist Ladies
College
BURWOOD
NSW 2134
Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Gazing up at the night sky
Gazing at the piercing inky blackness of the sky
I see nothing ….but I just have to try,
My eyes are boring through a blank white page,
And my mind is riding the tide
Of an eerie black hole, a shooting star.
Billions and trillions of dollars to travel to the moon,
With only a cent in my hands, stars are lost so soon.
My life, a black and white jigsaw puzzle,
Bits and pieces everywhere, like scrambled newspaper cuttings,
With a face and body, legs and arms,
But no identity, no status, no nothing…
Like being in my own bubble, lost and decrepit,
Everyone was to be seen, but no one could see me
Questions arose in my head
Living on the street and on money people give.
Why am I a tiny fly in the centre of a hurricane,
Stuck, lost, struggling to get air,
Can’t I just be normal like everyone else
Living in a house, with fancy clothes,
Replacing my tattered shirt and unkempt hair.
There is no purpose, all the colours drained from my world,
Dull grey, black colours like Nanna’s photographs replace them,
Skyscraping buildings in the luminous, bright city,
Towering over, a sinister forbidding clown’s face,
In a black haunted city, no one to be seen about,
All alone, lost in thoughts, shivering feverishly,
Looking for a place in the menacing alleyway to sleep
Looking up at the vast, never ending, night sky,
I search for a star to guide me in my broken path,
A bright light, someone, something, somewhere to lead me,
But I realize, there is no need to look for a star,
A star lies within myself, a star of hope, trust, courage,
That will lead me on my long journey
I’ll forget my past and start anew
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Written By:
David Poyitt

GEOFFREY C. BINGHAM
Geoffrey C. Bingham

Redeemer
Baptist School
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

How could we ever forget ...
How he served in the army
Singapore, 1941
Signal Corp 8th Division
Riding his motorcycle through the jungle
Putting up lines of communication
Between the army divisions
How could we ever forget ...
How he lead in a counter attack
Practically surrounded by the enemy
And fell, seriously injured
“Outstanding courage and leadership
Contributed to the successful repulse of the enemy”
As mentioned in despatches
How could we ever forget ...
Him lying on the blood stained road
Lying still... in case a sniper finished him
Being picked up by his mates
With heavy hearts
Transported to an army hospital
In pain and suffering
How could we ever forget ...
The fall of Singapore
The capture of the army hospital
Transported again, this time to Changi
Expected to die as maggots
Picked out of the wound of his leg
But yet he lived
How could we ever forget ...
Singapore 1945
A thumb and a forefinger encircling his thighs
Awaiting his transportation home
To a ticker-tape parade
Still in the lines of communication
He had stories to tell of “rice cakes” and “angel’s wings”
How could I ever forget ...
As a child listening to him speak
With his humourous jokes and strong words
The many books he wrote
With a great passion for The Word
Always caring for people
For filling their needs
How could we ever forget ...
June 3, 2009
When his humorous and strong, earthly stories come to an end
But his Heavenly Father’s continued
I will never forget
His stories for my children’s children
For the next generation.
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Written By:
Sonali Malhotra
Tara Anglican
School For Girls
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

Written By:
Amber Dorman
Craigieburn
Secondary
College
CRAIGIEBURN
VIC 3064

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Gone
Shells burst
Five dead
Bombs bang
Tears shed
Guns are ready
More dead
Sweat and Blood in the air
Fire everywhere
Clouds of smoke
Wind of Death
The past has gone
No life
No love
left.

Guiding Light
On a dark but clear night,
staring up at the glimmering lights,
clear and bright and full of wishes
like a deep sea full of tiny silver fishes.
stars are what let us dream,
clumped together like a team.
tiny crystals filled with life,
guiding the way without strife.
glittery, glimmering, shimmering silver,
joining together to make a picture,
telling stories far and wide,
dancing dreams cannot hide.
but on a dark and windy night,
a young girl walked around in fright.
searching for the stars to guide her home,
but because of the clouds she is all alone.

Written By:
Janan Sykes

Haikus of the Heavens
Stars

Kingston High
School
KINGSTON TAS
7050

Shimmering fish scales,
Spiralling, slowly sinking
Through the dismal depths.

Judges'
Comment:

White apple blossoms
Scattered by breezes across
A slumbering pool

Oh lovely stuff!
Each of these
little haiku's is a
gem

Cosmic fire dancers,
Elegantly performing
An endless routine
Early morning dew,
Gleaming, soundlessly settled
On a raven’s wing
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Glints of sympathy
Battling through rage and guilt
In an evil heart
Stars

Written By:
Stephanie
Rowell
Methodist Ladies
College
BURWOOD
NSW 2134

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

Written By:
Paulini Masika
St Mary's College
ADELAIDE SA
5000

Judges'
Comment:
A contemporary
vibe, succinct
and with a nice
ambivalence at
the end.

Hanging Diamonds
Who created the stars? Tears of somebody
Ethereal and supreme or jewels from
The necklace of Hera that to Greeks is holy.
Or maybe they just are eternal life forms.
Balls of great gas-like flames hanging on to
Silver thread made of spider’s web dainty
As a small child’s bright suspended mobile.
Constellations eschewed by universes
And placed among Crux, Hydra, Lynx, Pisces
To be admired by puny human beings.
Fragments of time lost in space, laying on
A velvet cushion for a ring, replaced.
Surreal, unknown, impossible, made by
No-one, we are never meant to know. Stars.

Hindly Street
Saturday, midnight, Hindley St.
Cheap girls.
Stilettos, Boob tubes, Fishnets.
Wild girls strut their stuff.

Music pounds through the walls.
Dance floor gets lively.
Electricity runs through their bones.
Feel the vibe?

Midnight breeze, fresh, sweet and crisp.
The smell of “MACCA’s“ lingers.
Mouth watering.
Tempted?

Commended

Written By:
Ashleigh Leake
Aquinas Catholic
College
SOUTHPORT
QLD 4215

Judges'
Comment:
Highly
Commended

History of the Board
Crystal and onyx figures dancing,
Gliding effortlessly over the floor.
The moonlight spilling towards them
Highlighting every fault and flaw.
The Queen in her midnight gown
Her hair as silver as the dagger she bore.
The King in his snow white robes
To his right, the queen he adores.
The old Queen smiles sweetly,
Sidestepping the Bishop with a wave.
Her hand slips into her dress
And draws out the silver blade.
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The white Knight steps forward,
Courage dominating his face.
He draws his sword in anger
As the black Queen matches his pace.
Around they swirl in a deadly dance,
A smile on her malicious lips.
The brave white Knight steps forwards,
As the Queen drives the dagger into his ribs.
The Queen turns with a swirling of black
As dark as rivers at night.
And steps forward to kill another,
With her cold, steely bite.
The King’s bleary eyes turn to her
Wide with horror and pain.
The young Queen with her golden crown
Clutching the corpse in vain.
Crystal and onyx figures dancing,
Gliding effortlessly over the floor.
The red blood spilling towards them,
Written in crimson is the history of the board.

Written By:
Emma McCrabb

Holes
Holes

Frensham
MITTAGONG
NSW 2575

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

I have this hole in my chest
But it’s not a medical condition
It’s not a burn or blister
Or caused by malnutrition
I have this hole in my chest
That attacks in the night
It pulls me through deep darkness
Where no star dares shine bright
I have this hole in my chest
That wasn’t always there
Until that blues bullet hit me
I had lived without a care
I have this hole in my chest
Where I’m missing a vital part
Of what living life should be about
For I’m living without a heart

Written By:
Jacqueline
Battin
O'Connor
Catholic College
ARMIDALE NSW
2350

Judges'
Comment:

How Many Sand Grains?
he looks up, the night closing in,
the moon out of sight,
the stars above glowing furiously.
the stretch of the night sky,
the billions, trillions, of stars,
scattered out before him.
how amazing, how astounding,
how capturing, beyond words,
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was this world he was a resident of.
Commended

and who was he, a mere man,
next to the stars, the universe,
just a speck of dust.
and where was he, when the
foundations of the earth were laid out,
by whoever laid them out.
who laid down its cornerstone,
when the morning stars sang,
at the beginning of time.
what else, other than mankind,
and only what it – us – knew,
could be out there, in the.
in the great expanse of the universe,
in the heavens, the earth, And,
what might exist, or not exist.
his thoughts drifted, from this to that,
from that to this, and in between,
until he came to one thought.
the thought of inhabiting another planet,
or star, or anything out there,
as a solution to our mistakes ...of global warming?
or perhaps, what, or who, could be out there,
or here, could be the solution, for all this,
in a different kind of way.
perhaps we needn’t worry about it all,
and be saved through giving our life,
To Him.

Written By:
Khatidja Gilani
Tara Anglican
School For Girls
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

I AM
I am Khatidja, but I am still trying to find the meaning of that name.
I am a Muslim, but I am not sure if I am true enough.
I am a Pakistani, but I have only been there thrice.
I am a nomad, but I still do not know where I belong.
I am a writer, but I am doubting my skills.
I am a dancer, but I am not that extravagant.
I am a pool player, but I have forgotten the art.
I am a hard worker, but I never get top.
I am a daughter, but I still have to fulfil my responsibilities.
I am a loud person, but I do not always show it.
I am a coffee lover, but I know it makes me sick.
I am a basketball girl, but I am not the MVP.
I am a health freak, but I cheat when nobody’s looking.
I am a trend setter, but I appreciate my followers.
I am a socialite, but I know this phase won’t stay forever.
I am Khatidja, God’s daughter, but I do not know if I can live up to that name.
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Written By:
Zainab Ahmadi
Macarthur Girls
High School
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2150

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Written By:
Jack England
Cranbrook
School
BELLEVUE HILL
NSW 2023

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

I Hear
When I think of Sydney Harbour
I hear
Fresh Seafood being munched on,
Like stepping on crispy, crunchy autumn leaves,
And crashing waves surging towards the shore.
Surfing is like unlocking a new door.
Boards being lashed along the high tide waves, and lost.
Boats rocking under the Great Bridge
‘Chug, Chug,’ they wail,
Scares burst out and jump.
The scraping and strolling of pedestrian and prams,
along the busy city roads.
Click, Click sounds of traffic lights.
Sydney Harbour takes style to new heights.
Dawn is breaking.
Everybody gliding home after a hard, hectic day.
Which they all dearly deserve!
The loaded bust city slows down,
And floats along towards the horizon.
For another fantastic free day.

I Saw You
I saw you
Sitting in the gutter
Hands over eyes
Misery
The harsh lines
Etched into your face
They tell a story
Depression
The beard that grows
On that sad face
It shows experience
Desolation
Your beady eyes
Watchful, attentive, vigilant
Always on the lookout
Melancholy
Your clothes
Proof of nights on the streets
They are battle scars
Despair
Your belongings
Concealed in a single bag
Proof of your existence
Anguish
Your bedraggled hair
Unkempt style
What does it matter?
Hopelessness
Your mind
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In a poor state
It plays tricks on you
Alone
Your spirit
It keeps you fighting
You tried to set up a stall
Deteriorating
Your life
Not without purpose
You have promise and spirit
Weakening
Your heart
Unseen by most
Is what keeps you alive
Waning
Although you know none
To tell your sad tale
I want you to know
I saw you

Written By:
Sinead Day

If Only She Were Me
If Only She Were Me

Methodist Ladies
College
BURWOOD
NSW 2134

Judges'
Comment:

I once had this friend,
All the places she got to see!
And often I would wonder,
Why couldn’t it be me?
Battling knights and wily dragons,
From the safety of a fortress,
Saving helpless villages,
From a cunning evil sorceress.

Commended
How much better I could do it!
How much stronger I would be,
If only I was that friend,
If only she were me.
Travelling across the stars,
Seeing spaceships and little green men,
Saving the entire galaxy,
Then travelling back home again.
I would be so powerful,
Oh the wonder I would see!
If only I was that friend,
If only she were me.
Going under the sea,
To meet the mermaid king,
Gifts of coral and of jewels,
To me his subjects would bring.
Oh how they would worship me!
How magnificent I would be!
If only I was that friend,
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If only she were me.
As I rustled through the pages,
In my eyes her life I took,
Her adventures, her thoughts, her journeys,
From the chapters of a book.

Written By:
Grace Kim

Imagine
Imagine

Tara Anglican
School For Girls
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

From uncontrollable, turbulent winds and miserable, moody weather,
Past scorched, barren landscapes,
And whipped and wrinkled sand dunes,
Border glowing horizons spun,
In shimmering threads of red and gold,
The vast desert land is like the breath of the fiery creature.
Imposing, majestic mountains dominate,
With practiced authority,
The lanky, skyscraping trees to the army of minute ants.
The mountains stay still, composed, unwavering,
Prepared to face vicious storms and tremulous earthquakes.
Strong and fearless is the creature.
Gliding over patchwork green and brown,
Glowing ruby eyes, swiftly scanned the distant horizon,
Cutting across the line like the knife of a surgeon.
Furling its massive wings, coiling its muscles,
The creature landed on a weathered shore of a rocky beach.
Yellow beams of sunlight, glinted off,
An arrangement of colours from the dragon’s scales.
Emerald green, royal and midnight blue scales,
All pieced together like a mosaic.
Full of colour, all vibrant and illuminated like stars,
The dragon lumbered into the mouth,
Of a dank, gray cave.
Inside the cave the dragon slumbered,
In a deep coma exempt from any anger and grief.
But despite the lifeless form inside the dreary and moist cave,
The world still lived, just without one great existence.
But on the rocky shore where the salty sea sprayed the air,
A footprint remained,
A three-toed footprint.

Written By:
Toby Walmsley
Cranbrook
School
BELLEVUE HILL
NSW 2023

Impact
The excellent pace.
The terrific drop.
The impressive thrill
I can feel it fall
I can feel it plunge below
Only one second left
Just one more
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Judges'
Comment:

Commended

The Dreadful impact
The terrible hit
The horrendous hit
I can feel the place
The adrenaline I can feel
Only one more time, I thought
Just one more
The seconds before the plunge
The seconds before the dive
The seconds before the fall
One more second
Just one more
The gripping sense of fear
The exhilarating taste of blood
The breath-taking feel of power
There is only one left
Just one more
The incredible feel of skill
The mind-blowing feel of success
The incredible things I’ve seen
I have to put to rest
Only one last second to remember
Just one more.
I remember the horrible drop
The horrible stench of blood
The pure feel of fear
The explosions from above.
I dived into the deep end
I did my part
I felt it
The impact

Written By:
Sarah Kalule

IN EVERY SOUL
In Every Soul

Redeemer
Baptist School
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Strokes of great significance,
Circles that bring a thought to the mind,
dashes that change a whole phrase,
Black and white colours which create the picture.
It fills the body with harmony.
It fills the mind with inspiration.
It fills the heart with love.
It fills the soul with complete union.
The thought of Bach would give you a clue,
So would the astounding sounds of Mozart too.
And what about the incredible mind of Beethoven?
Taste it when you dance or sing,
For it brings a cry... or laughter.
Music.
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Written By:
Raaisa Islam
Presbyterian
Ladies' College
BURWOOD VIC
3125

Judges'
Comment:
A brilliant poem
and contender for
outright winner.
My research tells
me that
Cassandra Laing
is/was an artist
whose drawings
were shortlisted
for the Dobell
Award and she
had an exhibition
called It will all
end in Stars in
2007

Winner

It Will All End in Stars
The charms jingle,
Ching-ching-ching,
As the arm of its bracelet takes life.
The pain of loss flares in her eyes,
The graphite stick, slicing the page into hairline cracks.
Right- left, the chalk moves.
Scritch-scratch-scritch, immune to gravity’s pull.
A new world, for the escapist.
The drawing, calm, subtle,
Opposite to the collage of pain, connecting its pieces inside her.
Arm tires, back weakens,
Yet fingers still tingle, mind still sharp, throwing life’s fragility at every inch of canvas.
Salty drops slide down her cheeks.
Plop.
Land on her smudged fingers, staining pale skin in grey water.
She doesn’t notice, too busy is she dragging up shapes out of lines.
Silver links blending together, a yearning on paper, she of all, cannot feel;
To know the future.
Life is quite impolite.
It takes you without warning, and then leaves without a goodbye.
Why is it that everyone wants to know the future, when we all already know where the
final destination will be?
Laing knew.
Laing knew, just as her strokes no longer defied gravity, the stick heavier between her
fingers.
Laing knew, just as she realised breathing, now took effort.
Laing knew, and accepted, just as she saw for the first time, her fingers stained in her
grey tears.
She rests in peace now, a victim to life’s rudeness.
Yet her last drawing still hangs, as if she was still here, the same hands, her hands,
perched through the flaps of a fortune teller.
An item she did not need.
Ain’t that ironic?
Andromeda replaces the numeric symbols.
Just as Laing believed;
‘it will all end in stars’.

Written By:
Amy Shen

Jigsaw Pieces
Jigsaw Pieces

Mt Waverley
Secondary
College
MOUNT
WAVERLEY VIC
3149

I see that box,
Holding jigsaw pieces,
Of my short life,
I count to 10,
And I open my eyes,
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Judges'
Comment:

Commended

But I still see that missing bit,
I’m searching among stars,
Looking…into the empty night sky.
Searching for stars,
When there are none.
The empty feeling,
The missing jigsaw piece;
Can it be love……?
Maybe a person,
But I don’t know
What I felt might not be love,
I am a moth that flies through the butterflies.
Hiding from ugliness, loneliness, pain and isolation,
I live just to see another day.
To lose is not an option,
To win is just a struggle.
Let me see the stars once more…
A dream to be told,
That missing piece of a lifetime.
I’m searching among stars,
Looking…into the empty night sky.
Searching for stars,
When there are none…

Written By:
Amy Shen
Mt Waverley
Secondary
College
MOUNT
WAVERLEY VIC
3149

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Jigsaw Pieces
I see that box,
Holding jigsaw pieces,
Of my short life,
I count to 10,
And I open my eyes,
But I still see that missing bit,
I’m searching among stars,
Looking…into the empty night sky.
Searching for stars,
When there are none.
The empty feeling,
The missing jigsaw piece;
Can it be love……?
Maybe a person,
But I don’t know
What I felt might not be love,
I am a moth that flies through the butterflies.
Hiding from ugliness, loneliness, pain and isolation,
I live just to see another day.
To lose is not an option,
To win is just a struggle.
Letting me see the stars,
Once more…
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A dream to be told,
That piece of a lifetime.
I’m searching among stars,
Looking…into the empty night sky.
Searching for stars,
When there are none…

Written By:
Jason Chang
Cranbrook
School
BELLEVUE HILL
NSW 2023

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Just Out of My Reach
From the moment I was born,
I was destined for nothing,
Always good,
But not good enough.
Opening my eyes,
I see golden stars,
Suspended on my pram,
By a length of thin string
As they swing about,
Shimmering in the sunlight,
I giggle to myself,
Content and carefree
A sudden urge overtakes me,
I want to touch the stars,
Only a metre above me,
But difficult.
My hand stretches up,
As far as it can go,
Not even close,
But I am determined.
Slowly and carefully
I get up on my feet,
Balancing on the pram,
Careful not to fall
I brace myself,
Tensing my muscles,
And one last time,
I look up at the stars
With one great effort,
I jump up…
And just miss…
The story of my life!

Written By:
Alice
GageBrown
Seymour College
ST GEORGES
SA 5064

Lazy Days
Prancing tiptoe,
on blistering,
baked stone.
Daintily dipping
each tootsie,
in the glassy, frosty
pool.
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Judges'
Comment:
Deliciously short
evocation of
summer
sensuality

Too cold,
too cold...
Our eyes,
flit towards
each other
positively gleaming,
with mischief.
We both pounce,
and, with a
firm shove
of each other's
sturdy hand,
tumble in.
For a moment,
all is silent,
just an ice
dreamy blur.
Then we burst,
with spluttering giggles,
to the surface.
We swim,
until our fingers,
are purple-tipped,
and crinkly.
We clamber out and
water dribbles
off our skin
and sizzles,
steaming,
on red-brick
pavement.
We lie
hours on end
in drowsy heat,
immersing in
pointless chatter,
the sun,
our daytime
lullaby.
The last
icecream,
trickles
off our lips,
and the sky,
blooms pink...
Promising
more summer
lazy days
to come.

Written By:
Cynthia Luong

Let's Run Away
Let’s Run Away

Canley Vale High
School
CANLEY VALE
NSW 2166

Let’s run away,
To the sanctuary I seek.
A world adjoining this world,
Of infinite possibilities,
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Where many are granted release.
Judges'
Comment:
The need for a bit
of fantasy

Highly
Commended

Let’s journey to a land,
Cloaked in a veil of green.
Ducking under mighty boughs,
We’ll tread softly for fear of disturbing,
The wise whispers of oaks,
Kings of the forest.
We’ll greet the fair folk,
Join in with their merrymaking.
Of dances among daisies,
And gowns of gossamer silk.
The bubbling brook we’ll race,
Till path becomes road,
And road leads to city.
Let’s run away,
To a bustling metropolis,
Honking,
Beeping,
Shouting!
The blare and clamor deafens,
As trains rattle past underneath,
Harried people scurrying above.
We’ll seek refuge at a café,
Exotic aromas tickling our senses.
The hubbub of the streets,
Muted through thick,
Finger-stained glass,
From sticky jam scones,
Freshly baked and topped with cream.
Let’s run away!
To a kingdom of riches.
Majestic turrets and towers,
Spiraling high over the villages,
Scattered throughout the realm.
We’ll dance among royalty,
Hold a midnight ball of grandeur.
Watch the meticulous unfolding,
Of an unavoidable royal scandal,
As whispers of betrayal and intrigue,
Creep through castle corridors.
And when the day’s over,
We’ll settle down into the rhythm.
As soothing waves lap at the hull,
Of a vessel bound for gold and glory.
The moon shines its halo of light,
Caressing the night,
Clouds drift serenely,
Across the far horizons,
Like a moving mask of obscurity.
And all the while, our eyes comb the sky,
Searching for the stars.
With every turn of the page,
I find the sanctuary I seek.
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A world so close to this world,
Of infinite possibilities,
Where many are granted release.
Let’s run away…

Written By:
Oscar Howard
Cranbrook
School
BELLEVUE HILL
NSW 2023

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Life on the Streets
Broken down
I’m out of luck
Life hurts
It sucks.
I’ve lost the house
The Mrs has gone
I’ve lost the Kids
What have I done wrong?
Got no money
In the ATM machine
I don’t see the passers-by
They don’t see me
I sleep in the streets
Searching for stars
But in my city
The only light is from the cars.
By Oscar Howard

Written By:
Una Cha
Tara Anglican
School For Girls
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Judges'
Comment:

Look Beyond the Sky
I once started to look through a telescope,
in my room,
staring out my window,
Into the unknown pitch black blanket
covering my head.
I first thought to myself
“What am I looking for?”
Blankly I stared through the small looking hole
waiting,
Waiting for anything, a twinkle, a bright dot in the sky
anything.

Commended
I searched for a star, planet or maybe a galaxy far away,
something to satisfy my greed to find
something
anything.
Then,
as I was about to give up and pack my telescope I finally found my answer,
I saw
airy stars that glisten, giggling
shy and carefree.
Their similes reaching from one curve to the other,
just like children.
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Grand planets who are giants of the universe,
controlling the smaller stars and moons.
Manly and in power,
just like the teachers.
Moons fussy as ever
following the planets
just like sectaries
Average meteors
yet all different in their own way,
not one has the same dent or hole
as the other.
They were floating around freely with no where to go
around the vast universe,
in-taking knowledge as they travel,
just like citizens
I sat staring, with a grin across my face.
Finally aware of my answer.
What I found wasn’t a group of junky
space objects but
a community of life,
of emotion
and of family.

Written By:
Mariah Mollross
Batchelor Area
School
BATCHELOR NT
0845

Judges'
Comment:
The lament of the
modern romantic!
Laconic, ironic.

Written By:
James Ross
Cranbrook
School
BELLEVUE HILL
NSW 2023

Judges'
Comment:

LOVE
You steal my heart
Like a bully
Stealing candy
Off a baby.
I fall for you
like a rock off a cliff
I need you
Like we all need
Air
This disease
Has got me
the doctor says
It’s called
LOVE

Man's Intrusion
For centuries
Man has gazed
At the ominous
Candles of the sky
Another time
Another place
Another galaxy
Another dimension
What do they tell us?
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Commended

What stories do they withhold?
Are they like us?
Do they look at us and wonder?
And today I search for these stars
But an orange film of light
Denies me one of the simple joys
Man has viewed for thousands of years
Man’s own lights
Have trespassed on the universe
Encroaching on the stories
Of millions of planets
What are we missing out on?
What knowledge
Have we denied ourselves?
Will we realise?

Written By:
Holly Chen

Me
‘Me’

Presbyterian
Ladies' College
BURWOOD VIC
3125

Judges'
Comment:
There's a
delightful
freedom in this
poem and a
sense of the
universality of
life.

Highly
Commended

I am a student
I have lots and lots of homework.
I am a part of PLC, probably a little tree near the oval
I have a brain smeared with…work.
Pen resting on my right ear, thinking about how to get that answer.
I am all I see
The masterpiece of an amazing artwork.
Bees buzzing in and out of their beehives.
Plants growing up and reaching towards the sun.
A caterpillar still in a cocoon,
Still developing its wings,
And its tongue.
I am all I hear
'Get it over and done with, now hurry up!’
'You are so slow; it would take you 100 years to eat that.’
'Stop trying to do that if you can’t.’
I am The Little Chime in an orchestra.
I am a coughing voice in a crowd.
I am all I feel and taste
The saturated sugary taste of lollies in your mouth.
The feeling of your face evaporating, anger strangling you.
Sand coming out from the end of your fist like a waterfall.
Thunderous music blasting in your ears.
My hand brushing against soft, fluffy cushions.
Chewing gum stuck to your braces.
I am all I remember
Bird poo landed on my head and I thought it was rain so I smudged it
And made the bird waste into and abstract painting
Of black and white swirls in my shiny, clean hair!
I am all I’ve been taught
1+1=2
Antarctica is a desert, a cold desert.
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I am all I think
Rain.
A darker colour than black.
Myself,
As a student,
With lots and lots of homework…

Written By:
Marcus Lloyd
Damascus
College
BALLARAT
EAST VIC 3350

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

Mel
Mel Gerad Gibson
Apparently he’s Christian
But every now and then
He sleeps with other women
He’s like a man from rehab
Always on the rebound
Directors search for stars
While he goes to bars
He dubbed himself Octo-mel
Since he has rung the bell
On his wives door to tell her
It’s four plus four now
He was once Mad Max
Until he paid the tax of
Drink driving and insulting Jews
And his face’s hue went woooo!
He drives a heap of cars
While directors’ search for stars
And though his eyes may be coloured blue
This is definitely a clerihew

Written By:
Anna Reynolds
Cannon Hill
Anglican College
MORNINGSIDE
QLD 4170

Judges'
Comment:
The aftermath of
a car smash and
the regret.

Metal on Metal
Warning against; vomit in the gutter
She reaches for the keys and I stutter
It was a starry night
Lights were everywhere
Then I whispered, faster, faster
Adrenaline pumping on a high
Metal on metal, warped and twisted
The noise in my ears reflecting my pain
Nowhere to go
The other car held one too young
The only one to survive
Never to know her mother, father
I cry for her in the middle of my starry nights

Commended
Warped body
Surrounded by my blood sister’s pact
I woke with a scream to the stars in the night
My cheeks as bright as Mars tonight
Clean, sterilised, death
The first thing I smelt when I awoke
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Scratchy beneath my touch
The blanket of white
I wore black a week for each death
Wore black for six of my weeks
The nights were all starry
Taunting and reflecting
I see their faces like stars in the night
Forever reflecting my thoughts and life
A tear drips; it’s the colour of the moon
And I think to myself I wish there were
No stars tonight

Written By:
Huon
MacKinnonFarnworth
Tamborine
Mountain State
High School
NORTH
TAMBORINE
QLD 4272

Music and Wind
music whisper
luscious pink sea through raw beauty
swim smooth gorgeous goddess
always white water
love delicate summer shine
sleep still wind

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Written By:
Anthony
McDougall
Cranbrook
School
BELLEVUE HILL
NSW 2023

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

My Telescope
Eye to my telescope
A view into another world
A small circle of the universe
enlarged by the lense
Staring into the future
Of what we will become
Thousands of light years away
Another burning sun

A meteor passes by
A long white tail
Hurtling through the sky
Leaving a streaking tail
Space
Empty
Silent
Sparkling
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My telescope
As close as we will be
To another
World

Written By:
Sophie
Thomson-Webb
Taroona High
School
TAROONA TAS
7053

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

Neapolitan
Each night
after grace,
and our usual fare
of roast beef and mashed parsnips,
our family sit
and quietly devour
our ice-cream.
It’s that new-fangled Neapolitan.
Three flavours
in one container:
chocolate, vanilla and caramel.
Mama dishes out our portions,
one by one,
with the ornate silver spoon
that was Grandma’s,
before she died.
Grandpa is old-fashioned,
smoking his pipe and complaining,
about his corns,
his rheumatism,
and that fungal infection
on his foot.
He eats only vanilla,
Pure and simple.
Each night,
Mama offers him
the other flavours,
and each night,
he grunts and shakes his head.
Mama; dark hair
rolled into curlers,
eyes tired,
cheeks flushed from the hot stove,
shares a bowl
with Papa;
still in his suit
from a long day at
whatever job
he does now.
Sure, they have
each flavour
but they keep them separate
in the bowl,
as if perhaps
the vanilla might be tainted
by chocolate or caramel.
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Me?
I eat all the flavours;
they’re all just as sweet.
A helping of each,
mixed to pulp
and eaten with a fork.

Written By:
Sophia Yoo

Night Sky
NIGHT SKY

Redeemer
Baptist School
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Judges'
Comment:

Specks of shimmering crystals
Scattered all over the midnight sky,
Countless given luxuries —
Gifts that money can’t buy.
The dark velvet spreads its sheet
Across the beautiful night,
Extending further for others to see,
Showing off the breathtaking sight.

Commended

Yet beyond what our little eyes see,
The universe reaches out
Far bigger than we can ever believe,
God’s splendour, the unknown shout.

Written By:
Lena Li

Not Impossible

James Ruse
Agricultural High
School
CARLINGFORD
NSW 2118

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Written By:
Gemma
Dunnington
Taroona High
School
TAROONA TAS
7053

Night time has come
On with the search
Tonight will be the night
I see them
Magnificent
Placed throughout the black sky
On and on and on they go
So I reach up and touch
Shimmering luminance trickles down my hand
In my palms, they are now mine
Beautiful, I put them back in place, so they can do their job;
Light up the sky
Evermore, they will shine.

Not what they seem
Things are strange in my world.
I am strange
In every world.
Sometimes people change
And it makes my world
Unbalanced.
Some change is good,
In a weird kind of way.
And sometimes those good things turn bad.
I often think of those horrible things
And not once have I felt guilty.
Sometimes I think
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Judges'
Comment:

There is something wrong with me
And then I stop and think
Maybe, just maybe,
It’s everyone else.

Commended

Written By:
Elizabeth
Waldron
Newtown High
School of
Performing Arts
NEWTOWN
NSW 2042

Judges'
Comment:

Keeps the focus good form reflective - flows
well - idea is
developed with
care – interesting

Highly
Commended

Olivia's opal
When queens wore wire petticoats
And princes scaled their spires
A princess slept, curled up like stone
Through darkest hours.
At times, like shadow, darkness came
And held her in captivity
Her fear, her thoughts, her feelings fought
Tranquillity
Her parents loved her, all the same
Despite a deeper dark.
Her many coloured soul revealed
An opal heart
Her heart flashed colours, vivid beats
A constant flare of change
She knew her duty, knew her home
Her heart was strange
She ventured out to seek a home
She had a path to choose
To sacrifice her differences
To pay her dues.
To rid the dark, to find true heart
She journeyed to the sea
And changed her opal heart to pearl
Uneasily
For pearls are colourless and dim
Their light is unsustaining
Their dance is slow, their feelings seem
Unchanging.
The pearl returned, she travelled
To a land among the stars
This world was perfect, cool and sleek;
A looking glass
The princess claimed a diamond heart
But still was not content
Around her, shattered images
Would not relent.
For diamonds are a vanity
And fracture what they see
Reflecting what is really there
Endlessly
The princess missed her coloured soul
That led her vibrant past
And so her opal heart replaced
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Shards of glass
“Once more”, she thought, “once more I’ll try
To shape a better life
I’ll choose a ruby for my heart
A compromise”
“For though it’s dark, it has a gleam
A self-sustaining glow”
And so she journeyed through the lands
And earth below
But rubies are so secretive
Quick-tempered and deceiving
She felt bewildered, filled with fear
And grieving
“My heart is mine and mine alone,
I’m best when I am me”
And so she fled back to her home,
So welcoming
She saw her image spread before
In reds and greens and blues
Watercolour artistry in
Canvas hues
She saw the artist paint her heart
And suddenly she knew
His heart was filled with coloured flames
Of opal too.
When queens wore wire petticoats
And princes scaled their spires
A princess slept, curled up like stone
Through lustrous hours.

Written By:
Grace Swadling
Batemans Bay
High School
BATEHAVEN
NSW 2536

Judges'
Comment:
Intriguing effort,
especially the
line "like the
magic of a group
of people..."

Highly
Commended

On Top Of The World
Ice-cream dreams and lazy, happy days
We’re on top of the world and getting higher than we ever dreamt of, aiming higher than
we ever thought we could of
We won’t stop til sun up and we’ll drink from sundown
But although we’re high, we don’t look down at you
Because we are all one; all unique but we are all one We breathe the same air and the
air breathes us
At the same time as the air’s in me the air’s in everyone else
We are all connected by something invisible, something magical
And we all need it, we all need the magic
Because magic is so rare these days
Small things like the green leaves of a growing tree
swaying in the breeze in a concrete city
Like the sweet, burning fire of first love
Like snow in the first weeks of summer
Like the magic of a group of people, all believing the same thing at the same time,
sweaty and all tingling, exhilarated and breathless
We need it to survive
And that makes us all the same in a sense.
But tonightThat same sweaty group of people are higher then you
We are higher than we ever dreamt of being
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We are up among the stars
We are the stars
And we’re still getting higher

Written By:
Stephanie
Davies
Korowa Anglican
Girls School
GLEN IRIS VIC
3146

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Out of Reach
We’re always told the sky’s the limit,
And maybe it actually is
But we’ve all been told to reach for the stars,
And we just aren’t tall enough
We’re always told it’s within our grasp
But it just isn’t true
They tell us all these silly things
And what are we supposed to do?
They’ve said it’s around the corner
When it’s actually out of reach
They tell us it’ll happen tomorrow
But tomorrow never comes
This world we have is too complex
For even our minds
We say one thing and do another
But here is what I’ve found;
Nothing is ever easy
And no one tells the truth
The sun never shines
And the rainbow holds no gold
Human-kind is a disgrace
And I think we may agree
Everything is out of reach
And way too far for me

Written By:
Joe Garcia
Cranbrook
School
BELLEVUE HILL
NSW 2023

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

Paparazzi
The swish black Mercedes pulls gently over
This is luck, like a 4 leaf clover.
The celebrity gets out, with a smile on her face
But she pauses to tie her gold shoe lace.
She turns to wave, smile and pose
Looking great from hair to toes.
She strides a long the highway of red
She’s as familiar to this as she is to her bed.
She devours the cameras and microphones,
How she does it? No one knows.
Unfortunately, she looks great today.
Everyone wants her but she is my prey.
People all around me have no doubt
Because all I hear is them shout,
‘Look over there it’s Britney Spears!’
And I know they will tell there peers
Of this occasion that they were at,
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That they saw a star who walked a mat..
The star was nice and smiled a lot
But by the morning she will have forgot …
What happened the night before…
Probably at the liquor store…
But now she is not drunk at all.
There is no major pub brawl.
The after party will be my chance
To take pics of Britney in a trance.
So I enter the party after dark,
She’s the fish and I’m the shark.
She’s chilling with friends, oblivious to me.
I wait a while, where she can’t see.
3, 4, 5 down, its all going to plan,
Another glass of vodka? I don’t think she can

She falls
Stumbles
Her image crumbles
Her hairs a mess
So’s her dress
She’s on the floor.
I can’t wait any more.
Hand on lens…
I’m on the spot, I take the shot.
100 grand
In my hand

Written By:
Harry
Smallbone
Christ Church
Grammar School
CLAREMONT
WA 6010

Judges'
Comment:
At last a poem
with a bit of
satirical humour,
and what better
subject that the
cockroach. I like
the heroic style.
It's fun!

Periplaneta Australasiae
Periplaneta Australasiae are simply stupendous things!
But what’s that you say? What is the common
Layman’s term for the creatures that are the subject of this poem?
Allow me to elucidate, dear friend, upon the critter of which I sing.
It is the common Australian cockroach,
Distrusted and shunned, witches, cut off from society.
The animal that frightens humans and for which has gained notoriety.
The beast, it is told, that even Steve Irwin would not approach!
Not so crude as to disturb us with uncouth whispers,
The only sound made is a gentle rustling,
As they tiptoe around on feather-light footing,
Towards the many brightly lit humble cockroach clusters.
They are the most amiable of parents,
And give their children a consummate upbringing,
So they will strive to act according
To the cockroaches’ vision of proper English gents.
While crime is rampant in prevalent society,
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The cockroach nation has no police force,
Being as they are, peace’s own source.
And always in perfect sobriety.
They are renowned orators,
Famed far and wide for the quality of their speeches
That are often compared with Martin Luthor’s preachings,
Fiery, informing and uplifting to the common people’s clamours.
In flight they flit about as if on angel’s wings.
Swooping and soaring birds in the sky.
Indeed they are the only things that can fly
As if they were born to be the scudding cloud’s kings.
But what of their innate bravery?
The likes of which have never been seen in Homo sapiens.
They can face the toughest enemy alien,
And even the greatest onslaught; the atom bomb’s artillery.
Yet these unsung heroes remain as yet unnamed,
In the roll of the greatest living battlers.
While their carapace can survive a Holocaust of anger,
They are defeated by those vile reporters acclaimed.

Written By:
Eunice Chan
Hornsby Girls
High School
HORNSBY NSW
2077

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Written By:
Nikita Dub
Tarremah Steiner
School
HUNTINGFIELD
TAS 7055

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Poetry
Lovelier than the rainbow
More dangerous than the sharpest knife
Closer to me than a sister
Poetry is my life
Gloomier than the darkest night
Purer than the blood that seeps
It pumps my heart, my heartbeat
As sincere as the heart that weeps
Poetry is my shelter
To hide under when I need a friend
A diary to record my life
That’ll stay with me from the beginning till the end…

Possibilities
Life is an ocean,
Tumbling, uncontrolled
Carried by the current
The force behind all

Horizon in sight
But change can occur
Weather clouding plans
Future not foreseen
Colours change daily
Rhythms of constance
Complex emotions
Cycles of existence
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Occupying spaces
Rushing into places
Together and merged
One roiling movement
Everchanging wrath
Strength coming in waves
To, fro, here and there
Tide bringing new
Life is an ocean
of forces
changes
rhythms
togetherness
and
strength in the impossible.
Life is a force of change.
Rhythms can be broken.
Together we have strength.
force,
change,
rhythm,
together,
strength,
Possibilities...

Written By:
Tyler Grenfell
St Patrick's
College
SUTHERLAND
NSW 2232

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

Prisoners of time
Stars,
ships on a black sea,
forever sailing.
Treasures,
highly sought after,
relentlessly pursued.
Stellar dancers,
swirling gracefully,
through night eternal.
Angels,
winking wisely,
white gems.
Eruptions,
gas swirling twirling,
artworks admired.
Divine,
influence strong,
heeded advice.
Unforgiving,
nebular wrath,
explosive force.
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Celestial,
fabled Gods,
Prisoners of Time.

Written By:
Candice
Haverfield
Aquinas Catholic
College
SOUTHPORT
QLD 4215

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Written By:
Renae Adolfson
John Therry
Catholic High
School
ROSEMEADOW
NSW 2560

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

Rain
Rain is small crystal ballerinas,
Dancing in the wind.
They will and leap through the sky,
Without a care in the world.
The sky then darkens,
And the ballerinas begin their
Vicious, angry dance.
Violently thrashing through the sky.
After dancing, for hours on end.
They slowly float to the floor.
And end their performance.
Waiting, for applause.

Real Life
I lay desolate and involuntarily in this bleak pallid room,
Tracing the unpatterned cream ceiling with my eyes half open like windows stuck at the
sides,
I lay still fearing the pain that I was assured would come with each and every
movement,
On a comfortless, hard backed bed the life I use to have washes out of me, I lose
everything,
Or that is what I confide in; I caress the cross, incrusted in my right palm and have
hope.
I have lost my trace of reality and now I can only create a vivid picture, I am blind yet
seeing,
In the ignorant attempt to ease the burden of my pain,
The drip filled with a clear bubbly liquid is the only thing that stands by me,
It has seen me bask in the emptiness and wallow in the self-pity of my half dead life,
It’s watching over me, a guardian angel trying to touch me and take away the pain, I’m
half alive.
I feel the sheets on me clinging, like plastic or cling wrap holding the pieces of me
together,
I’m falling apart in the ways my limbs don’t work the way they did a few chapters ago,
In the book of my soon to be published life,
My heart doesn’t beat to the song it use to, instead its transfixed on playing D’s instead
of A’s,
It’s a song at least, so I close my eyes and listen savouring each note, for it’s my song,
written for me.
I have died two times out of the five operations my fragile shelled form has made it
through,
The lyrics have changed; the genre has been lost in Alternative, Pop and Heart Break,
I came out with the words of pain written on me, each scar showing the story of men
playing God,
I close my eyes again trying to picture the golden veiled gates of heaven, glimmering
before me,
I wonder, it wouldn’t be so bad, everyone dies, and everyone is born to die.
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The worst scene in the nightmare inhabiting every living moment, is the thought that my
mind has given up before the rest of me has,
In my mind I am planning my funeral, a shinning bleak, black coffin trailed with roses,
In a beautiful garden filled with grace and life, me, laying there finally away from the
pain,
I find no point in each breath or any promise in an extra heartbeat, or maybe I do, never
force a heartbeat or a breath I just let it come and eventually let it go.
They are right I know they are, they say it when they come in and when they go,
The doctors, the nurses, and my parents they have given up on me,
They are letting death knock on my door, only minding if blood is left behind,
A pale, incapacitated white silhouette sleeping and always lingering close to death,
that’s me,
I am like a still life picture, a still frame, but that could change, with a stroke of a brush I
could linger into life, with just a brush stroke I could seem real.
I stay in this room with nothing but the sounds of rapid movements,
Beeping machines accompanied by the doctors and nurses,
Dwelling in the shadows that fill every corner,
Running and moving, talking and writing,
Like actors on set they act like they know what they are doing, no, they know what their
doing, their keeping people like me breathing.
I am now nothing but a living corpse,
There is no life left in me yet my heart beats,
Yet air feels my lungs, like a balloon with a hole,
Air comes in as quickly as it escapes out,
Tears come faster, like rain, as my umbrella turns inside out, I don’t mind tears, tears
could mean joy, I am still alive after all, just, but still alive at least.
I search for reasons to live, to regain life,
To take every breath and not want to give it back,
To get my heart beating in that same old song, happy, upbeat, full of vibrants and life,
Reasons to want to walk and talk again,
Reasons to go to school,
To paint pictures, write books and chase boys,
Reasons to want to see the world and all its wonders,
Reasons to get my parents to stop shopping for coffins,
Reasons to look in the shadows that inhabit the corners of this room and for a light that
isn’t death, to search for stars and count them, pinning a reason to each for why I
shouldn’t give up the fight,
The monitors beat faster though, and my eyes roll back like wheels down a hill,
I whisper, begging that if there was a God for him to hear me right now,
“Not now, not while I’m searching for stars.”
Doctors and nurses rush in like comets crashing to earth in a heat of light,
They speak in graphic medical terms, all I understand is bleeding,
My ears cave over and turn mute and darkness occupies my vivid vision.

People say that before they die they have a flash back of their life and all that use to fill
it,
That didn’t happened to me,
There was no bright light or voice of God,
No past memories or future ones,
Only my favourite song playing in the background,
That one where there are A’s instead of D’s a real heart beat, yet no beat at all,
In the end life wasn’t what they said it would be,
Then again that day I didn’t die,
That day I truly lived, though I left the pieces of me behind,
My real life was were I had searched,
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My real life was with my reasons to live, my real life was me searching for stars, for the
one I liked best.

Written By:
Carla Squire
Trinity Bay State
High School
MANUNDA QLD
4870

Judges'
Comment:

Red Carpet Stars
Deep black nights
City lights
Stars afloat
Freezing stone
Red carpet
Flaming hot
Cameras whir
Cameras whine
Pen and paper
See you later
Crushed beneath
The sparkling heels
And movie deals
Of bright young things
Stars are fading
Falling glitter
Carpet litter
Darkness deepens
Bristling brooms
Flick away
With careless sweeps…
The dust of broken dreams.

Written By:
Matthew
Paterson
Anglican Church
Grammar School
EAST
BRISBANE QLD
4169

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

Regatta
We sit, ready,
Our oars in the water,
Our eyes straight ahead.
Mentally prepared
To face the pain,
To start the race.
The starter shouts,
“Attention! Row!”
Followed by a myriad of coxswains’ voices
Yelling, screaming, urging
Their crews onwards
To sprint, to get ahead while it’s still early.
Up and down the slide,
Forwards and backwards.
Temptation.
Temptation to look out of the boat.
To glance at the opposition
To see if we’re ahead
Or losing.
Pushing down the slide
Pulling harder and harder
Forcing oarblades through the water
Then out again, a slight reprieve
To get back
And start again.
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The lactic acid
Burns my calves
And quads
And arms
But I push on, unabated,
Unwilling to give up.
To give up is to lose.
To lose is to waste
All the hours spent,
Sweat poured, early mornings To waste the effort, the devotion To betray the others.

Five hundred to go.
Nothing left.
Cannot give up.
Must keep going.
Past the pain, the burning,
The inferno in my legs, arms, body.
Reverse the pain,
Use it.
Use it to go harder.
To push further,
To be victorious,
To end it sooner.
Two-hundred left.
Push harder.
Sprint, endure
The pain - can’t last much longer Hands cramping - legs too.
Never give up.
Wring every last drop of sweat
From my tired pores,
Every last bit of effort
From these aching bones.
Slam these legs down,
Bring ‘em back up,
Faster, faster. Never surrender.
Force ourselves past the line.
The tension drains.
We are wasted,
Empty shadows.
Not a word is uttered.
Exhaustion seeps in.
Adrenaline leaves our bodies,
Our limbs hang limp.
Victory - or defeat?
The question lingers.
Uncertainty washes over us.
Was it worth it?
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Written By:
Ellery Durrant
Bishop Tyrrell
Anglican College
FLETCHER NSW
2287

Judges'
Comment:

Restoration (reSTARation)
The sky was slowly darkening,
Like any other day,
I looked up, a mighty shock,
All had gone away,
Except a sole streetlamp, unlit,
Fading in the dark, away…
Where? I cried (out loud) to all,
With great dismay but fearless eyes,
Intuit call, it came to me,
But was a very great surprise.

Commended
“There over further galaxies,
Lies a planet wreathed in light,
Where overlords collect these treasures,
The more there, greater their delight.”
And so, a year, a month, a day,
Did pass until our hero came,
Through perseverance, toil and might,
Unto the dreaded place to blame.
A simple flick of wristwork aimed,
Precisely and with skilful touch,
And all was done, rights restored,
Our galaxy, a starlit one.
If ever there was a starry sky,
It would be tonight, I thought,
I looked out through my window at
The deep, dark sky; twas fraught,
With galaxies and burning seas,
Where true chaos is sought.

Written By:
Jemma
Robinson
Yarra Valley
Grammar School
RINGWOOD VIC
3134

Judges'
Comment:

Riddles
Envisioning,
What a sight it would be,
The colours, all colours,
Irrepressible blackness,
Ghostly white,
As well as one, unnamed,
Iridescent, almost wholesome, not quite,
Of intricate detail, but unseen,
Of unfathomable shade,
Or none at all.
They see all, the ebony fog,
That surrounds us all,
Clouding our minds,
Unrelenting, undiminished.
But on occasion it falters, for but a second
We reach out to grasp It
in stray tendrils of thought,
Until the fog reasserts dominion.
Again we retreat to ignorance.
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It,
Cannot be restrained,
Is all and naught,
A mire of that forgotten
Or adamant beliefs.
Perhaps it is knowledge,
Understanding,
Perhaps some entity of abundant power,
More probable,
Is that it is existence,
Pure and simple,
Indifferent.
Yet perhaps also the creator,
Of that dark, dominating beast that lies within,
Coiled, to strike.
The generator of jealousy, spite,
Also of the fog,
That which mars us but also defines us.
Makes us capable of more than indifference,
Of kindness and empathy.
A gift.

Written By:
Angela
Cartwright
Methodist Ladies
College
BURWOOD
NSW 2134

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Schwimmering
Lying in the pool
At the end of a long, hot summer day.
Quiet, reflective, dreamy.
My world has gone to sleep.
I float on my back.
The water, like thick, black treacle
Languidly lulls my aching limbs.
I gaze at the sky.
Soft, pulsing heartbeat in the water.
I listen to the soft swooshing murmurs,
Searching for stars.
There are none.
Wait…
I see one…
Now two…
And more…
Lots more, lots and lots more.
Slowly shimmering into my existence.
They were there all the time,
Just hiding in the dark.
Like shy, little bush creatures,
Waiting to peep out their tiny faces
When they think it is safe.
Lying in the pool
At the end of a long, hot summer day,
Searching for stars
And finding them.
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Written By:
Elena Moores

Sea Stars
sea stars

Ogilvie High
School
NEW TOWN TAS
7008

Judges'
Comment:
Well-observed
sensory
description of
underwater

Highly
Commended

I dived into the unknown,
Not knowing what really lay beneath me.
The rippling, hungry, sinister depths
of the ocean.
Pushing through the pressure,
deeper.
Sea stars cover the rocks,
like a thick,
breathing,
blanket.
Feeling tiny, miniature lives,
Brushing against me.
Each one, another life,
as important as mine,
in the fish.
I surface, feeling the air on my face.
The outside air interrupts,
Pushing against me, desperate for me
to take that first breath.
It’s cold in my lungs,
So different from the artificial air.
A different world
Lays beneath my feet.
Untouched by the sun,
A different empire.

Written By:
Samantha Scott
Aquinas Catholic
College
SOUTHPORT
QLD 4215

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Seagulls verse the Wind
The patrol on the beach of howling winds drags on.
The only other species on the beach,
Are the white and grey gulls that are trying to move against the sinister wind.
As our source of entertainment takes off,
The ferocious wind takes them captive,
100m back the gulls are taken at speeds of 100 km an hour,
Before they decide to land, in defeat.
One by one, the helpless birds take off,
But are soon greeted by the kings of climate for that day.
Fits of laughter are shared, and breaths become almost impossible,
As the gulls soar elegantly, but backwards!
Soon, the fatigued creatures retire to walking, and gain 50m
Before ……..Swish! The gulls decide to flap their flying devices one more time,
But the wind enslaves the gulls and forces them to lose all ground just worked for.
Cruel for the seagulls, yet for me, as the entertainment for the day disappears,
We wonder what we will do, for the next 3 hours!
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Written By:
Danica Nadalin
Rowville
Secondary
College
ROWVILLE VIC
3178

Judges'
Comment:
This poem has
merit though
perhaps the
better word in the
refrain could be
something more
positive.

Highly
Commended

Search
The white wings of birds
Flap high in the sky
Above the stretched plains
Of this burnt earth.
Racing through the trees,
Defying all odds
Eventually
Succumbing
To the undefined elegance
Of which they are in pursuit.
The scaly orange and white
Striped skin of clown fish,
Breathe in and out
With the crashing waves.
Finding their way
From here to there,
Discovering the undiscovered.
Succumbing
To the undefined elegance
Of which they are in pursuit.
The long tangled mane of a horse
Galloping across the open field.
Stride upon glorious stride.
Entering
Completely new dimensions
Of speed and perfection,
Finding solace.
Succumbing
To the undefined elegance
Of which they are in pursuit.
The shy person versus the loud.
The open person versus the closed.
Each completely unique individual
Holding a different key to their past
Walking through diverse doors
To their future.
All defying odds,
Discovering the undiscovered,
Finding solace.
Succumbing
To the undefined elegance
Of which they are in pursuit.

Written By:
Eunice Chan
Hornsby Girls
High School
HORNSBY NSW
2077

Search for stars
DraggingHer midnight gown
With her
A magpie
Broken, lost
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Like a shadow
In despair
Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

She stretches her wings
To the upmost
And squeezed them against her
Tiny, atrous body again
One two,
One two,
She is on the search
For her lover
For her fallen star
The one who
She flew to in anguish
When all was lost
Crying in agony
Her body aches
But she perseveres
With a fiery love
And burning determination
The griseous sky explodes
Venting its anger on her
She dodges the strike
NarrowlyShe is flattened
By pelting rain
As she fights on
One, two
One, two
One-

She halts
Energy and happiness draining out of her
She lets the rain force her
Lower
Lower…
Thoughts strangled her
Misery trapped her
She felt likeA puzzle missing a piece…
A lost soul;
Without her other half
She was only a shadow
No more
Thoughts tore at her
Snatching the thin threads
That stitched her together
It was a forbidden love
A forbidden world
Inundated by all her thoughts
She croaked
A small echo from within
And tumbled into nothingness
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Fog, mist all behind
She opened her eyes
To feel the warmth
Azure skies all above her
And experienceThe tenderness
In her heart
For she was free
With the soothing coo of her lover
In her ears
For it was destiny
It was from the stars
It was a
Search for stars…
And every night
In the gloomy sky
There are two stars
That shines with such love
It reminds us ofThe search for the stars

Written By:
Jessica Downes
St Patrick's
College
SUTHERLAND
NSW 2232

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Searching for a star
The sun is hot on my back, the breeze is gentle.
Before me stretches a world left behind by the tide.
I delicately manoeuvre amongst the honeycombed rock.
Exploring the crystal clear water...searching.
Crabs scurry as my shadow passes.
I am a giant striding over them.
The powerful surf pounds the rock shelf, frothing, foaming.
Peering into submerged lands...searching.
I gently touch the waters surface, ripples flow.
The spiralling sea weed gracefully dances.
Darting fish take refuge in crevices.
Sea slugs, periwinkles, fragile creatures...searching.
Soon the sea blanket will cover the pools.
All will be free, no more need to take shelter.
But for now they are mine to search and discover.
Will I ever find my starfish?

Written By:
Sophie Brown
Loreto Kirribilli
KIRRIBILLI NSW
2061

Judges'
Comment:
The urge to be
an individual

Searching For Stars
Searching for Stars
The audition notice, black and white, is posted on the wall,
“Searching for Stars” it proclaims,
A snake of hopefuls stretching beneath it,
Slowly slithering towards the door.
As line trickles forwards, I look towards the doors,
And I notice, as each girl goes through the doors,
To where the casting directors wait,
Each is different but the same.
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I look back, and I can see each scale is different,
A different girl in each spot, each an individual,
Each contrasting with the next,
No two scales the same.
As my eyes begin to blur I see the whole,
The scales merging into a pattern,
From rich individuals, to a bland mass,
Each a mirror of the next.
Although we wish to be individuals,
We are all made in the same mould,
No one standing out,
Until the mould breaks.
We can choose to be our own self,
But not many have the ability,
We all try to be individual,
Though only one in a million succeeds.
When some one breaks the mould,
And becomes their own self,
What we see is truly exceptional,
One star in a dark and lonely sky.
Without me telling them to,
My feet carry me out of the line,
Peoples heads turn as I stride out,
My head held high.
I have realised my destiny,
To become one of the few bright stars.
I do not know how I will do it,
But I can tell it will not happen here.

Written By:
Philippa Burley

Searching For Stars
Searching for stars…

SCEGGS
Darlinghurst
DARLINGHURST
NSW 2010

Judges'
Comment:

Her name is Charlotte.
A silver Prado.
Four-wheels, a bull bar, a snorkel
and a roof rack.
She is named after my great great aunt,
Charlotte doesn’t have much use
in the city.
On Thursdays
girls from my netball team pile into her eight seats for training
but normally she just sits there,
under our gumtree,
gathering leaves and twigs and possum poo
from the tree above.
Sometimes,
we put our tents onto her roof rack
and fill her boot with bits and bobs
and drive off
to search for adventure.
Driving for hours
stopping wherever we see fit,
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meeting people who have seen the world
and are willing to share their stories with us.
We see places that
books and films
couldn’t make real.
And sometimes
if we are camped in a spot,
maybe near a river
filled with vicious crocodiles
and the night’s cold harsh air
can only be softened
by a blazing campfire.
We lie on the roof rack,
our faces pointed upwards
and we search the heavens
for the stars.

By Philippa Burley

Written By:
Stephanie
Harris

Searching for Stars

St Luke's
Grammar School
NORTH CURL
CURL NSW 2099

They sneak around.
Moving like spies.
Dodging the flashes of the still-life copy machines.
As they hide away set for their big moment on the stage.

Judges'
Comment:

The paparazzi wait for that moment too
as they cover themselves from view.
With their handheld cameras wound up and ready
to take the picture that is worth so much.

Searching for Stars

When the carpet rolled out ready for the spectacle.
They appear looking more dramatic then ever.
With their bling and things.
They parade their stuff as the paparazzi apparatuses lights go off.
When the money has been claimed
and the picture is on the front page
of the Morning Herald.
We know that the show is finally over.

Written By:
Adele Jackson
Methodist Ladies
College
BURWOOD
NSW 2134

Judges'
Comment:

Searching for Stars
Floating.
Soaring through space, words running through my head.
Never ending stream, flowing, twisting, churning, plunging.
Streaming up and down, under the fabric of my mind
Shooting back up through the roughly worked seams.
Time passes.
Words pass.
Beautiful words, new words, strong words, flamboyant words.
Words like ‘accismus’ or ‘ravidish’, ‘catchfart’ and ‘suit of ditto’.
Words no one has ever heard before.
I wake, head streaming, gibberish spouting out of my mouth.
There is nothing – the sky is black; the points of light are gone. What was that word?
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The word above all words, that described these things.
It is gone. Vanished, as if it never was.
A hole is in the sky, the sky of my thoughts, where this word should rest.
Where it should flicker.
Flutter.
Dart everywhere and back.
Surely it is there somewhere!
Stars! Where is…
Oh!
And the lights in the sky turn on.

Written By:
Maddison Leech

Searching for stars
Searching for stars

St Patrick's
College
SUTHERLAND
NSW 2232

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Mama said,
We would go searching for stars.
She smiled,
Like she used to,
Before Papa died.
She said ,
we’d go to the country.
Where the skies are clear,
And blue like her summer kimono.
Not covered by smog.
Our city is always covered by a haze,
Mama says,
China wasn’t always tormented,
By pollution and gases.
It used to be clear and fresh.
She told me of her childhood,
In the fields,
Day and night.
All was fresh and crisp.
Peaceful.
She told me
We’ll go to her old town.
Her mama will be waiting,
In the little house,
By the rice paddies.
Mama cried,
She said she missed watching the sky,
In the paddies at night.
With papa by her side.
She cried for papa,
So did I.
I asked her,
“Mama, are there stars?
In the country,
Where your mama has the house by the rice paddies.
Are there stars there?”
Mama just looked at me,
Then she held me close,
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And she said:
“My little blossom,
In the country,
My mama has millions of stars
They stretch on forever,
As far as we two may see,
And though,
in the dawn they fade,
we will lay at night,
in my mamas rice paddies.
And we will string our hearts together,
With the stars, mending them,
so that when the dawn does come,
our only tears will be those of joy.”

Written By:
Alexander
Lewis
St Pius X College
CHATSWOOD
NSW 2067

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Written By:
Lucinda Minett
Manilla Central
School
MANILLA NSW
2346

Judges'
Comment:

Searching for Stars
It is when the heavens bleed,
that painted across the skies,
Jewels of silver, grasp our eyes.
It is when darkness falls,
that the lamps are lit,
a speckled canopy, a carpet well knit.
It is when the sun retires and the moon awakes,
that the nightly picture is unveiled,
for viewing by its searchers, who from all the lands surround,
and followed, is thee Godly trail.

Searching for Stars
Lying peacefully
Thinking delightfully
Gazing cluelessly
Shining gracefully
Beaming luminously
Twinkling softly
Wintry breeze kissing harshly
Colossal night wrapping dominantly

Commended
Reality bites!

Written By:
Stephanie Raad
Methodist Ladies
College
BURWOOD
NSW 2134

Searching for Stars
A black, cracked, swaying mirror, reflecting millions of chipped glistening topaz,
accidentally caught and stuck in a tapestry of velvet
…Imagine a night where you fall asleep, the soft sand bed is a large fluffy marshmallow,
the gentle waves becoming a big blanket.
The last thing you see are the world’s hunted treasures… and you dream…

Judges'
Comment:

Dreams of flying on a magic carpet, your hair wildly billowing behind you
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Dreams of walking the marble and emerald embedded stairway to the heavens
Dreams of lying on a cloud, sinking down into puffy fairy floss
Dreams of falling kryptonite, dreams of blinding yellow rays
Dreams of searching the skies, lifting every corner of the aquamarine cloak
Dreams of being lost, franticly chasing, smacked by an endless silence
Where were they? Limestone and tiger’s eye?
The queen and her lonesome pleasure, separated for as long as God reigns
They chase each other, they are always chasing, each a single breath away
Little lavenders replaced by fluffy diamonds,
Endless sapphire, a substitute for hard granite
But hush, do not worry, Mother Nature’s course will change
The grim promise of a dark night will be granted
The queen will fall, her jewels will be found, and the black velvet will swallow her up
again.

Written By:
Georgina
Whatmore

Searching for Stars

Frensham
MITTAGONG
NSW 2575

Staring
Staring out a closed, barred window
Listening to the drone of cars
The grimy, old brick buildings
Towering, leering
Blocking off the sky
While I’m searching for the stars

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Searching for stars

Wishing
Wishing for the open air,
To smell the freshness of new grass
To sit in the shade of a healthy tree
Stretching, growing
Listening to the grazing cows
Underneath the stars
Remembering
Remembering riding on my horse
Through the peaceful eucalypts
Unrolling my dusty swag on the ground
Gazing, dreaming
At home in the softness of the rustling trees
Watched by the shining stars
But now,
Now harsh reality hits,
With a like a swinging baseball bat
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In creeps claustrophobia
Slowly, surely
Striking sudden stillness in my heart
Until I know how much I need the stars

Written By:
Tanya Akdeniz

Searching for the Stars
Searching for the stars

Redeemer
Baptist School
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Shimmering on the black velvet sky,
Is brilliance and beauty.
Billions of jewels shinning into my eyes
I feel comfortable, caring and cozy.
As I look out my window the stars whisper silence
Or a lullaby into my ear,
But looking close up uncovers the violence
Screaming, making you fear
A star is Jewish
A star is wisdom
A star is a wish
A star is a dream
K' Ching winks the stars
Like the sun shining through pieces of glass
Showing off their light
its just so peaceful, this beautiful night

Written By:
Patrick Crosling
Anglican Church
Grammar School
EAST
BRISBANE QLD
4169

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Searching for the Stars
There comes a time every year
Were I gather my scattered dreams
Like the outback sky my mind is cluttered
With stars as they shin so clear
I strike at my lumbering brain
With all the strength I have
It gives way and spills its mind
Once more my body is at ease
A milky way of ideas flows
Shooting stars to my fingers tips
Setting alive an astronomical force
That writes these incredible things
Like a space shuttle into orbit
Goals only take seconds to write
But like the many great things
Take years to achieve and realize
I am much like the earth
A small piece of importance
In this universe so grand
We both support achievements
I remember my mother once told me
How sometimes the greatest feats
Have been accomplished by the people
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Not smart enough to admit defeat
Taking the finished notes
Swiftly under the arm
I feel so free and eager
To what this year may hold
There is one thing for sure
Once you have tasted flight,
You will forever walk the earth
With your Eyes Turned to the sky

Written By:
Karlee Glanville

Searching for the stars
Searching for the stars

St Luke's
Grammar School
NORTH CURL
CURL NSW 2099

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Written By:
James Gray
Grange Primary
School
GRANGE SA
5022

We were the stars,
The ones that fought for you,
We carried you strong and proud threw,
Every war and up and down,
We died for you all of those battles and,
For six thousand years we,
Where your only friend in a battle,
You could trust us with your darkest secret,
And some of you could hear our own,
But no one recognised us as the heroes of war,
Or the ones that brought men safely home,
No , instead we were left to roam in places of war,
Left in desserts and fields to,
Live our days and die without recognition,
They may have missed us but we would not know,
For no one came to find us,
No one seemed to care,
So we roamed the land and died were we fell,
Our spirits then went to the sea,
This is our home and we are the white waves,
That haunt the shores,
This is where we take our revenge,
We turn the ships and splash aboard,
And take the unsuspecting man,
For what can we do when we where the heroes,
When we should be there standing in the light,
For we where the horses of the men in the past,
The ones they rode to victory,
The ones that have come to pass.

Searching for the Stars
The stars,
Great lustrous orbs of burning gas,
Like billions of sonic explosions and nuclear detonations,
Erupting over the face of a dying planet.
Not a wonder they light up the dark ebony sky,
Roaring, flaring, burning and destroying,
In the far reaches of the vast vacuum of space,
Some are like fuel-efficient cars,
The great ones that light up the earth and run,
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Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

For millions of years,
And billions of years to come and to pass.
Others however, run an insignificant kilometre,
But in record time,
Sprinting and racing for first place and of victory,
Using up their fuel until the last dregs drain away,
Drain away with their energy and exhausted breath.
They burn and disintegrate,
Until they destroy themselves utterly,
Tripping falling, unstable, collapsing,
They fold in on themselves,
Completely dead and all broken.
As the lights slowly fade and go out,
A great quantity of dark matter is created,
Matter that gains a density so large,
It creates a giant gaping hole,
A deep, dark whirling hole,
To consume and annihilate
All life as we know it.

Written By:
Jonathan Li
Cranbrook
School
BELLEVUE HILL
NSW 2023

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Searching For the Stars
I see the moonlight floating,
Riding the rapid rivers, Time
Seems meaningless, thousands
Of stars gaze down upon me.
Every night I see stars:
Pinpricks of light just vague enough to make out,
Sometimes great balls of fire shine in the distance,
“Wishing Stars” my grandfather use to say,
“When you’re lucky enough to see them, make a wish.”
As I gaze towards the heavens
The fresh aroma of grass calms me
Dew stains my backside wet,
The experience of lying back
Second to none,
Letting the wind skim my hair
Around, around and around.
I feel the sand trickle between my fingers,
Water laps at my knees, coming to
Clear my thoughts, to make me
Alive again.
Far out in the distance
I see something streak down towards me
I wish
For wealth
For hope
For happiness
And as I wish, warmth begins
To creep into my soul.
Does that wishing star exist?
The wishing star that
Galileo, Copernicus, Ptolemy
And thousands of others
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Have forever been looking for?
How can I find it when
They can’t?
My mind is lost within the depths of space, in nothingness…
My eyes are drawn into space,
Mysteries
Of life
Of death
Of creation
“Jonathan, dinners ready!”
Mum calls out;
And in just a split second
The connection breaks,
Dragging me back into reality.
But it is the dream
That counts…

Written By:
Madeline Ling

Searching For The Stars
Searching for the stars

Ogilvie High
School
NEW TOWN TAS
7008

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Her hair flickers in the moonlight,
Like a horse’s golden mane,
As she runs freely through the grass.
Her flustered cheeks spray with colour,
as she looks up to the night sky,
a piece of paper, blotted with deep ink.
Letting go of her creation,
the breeze picks up
and lifts it gently into the air.
She runs faster, her nightmares sailing,
rising, towards freedom.
The kite finally begins to glide peacefully,
its ribbons viciously slicing the sky to shreds.
It slices away the anger, sorrow, hate and evil,
which has devoured her shattered life.
The kite sails past the stars,
searching for hope,
searching for a peaceful life.
It sails past the moon, a beacon of light,
penetrating the dark void.
her dreams latch on to the kite,
As it flies further and further,
away from the destruction,
She looks closely at the stars glittering innocently.
Her beautiful kite shines brightly like a star,
Freely sailing throughout the sky,
Keeping her dreams alive.
Watching her kite searching for the stars,
She is filled with hope.
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Written By:
Heidi Rabbitts

Searching for the stars
Searching for the stars

St Luke's
Grammar School
DEE WHY NSW
2099

Judges'
Comment:

Riding high over glacial waves,
The wind whipped at my face.
I tightened my grip, bracing my-self,
For an endless roller-coaster ride.
The rain pelted down on the frail boat,
As the thunder boomed loudly.
Suddenly blinded with a flash of lightening,
The darkness then surrounded me.

Commended
The small boat rolled from side to side,
As I desperately closed my eyes.
I had no idea where I was heading,
Pitifully, I cried and cried.
At last the day drew to a close,
The sun settled down to rest.
Drifting aimlessly on a becalmed swell,
The night sky came alive again.
I gazed up at the dazzling stars,
Searching for the Southern Cross.
Relieved, I took control of the wheel,
And sailed the sea once more.

Written By:
Katherine
Montoya
Aquinas Catholic
College
SOUTHPORT
QLD 4215

Shadow
Shadow
On the wall
There is a shadow
Of a branch outside
It moves and it is dancing
It writes its story

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Written By:
Casey Clarke
Tarremah Steiner
School
HUNTINGFIELD
TAS 7055

Shiitake
Like splattered mud,
our hooded tops,
bark coloured mounds,
scabbing long dead logs.
dönggu, pyogo, shiitake.

Judges'
Comment:
Delightful light
touch

Like ladies petticoats,
filly white gills,
tickle our stipe,
radiating life.
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Hed hom, nam hu'o'rig, shiitake.
Commended
Like Atlas holding the world,
our stalk stretched bare,
reaching for the light,
fragrant chi fungi.
Shiitake.

Written By:
Grace Swadling
Batemans Bay
High School
BATEHAVEN
NSW 2536

Judges'
Comment:

Shine
Dangling by a silver thread, thin and shaky. A swirling murky mind of thoughts. A smile
and sparkling eyes. Shells of what i used to be. Layers of me peeled away until the raw,
unknown me is left, dazed at the brightness of it all. Numb from floating for so long. I
aim to grow, to shine. I want to show the world I am different; flawless and faultless, I
spin and twirl. Then the silver thread snaps and I am falling to fate, leaving the stars for
planet earth. Up there, stars are all the same. But on earth I will be different. Falling into
an open hole, the eyes that search the stars every night see me fall and catch me. They
know i will do what stars do best.
i will shine

A good metaphor
of the star and
the self.

Highly
Commended

Written By:
Andrea Doherty
Kadina High
School
GOONELLABAH
NSW 2480

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Silver Shadows on a Moonlit Canvas
Night is a canvas where an
Artist paints a luminous moon
On the embroided curtain of the heavens.
Amid this, he paints our dreams.
As if from heaven itself, the great aqua pools of
Delicate light silently shiver and swirl.
Dark blue, emerald green, a watercolour rainbow
And as thin as the most delicate fabric
On earth.
And in this moonlit curtain of the night,
On the tide of our hearts,
The aurora glistened with more surreal grace
Than the most exquisite dancer.
Beyond the elegant walls of the northern lights,
Other worlds seem to peer back at us.
Painter, what secrets do you keep?
Or do you hide our own
Lost amid the stars…
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Written By:
Arina Mizuno
Fintona Girls'
School
BALWYN VIC
3103

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Slave
Shunned by the lights of the World
No fire to devour the film of one's life
Only ravens to bring shattered pieces of glass
No hands to put them back together
Forgotten by the songs of the Earth
No players for the foreign orchestra
Only one prayer, to be killed by the abyss called midnight
No silence for the tears of two
Harnessed by the love of the Sky
No sin to erase from the black record
Only smiles from the children of Nature
No darkness to conceal me
Abandoned by the chains of the Underworld
No violent red rose to hurt me
No clock of the body to cease
No blue bird stolen from me
Only an embrace from the number - 4

Written By:
Morgan
Hamilton

Somewhere

Oxley College
CHIRNSIDE
PARK VIC 3116

Rushing around the city
Where it’s never quite dark
Pillars of Glass
Reaching to the sky

Judges'
Comment:

Glittering red and green lights
Do you want to be here?

Commended

Somewhere

Passing through the countryside
Never-ending clear blue
Meeting with the ground
And green, rising in between the two
An endless resting place for infinite space
When the sun goes down
Do you want to be here?
Pacing along the beach
Golden light shining down
Specs of sand like tiny gems
Grey looming, threatening to ruin the day
The white foam rising and falling
Soaking the sand
Castles falling after a battle
Do you want to be here?
Walking around the graveyard
The dark and gloomy atmosphere
The tall crosses rising out of the ground
Every one represents – a dead man
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Ebbing blackness all around
Do you want to be here?
Ambling around the garden
The lush green colour
Cool spring air rushing past
And the gentle hum of the birds
The flutter of blue wings
Covering the sky
Do you want to be here?
Sitting in my room
Staring at the stars
Through my telescope
The night in my eyes
Yet I’m so close and so far
From the world I dream of
Where lights shine in the sky
Forever bright in the darkness
To unify myself
With the night sky
Never to worry, never to want
To be unbound to the things I seek
Where I want to go
Is straight into the stars
I shall reach up high
And grasp my ultimate dream
By Morgan Mariah S Hamilton

Written By:
Bryce Clarke

Southern Cross
Southern Cross – Bryce Clarke

St Paul's College
WEST
KEMPSEY NSW
2440

In spaces above and beyond,
You are a twinkling tadpole in the pond
Ripples respond.

Judges'
Comment:

A dilated pixel amidst many others,
Born of light; made without mothers
Arise another.

Commended

Point by point the space divides,
A southern sky these stars reside
Omnipotent outside.
A piece of darkness disowned,
So crowded yet so alone
Ultimate unknown.
Gas of hydrogen; liquid plasma ignite,
Speed into the vacuum; give us light
Nocturnal night.
Derive a trail through a darkened tone,
Shining star bring me home
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Guide me safely Southern Cross
I am not losing, I am not lost.

Written By:
Ben Elliott
St Patrick's
College
SUTHERLAND
NSW 2232

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Space
SPACE
By Ben Elliott

Darkness envelopes me,
As I trudge through dew tipped grass,
My only guidance countless bright lights in the sky,
Stars twinkling endlessly,
Shining through a deep background of black,
Mixtures of pinks and blues, whites and reds,
As if God himself was creating a magnificent light show just for me,
The moon barren but peaceful,
Craters adding gradient texture to the already magical surface,
Rock?
Or treasure,
Shooting stars ark across the sky in glorious fashion,
Leaving a streak that can’t be physically described,
Gazing through my telescopic eyes I idolise the breathtaking night sky,
Is some-one else gazing up at this wonder?
Am I the luckiest person on Earth?
Witnessing such endless beauty,
I feel closer to God than ever,
Staring at this masterpiece,
The brisk air causes steam to emit from my mouth,
As if a dragon was billowing out thick plumes of fire and smoke,
But I know that when the sun comes up the cold sharp night air will be gone,
And this never ending platter of splendour will disappear as well,
I can still enjoy it now,
Because you can turn off the sun but the sky is still going to shine.

Written By:

Space

Fiona Rogers

Space

Korowa Anglican
Girls School
GLEN IRIS VIC
3146

Judges'
Comment:
Good ending.

Commended

At night you look up at the sky, you get a feeling, of anger and frustration, because you
just can’t get your head around the magnitude of it.
But you also get a feeling of calm, peace and serenity.
The beauty, majesty and power of it amazes you.
There is a thirst, an urge, a desire to find out what’s up there. Is heaven up there? Is
there another form of life out there?
But you also accept that it is just there, for a reason that no one can know, you are
content with what you know.
Its age is, old and young, it has been there forever but every day a new star or planet is
being created.
For the stars, the moon and the sun, Space is there home and it is ours.
You look back and see how far we’ve come.
But you look up and see just how far we have to go.
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Written By:
Jemma
Robinson
Yarra Valley
Grammar School
RINGWOOD VIC
3134

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

Spirit Eyes
Envisioning,
What a sight it would be,
The colours, all colours,
Irrepressible blackness,
Ghostly white,
As well as one, unnamed,
Iridescent, almost wholesome, not quite,
Of intricate detail, but unseen,
Of unfathomable shade,
Or none at all.
They see all, the ebony fog,
That surrounds us all,
Clouding our minds,
Unrelenting, undiminished.
But on occasion it falters, for but a second
We reach out to grasp It
in stray tendrils of thought,
Until the fog reasserts dominion.
Again we retreat to ignorance.
It,
Cannot be restrained,
Is all and naught,
A mire of that forgotten
Or adamant beliefs.
Perhaps it is knowledge,
Understanding,
Perhaps some entity of abundant power,
More probable,
Is that it is existence,
Pure and simple,
Indifferent.
Yet perhaps also the creator,
Of that dark, dominating beast that lies within,
Coiled, to strike.
The generator of jealousy, spite,
Also of the fog,
That which mars us but also defines us.
Makes us capable of more than indifference,
Of kindness and empathy.
A gift.

Written By:
Reece Senior

Star Bright
Star Bright

Barrenjoey High
School
AVALON
NORTH NSW
2107

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Star light start bright first star I see tonight…
I wish I may I wish I might wish ….. wish what exactly?
A puzzling thought as I searched the stars up high in the
expanse of sky above.
The starts so bright and glittering, sparkling with anticipation of long dark nights ahead
The frosty moon peeking through the clouds distorting our vision and capturing our
attention,
Compelling us to gaze with longing towards the heavens as we search the sky, for what
who knows, but still we search
Our gazes clutched by the stars beyond our world
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Searching for direction in a chaotic cluttered existence
Searching for answers to questions and situations that have no answers in the daylight
hours
Searching the skies for stars that twinkle more brightly than others
Searching for stars whose glowing colours against the inky blackness promise hope
and peace
Searching for things that may never come to be, placing all our faith in a shimmering,
glorious blimp high above us, never to be touched or seen up close
Distance matters not, the promise of possible calm and tranquillity may be enough to
quell the fear of a cold, shadowy, lonely and endless night, a suitable alternative,
perhaps the only alternative, suitable or not
Search the skies, search for stars, find a headliner to steal the show, name it if need be
Stars like people can be heroes, victors over sadness, emptiness and exhaustion
Like a friend that star will be there, standing desolate waiting for you
It may be behind the clouds, hiding as you squint upwards to find it
But it is there, it always is, it does not disappoint
A pivotal point to draw your attention to as you anticipate the sunset and the explosion
of stars
In the midst of that star show, there will be you star, your shining light,
Search for the stars, do what you must, use it for comfort and when finished dismiss it
until needed once more.
The first star you see tonight may not be the one you truly search for but it is there –
somewhere way up high with an assurance of peace and silence.
With the promise of order that never goes away.

Written By:
Georgina Wang
Methodist Ladies
College
BURWOOD
NSW 2134

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

stargazing
Moon shines on water
The first evening arrives now
Stars of life come by.
Staring at the night sky
Filled with new constellations,
And shadowy figures from the past.
Constellations arise.
Orion, Aries, Taurus and Gemini.
Myths descended from them
Of the gods and goddesses,
Of their enlightenment.
Legends are born here
Of Zeus and Jupiter and the spirits.
Attention all Alchemists, Astrologers and Magicians
The stars will guide your way.
In your destiny and future
In your hopeless quest.
Crazy astronomers explore through their infinite hallucinations
Just searching so helplessly
For the stars of their dream
For planets, nebulae and galaxies
All worlds and worlds away.
Praying at the stars,
From the burning of the stake.
Of the plague and of witches
Of existence and of death.
The stars must choose your destiny.
Finally discovered at last,
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The word “Astronomy”.
Exploration of space
Masters of space and time?
But is this the end?
No, there is still a long way.
Staring at the stars of a different kind.
Of the red carpet and the catwalk.
Singers and dancers now pave the way
In the starry boulevard.

Oh look at the sky!
A fiery glow, an exotic shape
Drifting through the galaxies.
Aliens? I would think not
But let the stars shine their way.
Stargazing on a huge balcony
On a burning planet.
Stargazing?
A blank sky, a fiery glow.
That is all I see.
Where have the stars gone?
Who knows what lies ahead?
Maybe alien invasions
Of life in space.
Intergalactic communication
Or even instant teleportation?
Ah, the last sundown,
The last nightfall.
Take a close look,
For that is all you will ever see.
Gaze at their beauty
And what they have brought us.
Now sleep and dream about them.
Maybe there will be a new dawn one day…

Written By:
Eliza Sajo
St Andrews
College
MARAYONG
NSW 2148

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Starless Night Skies.
I have often been warned of starless night skies,
In which I feel the need to make right.
As I await the return of their beauty and radiance
I sigh wearily and watch shadows of a faded light.
In a world where one thing may appear as another,
And where the sun has the power to condemn,
The loss of reason and purpose is unwholesome
For one is a broken-winged bird without them
Days of reading fairy-tales drift away.
Though, on numerous occasions, I have been told
Not to let the bleak, cold night bring me down
And remember those far-off dreams that I hold.
I’ve sacrificed wants for reasons I think right,
However unclear the outcome may be.
But it was like watching my fear of stars fading
For absence of courage was all I could see.
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I felt deeply and therefore hated emotion,
The darkness had overwhelmed my thoughts.
I was terrified of the fears I could not name
And the feeling of emptiness that night had brought
Only once had I tasted the bitter feeling of anxiety,
Had I started my lesson of appreciation in light.
I’d learnt how to hold myself when the colours faded,
When night had taken over every form of my sight.
Insecurity lingers in the canvas painted of black.
Until the morning, I may as well be blind.
For distant memories and visions of laughter
Have been washed away and, until dawn, must hide.
And I stand, watching the sun descend again, I cry,
‘Enough of the tiring silence, bring it to an end!
Return the endless wonders and mysteries now,
so that I may dance with them once again.’
Though, many times, I have been reminded
Not to wait for the apple to fall from the tree;
Not to wait for the world to fall around us,
For nothing can wait while in dire need.
I have often been warned of starless night skies,
In which I must now make right.
It’s time to search for my dreams, my stars;
Time to search for my purpose in life.

Written By:
Laura Holdstock
St Luke's
Grammar School
NORTH CURL
CURL NSW 2099

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Stars
I find my stars in unusual places
Like under the stairs and in the bookcases.
Not in the sky where you see them at night
The stars I like are right out of sight.
They hide away for you to find
Either on their own or all intertwined,
My stars can be internal in next to your heart,
Always with you no matter where you are.
They’re like your best friend so you’re never alone,
They are stuck to you like a king to his throne.
If you’re wondering what type of stars I’m talking about,
Just keep reading and you will find out.
These stars can be found or born into you,
Some people unlock them and some people don’t need to.
Painting hold lots of them so does spotlight,
They can be dull or really bright.
It all depends on what’s inside,
If you’re creative or more dignified,
You don’t have to be smart or do well at school,
Because when you’re with these stars you make your own rules.
So once you unlock them it’s only the start,
Because there’s endless possibilities when you unlock art.
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Written By:
Fraser Marnham
Holy Spirit
College
BELLAMBI NSW
2518

Judges'
Comment:
Lovely tight piece
of writing
Highly
Commended

Written By:
Kiara Parkinson
Our Lady of
Hope Primary
School
GREENWITH SA
5125

Judges'
Comment:
A nicely sensory
poem that
captures that
moment when joy
turns to fear

Highly
Commended

STARS
While we
know they are
Enormous suns,
Gold lashing
Fire-oceans,
Seas of heavy
Silver flame,
They look as
Though they could
Be swept
Down, and heaped,
Cold crystal
Sparks, in one
Cupped palm.

Stars
Swish, Swish, Swish, Swish.
The trees whisper their mysterious language in the forest,
Their branches reach out hungrily,
Scratching my skin.
Pitter, Patter, Pitter, Patter
The rain starts to fall,
Trickling through the leaves.
Rain wetting my face, my mouth, my cheeks, my hands
I close my eyes and smile into the sky.
Crunch, Crunch, Stomp, Snap
Foot steps in the forest.
My eyes widen with shock, but see nothing.
My mouth opens in horror.
I have goose bumps on my arms,
The hairs on the back of my neck are sticking up.
I am feeling cold, cold to my very core.
Thump, Thu-thump. Thump, Thu-thump.
Gasp, Gasp. Pant, Pant.
Breathe in, breathe out.
My heart is hammering in my chest,
Loud enough for me to hear.
My feet fly beneath me.
The trees blur together with my speed,
I can only just dodge the greenery.
I sprint through the forest,
Flying with my adrenaline rush.
Crack, Snap, Whisper, Murmur, Laughter.
I can hear the fire, hear conversations.
I can smell smoke, smell a meal.
I hear a sigh of relief, and find that it’s mine.
Warmth floods through me.
I am home, I am protected, I am safe.
Swish, swish, swish, swish.
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I can still hear the trees whispering,
Their branches still reaching out.
A wave of cool, clean, fresh, crisp air hits me,
I breathe it in.
I look into the sky and stare into the stars.
I try to count them, but there are millions of billions too many.
Millions of billions of trillions too many.
I see a new star, discover a new star.
It is a small, faint star,
But it lights up its section of the universe.
It doesn’t affect everyone,
But brightens up and brings happiness into some people’s lives.
I close my eyes and smile into the sky.

Written By:
Victoria Way

Stars
Stars

Redeemer
Baptist School
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Written By:
Year 8 CALP
Melrose High
School
PEARCE ACT
2607

Judges'
Comment:
Lovely similes

Commended

Written By:
Rachelle Wright

Elegance and magic,
Their light is like electric.
Explosions of destructive beauty
So sudden,
Yet so finite.
Livid, raging, burning
Outbursts.
These violent delights.
A glorious finale.

Stellar Consideration
Sitting sexily in space
Stars shining silently,
Slowly burning out like
A dead, forgotten campfire.
A weird stranger in the sky
We are struggling to reach,
Floating through infinity.
Bam! Straight into hyperspace,
Far out there, pearls in the dark
Peak our imagination
The big, white milky way
Like a stream of spilling milk.
Friendships await if we persist
Alien worlds we visit
Our home in future times
When our own we have ruined.

Stiil getting there
Space is so

Craigieburn
Secondary
College
CRAIGIEBURN
VIC 3064

empty.
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Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Written By:
Genevieve
Davidson

Stories?

Presbyterian
Ladies College
PEPPERMINT
GROVE WA
6011

A story is like an island amidst a stormy sea,
Or a bandaid on a bleeding cut.
It is a world to retreat to,
Like a borrowed coat, or a concealing mask.
To step into the character’s shoes,
For even a day,
An antidote to one’s troubles.

Judges'
Comment:
Delightful
exploration of the
world of story

Commended

Stories?

A story is like a lesson in the classroom,
A moral is to be understood.
Stories are magical,
Named In languages that cannot be
Deciphered.
When you enter these worlds,
People are never the same.
All strange shapes and sizes,
But that is how they’re supposed to be.
Roaming far and wide,
You would go up and talk to them,
Were it not for the feeling inside,
You cannot comprehend,
That warns you to stay back.
By chance if everyone Imagined more,
Would the world be like it is
Today?
Would there be robots and floating buildings,
Carriages instead of cars again?
Only in a stories,
Do we truly find a home.
Each and every one of us,
Must reach out to find the island in the
Stormy sea.
Some of us will succeed, and some of us
Won’t.
And they will return to the world of Reality,
To wait until we join them.

Written By:
Peta Stockwell
Katherine School
of the Air
KATHERINE NT
0850

Struggling, Stretching, Striving for the Stars
The glittering, longed for stars What are they?
Where are they?
How will we ever get there?
Are they the sparkling, dazzling, infinite crystals in the mystical, magical, night-time sky?
Where dreams are sent and miracles happen?
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Judges'
Comment:
Neat linking of
stars and
outback
experience

Commended

I know what my star is though what I have to achieve.
The determination of the tiny, victory, green,
oh so soft seedling
so small,
so untouched
and forgotten by the world a miracle.
Reaching for the stars Climbing the colossal, proud tree that it becomes.
Reaching for the frustratingly close, teasing stars.
Jumping,
Flipping repeatedly,
into a seamaid, blue, fibreglass pool deliciously cool to overheated skin.
Nearly touching the watching, wondering stars.
Singing loudly,
somewhere that was painstakingly quiet.
My ecstatically, free voice in amongst the silently, listening stars Climbing precariously up on the reflective, corrugated roof,
retrieving a tarnished, well-loved ball.
Oh, there are the stars.
Shaking a gentle, congratulating hand,
a hot, burning tear in my glazed, ocean, blue eye.
Someone watching longingly from the caring, sympathetic stars.
The hazy smell of wavering, soporific smoke comfort of a beloved, mothering swag.
Sleeping peacefully,
under the watchful, shimmering stars.
I consider the
trained, gleeful astronauts landing on the red planet, Mars,
high in space.
Bouncing successfully amongst the puzzled stars.
After a cheeky, Taurus, red mickey didn’t see the gnarled, snappy, gum log.
The quick, thinking horse
and me amongst the amazed, scared stars.
As I wake up groggily,
the knowing,
waiting stars are gone.
Jumping readily out of bed Today I will reach my stars.
Peta Stockwell
Katherine School of the Air.
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Written By:
Shadale Din

Supernova
Supernova

Redeemer
Baptist School
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Judges'
Comment:

I saw you swaying elegantly,
Dancing in the black velvet sky.
Splashing colours of pink, blue and purple.
The sky is not only yours and yet on its dark hues,
You still continue to vandalise...

Commended
… But you have every right For Darkness is but an absence of Light.

Written By:
Belinda Yehson

The Angel from Hell
The Angel from Hell

Canley Vale High
School
CANLEY VALE
NSW 2166

Judges'
Comment:
A creepy portrait
with lots of colour
and atmosphere.

A fleece of clouds shifted
Across the sunless sky.
All that once existed
Was mantled in dusk,
For darkness was falling
And ambiguity, arising.
The forest was shrouded
In mounting obscurity.
The deformed trees
And mountains were silhouetted;
Opulent with shadows,
A sinister being skulked within…

Commended
Moonlight streaked the undergrowth
With a lackluster silver.
The insular figure
Lurked in oblivion,
And dared not be exposed
To the pale effulgence.
Swiftly, she threaded her way through
With inhuman speed.
Her wan skin glittered
Like a gemstone
That shone with rays of luminosity,
And polished the murk with vitality.
Mortal or immortal,
She was no ordinary creature.
Her eyes were a turquoise blue,
Piercing through the night,
And unblemished, golden tresses
Draped over her scrawny shoulders.
A priceless, glass pendant
Dangled from her neck.
This kaleidoscopic heart
Was the pivot of her life;
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Without it, she could
Give up the ghost.
The vampish figure she had
Was skeptically flawless.
Her salient gown
Trailed behind in the zephyr,
And matched the very colour of
Her cherry lips, red with blood.
At times, she chanted
An angelic, lilting ditty.
Her notes were pure,
The rhythm, impeccable;
And the song would reverberate
Into the night.
In spite of her femininity, she too
Possessed perilous features.
Her blanched, pointed fangs
And razor-sharp nails
Were all merciless enough
To inflict grave pain.
For centuries, she had dwelled
Here, veiling her subsistence.
Imprisoned
And godforsaken,
Like a wavering soul
Gone astray.
Rumours of her presence
Left many aghast.
For what she was,
Nobody knew;
Unsure, they called her an angel,
An angel from hell…

Written By:
Hari Sivathasan
Redeemer
Baptist School
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

The Claws of Life
Why does life have a cruel depth,
which inflicts an everlasting hole,
from its weapon of injustice and greed?
Why does life inject an agonizing pain,
undermining us with poisonous substances,
Like suicide, war, poverty or crime?
Why does life feature malignant viruses of prejudice,
infecting people malevolently,
causing an astounding pandemic of sheer hatred?
Will life just get any better?
Or will it be just the same?
Why is life full of unsympathetic diseases,
continuously gambling for lives and souls,
resulting in mortality and obscurity?
Why does criticism grasp our hearts and feelings,
Shaking and choking them brutally and viciously,
their serpentine eyes piercing its innocent prey?
Why does gossip puncture our minds,
its spiteful tumours bribing us of our intellect?
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Why is love such an unwanted being,
bullied and besieged by sin?
Will life just get any better?
Or will it be the same?
I want to sprint from the fire of iniquity.
I want to hide from the monsters of immorality.
I want the valley of gloom and horror,
to be chopped down by love’s gentle chainsaw.
I want to jump over the gorge of scoundrels,
And to leap over ostentatious cliffs of laughter.
I want this remarkable universe to reform,
United as ONE by compassion and kindness.
I want to embrace freedom from those crushing burdens
And just this one humble day,
I want to swim and bathe in the river of love.

Written By:
Jessica Wehbe
Tara Anglican
School For Girls
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Judges'
Comment:
An endless dawn
is an interesting
concept. A pity
some words are
misused or illchosen

Commended

Written By:
Arielle Gaiser
Oxley College
CHIRNSIDE
PARK VIC 3116

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

The Endless Dawn
384,403 kilometres away
In the midst of a darkness whose size is immeasurable
Sits a star like no other
No water, wind nor air but so blissful and bright
Orbiting a selfish world in the course of the night
Rising in the east, setting in the west
Whilst the owl of dawn shows its nocturnal being
She waits for another balloon of energy to take control
Though dark may not be scarce, she is lonesome
Only unblemished for her overcoming
Night after night chasing her only delight
Yearning for the delight of his day
Whose light triumphs over all, just as she surrenders
The continued occurrence in the division of her night and his day
With chase after chase, surrender after surrender
Could there be reality in this fascination?
Till one dawn this barrier is broken
The infinite search is put to an end
And these forces unite as one
The endless dawn of this selfish world has begun

The English Assignment
Ok, let’s start, but what is the point?
I wish weird words existed like tongo and goint.
This project’s too hard, full of rhythm and rhyme,
What use is my cranium that I use all the time?
It started in English, we were told to write a poem,
About a princess, a rainbow and an old Scottish gnome.
I tried to object, but the teacher didn’t care,
He said that we had to, he thought it was fair.
Why can’t it be easy? All about me,
But of course I chose English, instead of Tai Chi.
If I had my own way, that’s what I’d do,
I’d write a poem about me and my best friends too.
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I don’t sleep in, at least not ‘till eight,
My family says I’m crazy, but for school I can’t be late.
I help around the house sometimes, I clean, fix and cook,
Everyone loves my sausage rolls, come on take a look.
I’ve written journals and blogs, stories and a song,
I’m not one for poems, at least not this long.
I love reading and dogs, art and food tech,
I think my sister’s up again, please just let me check.
My fourteen books from the library sit lonely on my bed,
I’ve been meaning to read them with my bear Big Ted.
The fish water’s dirty, my bed is unmade,
My desk chair is where my school blazer is laid.
I can’t explain much more as it’s already midnight,
This poem’s due tomorrow and my eyes are feeling tight.
I better complete this fast or I’ll most likely fail,
I must try to get this finished ‘cause I’ve got an email.
But I must persist with my sore brown eyes,
And my curly brown hair tied back with hair-ties.
My violin sits on my bed, which I bought second-hand,
And practice all the music, that my teacher could demand.
This homework has stopped me from practicing it,
Plus the monstrous noise from my neighbours’ drum-kit.
Listen to that, there he goes again!
Banging those drums like the bells in Big Ben.
Oh dear, oh dear! What happened to that poem
About a princess, a rainbow and an old Scottish gnome?
I suppose I’ll just hand this in, fully off topic,
This humidity’s too hot, like I’m living in the tropic.
My alarm clock is buzzing: IT’S 6.35!
No wonder my body isn’t feeling alive.
Unpack the dishwasher, clean my room,
These are the jobs I must do soon.
So goodbye, adieu, to this pen and paper,
I hope that I will not see you later,
With a big fat ‘F’ written boldly in red,
And hopefully it will be an ‘A’ instead.

Written By:
Cody Feltham
Aquinas Catholic
College
SOUTHPORT
QLD 4215

The Football
The footy relaxed as it was being placed on the tee.
Gasping as it was about to be kicked.
Yelling in pain after being belted off the tee.
The footy sighed after being caught.
Then it realised
it’s going to have to do it all again.

Judges'
Comment:

Commended
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Written By:
Tess Howard
Quirindi High
School
QUIRINDI NSW
2343

The Girl With No Name
The night is dark and still.
I shiver in the coldness.
I see the wonderful, forgotten world.
I think of life, of time, of us.
I cry.

Judges'
Comment:

Life is great, for the skinny.
For the rich and the educated.
What about us? The fat, the poor and the dumb?

Commended

Where do we fit in?
I am the girl on the streets.
The girl with no name.

Written By:
Monique Ng
St Patrick's
College
SUTHERLAND
NSW 2232

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

The Hazes
The rooftops of Parisian houses,
A leap.
A landing.
The black, Persian, ragdoll haze that rubs through chimney’s legs,
And the purr of the celestial bodies above,
The neglected rain water gathered at the window sill to seek deep, silent solitude,
Lapped up like milk for the haze.
The poised, tuxedo, silent film shadow that stalks the virgin birds in bliss,
Cry out in pain,
The shadow with pure ecstasy.
Un pays des merveilles de tuiles de toit rouges
The city is hers.
For pristine, fresh rainfall can only meet polluted, unclean sewerage
And the domestics to the feral,
Are they in war?
The mutual macabre, perverted love
Between the hazes and danger
Still exists.
le mot non prononcé de brumes légères dit oui

Written By:
Indianna Bell
St Mary's College
ADELAIDE SA
5000

The Initiation
A key, no doubt, of solid brass, polished to a perfect shade,
Fitting beneath a bold wooden sign, that Minister Parkly made,
of deepest, darkest golden brown, paired with this lock for a century,
and plainly stated with upmost respect, ‘please, no entry.’
A key, no doubt, that rested in a shaking child’s palm,
Out of place in the barren night, cloaked so deeply in blackest calm.
Guided from the window, he was, by stars rich and glinting in the sky,
And lighting up the sign which the boy was to defy.
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Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

Quickened breaths, unwilling steps across uneven asphalt ground,
Across the silent, empty road, to the church doors he was bound.
The remainder of the bustling stalls and piercing heat of the day,
As dark had consumed the Southern town, was quickly stripped away.
Over the shoulder a stricken glance, and two steps, maybe more,
Before quietly and reluctantly, he reached the Oakwood door.
Parent’s words and crippling grief loomed inside his head,
The outcome if they happened to wake and find him out of bed.
For he wasn’t one to run away, break a rule or regulation,
And worry, they would, even more, to find his destination.
Easily, the key slid, into the oiled lock,
And with a click the door swung open as well timed as a clock.
Then stepping in, slight relief subsiding the guilt of his lies,
He closed the door behind him, hidden from prying eyes.
Pressed against his skin, the air, a stale and musky black,
Like a suffocating blanket or an airless crowded sack.
The pounding drum that was his heart wished not to be alone,
Though from the dark came breathing faint, quite different to his own.
A quaking shaft of dull yellow light cast a spotlight on the floor,
As he hurriedly flicked on the torch and moved away from the door.
Dusty pews and peeling wood were lined on either side,
And kneel, he did, upon the boards, for this law he would still abide.
Nervously he wiped away the cold beads of sweat,
His creaking footsteps sending frenzied worries of regret.
For his actions were his very own, though his bravery understood,
As he was proving himself to the masters, on a quest for his manhood.
“Never” they say, their unnerving sneers a heartbreaking reality,
“unless you can prove yourself, then, perhaps, we will see”
For a certain plan they had in mind, for only those in desperation,
A test they had to pass to join the gang, it was the initiation.
Moonlight hit the stained-glass window and poured a glorious pattern on the boy,
Breaking him up like a shining mosaic, colours dancing over his skin with joy
But basking in the majestic flood of rainbow-coloured light
Was simply a distraction from the danger of his plight.
Moving away with reluctant steps, the actual test still to complete,
He disappeared through the back door, silent and discreet.
Too deeply in his big mistake, he was, to ever be turning back,
As glowing hazy moonlight broke up the inky black.
Standing in the churchyard, still, freezing air pinching at his face,
Slow and hovering swirls of mist covered the secluded space.
Weaving through the tombstones and creeping over frost,
Any trace of bravery, too soon the boy had lost.
But stay, he must, a single night, in the church’s cemetery,
Though the torchlight clung to the floating mist, he was filled with uncertainty.
Framed by black, lifeless trees, spidery against the moon,
And as the softest of winds blew through the branches, someone struck up a tune.
A low, dark and haunting note rose into the air,
Filling the ears and heart of the boy who could do no more then stare,
For as the mysterious melody was released into the night,
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The mist began to gather and curl, and flickered did his light.
The horrified boy could not move, his feet rooted to the ground,
As the wind continued its melody, an entrancing, solemn sound.
The curling mist rose and fell, gliding to the beautiful tune,
And soon enough it resembled graceful dancers gliding around a room.
Their transparent hands locked inside a graveyard’s ghostly dance,
Faces nothing but blank abyss, floating in a trance.
The couples weaved and twirled their way cast in the moon’s silvery light,
While the boy dropped his useless torch and ran screaming in fright.
And though the masters boast and brag, they too did flee,
For not a single soul can stay a night at the churchyard cemetery.

Written By:
Ellenore
Forrester
Redeemer
Baptist School
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

The Lantern
The Lantern

The Dark Velvet Cloak Drapes the sky
Cancelling all that happens behind
Except white candles laid randomly
The mighty Chariot has gone to sleep
Young children grab their pillows tight
Waiting for dreams to take them away.
The Dark Halls Of their cloak reveal their beauty
Only to those who are searching further
Jewel boxes, eagles and beatle juice
Are hidden from the naked eye
Yet dancers come down from glory
And drape their skirts across my sky
Dancing with the lanterns strong, gleaming.
Deep, Deep, Deep in the Hall;
Neptune and Saturn waltz throw the walls
the moon and he sisters embrace in the swirling
Hiding folds of the wafting dresses sometimes
Da Da Da Dada
Moons shoes twirling
Swish, Swash
Silken Skirts light up the depths
Music preludes while lanterns are hung.
Overwhelming
Overawed
Theatrical displays just for me.
Violent, dramatic, jet peaceful and calm.
Blasts of Beauty
Infinite Variety.
Soft light illuminating
Yet we don’t pause
To learn
To enjoy
Their beauty.
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Written By:
Emily Arden

The lucky star
The lucky star

Methodist Ladies
College
BURWOOD
NSW 2134

Judges'
Comment:

The night is cold the city lights are bright,
Trying to find a star to wish on.
Hoping that the troubles will all go away,
Scared of what will happen next.
See a glint of bright light,
A glint of hope young and uncertain
Yet getting closer it is just another city light
Another sign that things are going to be worse

Commended
Scared to sleep
To dream
To talk
To eat
Can’t find anything or anyone
I am alone
Afraid
And I need a star of hope
I need help
Yet am ignored
I need to get away
Away from him
This star could change my life
If you are the first to wish on the star
Your wish will come true
Then he cannot find me
And I will be safe
I am stained with tears
He ruined my life
And he is coming to get me
I can’t run away
He is everywhere
When he finds me
I will be killed
Star, help me
As soon I will be gone
I will die
As he finds me and slits my throat
As I walk
Knowing before he gets me
I will be tortured
And will be in severe pain
If I find you star
I will be saved
Like an angel in heaven
I will be saved
My wish will save me
As I will wish for peace
I need to be the first to wish on you
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My lucky star
I must be the first to wish
For my life to be saved
And my life will be
Peaceful, happy
Then I can
Dream
Eat
Talk
Without fear
Or hate
And finally be happy
For the first time in my life
Save me
Help me find you
And I will be thankful to you
For my whole life
By Emily Arden

Written By:
Lily Moeller
Tarremah Steiner
School
HUNTINGFIELD
TAS 7055

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

The murky night is motionless
On a Cold Winter’s Day
The murky night is motionless.
The dark is hushed
But anticipation swells in the air,
It starts gradually,
The azure of night drains into grey,
And the new sun
Slips from under the horizon
And starts its steady climb.
The choir establishes slowly,
As the day wakes
But their songs,
Like ripples on water,
Grow as they spread.
The song swells and then
They are dancing.
Movement streaks the sky
And surges on the land
Even the fish splash from the watery depths
They are dancing to the rising sun
Nothing breaks the beat
Everything is swept along
In the tide of the rhythm
The sun creeps higher
The sky goes from grey to blue
But still they dance and sing
Still moving with life
And the beat is quickened
Which peaks and then overflows
Into silence
Aside from a lone swallow
Who still salutes the rising sun
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Written By:
Michelle Park
Presbyterian
Ladies' College
BURWOOD VIC
3125

Judges'
Comment:
Beautifully
evocative

Highly
Commended

The Night Sky
The Night Sky
By Michelle Park
The night sky
Is a vicious, villainous vulture,
Pitch black as tar.
Hunched back and wings tucked in,
Like an umbrella.
Silently, she waits for her prey.
Living on loneliness and vast areas of the cosmos,
She feeds on the cold, the darkness and the thundering rain.
With a black cloak she embraces the Earth,
Shooting a sinister, stabbing stare,
She squawks, ‘Watch out!’
The night sky.
The moon,
A priceless, pallid pearl
Found on the bottom of the sea floor,
Full of secrets…shh!
Like a tender white rose,
As soft and silky as a baby’s cheek,
Striking as a knight’s shimmering, silver shield,
Wet like the weeping water trickling down the creek.
The silver wolf howls, Arwoo!
The moon.
The stars,
The jewels of the sky.
As beautiful as a cat’s emerald green eyes,
She pounces and dashes across the plum curtain,
Like a candle wick with a fierce, flaring flame.
They are golden dragons, proud and victorious,
A handsome eagle that soars the galaxy,
A fireplace that cuddles our frozen hands.
Are diamonds, legends and gods
The stars.
I look up at the sky,
Like those who did before.
We gazed up at the stars in awe
Like from the very first sunrise,
And will continue until
The very last cherry, pink sunset.

Written By:
Barbara Bartnik

The Place Called Space
The Place Called Space

St Mary's College
ADELAIDE SA
5000

Judges'
Comment:
Nice imagery

Black holes swirling like whirlpools,
sucking up the galaxy like a vacuum cleaner.
Twirling like ballerinas in the pitch black sky.
It’s a mystery place where you might end up.

Glittery stars shimmering in the lonely place called space.
Sparkling like diamonds, catching my attention.
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Commended

Shooting stars passing through,
quick make a wish before it disappears.

The full moon is shining bright and intense,
Saturn showing off it’s rings,
sprinkled like stardust.
Spinning like hula hoops.

Everyone wonders, is it really made of cheese.
People traveled for many days just to answer that question.
When man first stepped onto the moon it was victory.

Written By:
Ashleigh Dodds
St Patrick's
College
SUTHERLAND
NSW 2232

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

The River
The river yearns to meet the sea
Swishing, babbling, quietly between the rocks
The wind whispers endeavouring to disagree,
But the river rapidly runs away
Met by a tremendous roar,
Whirling, thrashing, crashing waves
Pounding, licking the shore
Shadows prowl their dark tubes.
The river mingles through the sea
Slowly becoming lost.
Squawking seagulls skim the rough surface
Being tossed around in the wind like paper
Tumbling, misleading, mischievous waves
Gobble up surfers like a monster
The now insecure river
Lost in a sea of callousness
Unwillingly shares its water with viscous predators.
Regretful and unsure
The river is washed around with huge waves
And thrashed against hard sand
Before being sucked back out deeper into the sea
Soon forming new waves
And storming back to shallow water.
Dissolving into white foam
Again and again.

Written By:
Sulithi
Dewendra
Hornsby Girls
High School
HORNSBY NSW
2077

Judges'

The Sea
The Sea

The sea was an old man.
An old, nervous man.
Foaming at the mouth,
Shaking with his fatal Parkinson.
His white hair, blowing around in the wind.
His feeble hands, reaching out
but not yet grasping what he wanted.
Attempt after attempt, he still hadn’t
got it.
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Comment:
I'm impressed by
the original
metaphor in spite
of the glitches

Commended

He sleeps uncomfortably at night,
tossing and turning.
In the morning, he is still weak
still looking for his loved one,
but not yet succeeded.
His arms were whimpering
heavily diagnosed with Parkinson.
Still not succeeded, he reached out, determined
and succeeded.

Written By:
Rashmi Marisha
Fernando

The Sea

Hornsby Girls
High School
HORNSBY NSW
2077

The sea is like a toy car, controlled by a young human.
Rolling backwards and forwards, backwards and forwards, like a pendulum.
Softly, with a gentle purr, it moves.
Controlled by its reckless young master.

Judges'
Comment:
Quite clever
analogy.

Highly
Commended

Written By:
Lin-Rong Lee
Ogilvie High
School
NEW TOWN TAS
7008

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

THE SEA-

When the human child becomes angry,
It bashes against the raging rocks.
Clinging hopelessly to the cliffs towering above.
Roaring and moaning in agony,
As it dents and cracks.
The child has now grown up,
And no longer interested in toy cars.
His faithful toy car is now at rest,
Stashed safely in a storage box.
Calm and serene, though battered and bruised,
Almost asleep.

The Sea of Night
The Sea of Night
By Lin-Rong Lee
The air full of cooling breezes,
the sky full of mixed colours.
A veneer of peace and happiness.
Except one single soul.
A poor man hardly able to survive,
Few fish remaining in the waters.
Decrepit rod stuck between the rocks,
muscles aching from daily labour.
Hours sitting upon a tiny boulder,
waiting for a single response of life.
No ripple, no gesture, no response.
Too exhausted to make a single move.
The daylight mixes with night colours.
Little light shed from the sun’s rays,
it falls fast, hiding from the earth.
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Whilst the moon rises, showering its beauty.
Wondering when this exhaustion will end.
Sudden movement stirs his stomach.
A ripple, a movement, a miracle!
He can see the beautiful sign of hope.
A slight tug, a slight pull of fortune,
comes to the once unfortunate man.
Gaining strength from his excitement.
One last pull, one last effort…
Lying upon the soft green grass,
staring up at the dark evening sky.
Watching the beautiful bright moon,
fishing for floating stars in the sea of night.

Written By:
Brianna James
Damascus
College
BALLARAT
EAST VIC 3350

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

The search for stars
Darkness fills the night sky
Silent and mysterious,
It drowns the light.
A creature sits on its perch,
Watching, waiting
Til dark has taken the light away
Bright speckled lights begin to appear
One by one they break up the darkness
With their shimmering light
But nature has other ideas
For the stars of the night
Dark foggy mist starts to seep over the darkness
Silent as the grave it takes them away
At last the creature stretches out its wings
And leaps from its perch
Swooping and soaring through the darkness
Its black beady eyes
Look up at the mist
It sees nothing but darkness
So at last, with one final sigh
It swoops back to its perch
And looks up at the sky
It throws its head back
And gives a piercing cry
For it can’t believe what it sees
With its own two eyes
A hole in the mist had began to appear
Bright and shimmering,
The stars came to him
Bright as day, they broke up the darkness
The creature was left in awe
At the stars majestic beauty
As it began to wonder
As it always did
What is beyond,
The silent dead bush?
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Written By:
Jordon
Tredinnick
Methodist Ladies
College
BURWOOD
NSW 2134

The stars
The soft, smooth grass tickles my skin.
I hear the whisper of the sea.
The heat from setting sun dances on my arms and neck.
The auburn light glows over everything.
The giant, blinding ball of light,
Sinks lower in the sky.

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Before it hides its glowing face,
Behind the mountainside.
The pinkened sky turns blue,
And then it fades to black.
The sun has gone to sleep,
Now the stars come out to play.
One star, two stars, three stars, four.
Spots of white paint on the black canvas.
The mother of the stars comes out,
The moon in all its beauty.
She commands the stars, “shine brighter now”,
And like children they obey.

Written By:
Camila Lievano

The Stars are Shining
The Stars are Shining

Redeemer
Baptist School
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Dinosaurs roam the earth,
Then disappear,
As quickly as they began.
Time passes instantly,
Taking forever.
Still.
The Stars are shining
Men look for guidance among the shining stars,
Mapping celestial markers.
Changing the world,
Creating,
Destroying,
Growing life.
Still.
The stars are shining
People roam the earth,
And are gone,
as quickly as they began
Withering like grass
Still.
The stars are shining.
The stars are shining,
Watching,
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Waiting,
Ancient and constant,
Ageless and uncontrollable,
Silent witnesses.
The earth fails,
Destroyed,
Lifeless,
Gone.
A star dies,
Destroyed,
Lifeless.
but a new one is spawned.
The stars shine on,
Untroubled and uninterrupted.
The stars are shining

Written By:
Mikhaela Natta
St Patrick's
College
SUTHERLAND
NSW 2232

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

The Storm War
The war has started. They’re coming. They’re coming.
Sacrifices will be made. Few will be spared.
I watch in deep grief.
Vapor ices the window to hell.
Glossy, wet crystal. How long. How long.
Menacing cloud.
Marching towards me.
Arms at the ready.
Battle stations at the ready. I wait. I wait.
The animals flee in terror.
To the bunkers! To the bunkers!
The trees wail and moan.
Rustling impatiently. Yearning. Yearning
The sky cries out its war cry and erupts.
An explosion of fireworks. The war has begun.
Swords crack, break and billow.
The sea awakens, thirsty for blood. To war. To war
Bellowing savage cries, the ranks charge the barren shore.
Pulses of water plow over the innocent.
Sliding waterfalls of bombs descend in torrents.
Suddenly the ranks recede. A placid sigh. Relief. Relief
Soldiers return to their caves now only a tame ripple.
The dark part and brilliant radiance shines.
Pools of blood mark the land. Weapons abandoned on the ground.
The war was over, the sky was clear. Thank you. Thank you.

Written By:
Nicola Kaylock
St Clare's
College
MANUKA ACT
2603

The Tiger
She seemed to know the jungle,
So stealthily she prowled;
Her whiskers,
Like aerials,
Spindly,
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And with super senses,
Stirred not a leaf
As they waited
With those alert hairs scanning the jungle.
Her body was strong
And defined
And tawny orange with jet black stripes,
And as she passed the waterhole
She turned,
And leaped at a monkey
That was drinking and unprepared
And I saw the glint of shiny claws
And a mouth of sharp fangs
And eyes of liquid amber
Big and wide and warm
Then out of the jungle
With those spindly whiskers
Rustling without a sound the leaves
Softly,
Stealthily,
She prowledThat muscular cat
Strong, defined, tawny orange
Part monster, part predator,
Part gypsy– for her instincts told true.

Written By:
Genevieve
Davidson
Presbyterian
Ladies College
PEPPERMINT
GROVE WA
6011

Judges'
Comment:
Clever little poem
that puts space in
several
perspectives

Commended

The Universe
Stars shine like silver glitter,
In the never-ending sphere of space.
Like the space between
The end of your foot,
And your shoe.
Except slightly bigger.

The Milky Way is stretched
On the sky before
Our eyes.
Like coloured icing,
Spread over the top
Of a chocolate cake.
And dotted with Hundreds
And Thousands.

We stand on our earth
Swathed in a cocoon
Of oxygen.
Progressing,
As the World is our stage,
And we are the actors,
But also the audience.
Swathed in a cocoon,
In the centre of the universe.
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Written By:
Campbell
Jackson
St Patrick's
College
SUTHERLAND
NSW 2232

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Written By:
Jordan Lando
St Patrick's
College
SUTHERLAND
NSW 2232

Judges'
Comment:

The Universe
The stars are like the sun
when you wake up,
gleaming off the curtains,
as if it was un-stained
and un-touched glass.
The stars glimmer
and shine on your skin.
The cold, dark dimpled moon
with rocks and dust,
strewn around it
glimmers in the night sky.
The moon’s view of the earth,
stuns anybody who dares to be
mesmerised,
captivated,
by its astonishing glory.

The Vegetables
Every single night,
I get a huge fright,
About what I see lying there.
On the plate, feeling great,
But they never even care,
How they taste, how they look,
Or even how they are cooked.
They are deadly little things,
Naughty little things,
Mean little things,

Commended
They are the Vegetables.
I see their angry eyes,
Staring back at me,
Their always telling lies,
But the leader is the Pea.
His sidekick is the Potato,
His archers are the Carrots,
The captain is the Tomato,
And they even attacked my parrots
I cannot win this fight,
I have given up all hope,
I cannot take another bite,
It is stinging in my throat……
They are deadly little things,
Naughty little things,
Mean little things,
They are the Vegetables.
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Written By:
Emma Dell

The Wanderer
The Wanderer

Gosford High
School
GOSFORD NSW
2250

Judges'
Comment:
Oh boy this has
to be a strong
contender. What
maturity!

At noon
red ochre sun sleeps.
bubbling the asphalt
rehearsing the moonshadow dance,
beckoning him to the shoreline.
Footwhispers on the sand…
green hat bobbing
arthritic hands clasping,
and
brown-knit jumper sprigged
with tumble-weed
limbs…
bobbing, bobbing.

Runner Up
Gravel voice sigh
unheard…
in the waxing breeze
waning, winging
among salt-tattooed bay –
and the silky oaks
stage-whisper
of the ageing monarch.
He remembers
the red-cast tide,
the trees, the dunes,
the ebbing wind tsunami’s,
Gone and blown
by.
As the shadows kiss the ruddy sky
Lianas grovel
to
The Thunder Clappers,
tussling above.
His wreck-wood stave
Drums
the smouldering sand,
and deep down
Poseidon
Swims
Strong,
he knows.
His fool-failing gaze
hard
at the rattle of pills
In
His
Pocket.
Stark white brazen ghost gums
kneel
to
honeycomb cliff
and
thousand-facet sky.
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And Thor’s-thunder-hammer flashes
Bright.
‘Sunders
dark from light
and
light from dark,
and thunderbird cries,
the Old world’s mourner,
quake
pyroclastic rain cloud…
bends knee
as the
King is
leaving.
Back to the old chair by flickering fire,
in rendered house on the brink
of lonely suburbia.
But it walks with him.

By Emma Dell

Written By:
Jamie Burt
Aquinas Catholic
College
SOUTHPORT
QLD 4215

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

The Words Unspoken
The words would not come
They were stuck inside of me, like prisoners of war
Deprived of daily senses stored in some dark prison
I wanted to speak but silence prevailed
I surrendered to some uncharming argument of deceit
A capacious package of literature was being denied
About to be swallowed and consumed like sour grapes
A metaphor, a simile, I could not even spit out
Grievances unspoken as if my tongue was broken
The knot in my throat was like a bubble ready to pop
I'm boxed in and no one can hear my cry
These splintered thoughts must not die here
strands of light slice through the cracks
Giving me hope that another show is on the horizon
If only I was the ventriloquist and he sat on my knee
Then things would be different.

Written By:
Emma
Sherwood

Through the Looking Glass

Quirindi High
School
QUIRINDI NSW
2343

Like an unnoticed shadow
She walks the halls
Completed with silence
Her presence confusing
Awfully awkward
She scans the room
Like a piercing blade
Her eyes cut you in half
Your soul is taken,
You think.
Class is over

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Through the Looking Glass
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A breath of fresh air
For now.
You don’t know where she is
Well nobody does, really.
She tries so hard to not be noticed by you
Yet she is
And that you try so hard not to notice her
You do
Because reality
Does not include invisibility
Or does it?
You walk to your friends
Something is breathing down your neck
You turn around
But nothing.
You swear she was there,
They think you are going crazy,
Your so called friends of course
You describe the girl with no name to them
Black hair, pale skin
Ghost like
They don’t understand,
They haven’t seen her
She sits right in the corner of the room
You tell them
Trying to explain is becoming hard,
Maybe it’s just your imagination
They try to tell you,
But you still think otherwise.
Weeks roll on
Alone I become defensive
And you become defensive,
Your friends don’t think you are crazy anymore;
You are.
A few weeks was all it took,
To turn into your illusion
The one you created
The one that took your life away
Caused people to worry
When all the time
You were looking
Simply,
In the mirror.

Written By:
Jordon
Tredinnick
Methodist Ladies
College
BURWOOD
NSW 2134

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Two skies
Two reflections, two skies
A perfect echo I see.
As we sit there on the pale white sand,
A picture, perfect we.
My mind begins a debate,
Which one of the skies more lovely
The real one up in the sky
Or the copy in the sea, bubbly.
As I begin to despair,
My darling holds me tight.
He whispers in my ear,
“Don’t they shine so bright?”
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His warm breath sends a shiver,
All the way down my spine.
I look up at his face
And stare into his eyes.
I find another reflection.
Three skies out tonight.
The stars, the moon, the sky
In my darlings sight.

Written By:
Annabel Webb
Methodist Ladies
College
BURWOOD
NSW 2134

Judges'
Comment:

Unimaginable
An enigma
Impossible to know
I wanted to know her
She intrigued me
But she would not let me in; would not let anyone in
All I could do was imagine her
Whether correctly, I do not know
I only knew what she let me know
And that was nothing
Nothing at all

Commended
She was a shadow
I could see her outline, but not inside
She created mirrors, images
Controlling what others could see
But I didn’t want mirrors – I wanted windows
For so long, I thought
She was just a mystery
Impossible to solve
I couldn’t understand why
I was the only one who cared
Everyone else thought
She was a blank sheet of paper
Unreadable, and undesirable as something to read
Easy to get used to
Easy to forget
What seems funny is the undeniable thought
That no one else is as deep and interesting
As us
We know ourselves so well,
Even if we think we don’t
We are balloons, floating through the sky
Away from something, towards something
Or just floating, being free
And I wondered where she was floating
Or whether she was trapped, held down by a child who would cry when she left
I wished I could become a blade of grass
And she would be one too
Because grass is connected by unseen roots
And even if she was all the way across the field
I could know her, because I could become her
She was unimaginable, as we all are
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We know ourselves so well –
We know every dusty corner of our mind
Every side of ourselves
No one else could be as endlessly fascinating as us
That, I think, is the most important thing in life
Spotting the windows, looking through them
Seeing past the mirrors
Not just sympathising, but becoming the sufferer
Seeing others as you see yourself

Written By:
Kimberly
Thompson
Kadina High
School
GOONELLABAH
NSW 2480

Judges'
Comment:

Highly
Commended

Untitled
These empty words can live,
Sometimes hollow
Like a dream;
So certain, but lacking reality.
Identify itAs pen to paper
True;
A thought transferred.
Fear can be contained in mere words,
Can speak louder than any action
So authentic, never seeming empty
In nightmare.
These sentences can lack any real meaning
Words
Or they can dance
Between lips.
Words can be dreamsSomething so questionably real
Can make you live or die inside
Expressions of who we are.
Write a dream
A document on paper, or in the minds
And hearts;
Untitled.
Kimberly Thompson

Written By:
Emily Ward
Tara Anglican
School For Girls
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Vanishing star
It’s all so white
So pristine and clean
The walls are lined with snow
And yet nothing here is new to me

Judges'
Comment:

The hopelessness I feel inside is painted in the room
The smell of sterile soaps and hand wash
Highlights my lost feeling of gloom
Although white should be peaceful
The war rages on

Good ending

The window is a black hole
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That I could never step through
An outlook on happiness
People who can be unique
Who can be well and have children
Nothing will stop me though
My attempts at freedom won’t end
Because when you quit
You stop searching for stars
And when you stop searching for stars
They disappear

Written By:
Lucy Owen
Presbyterian
Ladies' College
BURWOOD VIC
3125

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

We Need Water
The water thundered over my head,
And trickled down the drain,
Surrounding me are endless bottles,
Not many more to gain.
I’m enveloped in warmth and love,
My worries sent astray,
The gushing sound’s addictive,
It’s hard to pull away.
Brumby says we should save water,
“Every drop counts!” he says,
The pipeline’s coming, heading south,
Restrictions should go away.
The sun is beating pitilessly,
Upon my withering crop,
The bore is almost history,
Drip drop, drip drop, drip drop.
The dripping sound forever haunts,
Can’t bear to use a tap,
‘Cause a way of life is dying,
Our farms are burnt up maps.
No more are carefree cotton growers,
The overflowing dams,
No more the high-income graziers
Fat flocks of sheep, cattle and lambs.
The big smoke’s a worthless water guzzler,
What good do the city slickers do?
They disrespect farms, which they live from,
Yet dare to say they are true blues.

Written By:
Una Cha
Tara Anglican
School For Girls
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

What Is Love?
Is love when, you suck slowly on a rainbow lollipop?
Sitting next to your lovely mother, on a sunny, hot summers afternoon
with the colours of the rainbow dying onto your tongue.
Is love when, you play with toy cars, entrapped
in your own little world of super racing cars?
Is love when, you play catch with your family at the local park,
playing till the sun sets, painting a beautiful orange glow.
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Comment:

Highly
Commended

Is love stealing from the cookie jar?
Swiftly moving around the house trying to be unseen
hiding in the shadows of the large house furniture,
then rewarding yourself with the choc-chip cookie.
Is love when, you stay up till 12 o’clock,
telling your friend about what you did yesterday?
Jumping up and down to the beat of the thumping music,
pointing at every boy that passes by with a gorgeous face.
Is love when, you sleep in on a Saturday morning?
ignoring the loud cry of the alarm, vibrating hard against the bedside table
and skipping your breakfast raisin toast with melting butter.
Is love when, you have the urge to hold back your tears,
as you see your child go on their first day of school?
Uncontrollably kissing their forehead and tucking their shirts in,
and simultaneously mumbling, “Have fun, and make heaps friends!”
Is love when, you go and watch your son’s soccer match?
Shouting encouraging comments as he runs fast with
beads of sweat running down his rosy red face.
Is love when, you have your adorable grandchildren come to your cottage?
Staring in silence with a smile crossing from one ear to the other
as they squeal and jump around the house. Yet seem to all
know when to stop as you bake your chocolate brownies.
Is love when, you sit in your creaky, wooden rocking chair
sitting in the luscious green grass, gazing blankly
as time flies by,
and people grow old
and building rebuilt.
What is love?

Written By:
Sue Sung
Abbotsleigh
WAHROONGA
NSW 2076

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Written By:
Toby Walmsley
Cranbrook
School
BELLEVUE HILL
NSW 2023

White Rose
We heard endless tales of the war,
And every tale ended in red.
The letters damp with the blood of its sender
Reaching the widow dressed in black,
Crying for the soul now lost.
One that she will never see again.
Helpless as the lives around her disappear,
Guilt locks itself in her heart,
Growing as her family disappears,
She leaves a will.
Wishing for a peaceful future
Her daughter unknowingly clutches
The hopes of millions.
We heard endless tales of the war,
But this one ended in white…

White silence
Ill dive into the white silence
With light trailing me
And along this stony path
I hope to never see
All these thing that I use to plague myself
In the cold morning
Where I just cant seem to move
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Judges'
Comment:

The bitter taste nothing but the white
To watch this fading sky

Highly
Commended

The world starts going at the speed of sound
To tell me how it all began
To get rid of this blinding white
To get away from this loosing fight
Ill dive into the white silence
Where nothing can be seen
Along this stony path
I hope to never see
All this things I think of myself
All of these things
That I cannot sing
The bitter taste of nothing but white.
To watch this fading sky

The world starts going at the speed of sound
To tell me how it all began
To get rid of this blinding white
To get away from this loosing fight
Ill die in this white silence
Nothing left to see
No light or morning
No more hope to see
Nowhere left to go, again
Not anywhere
No more sky
In the bitter taste of white
The world starts going at the speed of sound
When it all began
I no long feel the blinding white
I don’t see the fight
I don’t see the light
No more white
No more bitter taste
No more bloody fight
No more blinding white.
I cannot search for stars.

Written By:
Emma Dutton
Perth Modern
School
SUBIACO WA
6008

Judges'
Comment:
Philosophical
without being too
righteous

Who I Truly Am
I do not wish for my life to be full
of 'should dos' and 'would ofs'.
Why lay down a path,
that no-one will walk?
A long-lost memory, a child-hood,
that begins to be retold, hidden,
until now, in the secluded, dark corner,
of the mind.
Embrace the future and cherish the past!
But do not dwell on what might have been.
Hold the achievements,
that will motivate you.
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For what is to come,
is an untold story,
To be later reminisced,
when it is merely a reflection in mind's water.
When I find my sub-conscience,
I find who I truly am.

Written By:
Imogen
Williams

Who is the moon?

Presbyterian
Ladies' College
BURWOOD VIC
3125

Who is the moon?
A pale pearly face,
Behind a shroud,
in the blackness of space.

Judges'
Comment:

A veil over her eyes,
With a soft shine.
A million worlds away,
Was she once fine?

Commended

Who is the moon?

Is she a bride?
Once Engaged
But her love left her.
Trapping her in a grief-cage.
Ghostly in a tattered dress,
She doesn’t care about the outside world.
Overcome by grief,
Significant as a shimmering pearl.
Day in and day out,
She sails across the sky.
Unaware of her doing,
To the eyes of passers-by.
Distraught and restless,
Separated from us,
The history of this world,
To her, is like dust.
In the darkness of the night,
Shadows cast by her glow,
Smoothness of the silver,
Cascades of pearl do flow.
In her life above the earth,
Has she not seen more than anyone?
Can she tell the future?
Of the brightness of the sun?
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Written By:
Bonnie Liang
Methodist Ladies
College
BURWOOD
NSW 2134

Judges'
Comment:
Fantastic! And
another great
final line.

who'sda blame?
All I can recall is a window of black
Inside is a rainforest of machinery wiltin’
Outside, the rocket’s guard dog stance
The cracklin’ of ole Android’s voice
As he generates that past
The warmth’s in the centre
Like a dragon’s breath it billows
And expends itself
I can almost hear the ole ones laughin’
On the exterior, there it is
Immovable
The ceilin’, concealin’
Like the hollows of some eye socket
Ole Android slumps on one iron arm
His memory tells him of a puzzle
Of luminous balls of plasma
Where pumps and pipes snake out
Like an ole crumpled roadmap
To nowhere
In those ole days
Then, he exhales creakily and goes back in
To persist in this aimless search
We’ve rummaged to the corners
For the stars
That once lit up the skies in the night
Like a lambent birthday cake
But who in this ole universe
Would blow it all out?

Written By:
Paige Morris
Aquinas Catholic
College
SOUTHPORT
QLD 4215

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

Wind
The wind howls into town,
It whips the window panes,
And it hugs the air
It strangles the life out of the bushes
As it kicks the leaves off the trees
It rattles the window like a bony hand
It slides off the water,
And it wrestles the boats in the harbour
It blows air onto ice cold hands
And pushes hair onto people’s faces
It continues to roll through the town,
Causing havoc, and destruction,
But what would life be without wind?

Written By:

With Elegance

Jemma
Robinson

Reverberating,
The tune, it plays,
The fleeting, ethereal melody of a lone flute sounding,
Before withdrawn,
Amongst the deep, sombre staccato of the gentle cellos.

Yarra Valley
Grammar School
RINGWOOD VIC
3134

Lightening, quickening,
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Joined by rippling guitar,
It’s joyous, feathery strum,
Almost wistful, searching,
A singular note, drawn out, ends.
Closely pursued by the jovial violins,
Excitement reigns, bright fantasies
Weaving intricate patterns, in unison
Flashing bows fading unto mournful lament,
Melancholy cello, low wavering notes,
Gradual crescendo, flute’s high keen
Then,
Silence,
The air,
Thrumming with anticipation,
Silence unbroken, time passes
Unearthly.
The void of silence created
Shattered by the blare of triumph,
The trumpet, speaking of success, victory
A standard bearing flag of music,
Raised for winner’s pride.
Overcome, by the inquisitive notes
Of the mellifluous guitar,
Strung into wonder, joy,
Exulting in the daylight and moonlight’s glory
In existence, in being.
And finally acceptance, for the inevitable,
What has been, is happening, and shall come to pass,
Reflected in the gentle chords,
Ended
Con Eleganza

Written By:
Elise Morton

Within Range
Within Range

The Illawarra
Grammar School
WEST
WOLLONGONG
NSW 2500

Judges'
Comment:
Good for Year Y
and a mature
concept

I reached for something within range
But out of grasp
A knowledge too simple to be understood
But too complex for humanity
I reached for a voice
That cried out in protest
But wasn’t heard
Until it was too late
I reached for something within range
But out my power
A solid brick wall
Made of thin air

Commended
I reached for a hand
To help me through hardship
But was withdrawn incomplete
Like aid for the needy
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I reached for something within range
But out of earshot
And comprehending
An unguarded secret
I reached for my dreams
But fell short of my goal
Crumpled in hopelessness
Like string on the ground
Still unheard in the battle
Crushed by the foot of man
I had a right to be heard
But wasn’t acknowledged
In reach, but out of range
By Elise Morton
Year 7

Written By:
Ashleigh Vrajlal
Methodist Ladies
College
BURWOOD
NSW 2134

Judges'
Comment:

Commended

You are the Star
One night I had a dream,
Of a mackerel sky.
A perfect land, an empyrean,
I felt that I could fly.
And through the pastel mist,
I saw a man unflawed.
So tall, ideal and kind,
I knew he was the Lord.
“Would you like to know a secret?”
He whispered in my ear.
“If you search for the stars.
They never will appear.”
Days went by since God’s advice,
My life was in a wreck.
I decided I would find the stars,
And I began my trek.
Months went by, cold and starved,
I couldn’t find the light.
I decided perhaps I should turn back,
Perhaps the Lord was right.
Once more I had a dream,
Of a mackerel sky.
A perfect land, an empyrean,
I felt that I could fly.
And through the pastel mist,
I saw a man unflawed.
So tall, familiar, kind,
It was yet again the Lord.
“You’ll never find the stars,”
I knew that this was true.
He whispered in my ear,
“The star you seek is you.”
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Short Listed Submissions: Senior Secondary (Years 10-12)
Written By:
Pinti Coulter
Rosny College
ROSNY TAS
7018
Judges'
Comment:
Raw teenage
infatuation and
conflicting
feelings.

‘Arrabella’
She intimidates me,
Her deep blue, her hip-swaying walk
The way she moves through the
corridor, the way she talks
He intimidates me,
His golden eyes reflecting the sun,
his stupid secret handshakes with
the best of friends -The way they
snigger and smirk, the way they
drag on, nothing ends.
Her fake girly laugh, her ‘everybody
loves me manner’,
dressing with skirt so high, that
slimming black skirt,
top so low, showing her banner.
His loud husky laugh, his ‘Yeh, man’
thumps on the back.
Dressing to impress, chatting up
those little sk**ks in the corridor.
‘Oh, Danny, Danny, Danny oh, oh’
stupid whores- they don’t know,
manners, responsibility, that’s what
he lacks.
She makes me sick, her way of
smiling-that smile
Flipping her hair- standing a while
Her name being called out in class,
“Arrabella” echoes in my mind
- The parties he’ll go to, getting with
those girls
The boys checking out her arse
I wonder what she’ll be like after
school,
- I wonder if he’ll ever be a man.
Cool and popular, the girl of talk
- The King of Queens, smiling,
waving, crowd cheering as he walks
Beautiful, bold, bloody bimbo
I bet you anything she’ll end up like
a hoe
One of those women who parade
around
Working in a place where desperate
men go
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Swinging and spinning on her best
friend ‘pole’
Before they leave, she’ll put on a
show.
And I can see it now, I’ll grab that
guy and tell him, ‘No one touches
my girl- unless it’s me’
It should be me, touching her soft
skin,
Kissing her lips, holding her hand
I probably shouldn’t say this, but
sometimes I get so scared
At the thought of you, living without
me
I probably shouldn’t let my guard
down, if she thinks I’m weak
Maybe for a moment, I can see the
light surrounding me
Her name being called out,
‘Arrabella’ echoes in my mind
- I probably shouldn’t say this, but I
couldn’t hate you more.
I probably shouldn’t say this, but I
couldn’t despise you more
Your hands in mine, intertwined,
Your eyes, the way they shine, look
down on me, make me feel ten feet
taller
Her oceans reflect eyes
His cute and smirky smile
I probably shouldn’t say this,
But sometimes I get so scared,
When I think about the pervious
relationship we shared,
I probably don’t want to move on
I know that I couldn’t let you go.
If my heart breaks, I couldn’t stand
no more
That smile he smiles is his alone,
makes me wanna – cry
Sometimes I’ll lie awake at night
And think, If tomorrow never comes,
Will she know—?
How much I love her?
I probably shouldn’t say this, but
sometimes I get so scared
At the thought of you living a life
Without me
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Written By:
Madeleine
Ong
Loreto Kirribilli
KIRRIBILLI
NSW 2061
Judges'
Comment:
Nicely cryptic,
even if the
choice of words
is a bit
haphazard

37 Wyong Road
37 Wyong Road
Rare and familiar,
The route illuminates my childhood,
The way a street light brightens the
road
Exposing what used to be
A smile discretely finds my face
But beneath envy switches on
For those simple days I can taste
Warm and luminous like the sun
The cheap substitute of memory
Cannot compare to the (bitter)
sweetness
Triggered by that house
That is no longer a home

Written By:
Tsong-Ping
Chiu

A Brief History of Today

Ravenswood
School for Girls
GORDON NSW
2072

Half-formed foetus
of a day of days –

Judges'
Comment:

I:

of starlight tundras and
skid-ice biplane dreams
and blueblue hypnotising
brave new worlds and there is
more ice.
II:
And we wake by the radio
and move by the clock.
(subconsciously relieved that the TV
red light is still on that the fridge is
still humming that the walls still
stand that everything appears just
about the same as yesterday)
This morning –
no, morning’s no mor-ning;
morning’s the celebration
and dusk the mourning.
I arrive a little late.
As always, you my friend are
immaculate.
Appropriately our dialogue drifts
between
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guilt-free muffins and one-shot
caffeine
“Oh. Now did he? Well we are
always here
for you. Remember friends are
always near
and hold on, be strong, tomorrow
is…”
Is tomorrow really a brand new day?
Are we the promised? Are we the
world?
A full stop floats above your head
staring all these questions dead.
Tomorrow, tomorrow I shall be an
anyone.
Tomorrow I shall dream my sleep.
“Impossible is nothing. Just do it.”
These presents are crusts of pasts
we keep.
Shall I would or shall I will?
Sonnets fall on my windowsill,
And at night the whistling of the
Northerly
Sings to me of Roland.
On the seventh day, God created
highways and love songs and
Hollywood.
And he was pleased.
Ring around the rosy,
A pocket full of stars and moon.
Life is too long to be measured out
in coffee spoons.
decisions in-decisions
thoughts un-thoughts
Tomorrow, tomorrow I shall shout
and curse.
Tomorrow we shall waltz to the
limits of the universe.
Before you smile and ask me,
“Why?”
(and, “How?” and drop today
into that manila file)
Let us stand and watch a while
Last night’s ice puddling
into sky reflections, sun catchers,
soul mirrors of a lonely isle
on the front porch.
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And you shall not say,
This is not it, this is not what I
meant
at all.
III:
i dream of
a vortex stretch-ing
from battered shattered tattered et
cetera coast
to the brist-l-ing
(welcome) doormat &
nonfunctioning
door bell, oh
Clean-cut steel and glass for a
skyline,
dreams of blue for my eiderdown.
that
sweet old et cetera
veni &
vidi &
vici
(am. per. sand.)
et cetera
IV:
Heavens-mapped and ice blue
dreaming,
tracking the pole star
we are less
following the dog star
we are lesser
We are the hollow men.
We are the stuffed men
leaning apart, we are
starbucks and certified
organic we are
straw.

Written By:
Nathaniel
Teng
Newington
College

A Dying Poet
Light falling on a blank page,
the sound of dripping candle wax.
Bottles of black ooze yield nothing.
Poison spreads in the veins of dead
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STANMORE
NSW 2048
Judges'
Comment:

hands.
How can one die leaving emptiness?
Surely fate’s hand can write once
more;
a verse, just one to mock them all!
Long after his bones are left bare.
Lines of text hath turned,
the heart into a pump of ink and
blood.
But now the pump has slowed, the
parts are rusted
from the cascading sands of time.
The Poet, a stranger in his own land,
lives on words which are like
honeycomb;
sweet to the soul, healing to the
bone.
One such as he cannot live without
verse.
And now, the spirits have departed,
the ghosts of mist have left their
warm sanctuary,
where once they used to press their
faces
against crystal panes, peering.
Somewhere in the forest of black
and white,
amongst the tangle of broken
poetry,
lies the mark of his humanity;
an ivory blade for an aching heart,
the heart which has forgotten, has
let
the gleam of young snow melt
into the greyness of still water,
spilling slowly, until the light has
been washed away.
Time has stolen the treasure of
youth.
An old mind is like an empty chestall have forgotten, the poet
who has given up.
All except one, the one who finds
warmth in ice, and delight in sorrow.
He comes now, masked by a shroud
of darkness,
to knock upon the door without
blood.
Tap tap tap...
Thump! Thump! Thump...
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The beat of a hollow heart holds its
breath...,
as the sand stops falling at last.
***
Carpets of sleet may never grow
green,
but as it thaws, it reveals a bed of
new rock,
and its water teaches it to shine
like the glory of a new season.
And as the Poet stares into his blank
page,
he realises that his purpose is like
ice in a world of rock,
and he starts to wonder if it is not
he,
but the stars, who are gazing at
him.

Written By:
Hannah
Golding

A Twilight Storm

Gunnedah High
School
GUNNEDAH
NSW 2380

As the storm rolls in you can hear
the thunder, yet when I look up at
the twilight sky and see no clouds.
‘Crack, Crack’ carries on the wind,
but there is no lightning in that
twilight sky.
The noise grows louder, but still no
sign of a storm in the twilight sky,
puzzled I bend back over the sink to
continue my forgotten task.
Suddenly I catch a flicker of
something on the horizon. I look
hard to see what it might be, first, I
see the smooth, well built head.
The mane flows down behind the
head trailing down the neck to stop
at the muscular body.
The hooves thunder down the track,
the tail glides this way and that way
in what small breeze there is.
I need no guessing or second
guessing that it’s a stallion.
Behind the smooth, fleeting stallion
comes galloping, his herd of mares,
fillies and colts all directed by the
lead stallion, away from the men
trailing them shouting and cracking
their immense whips.
This truly is some storm.
As the great herd passes everything
quakes in their wake.

Judges'
Comment:

A Twilight Storm
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The men slow. Finally giving up their
chase.
Disappointed by the loss. I
grudgingly invite the men in
for tea to buy the magnificent beasts
time to get far away. For what it’s
worth, I will not forget the beauty in
which the magnificent creatures out
strode the men in the twilight before
night but after the day.

Written By:
Angelina
Skerman
Taminmin High
School
HUMPTY DOO
NT 0836
Judges'
Comment:

ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT
Bright afternoon with dragon flies
hovering like planes.
We were almost home.
Thump!
The horse on its side thrashing.
Squashing her.
“JEMIMA”
Dogs barked, sister unconscious.
Face down in the dirt, crushed.
Short shallow breaths.
“YES SHE’S ALIVE”
Dogs still barked “SHUT UP”
Running to the house, my lungs
were going to burst, boots hard to
run in.
Car mowing down bushes, bouncing
over rocks.
Nervous, sweat, adrenalin.
Clinic, sobbing, trying to breath.
Panic Attack trying to pull myself
together, drinking I settled.
Safe in hospital, sterilized, clean,
empty, cold and lonely.

Written By:
Rebecca
Lawlor

Addiction

Quirindi High
School
QUIRINDI NSW
2343

Here is the world,
Not like it was then.
The sun extinguished,
With last flickering exertion.

Judges'
Comment:

My eyes are heavy,
Covered by tender, threadbare
Linen of a blanket, with my toes
Just creeping out to see,

Addiction
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Snippets of flittering motion.
Silence.
Seems to be the loudest word.
The sharpest. The cut.
But it lingers here. Still.
Without a sound.
Wires and tubing make a tangled
web,
With meThe ambivalent fly caught within.
I am Frankenstein.
People in white coats rush,
Floundering around in despair,
In grating Silence.
Taken by the throat and
Thrust under a drowning sink,
Anchored by the hand that clasped.
And pushed under thirteen times,
To shake the senses, then
Numb them, cold. Like the crudest
Of white English winters.
A muffled Silence.
But she sat there.
I could feel her warmth
That saturates my body
But holds it in complete contempt
Both, at the same time.
I could smell her whisking scent
Of violets that stirred,
Memories.
Times when our relationship was
tender,
Like the soft air that fleets,
When she wakes the violets
Into soft morning light.
Then leaves.
In whispered silence.

Written By:
Alex Trussell
Sydney Church
of England
Grammar
School
NORTH
SYDNEY NSW
2060
Judges'

Alex Trussell
Gods, Knights, Seraphs and the
Suns
Look to the inky blackness that will
await,
The darkness broken by pinpricks of
light,
All hope being lost, the evident fate,
Engulfed by a raging sun; in pure
flames of white
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Comment:
The man riding the black horse,
dressed in pale raiment,
A winged figure that has forsaken,
The One who seeks payment,
For your sins
He rides along the edge of reality,
Leaving a rent in space,
Revealing echoes of another time,
Peace, echoes, tranquillity
The cruel Cyclops remains,
He who stands on the edge of time,
Waiting to confront the Horsemen,
Opalescent eye, his power wanes
A winged messenger descends from
the skies,
An observer sent from above the
world,
Present to bear witness to the
events unfolding,
She sings a mournful dirge; the
cruel Cyclops dies
The horsemen continues his grim
task,
With reckless abandon; death and
destruction,
His presence invades his victim’s
thoughts,
And in his morbid splendour they
bask
His cruel errand complete,
The horsemen stands idle; at the
end of the world,
Gazing into the depths of the
nothing,
He falls to the ground to weep
{see Rev 9:2}

Written By:
Cynthia Dang

Aliens
ALIENS

Canley Vale
High School
CANLEY VALE
NSW 2166
Judges'
Comment:

I walk into a room crowded with
unknown creatures –
Amazed to see such common
expressions
Disconnected by the glassy eyes
That reflect nothing but lies.
Like windows I see
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My reflection’s shape
Locked intelligently – no entry!
Does the untainted exterior signify
sincerity?
Curious tides sweep continuously as
My nerves feel the weightless
echoes
Of unsteady rhythms
Beyond opaque walls.
Each step breathes heavier,
Drawing me closer and closer,
Until vibrations touch my
Readily composed fingers.
Unpredictable beats…
Some whisper with runs
While others shout in walks
Combinations joining variety – all
too complicated.
The wall, seemingly lofty; is
unreachable
The wall, with strength and
determination in mind
Guards its castle against flying
stones
Despite its sensitivity to pain.
Tough enough
Redness fills from top to toe –
My inevitable eagerness to
Skin it alive!
However my intrusive attempts fail
Resulting unanswered allusions that
Dance around those unrecognisable
codes
Like someone speaking without
words.
I can hear, but I can’t read
Only the drummer inside
understands
I should complain no more, it’s
reality, and it’s nature
That’s who we are – Aliens.

Written By:
Michael
Cromer
The Friends
School
HOBART

Another New Zero-Appreciation
Celebration
Let us stand on this day with a tear
in the eye and a tear in the khaki
baggy short-men, a bent brass
buckle medal, shined with your spit
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NORTH TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:
A very
impressive
piece of irony.
Caustic in its
exposure of
how so many
of our rituals
are now all
about presents
and glitz. Very
clever
conflation of
Jesus and the
unknown
soldier.

and rag. Let’s stand and celebrate
old hatreds, new fears, and call from
the long lost corridors of memory
the souls of dead men who died
scared. Let’s stand, not sit. Let’s
wish them well, the hate and fear
and blood-and-gut tears we’ve
carefully kept for every year; time
shall not weary them, as we who are
left shall cry in pride at the cheap
plastic flags preening themselves
peacock-style that we’ve bought
that day down at Chickenfeed. Let’s
show them how we march in the
streets and strine ourselves away to
pavlova and thick handshakes like
mutton then tramp back through the
rain. We’ll stop by the fair on the
wharf, watch the air show, see the
clowns. If the kids are lucky,
Unknown Soldier will have brought
them their toys and chocolate,
ubiquitous, given the occasion. A
crackpot few will stand on street
corners, dressed in fatigues, toting
plastic guns. They’ll hold placards
begging you to remember the real
reason for the holiday: Unknown
Soldier died for our sins! He died so
that we might have eternal life! But
of course they have misconstrued
ancient records; nobody believes
that anymore – the shops just
invented it so we’d buy more stuff.
All along the aisles, ‘Last Post - The
Remix’ plays incessantly. Later that
evening, people crowd to the
Domain to see the fireworks.
Count down the seconds. Cheer.
Can’t wait till next year.
Pfft. Bugles used to be noble.

Written By:
David WolfKrejzl

Antares Drowning

Tasmanian
Academy
MOUNT
NELSON TAS
7007

Lungs would scream.
The stars are breathless;
the endless vision cast on the
cosmos,
but the leviathan sun is heedless,
crawling down the horizon,
and swallowing wicker saplings,
bending branches
wilting willows,
squeezing melted silhouettes

Judges'
Comment:

"Antares Drowning"
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to tranquilize errant hours left,
closing seasons, shutting gates,
caressing the lids of eyes to dream,
searing haunting visions outside the
stars,
though tethered by their lifetimes.
A comet blows through his heart,
trailing the birth of the galaxy,
he is numb to words we'd use:
just happy to swell for all eternity.

Written By:
Louise Frank
St Michael's
Collegiate
School
HOBART TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:

basement
Basement
through the beaten Door
lies a Room,
the L shaped Figure defines it
into the Den of teenage Black
Sheep,
Couches form a Patchwork Quilt
which moulds the Walls,
an ancient Computer wails in the
Corner
laden with Music, offered by New
Comers,
the Tune:
Are You Dead Yet?
sends Vibrations through the Room.
Mix Bowls perched precariously on
the Arms of Couches
threaten to tumble,
used Beer Bottles become Ashtrays
as they roll from one Occupant to
another,
the industrial Carpet stained with
filthy Water
housing an array of Objects,
from the Couches to assorted
Jumpers,
Occupants walk on tiptoe
ever careful of the towering Plastic
Drink Bottles,
Smoke curls up, licking the broken
Light Sockets
now vacant above the Occupants,
a Fast Food Bag is passed, its
contents shared,
then forced to join the array of
Lighters, Ashtrays, Empty Bottles
and Butts.
the lone Window lies on the
Concrete outside
a Casualty from parties past,
a Board now hangs
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covered in drunken Graffiti
above the Owner’s Arm Chair.
none of the Occupants dwell here
no more than a Night,
even the Owner does not stay,
though this Room appears to
Outsiders
broken, grimy, abused, battered
like Hell,
the Occupants see it as Heaven
a Place to be revered,
a Refuge, Sanctuary, Haven,
a Place to escape.
Louise Frank

Written By:
Kristofer
Patston-Gill

Bed-time stories

Tasmanian
Academy
MOUNT
NELSON TAS
7007

The tales of old are set in the sky.
That was what I was told.

Judges'
Comment:

Bedtime stories

I listened to my mother when
She told me of Orion and
Scorpio, how they chased each
Other across the sky every night.
That was what I was told.
My namesake was a lion.
Because I was born when the lion
Raced along the starry plains.
Heracles clubbed him.
That was what I was told.
Mother told me that many of
Heracles’ foes were raised in the sky
Leo, she said, was the Nemean lion.
Cancer was the crab Heracles
crushed
When he was fighting the Hydra.
Mother died soon after that
And her stories died with her.
Father told me the crab had taken
her.
That was what I was told.

Written By:
Claire Jago
St Michael's
Collegiate

Bird's Eye View
Bird’s Eye View
you
you’re nothing more than a product
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School
HOBART TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:

of the sullied coupons that weep
metal in your pocket
the sleek dark feathers of your
camouflage throw blindness at the
sun’s command
you’re a strange bird a studied
contrast
your talons are untarnished yet they
are rinsed red with blood
tax time already
best to call Jerry he’ll make sure
they don’t get too much
you
your patchwork plumage of uniform
eccentricity marks you a common
find for the watchers
they call you waste
you sometimes have a home
a ruthless jungle habitat in which life
is dictated by the cruel food-chain
it runs in the family they say
you
infantile animals
you play pretend in your asphalt
Eden
dance through your acid foliage leer
from your tin-can predators
a clergy preach your Marxist dreams
while you sell your capitalist irony
wealth is your god
Please may I have just a dollar?
The dollar’s worth nothing these
days.
I watch you
did you buy me too

Written By:
Katrina
Perndt
The Friends
School
HOBART
NORTH TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:

Bizarre Love triangle
I must confess I felt no lust
no shred of sexual suspense.
And all the same you go and thrust
your feelings in my face. Disgust.
I’m sorry, its just too intense
I know I seem nonplussed
Disappointing, but in my defence
I find one needs to be robust
when dealing with the awkwardness,
suspense
on the receiving end of unrequited
lust
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Written By:
Cassidy
O'Sullivan
Tara Anglican
School For Girls
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151
Judges'
Comment:

Black Saturday
Every thing I own.
Gone
Trailing, winding
Smoke
My life is in those ashes
But my heart is still beating
I am one of the ‘lucky ones’
I don’t feel lucky
Eyes smarting from bitter smoke
Staring in silence
Anger
Pure evil
Burn
Smoulder
Blaze
I pick up a photo of my grandmother
Singed, peeling
Her face is burnt
Just like mine
All that remains is a charred and
barren wasteland,
And the air will be forever tinged;
With the lingering fragrance of loss
“Death Toll Rises to 173, More
Feared Dead”
So this is what it’s like to be a
bushfire victim.
Sob for my neighbours
Scream for my friends
Their lives were in those ashes.

Written By:
Eve Mure

Blowfly
Blowfly

St Michael's
Collegiate
School
HOBART TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:

Fresh baked cake beckons, oh fly
you fly,
you can’t resist the zest. You're
grotesque. How much do you
guzzle? You know what’s good for
you. You chase the morsel as a
zombie to rotting flesh. You even
dine with the buzzard on occasions.
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Crisp and crunchy, your icing shell
gleams and shines, bottle blue,
bottle green, bottle black, reflecting
your fodder. You search. Your time
is brief but you know how to live:
delight in your delicacies, and you
fly! How I’d love to fly. Twenty days,
that’s your life;
a maggot for one; a limp larva.
Earthbound fleshy earthling you
squirm
desperate for decay.
You don’t know what’s in store.
Dozing, you nose the ground,
for tomorrow you fly.
Oh fly you no longer doze; you buzz
and blitz, buzz and zigzag, buzz and
blaze, buzz and zip. Zoom.
You are repulsive, your persistence
annoys.
But who cares what we think, not
you. You need no friends, you have
yourself. Your own buzz keeps you
occupied.
Fly on the wall, what do you see?
Countless replicas, you never miss a
beat
through those disco orbs.
Mysteries, secrets, lies, deceit.
Tears, laughter, love.
Blow fly. Why blow? Fly, as you fly.
But blow, do your wings blow wind
on my face?
Blow, a heavy blow. A heavy blow of
air; light.
How do those wings lift your bulging
body?
You are bizarre.
Written By:
Isabel Di
Tommaso

Bullet

St Michael's
Collegiate
School
HOBART TAS
7000

You lie inert in broken ground,
the place of condemnation;
scratches of disdain upon your
surface
provide you only a translucent
gleam;
weak, you are no longer hallowed.
You lie alone, discarded here
among scorched stems,
stained dried red,
you are a palimpsest
abandoned by your copper
henchman.

Judges'
Comment:

Bullet
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Tell me what did you see?
Shredded flesh of a mighty antlered
beast,
the crimson lungs or sodden liver
of an innocent, unwary creature?
– Your silence tells of something
more
horrible and ruthless –
Was your prey the possessor of
perception?
Oh killer’s accomplice,
what have you done?
Have you split the callous traitor’s
arm,
snapped the sullied liar’s back,
or exploded the heart of the illicit
lover?
Which one is sprawled six feet
south,
Is deserted in a ditch,
or sleeps in a bed of marshes?
The epitome of malice,
you will carry this awesome load,
for an eternity;
Damned.
An awful burden, yours alone,
you will never know
that you bear the weight
of a lost soul.

Written By:
Caitlin Feagan
Mitcham Girls
High School
KINGSWOOD
SA 5062
Judges'
Comment:

Burn
Her eyes wide
Looks at her
World
Looks at her
Hands
Looks at her
Clarinet
Her sight is fading
She hears
Hears the fire
Crackle
Hears the blood in her
Veins
Hears the doorbell
Ring
It’s not the
Doorbell
Her hearing fails
She takes a breath
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Smells the world
Smells the roses in her mothers
Perfume
Smells the dirt on her
Shoes
Smells the burning
Plastic
Smells the alcohol
Boiling
Her sense of smell is
Gone
And for a split second
She second guesses
Why she’s done it
Her cloths were once
White cotton
Her mouth trembles
Her hands shake
She drops it to the ground
How can such a
Small thing
Hurt so much?
It only hurts for a
Second
That’s what she was
Told
She
Twitches
Trembles
Until the stars a gone
Her stars are gone
They can’t find them
Her mother
Cries
Her father
Worries
About
Her
Mother
But not
For
Her
You can only search
As far as she will let you
Before the stars
Go
Out

Written By:
Isabel Hyland

Bushfire
A twisting plume of smoke,
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Tarremah
Steiner School
HUNTINGFIELD
TAS 7055
Judges'
Comment:

Written By:
Keziah
Campos
Rosny College
ROSNY TAS
7018
Judges'
Comment:

Catching in the corner of her eye.
A sharp flick of orange,
Showing itself above the treetops.
The familiar smell reaches her,
As do the frightening sounds.
She stops dead in her tracks,
Pauses,
Then bolts like a rabbit into its
burrow.
She runs as best she can,
Through the smoke and debris
Of her burning world.

Butterfly Whisper
Seven months cradled beneath my
heart
Now you cradled underneath the
hard glass
I’m longing to feel your butterfly
whisper
Instead measured beeps reveal:
The machinery of your breath
The night wears on, with out a speck
of light
Unwilling to share a glimmer of hope
Thick clouds conceal my burning
desire
My wishing star remains out of sight.
This should not be the end
This should be our beginning
I should nourish you at my breast
and protect you in my arms
Instead I stand before your plastic
prison
and weep.
Wishing you would come home,
where you belong.

Written By:
Rhiannon
Hamilton
Tarremah
Steiner School
HUNTINGFIELD
TAS 7055
Judges'

Cast a line
Flaking deck,
Hidden in shells
Creaky poles,
Weather beaten.
Clinking treasures
Of worn out glass,
Crust the timber and
His trodden past.
Barnacle oars,
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Comment:

Caked like driftwood,
Peel away at salt.
Layers of paint
Fleck
From his dinghy,
Turn into sand.
His mind
Like pendulum,
Swings starboard port.
His opaque thoughts
Repeat and forget.
He hopes it’s fish for dinner
But who would know
His boat’s not here.
Gone fishing!

Written By:
Magella Tate

Catching falling stars
Catching falling stars

Tasmanian
Academy
MOUNT
NELSON TAS
7007
Judges'
Comment:

so many years had passed since we
last met.
But even then my mind still fled to
you.
I found the hill where the moon was
born, yet
I could see that there was no love in
you.
Your cascading blonde hair had been
cropped short
your pale skin was dressed in
purple-green clouds.
beloved eyes held carefully hidden
hurt,
and your lips moved to form
meaningless sounds
I had joined the ranks of the killing
men
Dancing with the demons in the lost
lands.
i thought that it would keep you safe
from them,
but they raped your heart, turned
your soul to sand
‘so,’ I crooned, wrapping my arms
round her head,
‘my precious flower, who do you
want dead?’
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Written By:
Cass
O'Sullivan

Chronophobia (The Fear of Time)

Tara Anglican
School For Girls
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

For some women, there is a fear
An all conquering fear
An irrational fear, if you will,
Of time.

Judges'
Comment:

Chronophobia

She is one of those
Women who fight,
Rage against the turning of time.
They seem to age backwards…
Erase the lines.
But no cosmetics can muffle
The ceaseless tick
tock.
tick
tock.
Time laughs at your anti-ageing
creams
The potions and lotions
Tucked in your mirrored cabinet.
Those tortured blond locks
Those rose lips, dusted
In a fine web of wrinkles.
Her false smooth skin
Cannot mask
Time raging within.
And eventually,
Under her heaving, scarred chest
Her heart will beat feebly
And its ticking will die.
(The ticking of clocks never die, you
know).

You see, in the fight against time
Time will always be the victor.
Because time lurks in the shadows
of our soul.

Written By:

Clair de Lune
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Asiel Yair
Adan Sanchez
Emmanuel
College
ALTONA
NORTH VIC
3025
Judges'
Comment:

The heaventree of stars blossoms
before us
Beautifully lit
With the fragile tips
Of roman candles
And an evening that dwindles in the
night-blue sky
Before coming down and settling
between you and I
Its roots reach out and intertwine in
our earthy palms
As we rise and walk
And begin some small talk
Among strangers
Who lure and perjure with their
whispers of leisure
Trying to rid the evening of its
innocent pleasures
Forget them
In the room down below the men
come and go
Whispering “I’ll see you tomorrow
though”
Come, walk away from its insidious
arguments
Come, let us go
Under the shadow
Of the darkened bough
With its branches parting low and
the solitude
That allows us to say whatever we
may
There’s a suggestion of a smile
carved in the shadows
And a single silhouette weaving
among the willows
Take my hand, follow the wandering
path of the branches
Up the roots and the knots
Past the shimmering lamp-posts
And the laughs and the drinks
And the lady who thinks that love
lies in a man’s lips
And the cinder grey smoke that
crawls around the streets
And from the rooms down below he
sirens call,
“Come down now,” they say
But we smile and we stay
Among the humid nightblue fruit
Passionate solitude, the company of
me and you
And the blind eye of the sky to
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follow us through
The moon-magna rosa- why, see
how it blooms,
And your ivory face
That forms the aesthetic base
Of the evening’s beauty
Only for me to see under these
heavenly lights
The sole spectator of these divine
delights
Lo! Atop the meandering branches
With the innocent bliss
Of a tender kiss
We’re the leaves among them
Sitting close to Him and no one else
besides
The stars as big as the shadows of
the city lights
Until we let go and fall
And become the rhythm in the sea

Written By:
Victoria
McGlynn
Stella Maris
College
MANLY NSW
2095
Judges'
Comment:
A fresh
comedic touch

Cosmic Rush
Tensely now, as the atmosphere
nears,
Dodging past chaos and desolate
spheres
She’s running late to make it to
heaven –
Her shoe slips off at half past
eleven.
The angel wades through
incredulous tears,
Trembling with sadness ignited by
fears.
Lost in stardust and a vanishing
fate,
Knowing for certain she is far too
late.
The maps of the sky traced in velvet
dark.
The path to her freedom unclearly
marked.
Bells ring out through the vacuity
(Impossible) movement through
obscurity.
And though she is unique in God’s
good make
She cannot read maps for Goodness
sake!
The lines in the roadmaps of the
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vast sky,
Encrypted in an outrageous lie.
Rushing, racing, running out of time
time time
To make it to heaven, the place
sublime:
Will never be reached, it is far too
late!
There’s no way to access those
Golden Gates…
Dizzy halo stars observe confusion
Stumbling on meteors; nasty
contusions
Make marks on beauteous
complexion fair.
Soul levitates, ensnared in sticky air.
Distinguishing starmarks to lead the
way,
Signs marred with perplexing
disarray.
Spacedust and planets will not
suffice
To help her reach eternal paradise.
Running in wrecked silk and only
one shoe:
The motion of running in stifling
glue.
Scaling a mountain she could never
climb –
Knowing she could not reach God’s
gate in time.
Fighting to breathe all the light that
is left
Haste has left her mind and body
bereft.
Perhaps if they call and she does not
show
They’ll send her down to the fires
below!

Fear fuels the little seraph to move
quicker
The motion in space makes her feel
sicker
Than the dance when her glass
slipper was lost.
And now she would pay the ultimate
cost.
The sound of five past twelve
reaches her ears,
Trembling with sadness ignited by
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fears.
Struck down by a great almighty
Levin
Losing the stars that lead her to
heaven.
Her exasperation cuts sharp as a
knife
Doomed searching through stars for
the rest of her life.

Written By:
Michael
Cromer
The Friends
School
HOBART
NORTH TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:
Modern
teenage angst
but written in
an archaic
form.

Written By:
Alexandra
Gordon
St Michael's
Collegiate
School
HOBART TAS
7000
Judges'

Crazed
A coiled mind retracts and sweats so
fine
A dust of glitt’ring twitching
tempting rime
And tics an eye with slang-sharp
toothy wrench,
The hot palms clench, unclench and
clench.
The others float so low amongst the
waves.
Inert and calm, yet in his head he
raves,
Unsound and crazed he wants to spit
and yell
He feels he feels and so condemned
a hell;
He wants to throw a chair, screamwords-jump-walls
Fling curse and charm, his limbs
awry with calls
From vexing mind for unrestrain-ed
life:
Decorum reigns, and flattens out
this strife.
Racked raw, the tension built,
reflects once home:
Such conflict lets him write his prose
or poem.

Crimes and Punshment
Crimes and Punishment: Lilfordia,
1910-Modern day, Zimbabwe
she holds in her the sins of little
children
scrawled in spidery words
black as hell
twice as sinister
conspiring with Lord Charles the
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Comment:

cricket bat they breed a decent
punishment
ensure your lesson is learned
thou shalt not leave thy hat out
thou shalt not run unless instructed
thou shalt not fail to bombshell
thou shalt not have messy
handwriting
then say your name and weep
Lord Charles will dish out corporal
punishment
1 or 3 or 6 of the best and then that
is that
a tick to show you have received
your due
learned your lesson
thou shalt not prove the teacher
wrong
thou shalt not fail a test
thou shalt not walk in the rain
thou shalt not talk
whistle thud thank you Sir
hold back your tears
thou shalt not cry when being
beaten
thou shalt not clap more than 7
times
thou shalt not get out of bed after
lights out
thou shalt not wet thy bed
she holds in her the rules
set out by cranky staff
cruel as ridgebacks
twice as hideous
Alexandra Gordon

Written By:
Scarlett
Maclean
Ballarat
Grammar
School
WENDOUREE
VIC 3355
Judges'
Comment:

Crossing into Acceptance
We’ve seen it before, we see it
again,
This poor little child, trying to fend
Off our laugher to hide their tears,
Surrounded by lines, existing of
leers.
They stumble ‘cross lino to the
ammonia room,
Where they wash off sad faces,
trying to groom
Their hair and their smiles, just to fit
in
As is tradition, they simply can’t win.
They dare a glance, begging for aid.
We give them nothing: that’s how
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we got played.
They are infectious; they sit on their
own,
While we sit together: one idea, one
drone.
Hating what’s happening, scared to
revolt
Pay respect to traditions: it’s praises
exalt.
Eventually a new one will come take
their place
Our amusement then joins us: at
last they’re embraced.

Written By:
Michelle Poon
James Ruse
Agricultural
High School
CARLINGFORD
NSW 2118
Judges'
Comment:

Dare To Shine
he lies, stretched
carelessly on the grass
alone in the barren field
an old ball by his side,
next to his hopes,
fears and goals
dreaming of days to come
nail-bitten fingers reach back
running through his
chaotic mess of
mud, sweat and tears
he looks up at the night sky
that huge space
he’s stared, cried, yelled at
for so many years
a finger points boldly
at a spot in which no star
dares to shine
he grins
“you just wait.”
and the stars wink back
as if they know something
he’ll never guess
--he lies, reclining
nonchalantly on the lawn
alone in the vacant arena
a glossy ball resting idly
alongside his desires,
regrets and memories
reminiscing of days long gone
slender fingers reach back
seeping through his
perfect mess of
gel, sweat and tears
he glances up at the night sky
that stagnant expanse
he’s smirked, glared, sworn at
for so many years
his eyes shift languidly
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to a space in which a lone star
dares to shine
he grins
he’s finally there
and the stars wink back
as if they knew all along
he’s (always been) one of them

Written By:
Bhavna Babu
Fintona Girls'
School
BALWYN VIC
3103
Judges'
Comment:

day in the firefly night
One stiff cold morning I woke and
saw the crystal dew,
crawled out, broke the silver shell,
and flew.
Met the parents, and they said
goodbye.
I flew on
waltzing past the ignorant sun,
I turned a blind eye to the rays of
gold,
dashed past a singing tree, the
lullaby to us all.
I flew on
and plunged down on the tour of my
world
Let my legs fall forward,
and felt the silky ribbon as I
skimmed the lakes.
I flew on
travelling past a large abyss
I felt the stab of the fall,
as I saw the thundering beasts of
love.
I flew on
scaled a tree, to gaze at the world,
and found my dream awaiting,
took him by the hand, and said
come.
We flew on
as day turned to night, our time
almost ending
we sat along a stone
gazing into the misty crystal.
We flew on
captured, some of us were.
Thrashed a night in a stained
sparkler,
Sleepless, through the cold release
we flew on
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till dawn we frolicked
then said goodbye.
And again, through the darkening
light
I flew on

Written By:
Bronte
Everson
Queensland
Academy for
Health Sciences
SOUTHPORT
QLD 4215
Judges'
Comment:
Touches of The
Lady of Shallot.
Crisp rhyming
and quite
haunting

Written By:
Elisa Dykman

Death and the Woman
It was late when I awoke,
In my dream when someone spoke.
In my dream I felt a hand
But shaded by the dreaming sand.
Muffled by the usual throe
Time can't come and time can't go
I'm sure I've heard that voice before
But in a dream you can't be sure
A lilting tune, a tuning lilt
I pushed my ears from out my quilt
I looked around the silent room
I eyed the spindle and the loom.
I caught a glimmer, a pale face
Moving near the fire place
I recognised my groggy eyes
In the night, the mirror lies
I shuffled to the window sill
The dark had settled cold and still
Yet echoed here and echoed there
My phantoms voice sailed on the air
But how to tell what you can't see
And what I hear inside of me
Life's been getting hard to date
My pulse comes fast, my breath
comes late
My only love, and children dead,
And not a single word been said,
Of how I am or if I'm well
No one buys, if you can't sell.
And now again that voice comes
close
A summer tune, yet so morose.
I've held that voice in my old arms.
While priests have chanted useless
charms
I've cursed that voice beneath my
breath
That is the voice of quiet death
That voice took the one I love
Stole him to the place above
And now that voice has sung for me
With my love I soon shall be.

Death by Self
Her ginger touch, on her daughters
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Covenant
Christian
School
BELROSE NSW
2085
Judges'
Comment:
Subtle and
complex poem
about
intergenrational
guilts.

arm,
A stroke of reconciliation,
Struggling, for undue sympathy,
Begging,
So desperately, for forgiveness.
Her pride is captivating, smothering,
Wholly consuming and relentless.
Her words are cold and rigid,
Like a butchers knife, tearing Open,
defenceless, animal flesh.
And when she sees her daughter
Wince, at her very own touch
The source pot of her daughters own
pain,
It disarms her. Leaves her raw,
And she feels the billowing wind
Blow through her.
Emptiness.
She being the one,
Who carved out herself.
Born on the silvery sea, Her first
breath
A mouthful Of salty ocean spray.
Her last will be the same. Her voice
Will echo against the rock pools and
cliffs,
Carried along by that ocean breeze.
You will hear her feet crunch the
creamy
Sands of Collaroy, the ocean
crashing
And hissing, Mourning at the loss of
its friend
She will dip her feet in the rippling
baths,
Standing out on that muddy brown
plateau
Waves smashing, its mouth open
and teeth chomping
It will take her. A part of herself, will
swallow her.
And the currents will take her away,
Her death bed, the ocean bed.
Shared will fish, snagged anchors,
And the groaning voice of the ocean.
Inside her stone encasement,
Was a chasm of fear and pain
It pounded with malice aforethought
And devoured her warmth and
humour
Her capacity to love was marred
And she made them suffer, the ones
Who desperately, sacrificially
tried to love her.
They were martyr’s of their own
songs of love,
Their hearts wounded beyond
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healing,
And they now, carry her burdens
On there worn backs,
Serving it now, on plates to their
own.

Written By:
Phoebe
Chamberlain

Debut

Rockhampton
Grammar
School
ROCKHAMPTON
QLD 4700

She tightens her pointe shoes and
straightens her hair,
And looks in the mirror one more
time
Before rushing to side stage.

Judges'
Comment:
Charming study
of a child's
imagination

(for Jenny)

Standing in the wings her face is
flushed,
And she begins to sweat.
Examining her leotard one last time,
Stretched out over her slender
frame.
The music starts, and all the other
dancers clear the stage.
The crowd is quiet and expectant.
This is what they came to see.
She steps into the light
and all gasp at her beauty and grace
as she dips
And twirls and pirouettes
Across centre stage.
Her timing is perfect and her
muscles are tense
Like a hurricane she twirls
And leaps and lands and lunges.
She is someone different
…Part of the stage, of the music, of
the light.
Tonight is the night.
The moment is now.
And nothing else matters
Nothing else matters
Not who she was before she stepped
onto the stage
Or what had happened before
tonight
Or who had been on stage before
She is beauty and grace
And sorrow and joy and pain.
A reflection of herself
Standing under the lights
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The music slows and her muscles
hold their breath
For the finale of her debut,
For the last chance to be her best
And show what she can do.
She lifts her leg to an impossible
position
And curves her arms like a swan
The music stops with one last note.
All eyes are on her
And she knows that she matters
She knows that she matters.
The audience is astounded by her
technique.
And soon applause fills the room.
She stands and bows for her
spectators
Spread out on the cover of her bed.
There is Stitchy, the puppy with the
missing eye
And the giraffe that she got last
month
With half a dozen Barbie dolls
besides.
But the one who claps the loudest
The one who’s moved to tears
Is her faithful teddy at the back
Whose fur is wearing thin.
Her leotard isn’t silky
And her pointe shoes are pretend
But this audience knows
That none of that matters.
None of that matters to them.

Written By:
Hannah Rabe
St Mary's
College
HOBART TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:
Sensitive
writing about
someone lost
to dementia

Dementia
They say he’s gone to the stars now
but I can’t see him.
If he were there I know I would.
He would wave at me
or shout down
maybe even tickle at me
as I look up.
As he used to when I passed his
side.
I don’t believe he’s gone to the stars
but I still look every night.
I can’t imagine him up there
With all the heat and excitement
He never did like all that.
He liked his own time
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his own people
his own life.
Some nights I look up
And I wonder if he were there
What would he look like?
He wouldn’t be a big one.
He wasn’t a big man
but he sure did have a big voice
when he needed it.
He wouldn’t be a small one either.
He’d be too proud for that.
Too proud to be cast off
as something so small and
insignificant.
No, he would be the dusty haze
that resides within the stars.
The specks of glitter
that bring them all together.
He always was good like that.
At times I look up
and think maybe he is there
he’s just missing.
They say he went missing many
years before
but I never believed it.
He still looked at me like he knew.
Still every night I look for him.
Not because I believe
but because I can dream.
Of days with a man
now missing in the stars.

Written By:
Isabel
Hoysted

Devils Snare

Fahan School
SANDY BAY
TAS 7005

Shadow tortured thunder sea;
a crippled wind that shrieks
and dancing waves bare frothing
teeth
to hide a wondrous place.

Judges'
Comment:
About the
environment
but not
predictable.
Quite sharp
writing

Devils Snare

Reflections of this land’s grey soul
seep out of broken earth,
crippled trees reach for the sky,
pale and tortured they seek a
heaven.
nuzzle your roots in a lost yard
the dislodged people shared a dream
They’ll build upon the growing earth.
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And demolish a crying river’s cradle
Rip up the green- burn down my
Kingdom
Rising towers blocking out the sky
Soulless city, black and white
seeking for a heaven
my growing city
my striving destroyer
In this haze of cancerous concrete
I’ll find beautyA field of dancing glory
surrounded by the cruel guards
stone blind and motion still
they’ll glare with yellow eyes
stare up, touch the sky
an empty shell; seek heaven in the
dark
trip deep into the under world
where stillness is no outcast.
a path that twists and turns
or a street that stretches for eternity

Into a blackness searching for an
end
My dark is complete with a soul and
sun
theirs is broken with no dawn to wait
ona scattered goal to be whole.
Cat’s eyes stare from the earth
falling from a heaven.
they light the path of nature
and cradle its broken limbs
I could walk the water
the sun moves the river to dance.
A river that swallows our city’s pride
sharing life with death.
as they jump, do we all jump?
to become one with a riverthat bends its wisdom
around humans fruitless mission
a land where sky meets earth.
so completely we fly.
as we walk along the paths of
tomorrow
careful we don’t block out the sun.
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somehow then we forget to seesomehow we forgot to breath.

Written By:
Chloe Mayne

Diamonds
Diamonds

Tasmanian
Academy
MOUNT
NELSON TAS
7007
Judges'
Comment:

Written By:
Sam Upton
Rosny College
ROSNY TAS
7018
Judges'
Comment:

Time has eroded the memories and
polished them into
diamonds
that I cling to with feeble hands
Diamonds like stars that link and
drift
the way we did
and with each fleeting glance I find
another
embedded in the carcass of
yesterday

Diversion Therapy
Trying to get us a football team
It’s called diversion therapy
Going up to down in a hole
At least they’ve got nice roads
It’s called a marginal seat
It’s called a waste of money
Oh no here comes Federal
They’ll give us shelter in a hotel
Hey wait what’s that smell?
It can’t be that cos it hasn’t been
built
Maybe it’s some double deals
And maybe a ghost as well
It’s not called the capital
But it’s where everything goes
What if we don’t want it anymore?
Mates’ rates behind closed doors
Government interference
Trying to get a clearance
Avoiding disputes
Even if it does pollute
Try to push it through
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This is the only way
This is my plan
You better understand
What’s in the pipeline
Has to meet the deadline
Smoke and mirrors
Backroom deals
Due process out the door
Party members crossing the floor
The wall to my back
Divide and conquer
- Fast track!
Betfair from the mouth of a horse
Little emblems found on a golf
course
Cover ups are known by all
Trip and into the shredder you fall
Rail yard hospitality square
And a waterfront development plan
Don’t explore the possibilities
No public inquiry
Push it through
Push it through
Push it through
There’s nothing you can do

Written By:
Erin Hall
Rosny College
ROSNY TAS
7018
Judges'
Comment:

Eclipse
The night falls down, the walls
shatter`
Clouds fade into the wandering
shadows
& the movement of the stars and
moon collide
Beams of light mock the darkness,
teasing
Electricity flickers, a tightening
disease
Chasing the air
Leaving branches swinging, arms
outstretched
Naked dancers amongst brothers
Howling winds twist through the
leaves
Collapsing to the harsh dirt
A final resting place
Alone, bravery immerses the
beholder
Harrowing strength, igniting the
beast
The moons glow grinning above
To the sky we gaze, to the change
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The man stands
He is alive.
Shivering air paints the glass
Cool to the finger tips. Clean. Crisp.
Eyes blaze, glowing diamonds
Flowing anxiety missions the night
Lay to rest the believer
The true wind watches, doors swing
on their hinges
Ears lift to serenade, the blood
chilling calls
Gears turn, the mind alive all senses
tensed
One last time will the mind believe
change
The night trickles by
Eclipse

Written By:
Stephanie
Cox
Daramalan
College
DICKSON ACT
2602
Judges'
Comment:

Escape
Strait-jacket the soul in flesh
Unbending bones shall form my cage
Bruised, swollen fruit lies in my
breast
The mind is frantic, wild-eyed,
crazed
Explode from the forgotten room
Volatile at the thought of the
inviolate child
Compromised, burned by the heat of
truth
You asked me to look through the
eye of the world
Snake-bitten and desert dried
Gold banded poison sealed my fate
But no stars laugh, no wells have life
I lie emancipated, sandy, pale

Written By:
Yasmin
Soliman
St Mary's
Anglican Girls
School
KARRINYUP WA
6018

ET is opposiTE
human can’t sleep cause: summer;
it’s like
inhaling water and obese particles of
pollution
21st century pollution curdled like
snotty PVA glue
human shrugs on ash-dyed timePage 244
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Judges'
Comment:
Overwritten but
full of life

washed sweater
(elmo – human is partial to this
fictional character)
next perceivable second (to the
human) he/she is standing on
moss-melded stone steps freckled
with disease
with no recollection of the inbetween
stupid human does not understand
Time:
it rampages by like rapids in that
black-hole of
inexplicability sometimes breaking at
the seams parting
and circumventing those privileged
rocks & twigs
the stroll begins... right left right left
to the pulse of Natura’s soul
spawned rhapsody
(impishly lilting between colloquial
and hymn)
but human does not hear music is
lost in translation
crotchets cannot propagate without
a medium of imagination,
sub-particles of spontaneity not
enough sensations to encode
a universal tongue; cancer of
conformity battles composition
dumb human, intoxicated by
ignorance, only observes
butterscotch stillness, the absence
of everyday onomatopoeia.
not the lifting of daylight’s stressstatic
motley gravity, erasing all but the
filtrate of this human’s
footprints (a messy adhesive tattoo
on the
enslaved earth) setting niveous and
porcelain
but only a penumbra to the human
human sees the graffiti-sinned
corner sign of his/her street,
grace crescent. there moans a
mulberry tree
(after God before breathing till
doomsday)
a sutured lamentation, an agonising
anthem, arresting every century or
so
but human is spared the mindmelting melody
all human sees are bruised purplepainted berries beneath
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like the piteous remnants of
creation’s carcass, vulture gnawed
human tilts head back to blemished
membrane moulded over heavens,
a midnight soil sprouting stars.
human thinks they look like
snowflakes suspended, like they
safeguard a crystallised
unknown secret but human is wrong
every star, ignited by injections of
ethereal memories
(the strongest substance of the
universe),
belongs to someone’s broken heart;
a recycled dream:
a silvery shred of karma’s explosion
The human’s maggot eyes blindly
stumble over the
virgined sky like morphine to death’s
bystander
the message eclipsed by ignorance;
cerebral pathways hoodwinked by
drunkenness
(a kind of syrupy vertigo from
science)
but becoming sober is a lottery – a
gamble where not even
the stars can tip the odds
next, human ambles to baby valley
(splintering cosmos’ epidermis
on his destructive homo sapiens
way)
& fails to see the gymnastics the egg
yolk moon
coaches on the laissez-faire liquid of
that lake,
a mere lozenge rendered ingeniously
kaleidoscopic
by the miracle of moonlight
the circle of immigrant sycamores
spindling,
wrinkled with crepuscular creases,
handcuff shadow.
elders story-tell via wheezing root
vibrations
and anaemic breaths of cinnamon,
pine needles, mint
youngsters lean closer, avid, with
amputated limbs
human shivers; wintry air whittled
from a sublimated blade
almost slices the candy floss-like
gossamers concealing what
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lies beyond coincidence
human wanders back along pitch
road artificially stained by
ravenous chatoyant lights
a sole car blasts past, excreted
petrol an acid in the air
melting a hole that no amount of
human surgery can repair

Written By:
Saba VayaniLai
Glenwood High
School
GLENWOOD
NSW 2768
Judges'
Comment:
I'm in awe of
the richness of
this poem's
concept - the
struggle to
make words
express reality
and emotion

Every Poet's Dream
Words:
The bursting golden liquidity of
thought crammed into just
TwentySix
Letters,
Just twentySix fragile components in which to
frame
an Everything; the push and pull of
sun and moon
Stretching Earth’s exoskeleton into a
glittering bubble:
Light, oceans, ochre dirt, eyelashes,
All suspended in its inky vacuum.
Observe!
Spiky ink sitting awkwardly in its
own skin –
Left-aligned, Times New Roman,
serif font.
Witness!
The distillation of
Multitudes, lifetimes,
Loves,
Decades into this: scraps of muddied
prose,
Inadequate words thrown Pollocklike (violent, splat!) onto
A resigned canvas,
Brimming with pretentious
metaphors,
Overstated angst.
What do we all seek?
A medium of
Expression, the words to translate
These ephemera of thought
Onto paper.
What do
We
Find? Time a-flutter,
Moth wings seeking light,
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Clocks
Stubbornly outlasting their battery’s
lifetime.
But
I want to
Capture
The affectionate inefficiency of
A mathematician writing a love
letter,
A bumblebee tasting honey-scented
spring,
A first home buyer
Choosing between caramel and
toffee
For the bathroom tiles.
I want my words to
C r a w l off the page
Make their shoddy, crackling nests
in the pores of
My skin,
In the water-soft fallings of
My breaths, (balloon lungs, bulbous,
moist, contracting);
In the fire tongues that kiss the
edges
Of a kettle,
Or the way a child measures out
instant coffee – solemn and stately,
Its sensual, alien scent wafting
Out of Mum’s favourite mug.
I want to
Observe!
Ink shedding its overcoat to reveal
Smooth-flowing sunshine;
Witness!
Words darting from the fingertips,
enriched,
Sifting into place
Through wind and ash.

- And shrill! the alarm sounds.
I jolt. My elbow mashes keys
together in a poignant mess:
Sofhsfgigiodfg!#*(^%fjkah.
In my post-sleep haze
I am struck
By the sudden need
To express ...If only I could find
The
Right
Words.
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Written By:
Matthew
Lesser

Everything goes slow

Tasmanian
Academy
MOUNT
NELSON TAS
7007

I can’t hear the road from the
veranda
The space feels strong, secluded and
sentimental.
Secluded from life and its troubles.

Judges'
Comment:

My amplifier tries to sing with the
birds.
and pass time,

Everything goes slow

The sun shines through the trees
Even the rough, ridged bark flaking
from the trunks seems peaceful.
My mind’s at ease,
negative thoughts leave me
Blow away with the faint whisper of
the wind
There is no such thing as time here,
in this place
The thought doesn’t even cross my
mind
I don’t think about,
world wars,
holes, overwhelming our ozone
The man sleeping in the garbage,
Bent,
out of shape by society’s pliers
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Written By:
Luca Moretti

Explaining the Stars
Explaining the Stars

Cranbrook
School
BELLEVUE
HILL NSW
2023
Judges'
Comment:

Against the cold marble and by the
squeaking pews,
Near the robes and dog collars.
We are spoken to in words, in song, in
sight.
God speaks in squeaking pews.
And above the minister with his words
that calm and frighten.
Supported by sandstone columns the
ceiling is of painted stars.
Simple stars that glint but do not
shine.
Stars with points
Stars that capture the idea, but not
the glory.
Simple stars of man.
And the minister speaks in simple
words of man.
Of land and sea,
Of men and women, of stars.
His description robs them of their
charm.
Making the deep ones shallow and the
bright ones grey.
By the chromed sinks and the sterile
surfaces,
The conical glasses and bunsens.
The flame of emotion, which burns
through human history
Is extinguished by the cold hand of
reason.
Knife-like it cuts through, the glorious
and the sacred,
The remarkable is no more.
Until we are left with empty figures
and explanations,
Whose parts do not add up to the
whole.
Science murders mystery as church
simplifies reality.
Outside the stars are bold and bright,
More than pictures, more than the
sum of their parts.
Shining silently.
Shining, despite our efforts to explain
or simplify.
Intense and complex, beyond our full
understanding.
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Written By:
Jeremy de
Salis
Rosny College
ROSNY TAS
7018
Judges'
Comment:
Beautiful! A
very creative
use of the
star theme, to
analogise with
crown of
thorn starfish.
Spare writing,
great original
lines.

Fallen
Starfish
Constellations in watery night
Observing their reflections in the sky
Like baby birds, fallen from a nest
But don’t be fooled
they are not
pentacles for mermaid witches
weapons for aquatic ninjas
underwater celebrities
or ratings for submarine hotels
They are
slow hunters in salty pools
climbing onto shells unnoticed
and piercing them like drills
These corpses will make lovely
necklaces
If you cut them they grow again
there will be two next time
Scaly slimy tiny beasts
the forgotten children of stars
who do not twinkle
Cast from heaven by their mothers
extinguished in the sea
for crimes and deeds unknown
They skulk in the dark
and build their own kingdoms.

Written By:
Eleanor
Peres

Final origami

St Michael's
Collegiate
School
HOBART TAS
7000

You are cluttered with the thoughts I
can not say,
endless confessions and my every
aspiration;

Judges'
Comment:

Final Origami

imagination meets
your ivory existence and we
create art in lonely, scribbled
moments
of bored inspiration.
When work is imperfect, frustration
releases;
you suffer inky penetration and
instant disposal,
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you are pay slips, a menu,
gift wrap and a speech,
love letters, a notice, textbooks
and a proposal.
Absorbing my morning coffee spills;
rings
stain and interrupt the journalist’s
daily scriptures;
examined teenagers hate you,
abuse you wastefully,
exhaust you with revision
and pointless little pictures.
Five lines a bar; you are the
musician’s empty canvas,
when filled with notes becomes the
art of noise
origami to Japanese
is what folding is to me,
paper planes and water bombs
distracting little boys.
signed and delivered, from wherever
in the world,
you are the trail of a journey, saying
‘wish you were here’
once evergreen and copious; now
logged and fading fast,
trees and money few,
plentiful paper and future fear.
Eleanor Peres

Written By:
Nicholas
O'Neil

Fool's Gold

William Clarke
College
KELLYVILLE
NSW 2155

A Sundance of blue and pink and red,
washes the sky with fire
The sand that tosses like an ocean,
Rainbow's gold becomes black and
white.

Judges'
Comment:

Lonely silence is the theme,
Glorious fire now pinprick dots
A blanket descends from the heavens,
nothing will escape its wrath.

Fool's Gold

A hope amidst black ink emerges,
radiant, glorious, pastel light
The chariot dances once again,
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until the night will come.
Then gold again will turn to black,
and once more back to gold.
What has been done will be done
again,
no matter where we stand.
By Nicholas O'Neil

Written By:
Jimmy
Hortle

Getting Old

Tasmanian
Academy
MOUNT
NELSON TAS
7007

Golf clubs lay strewn across a
dilapidated buggy
banished to the garage
this, and the fruit dryer
testaments to a wisp of grey hair
combed over a crust of dried blood

Judges'
Comment:

his wheezing becomes unbearable
in the relative silence of the car
its engine idling not gasping for
breath
“Ah, dear oh dear”
an unrealistic chuckle from under his
breath
the Camry can’t be kept waiting any
longer
with an easy click it slides into first
and Pop is dragged with it
we settle back into the awkward hum
a wrong turn down Queen Street
breaks the
silence
“Poor road markings
you’d think they could get it right
these days”
“Yeah. . . haha”
my unease seeps through my skin
and oozes out of my mouth
the Camry knew the way

Written By:
Thompson
Andrew

Grandpa's Lifetime

Tasmanian
Academy
MOUNT
NELSON TAS
7007

Thin but strong,
He had to be; after all, he built his
own house
With wiry tendons beneath wrinkled
skin

Getting Old

Grandpa’s Lifetime
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And big, clear, square glasses
Overtop eyes that had seen it all
Judges'
Comment:

His hands were leathery and
calloused,
and more often than not stained
with oil or grease,
glue, paint or mulch –
whatever the job required
Working class hands
We used to sit on his balcony
In the shade of a giant, moss covered
tree
and watch the squirrels and
chickadees,
sometimes hummingbirds, if we were
lucky,
flitting and flying, back and forth
Starkly in contrast with us
Grandpa knew how to do everything;
gather the eggs from his chickens,
mow his lawn, fix his car,
chop wood and shoot a gun!
Which he did, if the raccoons came
bothering
And yet,
I’m not sure he knew how to talk to
me.
He called me Crab Man
And he laughed and smiled as he did
But every now and then he licked his
lips
And I think he was nervous
Maybe as nervous as me
His generation…
The women parented young children
And when boys were older, they were
taught men things
But I was never older
in Grandpa’s lifetime

Written By:
Destanie
Clark

He Stands

Gunnedah
High School
GUNNEDAH
NSW 2380

High above the emerald grass fields,
where blue gums drop their dew, He
stands.
Up in the clouds where ivory ice
crusts the surface of mountain tops,
He stands.
Where the birds sing in rejoice of their

Judges'

He Stands
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Comment:

freedom and the animals frolic freely,
He stands. Proud and tall. He stands.
On four muscled pillars, He stands.
With matted ebony mane, rippling in
the mountain’s breeze, He stands.
With mud thickened pelt, and alert
erected audits, He stands.
With un-shod hooves, cracked and
chipped, supporting,
He stands. Proud and tall. He
stands. With complete freedom, He
stands.
As chocolate concaves release their
gaze upon the lands, He stands.
As tough frayed banner whips at
vampiric insects, He stands.
As fine equine mares bathe in the
sun’s cloud filtered rays,
He stands. Proud and tall. He stands.
Authority in his stance, He stands.
Holding the wisdom of a hundred
leads before him, He stands.
Feeling the instincts of a million wilds
before him, He stands.
But, seeing man peek meekly over
the horizon,
He runs. Fast and fierce. He runs. to
protect his legacy, He runs.

Written By:
Jenny
Huang
St George
Girls High
School
KOGARAH
NSW 2217
Judges'
Comment:

Her Hands
Her hands are the most beautiful
Things I've ever seen,
Unrestrained, undefined
In their multitude of capabilities,
Their fine grace masters every pitch
And chord,
Strings resonate magic
Beneath her touch.
Her hands
Have touched the corners of the
earth,
Have skimmed water-lilied currents,
Have tamed wild, windy waves
And played their melancholy music
Atop the grass
The corn
The pebbles,
Even paper
Is beautiful beneath their grace.
I love
Her gloves which have held them,
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Her pens which have borne them,
The earring which she
So deftly places
Into the hole,
Neck arched,
Lips parted,
And the lock of hair
She pushes back in swift, soft
amorous
Invitation.
Her hands
Are her soul encapsulated
In soft, scent-filled smoothness.
Or at least they once were.
Now they are old, tattered memories,
A runny, wrinkled picture
Of days bygone.

Written By:
Yani
Armbruster
The Friends
School
HOBART
NORTH TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:
Cryptic,
oblique and
better on a
second
reading

HIde
No one waits for the weight of no one
I tried to find you behind the door
I lifted up the floorboards
I lay down on the cellar floor
I hide
But you hide more
She hides
But he hides more
I dig a hole
In the old earth
I want to bury
All my things
I want to lie down
On the grass
To watch the birds
And us
And us
And us
I hide
But you hide more
She hides
But he hides more

Written By:
Jennifer
Hauptman
Presbyterian
Ladies'

Hydrogen and Ashes
It is evening, growth too quickly, into
night.
And it always is, in the wilderness.
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College
BURWOOD
VIC 3125
Judges'
Comment:

(Though in reality
this wilderness is a few stark,
awkward trunks
thirty kilometers from the road
eighty kilometers from the town)
I find my fingers, again, wrapped
around my mug of dirty
too-hot watery tea
flavoured with chlorine and milk
powder.
(It was cold:
nothing left to burn.)
I chase an imaginary possum with my
torch,
And
I look
UP.
Above,
the stars were waiting to be noticed.
(Or the leftovers, or the souvenirs)
Silent.
Their dingy-brilliant twinkling and the
clink of my pen against the tin cup
is the only life and light.
You forget that in the sky you only
see the Past
not the Future.
(And in the cities, you can’t even see
that)
But from here, the remnants are mine
the fires
explosions
Prominences
and flares
and the nascence.
Behold.
For the stars
was everything made.
(And will be, and forever will:
until, until, until, until…)
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Written By:
Priyanca
Nadarajah
Fintona Girls'
School
BALWYN VIC
3103
Judges'
Comment:

I just saw stars
I trace the scar along my head
beyond the right brown curls.
I feel the suture,
Zig, zag, zig, zag,
Zig the memory
Zag the moment
Zig the fall
Zag the aftermath
under the blissful sun.
The heat immersed upon my skin
watching the sun adn blue sky.
The universe, the endless space
above
the world is like a mirror ball.
I spin in the afterglow of joy,
I feel the tanned bark between my
toes
as my feet reach the ground.
Up and down, up and down
I throw my hair back,
throwing my legs equally as far.
My bare shoulders scent a mixture
of warmth and sunshine.
I see the mother and children
in the sandbox,
their little hands scavenging through
the sand,
the mother laughing and stroking.
I tried not to smile as
they were so happy,
a family
together.
Swinging up and down,
where was mine?
So long since I've seen them,
I miss them and
let my head go back for a moment.
Balance,
shifted,
head,
churned,
Fflash,
stars,
face,
ground.
With a sudden sigh,
the air gushes.
I open my eyes.
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I just saw stars.

Written By:
Samantha
Pollard
St Mary's
College
HOBART TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:
A good
metaphor but
not a perfect
poem.

Illusion
Ancient cultures saw pictures in the
stars of the night sky,
Stories making each constellation.
I see the lives of so many, some
bright and some faded,
Spanning until the dawn of day.
The Greeks saw Andromeda,
The beautiful princess.
Arms outstretched ,chained at the
wrists,
Waiting for her hero.
I see my neighbour,
Outcast from her family.
Bound by her heart,
Waiting for her hero.
The Greeks saw the Minotaur,
The son of King Minos.
Born a hideous monster to the world,
Contained within his Labyrinth.
I see a child,
Hurt and damaged by his father.
Not beautiful to all,
Contained within his Labyrinth.
The Greeks saw Cygnus,
The man turned swan.
Who lost his love and overcoming
grief,
Grew wings to fly.
I see my friend,
Who lost his wife to cancer.
His heart became hollow, so he
Grew wings to fly.
The Greeks saw Hercules,
The hero of the people.
He wrestled and killed the Nemean
Lion,
He was immortal.
I see my brother,
The person who fights my battles.
Keeping me from harm,
He was immortal.
The Greeks saw Pegasus,
The winged horse.
Who carried the heroes to fight their
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battles,
He was the supporter.
I see myself,
Who strives to help people.
Carrying and caring for those in need,
I am the supporter.

Written By:
Jack
Burnham
Caloundra
Christian
College
CALOUNDRA
QLD 4551
Judges'
Comment:

In Memory of Adam Lindsay
Gordon
Born out of place and out of time
Reckless, handsome, flawed
Ill-suited to society
And bundled off abroad.
A start in law enforcement
And then – his road diverged
Horsebreaking, steeplechasing
Great talents now emerged.
Flamboyant, rash adventurer
Upon a lifelong quest
To gain the key – just out of reach –
To peace, and heartfelt rest.
Still searching, ever seeking
Finding new paths to traverse
Writing, business, politics
His interests quite diverse.
But fickle fate dealt heavy blows
His business ventures failed
His daughter lost, his health impaired
Depression now prevailed.
Flamboyant, rash adventurer
Upon a lifelong quest
To gain the key – just out of reach –
To peace, and heartfelt rest.
And yet through all his talent flower’d
The words flowed from his pen
A glowing future beckoned
Till fate intervened again.
Inheritance snatched from his grasp
Debts looming – no way through
He took the one path left untrod
And bid the world adieu.
Flamboyant, rash adventurer
Upon a lifelong quest
To gain the key – just out of reach –
To peace, and heartfelt rest.
The legacy he left behind
Not wisdom, wealth or power –
But rather - ballads of the bush
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Live on into this hour

Flamboyant, rash adventurer
Upon a lifelong quest
To gain the key – now in his grasp –
To peace, and final rest.

Written By:
Bianca
Sellars

In My Back Pocket

Tasmanian
Academy
MOUNT
NELSON TAS
7007

When he asks, for instance,
“What is love?”
I reply with a tired glance,
Which says, “Why bother me again?”
Or else give him the look I give
When I take out the trash.

Judges'
Comment:

And then a sigh, or perhaps a smile,
But the latter would be weary;
And the sigh would be deliberate,
And neither would be friendly,
As if to say, “Did you really,
Want me to explain again?”

In My Back Pocket

So I show him the photograph,
Creased in my back pocket,
And torn in the corner from
When it lived in my wallet.
And he frowns and says, “You’ve
shown me this.”
So I say, “Why are you asking?”
He searches the image for
Something he’s forgotten,
But of course he’s seen it all.
I look again for myself
At the ocean kissing the shore.
“They’re never apart,” I tell him.
And he frowns as if to say,
“But the ocean always leaves.”
I smile and look in his blue eyes,
“Because he knows the sand will
stay.”

Written By:
Laura
McKenna

Judgement Day

Somerville
House

It stood
in front of me.

Judgement Day
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SOUTH
BRISBANE
QLD 4101
Judges'
Comment:

Patronisingly elegant with a smug
brass handle,
the door to his office revelled in a
perfect spotlight.
Streams of mahogany,
umber and ochre cascaded into the
curt oasis
defined by a boarder
of gold
which murmured from within.
Judgement day took place every time
a hand dared to disturb the surface
(though the ripples never lasted
longer than a pebble’s).
I waited in the shadows,
my eyes racing each other
through the carved maze which
smirked from centre stage
‘THE BOSS’
A promotion present from his wife,
someone told me.
The essence of a smile twitched
from the corners of my mouth in
recognition of the thought
but the childish snigger I sought
hid in the nervous
fumbling of my fingers.
The door swung open.
With a toothless grin it beckoned
“Next please!”
The deep echo
stole a flicker of terror from my eyes.
A memory of sweat
lingered
on my palms.
The time had come.
I rose.
Slowly, quickly
Calmly,
Frantically forgetting my name in a
moment of panic!
It was time to get my first job.

Written By:
Laura
McKenna
Somerville
House
SOUTH
BRISBANE
QLD 4101
Judges'
Comment:

Judgement Day
It stood
in front of me.
Patronisingly elegant with a smug
brass handle,
the door to his office revelled in a
perfect spotlight.
Streams of mahogany,
umber and ochre cascaded into the
curt oasis
defined by a boarder
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of gold
which murmured from within.
Original.
Snappy,
Judgement day took place every time
a hand dared to disturb the surface
(though the ripples never lasted
longer than a pebble’s).
I waited in the shadows,
my eyes racing each other
through the carved maze which
smirked from centre stage
‘THE BOSS’
A promotion present from his wife,
someone told me.
The essence of a smile twitched
from the corners of my mouth in
recognition of the thought
but the childish snigger I sought
hid in the nervous
fumbling of my fingers.
The door swung open.
With a toothless grin it beckoned
“Next please!”
The deep echo
stole a flicker of terror from my eyes.
A memory of sweat
lingered
on my palms.
The time had come.
I rose.
Slowly, quickly
Calmly,
Frantically forgetting my name in a
moment of panic!
It was time to get my first job.

Written By:
Cagla Akyol

Keeps Getting Better
KEEPS GETTING BETTER

Redeemer
Baptist School
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151
Judges'
Comment:

Sitting on milk crates...
I consoled & convened
With fellow newcomers,
For only they seemed
To share my misery.
Flicking through newspapers...
I read the images
Engrossed,
For they were my new tongue.
But embracing was not
A specialty of my mouth,
So it acted like a sturdy cage
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Locking up a chirpy bird,
Each time I tried to express myself

In a way that I had never before
explored.
My mother tongue had control.
Humming folk songs...
I harked back to my
Haphazard past,
Wondering
If it had it left my heart
Forever scarred?
To do list:
1. Go for a dip
2. Star gaze
3. Visit the zoo
Finding enjoyment in the lot,
I felt as free as a firefly.
Appreciation –
The one thing
I needed
This new world
Brings out my best.
I feel like a long lost letter
Finally arriving at its destination.
Now,
I’d rather connect
Hearts
And
Minds
Than shuffle along with the lost
As I once did...

Written By:
Jordonne
Colley
Newcastle
Grammar
School
NEWCASTLE
NSW 2300
Judges'
Comment:

Kissed
After the rain my rose hangs its
heavy blooms
In their fullness, frosted with the wet.
I have reached her,
Eyes closed and trembling from the
long day.
Here, quiet and slender she leans,
Thorns sleek, virile and dripping,
Buds brimming with a promise.
Her clustered petals, glorious
Pink in the moist air
And cool against me.
My lips, cheeks, eyelids
Kissed.
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Written By:
Katrina
Perndt
The Friends
School
HOBART
NORTH TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:
Economical,
apt
description of
a worker in
front of a
computer.
Good finishing
line.

Written By:
Michelle
Tjondro
James Ruse
Agricultural
High School
CARLINGFORD
NSW 2118
Judges'
Comment:

LCD Screens
his eyes were as grey as the
socks on his feet
and a tie seemed to choke
with its corporal weave
white shirt of nine buttons
a suit and a brief case
midnight black shoes
hold his feet in embrace
plaguing his eyes
are dark shadows of long nights
fatigue and loneliness
etched in his pinstripes
everyday like a headache
the same old routine
he’s lost his soul
to LCD screens

Les Étoiles de Montmartre
Once, I saw a star…
a mellowed glimpse, a busker girl.
Whilst hidden in gutters, I watched
from afar:
aside Pont Alexandre she sang,
the shimmering bronze of Frémiet
danced hauntingly across her face.
Oh, there were others I know;
from behind ecliptic structures they
emerged
blinking, peering through musky
midnight air.
Along sombre side streets where
sorrows gathered,
disquieted, they composed their
night’s work,
‘All the world’s a stage’ in
Montmartre.
And who may be the audience?
The passers-by fading into dimmed
sepia of
winter dusks and fervid lamps,
amorous, bohemian - alive;
or others begging too,
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for a phantom breath of fortune?
I was them all;
these wearied souls, in unwanted
corners of Parisian slums,
breathed perfumes of the rich,
sighed with pigeons of the Notre
Dame.
There I heard one voice from afar;
I heard a melody waltzing, to the
music of her song.
Now 'La vie en rose' is framed in
print;
from crimson lips and cafés spill
doleful tunes with aching truths.
And all this time I clasped beggars’
signs,
and wept alongside tragedy on
pebbled promenades.
'Ne regrette rien' I hear,
yet never, still, did find myself.

Written By:
Amanda
Robinson
Ogilvie High
School
NEW TOWN
TAS 7008
Judges'
Comment:

Locked In History
In the ashes I lay,
Submerged among the collateral,
Another number, another statistic
We try to protect our homes, and we
try to protect our people.
Hypocrisy is our order and death is
our right,
Speak while you can for peace is
forged and no Constitution is keeping
innocence protected tonight
We claw at this fabrication, we
scream for our rights
but no light shall shine here,
even if this house is painted White.
Let them play hide and seek with the
lives of civilians,
take your pick of whom, for there are
millions.
God turned his back,
closed his eyes, blocked his ears and
believed the lies.
Deceit ran the country, everyone
knew his name
yet inevitably he lost his office,
but could not rid himself of that
malignant fame.
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Locked away in history,
George shall remain a puppet,
and forever lie in shame.

Written By:
Casey
Vassallo
The Friends
School
HOBART
NORTH TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:

Love and the Drive
Wheels rush for the adventure.
Long country cruises,
Drags in the parking lot.
The car’s belly roars, fueling a speed
thirst.
Building momentum,
Down the highway of Passion.
New-car smell is addictive.
Keys give ignition.
The wind in hair,
And that clutch feeling.
“Peddle to the metal”
Control with each steer.
No red light concerns us.
With windows down, and
Music pulsating our hearts.
And that cool evening breeze
As we sink deeper into blue cord
seats.
Dangerous thrashing rain,
Paints gravel glistening.
A call for parking.
Blaring heaters,
White board windows.
Dawn breaks sun, lights switch off.
Day calls responsibility,
And life drives on.

Written By:
Max Cooper
Eynesbury
College
ADELAIDE SA
5000
Judges'
Comment:

Lucy
She is the Sea
Her surface is idyllic
But underneath chaos reigns
Treasures are washed up in her wake
But things a thousand times more
precious may be lost
Her temper is fierce
Her sorrow inescapable
But her moods give her life
And like the Sea
She would be nothing if she were
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calm

Written By:
Tess Pohlner

Major Mitchell's Cockatoo
Major Mitchell’s Cockatoo

St Michael's
Collegiate
School
HOBART TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:
Glorious
original voice.

He’s a feathered salmon
hunkered down on his bench
with his wings bent flush against his
back
and his brown, sheriff eyes spying on
the sun
And there’s his tree with its fingers
outspread,
like an upturned umbrella catching
the golden rain
that Pa’s always waiting on.
And this naughty bird, he’s pink;
like the colour of girls’ nails and lips
and cheeks and
I don’t like pink – or girls – but I like
this fella.
Pa calls him short and pleased.
Pleased
with himself more like. But that’s
alright.
All of a sudden he’s showing off that
tall Mohawk –
Pa calls it a crest – and it’s wearing
a fat, yellow stripe as if someone’s
drawn on it
with a highlighter, and he’s a
rockstar,
like the leathered men with tattoos
on their skin.
A rude qwaaark comes out of his
beak
all huffing like, as if he’s cheesed off.
“Mind Boss, Major Mitchell’s garn take
air.”
Half a step back and I squint into the
spicy sun
as he trips off his seat like an Olympic
diver
‘til his crow wings are wedged up in
the air.
All I can see are his armpits, all red,
bonfire red.
And Pa’s face is happy and there’s a
little, blokey
smile on him as I try to count the
wing beats
but it’s all messed up and wrong.
Soon he isn’t moving those wings at
all,
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instead they’re curved downwards –
as if he’s holding an invisible beach
ball
And he’s sliding on the sky like a
plane.

Written By:
Chloe Mayne
Tasmanian
Academy
MOUNT
NELSON TAS
7007
Judges'
Comment:

Mother Nature/2012
Mother Nature/2012
Bound to the Earth she waits,
Weary.
Cloth strips wound tight around her
ankles,
Soiled with dust from wastelands
Where a child’s life slips away
Waiting for the rain;
Blood-streaked by the massacre she
has seen,
Caught in a crossfire between
brothers
That do not recognise each other;
Cloth torn and shredded by greedy
hands,
Ravenous fingers clawing away,
merciless,
In search of satisfaction.
In 2012 she dives, arms
outstretched,
Spinning like a dancer as she
unravels,
Freefalling into the constellations
Until with a final jerk
Mother Nature makes her escape,
Leaving her children behind.

Written By:
Katrina
Perndt
The Friends
School
HOBART
NORTH TAS
7000

nevertheless
What a katzenjammer the whole
thing is. You should have kept the
thought where it hid, harming no one,
in the keyholes of your mind. It was
unnecessary and irrelevant and had
you let the conversation ebb or flow
in another direction nothing would
have been lost. The desire to
pronounce it out loud was not
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Judges'
Comment:
It has an
interesting
stream of
consciousness
tone

incontrollable. You could have easily
basked in the excitement of your
newly discovered feelings privately.
You could have pondered at their
beauty and fantasised of what was to
come in a dreary Sunday afternooninduced reverie. But conversation
faded out and in what should have
been a comforting silence it distanced
its self from your rational thinking
mind.
The urge to say something rather
than nothing at all prevailed and your
tongue curled around the syllables
that would break a heart.

Written By:
Caitlin
Mitropoulos
Goulburn
Valley
Grammar
School
SHEPPARTON
VIC 3630
Judges'
Comment:

No Justification
Our Saviour, down from heaven
What we craved, redemption
From the war we fell, starvation,
depression
And from the ashes, rebirth, but
segregation
With nothing we came, with nothing
we thrived
In the arts and the sciences,
flourishing, prospering
but threatened you shame us,
pronouncing blame
you denounce us, disgrace us.
You burn our business, condemned
and punished
For a malevolent cause, we wear our
sentence upon
our arms and chests, we wear our
sentence
with our heads hung low, our
determination wanning
Screaming and crying,
misconceptions evolve.
It wasn’t supposed to be this way.
Because of the deceit and the lies and
the manipulation
Lives destroyed upon a myth, a futile
creation
A vulture consuming its failing victims
The laws only cemented their wrath,
their fury.
Their judging eyes, their eyes a veil
across our bones
encompassing, enveloping, the
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strangulation
of their eyes.
The spite ripping and shredding
licking at our open wounds, please
stop looking,
please, I’m just like you.
No longer one of them, no longer
human, a subspecies.
Our hearts open to their empty
threats,
their empty threats not empty
anymore.
Further and further, deeper and
deeper,
estimates inaccurate, brutality
unclear.
Alienated, the places we cannot live,
or enter.
The rules and regulations. The
ghettos weep under our
diminishing load, crammed, crowed
and oh, the blood,
so much blood.
The bleeding warmth, the flowing
waves of heat,
as my family sits broken and desolate
at my feet.
My god has been murdered, my
almighty
reduce to a scar upon my memory
Then a break in sleep, a wild medley
of shouts and screams,
the possessions that we cannot keep,
hurry, hurry,
as they come for us.
And now it’s all come to nothing,
fenced into our hell, our anguish, our
agony
condemned to a life of waiting,
always waiting...
A solitude of the mind, hope
repressed, trepidation,
calamity, like animals we are trapped.
In the eyes of our saviour we suffer,
we endure
in the eyes of our saviour we perish,
we expire
their cruelty, their eyes that burn, the
endless fire.
No help, no hope, no redemption, or
salvation
6 million smiles, 6 million heartbeats,
6 million fears,
6 million tears, tears that run thick in
the streets,
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saturating, drowning, always
drowning...
Numb, we walk the well worn path,
but we tread lightly.
Towards the fate of so many before
us
Fearing only the fear itself, the face
of deliverance
To the left, we die, to the right, we
die,
Yet slower, more deliberate,
calculated, malignant.
Worked to our bones, worked to
insanity, inevitability
The flames, a hungry tyrant, our
oppressor oppressing
Our fate consumed for eternity.
Why haven’t they come for us, where
are they?
At the end of the tunnel we seek the
light, searching for stars
to escape the infinite darkness, the
nocturnal silence.
Our modern day genocide, our
catastrophic
consequences, my overflowing heart.
Overflowing with the life I will never
have.
Overflowing with the life that you
stole from me.
Our Saviour down from heaven
What we craved, liberation,
redemption
and from the ashes, rebirth, and
finally regeneration

Written By:
Tsong-Ping
Chiu
Ravenswood
School for
Girls
GORDON NSW
2072
Judges'
Comment:

Nocturne for a Winter's Evening
“An artist has no home in Europe
except in Paris.”
- Friedrich Nietzsche
grey
sky, weary watercolours washed
by rain
greyer streets.
infiniteloves infinitejoys
infinitesadness
of a broken City
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dead leaves scratching lonely cement,
dead chill gripping the pavement poor
the poorest poor
racking this misery and would not
let it be
(grey deadness the insipid
weather for fur coats and
champagne
dead greyness the bane
of riverside strolls and slow
shutter speeds)
Early frost unravels
the core.
This hollow shell for a city, bathed
by a light Saturday
evening shower;
this yearning for a little
music –
grim grimy window seat
we listen to upstairs Chopin with
no words,
silence but the notes
In failing light of a dank windowbox
of a backstreet café
of an empty city with a heart
too full of words,
a rivulet roamed down the pane and
graced me
poetry soared the halfdead ashes and
blessed me

Written By:
Elyssia Bugg
Woodleigh
School
BAXTER VIC
3911
Judges'
Comment:

Only Once
Only Once
By Elyssia Bugg
I once met a girl held together with
stitches and twine.
Her eyes were empty and her face
was carved with the path of a million
tears.
When I asked her what had happened
her lips turned up into what could
have been a smile and she told me
that this is what happened when too
many people take you apart and then
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try to put you back together again.
I once met a man with a cardboard
face and a cardboard suit to match.
When he smiled small creases would
appear around the edges of his 2D
eyes.
I don’t think he ever cried because if
he did the cardboard would go soggy
and he would fall to pieces.
I once stood by the fountain in the
park for three hours, just waiting for
someone to comment on my
mismatched socks, but no one did.

I once found a page torn from
someone’s diary. It had a badly
written love song scrawled on its
crumpled surface. I tried not to read
it, because it was clearly written with
one person in mind and I was not
them, but curiosity forced my eyes to
scan the ratty piece of yellow paper.
I’m sure the words would have
seemed more poetic if they had
actually been meant for me.
I once saw a boy whose eyes depths
spanned an eternity.
They looked as if one thousand years
had flashed before them, but seemed
peculiar next to the childlike flush in
his cheeks.
I wanted to ask what one had to
witness to have eyes like that, but
there was something about the flicker
in them that told me the answer
would be more than I wanted to
know.
I once tried to make it home without
stepping on the cracks in the
pavement.
I made it three blocks before getting
distracted by a window display.
I ended up running the last five
blocks, afraid that the rhyme would
come true.
They lied. My mother’s back was fine.
I once spent an afternoon dancing to
a tune that only I could hear.
The sunshine always seems warmer
on those sorts of days.
And all the raised eyebrows and
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hushed sniggers meant nothing more
than people’s lack of imagination.
I once wrote a poem about nothing in
particular. I called it Only Once and
left it on a park bench hoping
someone would find it and read my
pointless ramblings before tossing it
into the nearest trash can.
Maybe they would like it so much
they would keep it and read it when
they needed to smile.
Or maybe they wouldn’t.
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Written By:
Brad Smith

Public Education
PUBLIC EDUCATION

Newington
College
STANMORE
NSW 2048
Judges'
Comment:

“Great Schools. Great Future,” they
say
The key to unlock a new empire
A salute from his Mercedes Cabriolet
Six million brains to wash and sway
In fear a nation begins to perspire
“Great Schools. Great Future,” they
say
Better facilities are required without
delay
To process the produce of his desire
A salute from his Mercedes cabriolet
Yellow stars on sleeves, pupils are
prey
Classrooms of showers where lives
expire
“Great Schools. Great Future,” they
say
No books or pens required today
Only ovens, shovels and barbed wire
A salute from his Mercedes cabriolet
“Ein Volk, ein Reich, ein Führer” the
motto each day
Learning the lessons the teachers
require
“Great Schools. Great Future,” they
say
A salute from his Mercedes cabriolet.

Written By:
Sam Upton
Rosny College
ROSNY TAS
7018
Judges'
Comment:

Reach For the Stars
Here’s another vision, to reach for
the stars
Import the 5.5 European cars
Asbestos in the roofs of the
waterfront sheds
Tell “Captain Fell’s” to clear off,
Federal has some new beds
Not for the hospital, that place is for
maggots
Ferals in the Florentine are left to run
rabid
15 million blue rectangles on
Guernseys
Empty the cupboards of Honey and
Bacon legacies
One last Taste before we sell it all off
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But we’ll renew Scott’s contract, he’s
done a good job

No submissions for infrastructure
No admittance of incompetence
No admissions, Treasury is in
lockdown
No omissions, because the pulp mill
is still not off the ground
No omittance of correct details and
dates
Cabinet
Cabinet
Cabinet
Cabinet
Cabinet

reshuffle
reshuffle
reshuffle
reshuffle
reshuffle

–
–
–
–
–

die
crime
lie
resign
suicide

The ministers keep falling into the
shredder
Falling like stars

Written By:
Lewis Pascoe

Reaching Out
Reaching Out

Kardinia
International
College
BELL POST
HILL VIC 3215
Judges'
Comment:

Stars spin;
Giants of the cosmos, hanging in the
air
On fire and aflame, unharmed and
untouched.
Bringing light, destroying darkness
its corona shivers as it feels the
whisper‘save
us;
please’
Black holes inhale
Whirlpools of a starry ocean,
destroying all in its reach.
Frozen and destroyed, alive and allconsuming
it sends greedy fingers snatching at
the whisper‘save
us;
please’
Earth turns;
A single point in an endless universe,
throbbing with power and life
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Knowledge and ignorance, creation
and destruction
Alight and in darkness, heaven and
hell
we plea for our planet, and hope that
all may hear our call;
‘save
us;
please’
We sit in multitude,
On golden shores.
Beneath azure skies,
Beneath space void.
We
We
We
We

fight and we kill,
maim and we cull,
create and save,
cure and survive.

The human race will crack the skin;
the earth will burn.
We cry to the heavens, our gods and
our titans
We cry through our lives, our dreams
and our hopes
We shriek to the sky, ‘come save us!
Come help!’
but the void stands unmoved,
unshaken.
a face of nothing, garbed in robes of
black.
In the years to come, our screams
will travel through time.
Our cries shall be heard by a distant
ear,
A distant star,
A distant creature.
and at last we shall have our
answer:
‘Save yourselves, humans.
Tis the only way.’

Written By:
Emma Norton
The Friends
School
HOBART
NORTH TAS
7000

Red Bull and Vodka
The ghostly, yellow streetlights
Dance across the wharf
Twirling across
The surface
Seductively beckoning
To the people on the sidewalk
As the black sea menaces beneath
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Judges'
Comment:
Sharp,
contemporary
and original

And the fallen, broken autumn leaves
Yellow and orange and brown
Floated obliviously
On the surface
All amongst the
Gasoline rainbows with the
Coke bottles, cans and cigarette
butts
Drunken youth trip the pavement
Until the night gives birth
To the morning
Fake ID’s
And inky stamps
Proudly brandished like
Medals of honour smudged across
your hand
I kept going back for Red Bull and
vodka
Cause it makes my heart speed up
And slow down
All at once
It tastes like you
Then I’ll swear off it Sunday morning
In my church woven of unfamiliar
sheets.

Written By:
Rhiannon
Hamilton
Tarremah
Steiner School
HUNTINGFIELD
TAS 7055
Judges'
Comment:
Well observed
nature poem

Rendered Steps
Wind swept dunes disguised by
marram grass,
Keep wild white horses from a nest.
Tumbling seedpods race gusts, As
penguins recover their homely steps.
A bright starry sky meets the sea,
Luminous shore breaks roll to sand.
White chests seen in a scurrying
scuffle,
Their homes burrowed in middens
with shells.
A salty wind stirs nurturing tea trees
Fringing the paddock leaving scents
fresh.
Meandering sandpipers filter by,
Loose flitsom and flotsam collects on
tides,
Chained together with strands of
salt.
Speckled eggs camouflage among
washed up drift,
Laying nestled between sand and
crackled kelp.
Wanderers and sightseers walk the
boardwalk,
traipse the beach,
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I wonder, do they see the tiny nest,
Do they leave only footprints?
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Written By:
Evelyn
McCormack

Sacrifice

St Michael's
Collegiate
School
HOBART TAS
7000

The Emperor ordered his wife to find
out what was damaging his mulberry,
these white worms eating leaves and
spinning shiny cocoons of thread,

Judges'
Comment:

Sacrifice

smooth and creamy white encasing
their exposed beating hearts
their yellow blood pulsating –
swirling around their bodies to give
Man his precious luxury
small, lethargic insects each creating
its own expanse of filament
lacking lungs but breathing still
through semi-permeable skin;
innocent and inquisitive she inspects
one, as its glowing body intrigues her
luminescent cocoons are spinning,
wrapping the pupa like a Christmas
gift
with transparent cellophane that
metamorphs its tiny form,
this form that started life as a pencil
line on parchment
devouring its path to a lustrous,
fleshy worm with candescent blood
gorging on succulent mulberry to
transform these simple leaves –
a mystery liquid that coagulates to a
flowing fabric of tensile strength;
she takes the cocoon, the silkworm
delicately wrapped in figure eights
the light thread unravelling from a
diligently woven matrix
she pulls and pulls then wraps and
wraps the thread, encircling a thin rod
hardening the opus of a lone salivary
gland as it touches fresh air
one of a myriad that disappears into
fine, sleek cloth
an ironic ivory that will never
recognise the silkworm’s sacrifice.
Evelyn McCormack
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Written By:
Eleanor
Langley

Search For The Starlight

Asquith Girls
High School
ASQUITH
NSW 2077

The bus pulls in with a hiss like a
snake
The stout man at the wheel pulls back
on the brake
Doors roll back to reveal the thick
warmth
Of breath-fogged windows as
commuters take their course

Judges'
Comment:

Search For The Starlight

I amble on with old bones creaking
A curt nod, a ticket, no more speaking
The driver hunched from building
miles
His scowling weathered face blank of
a smile
Where is the kindness, the old
fashioned greeting?
It’s gone with courtesy, manners,
believing
Where is the starlight, the glimmer of
hope?
Its end was a whimper, or so
someone wrote
The words turn red and the story
halts
The traffic obeys with a grind and a
jolt
While I sit above the average car
A watch the smog that strangles stars
A woman, creased with stress, frowns
at the road
As she breathes in the smoke we all
know erodes
The lungs, the brain, you know the
sort
Then, it’s tip still glowing, flicked
without a thought
Where is the consideration, the
knowledge within her?
It’s burning on the road as we drive
over
Where’s the dreamer, the soulful
song?
They sold their soul. What went
wrong?
The bus jerks left off the main street
As a young man slouches with
shadows that creep
He admires a walking girl half his age
Like she was an exotic prize in a cage
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The girl that walks has abandoned
youth
And used smears of makeup to
conceal all proof

The child dressed in skirt so small
The higher the heels, the further the
fall
Where is the innocence, the child we
once were?
It’s mixed with the media till it’s just
a blur
Where are the good people that shine
like stars?
How can we say we’ve come so far?
A girl with stormy hair clambers on
board
With raging eyes and skin so flawed
She flops down in the opposite row
A silver star studded into her nose
That is all that remains of the starlight
A speck of dim silver out of sight
It’s gone, it’s burnt, it’s all but dead
It lingers only on her head
I know the sort, the temperamental
The ones whose nightmares are only
mental
They moan about flowers without a
stem
And cry the whole damn world’s
against them
I stand to go with shopping done
The end of the line has finally come
A jerk of wheels and it comes undone
Out topples cold milk, as it weighs a
tonne
I have to bend and break my back
The pain of action is just a fact
But then a pair of hands appear
And return the object back to here
The wild eyes light up like solar fires
With a crooked smile that can tell no
lies
And that single act, so plain and mere
Opens the eyes as we step into the
clear
For there is the starlight, hidden away
It’s there with the forgotten as bright
as the day
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It remains far below the smallest of
gems
Lying with fallen stars that have
missed oblivion
The glitter fades from silver to grey
Eternal beauty turns everyday
But the starlight stays the same
You just have to search through all
the shame
The blame. The fame. The stars.
The everyday miracles that aren’t that
far

Written By:
Stephanie
Cox
Daramalan
College
DICKSON ACT
2602
Judges'
Comment:

Searching For Stars
The sky speaks of past aeons
Of the silent roar of giants
Set as anchors against the void
In which our small ship sails
Constellations keen past our portal
Songs crystallising into light
Arcing over traces of a course
Described through an astral Styx
Poets whispered to me of romance
Cutting and polishing stars to gems
To categorise and class
And wear on my neck as I chose
But I revel in flames
And a scale too massive to touch
I lost starry-eyed innocence
To find Orion’s ancient sapience

Written By:
Jenny
Huang
St George
Girls High
School
KOGARAH
NSW 2217
Judges'
Comment:

Searching for stars
Midnight, amongst pulsing vines,
She catapults - Howling like an Indian after Peter
Pan,
Flying in a crown of feathers,
Adorned in twigs, thorns; her dowry
Is a nest of daffodils from mum's
garden bed,
Lovingly woven,
With still -sticky ice cream that they
shared.
Puffing and wide-eyed,
He leads her through fairy-floss
dreams
Then, lying beneath cotton-candy
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clouds,
They pluck the feathers from the sky
And chase the stars.
Twilight, her heart flutters in the
breeze,
Flushed and bright-eyed from days of
riveting fantasy
She reclines her royal head,
Awaiting Sir Lancelot.
Old Peter Pan has long grown up,
Taking wintery footsteps down the
yellow brick road
Of doomed beauties with poisoned
cheeks,
Young heart's first kiss
In a diamond gown with butterflies in
her hair.
She dances in tip-toed glass slippers.
He brandishes plastic sword.
Light plays magic on his universal
cape and he offers her
The world in a teacup.
Later, wandering at dawn
The city rises in a salute of nail-biting
traffic
Unstoppable; she, the lipsticked figure
balances
On grey city steps - a pendulum,
Swaying to the world with cigarette in
hand,
And someone else's wool-knit jumper.
She has long since learnt to sort,
The fact from the fiction.
Now she only dreams of rusty
schoolboy,
Unfastened ties,
Hugs of Lynx and smoky, ruffled,
Chocolate hair,
Tickling her forehead.
Together they would conquer the
world,
On the strings of his guitar.
Then finally, breathless sun breaks in
blooms
Of gold light, intruding upon buried
space where
She, an ordinary woman, unfurls from
empty sleep.
She wakes long past last remnants of
the smoke,
The last eternal whispers in the dark,
Which then she had believed,
Would last forever.
Youth dried up like mum's daffodils,
Memories scattered on coffee-stained
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rugs,
Moulding like Friday night's pizza,
Creeping hunchbacked with failed
expectations,
And crushed beneath defeated feet.
She rules the world from a palace of
dust,
Where cobwebbed dreams hang
tapered to the walls.
Coldy rising, she stares towards a
shrinking sun,
Remembering Peter, Lancelot, school
boy,
And plucking feathers from the sky.
And trembling, she wonders what
happened to those days,
Spent tumbling through clouds,
And searching for stars.

Written By:
Jamie Liu
St George
Girls High
School
KOGARAH
NSW 2217
Judges'
Comment:
There are
some lovely
visual lines
and
movement. It
might have
worked better
if the poem
was kept to
those
beautifully
crafted lines
and the
excess
discarded.

Searching For Stars
“Hey, look! I found another one!”
Squeals and shrieks of children having
fun
Echoe as their gloating parents hover
behind,
Eavesdropping on stories of foreign
finds
Excitingly shared between perfect
strangers
Who fervently flock together
And for one second, become close
friends
Albeit they will never meet again
As they scrutinise every sheaf of
seagrass
Scouring, seeking, searching for sea
stars.
Beneath a boiling egg-yolk incubating
the air
My siblings and I hatch out of our
clothes, wet our hair,
Race from pool to pool, as the salty
breeze
Caresses our skin so the scent of stale
seaweeds
Waft over us like fragrant perfume
From the sweetest honeycomb,
Tempting, luring, pulling me
Back into the embrace of the
welcoming sea.
Full of fatigue, I flop on the floor –
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My eyes focus down and start to
explore
Inside the world of a dark glassy pool
Where stars of the sea revel in their
rule
Over their sparkly silent starfish
garden,
A lovelier, livelier, more colourful
heaven
Of amethyst, turquoise, amber and
ruby,
Emerald, onyx and lapis lazuli.
To rocks they cuddle in hollows they
hide,
Through water they slide in their
upside-down sky.
An aquamarine pin-cushion star lifts
The end of its prickly pink leg, then
drifts
Like an airborne handkerchief
And vanishes into the rigged reef
Where a pair of ticklish feather
dusters wave hello,
Where crimson camouflage crabs
blush, then bloom yellow,
And an anxious angelfish swiftly
weaves
Into a frantic, frenzied tango between
the leaves.
Thirty years later.
The memories still linger.
So I return, now with my own family
Back to the cherished, playful sea,
Back to the rock pools, back to the
past,
Back to relive times gone too fast.
But that is not possible.
The smooth silky silt has transformed
into gravel,
The shimmering kingdom of critters
and colour
Vanquished and revamped into a
hectic harbour,
The pungent reek of oil and exhaust
Replaces the fragrance of seaweed
and moss.
I freeze there, a statue of disbelief
Ignoring the gentle tugging at my
sleeve...
“Mummy, mummy! All I can see are
ferries and cars.
Didn’t you say we’ll be searching for
stars?”
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Written By:
Ella Relf
Melbourne
Girls'
Grammar
School
SOUTH
YARRA VIC
3141
Judges'
Comment:

Searching for Stars
The night dances
Gleefully before her;
Eyes blinded
By the darkness
She knows but cannot see
The broken step
The old deck chair
A mind’s hesitation
The single lamp
A fluid prison
Darkness clings
In cool embrace
She the child
Cursed with imagination
Night music fills the air
Silence flickers and dies
The lure of the stars
Draws her upward
To forget, and
Be enchanted by the magic
Though stranded, on
The lonely earth
She finds her freedom
In the sky

Written By:
Sam Upton
Rosny College
ROSNY TAS
7018
Judges'
Comment:

Searching For Stars
Special deals for special mates
Jobs for the boys
Jobs for the girls
“It would be funny if it wasn’t so
serious”
Have you any more to tell us?
Is there anyone else?
We’re so inbred, we have our
Brothers and sisters
Mothers and fathers
Aunties and uncles
Best friend and pet dog
Running our electoral offices
Alison’s whole family lived and worked
there
Brenton has always got the Best
Heather’s husband could be her Butler
too
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Is there anyone else?
This kangaroo court is turning into a
zoo
Searching for stars
Is there actually anyone employed on
merit?
We’ll have to look close and hard
If you want a speech writer just ask
your mum
We’re searching near and far
For transparency
But all we’re finding is a hint of
nepotism
There aren’t too many bright stars left
In state parliament

Written By:
Nathaniel
Teng
Newington
College
STANMORE
NSW 2048
Judges'
Comment:

Second
It began inside a bloody womb,
Two of us, tears and little room,
Her fist draws blood and I cry as I,
Am lifted, second, into the sky.
And so fraternal twins are born,
As I am second, my gift is scorn,
The beginning of the end it seems,
Inside my tears cascade in streams.
In life, it has seemed to me,
Heaven favours not me, but she,
I’ve lived life as the second-placed,
as one behind, I’ve cried, I’ve raced.
Even now, as I face the fray,
My mind wanders, it goes astray,
I see the hag in her dark abode,
Deep in witchcraft, cats and toads.
She poisons the air with her spells,
That I am fed, food that smells,
Foul to her, but to me is fair,
This conflict of twins, is seldom rare.
Though shared blood runs through
each vein,
Yet first drives second to be insane,
I cannot sleep while she chants and
moans,
In my murky dreams, her spirit
roams.
What once was a game is now a war,
“I will not be second,” this, I roar,
I’ve now dug in, I’ve taken a stand,
Our rooms are trenches, the rest, no
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man’s land.
The spirits watch in silence tragic,
I cannot win against a witch’s black
magic,
The magic she won in the womb that
day,
Through birth she’s first, what can I
say?
To make it worse, she reads each
thought,
As easy as, the magic books she
bought,
And in the deep green seas of mind,
I feel her presence, like eels
entwined,
And so I know, in my heart of hearts,
I cannot win with wits or smarts,
Neither death nor space nor time,
Nor even the bells of love can chime.
I melt in her bright flame of thought,
I view wrecked hopes, my failures she
wrought,
But I know one day, all must end,
I will, I must survive and mend.
Then at last, I shall be first!

Written By:
Michael
Yong
The Friends
School
HOBART
NORTH TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:
Enigmatic and
elusive with
meaning at
the end.

Secrecy
Cold, steel shackles clamped tightly
around pairs of red wrists.
We try to wriggle away but they are
stubborn.
There is no key. A way in but no way
out.
Such a plain and simple joint.
But it brings out the complexities in
everything. And everyone.
Some just wait for their cue.
Loosely hanging like carelessly tied
shoelaces.
Don’t run too fast or you will stumble.
Face down in hard dirt.
Blood, then tears.
Some resemble your favourite old
jumper.
It’s a bit frayed at the edges.
A tear here, a tear there. Seemingly
harmless.
It unravels out of control
Tumbling to the floor and into a
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memory of something you once had.
But most are safe. Most are sound.
Hiding in-between the palms of two
people.
Hand in hand they can walk with
confidence.
Until both hands grow wrinkled and
like paper.
And it floats softly into the air and
vanishes.
Everyone has one.
Everyone keeps one.
Everybody belongs to a secret.

Written By:
Hannah
Pemberton
The Friends
School
HOBART
NORTH TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:

Serendipity
I found my future on the corner of
Hope and Destiny.
Where it lay at my feet, a leaf scarred
by wind and water,
Its twisted travels mirrored mine.
My future was translucent to passing
eyes.
Hence, it belonged to me.

My leaf told me I was wrong In turning left. Right, right it cried.
In turn,
I found Honesty Street.
Fate had lead me that way.

As I strolled the street,
My memories forced me to recall,
The lack of integrity in my past.
As I reached Honesty’s end,
Truth had finally lead.
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Realisation Court showed me fear had
always guided,
Decisions, worrying that joy may
never be found.
Then I reached the bend and knew,
That my future forever envisioned as
inevitable,
Was nothing but a fleeting memory.

I strode past Perfection Lane,
Its potholes were no temptation.
My new acquired knowledge intact,
I followed my leaf.
My future.

Through the storms on Jealousy
Crescent,
Splashing by puddles on Rage
Boulevard,
I crossed the Proposition Bridge
before me.
My leaf lay in my path.
Beckoning me towards my future.

Written By:
Chloe Castle

Shooting Star
Shooting Star

Rosny College
ROSNY TAS
7018
Judges'
Comment:
I like the line
'a glimmer of

My feet brush the dirt roughly,
dangling from my place on a swing
which emits small squeaks, like a
rusty gate.
Back and forth. Back and forth.
The constant movements
remind me of a clock eternally ticking.
The wind caresses my face,
My dark ponytail flows freely behind
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hope shoots
by'

me
My eyes water slightly as the ice cold
wind hits them
I shiver slightly but ignore it.
I gaze up at the starry night
Thousands of stars shine back at me
like lost souls.
It is sad to think the stars are already
dead,
extinguished by the smothering night.
I’ll wait here all night, until a glimmer
of hope shoots by.
When I see it, I’ll hold it tightly
Clinging to it like a lost love.
When I let it go, it will be filled
with my deepest desires and wishes
Taking a part of me with it
when into the midnight velvet sky
it shoots off again.
I shall close my eyes tightly
and hope it returns to me.
Tonight, I wish upon a shooting star.

Written By:
Chelsea
Wallis
St Andrew's
Anglican
College
PEREGIAN
BEACH QLD
4573

Sightless
The invisible day changes;
The suffocating twilight frenzy leaves
me
As night shivers across my unknown
world:
Laughter, chatter, the incessant
cacophony of life – gone.
Do I exist, or be it my mind alone?

Judges'
Comment:
Good old
existential
angst!

I remember little, memories
inseparable from dreams…
All faded murky reflections;
The shadows of a mirror
Painted with an Impressionist’s
fleeting brush.
Am I here, I wonder, or are my
companions the imaginings of a
discarded childhood?
I feel, sensations both heightened and
dulled,
Lost in the paradox of pointless being.
It is a blur – what happens now, then,
all at once…
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A continuum of eternity of change.
How much longer will I trap myself,
and what shall then become of me?
I am searching for reason, always,
But my toils shall never be vindicated.
It moves, the universe I cannot see;
New all- discovery, destruction,
experience.
And it leaves.
I am lost.
Abandoned.

Written By:
Jimmy
Hortle
Tasmanian
Academy
MOUNT
NELSON TAS
7007
Judges'
Comment:

Song of the Cove
It is an incomplete silence,
as far as the cove goes.
A wave,
builds,
builds,
in the end it’s a disappointing size.
The pattern repeats,
losing time onto dilapidated rocks,
strewn with treasures, priceless.
A new sound,
wind in the trees.
Perhaps an old sound,
but worn and glazed.
We don’t truly hear it.
If only we did.
if,
only.
Maybe we would stop to think…
About the seaweed smeared with
sand,
jumbled across silken rocks,
a futile attempt to stop,
push back,
withstand,
the ocean’s grip.
But we are trapped
and infused with,
peaceful bliss.
It seems too perfect.
Maybe we’re not meant to see it,
for it doesn’t matter which form it
takes,
it will always be the same old,
Same.
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Old.
Song.

Written By:
Timothy
Stoneman
Rosny College
ROSNY TAS
7018
Judges'
Comment:

Space
Red light shines bright in the mirror
Gravel shifts and squeals under tyre
The key is turned and the motor
gets killed with a creak and a shudder
Her breath is all I can hear
so far from family and others
No worries no cares and no troubles
Just me and her and the sky
The country, peaceful and quiet
does not judge or belittle
No difference can matter to nature
It’s here we both come alive
Her hand appears in my palm
I turn and look in her eye
lean over, kiss her soft lips
and make out in my car under stars.

Written By:
Alice
Karpiniec
Tasmanian
Academy
MOUNT
NELSON TAS
7007
Judges'
Comment:

Still-Life
Curled spoons of oil paint, bake and
cake, greasy in the summer.
Slick scoops of apricots that suit these
kinds of scenes.
Like the dank pantry where the
butcher hangs tomatoes, chillies and
capsicums.
In a quiet wooden house of imported
mats and bamboo-blinds.
We grow sunflowers, olives and
walnuts; so the seasons show.
It's moist inside the fruit cake,
matured.
Slick skins, plum skinned, to which
thumbprints stick and smear.
As oil balms the palms of fingertips,
that shape and contour curves.
Crusted onto the canvas, images hang
in the hall.
Leather-bound books of poetry, and
educational insights.
Shelves of continental stories,
silverfish and dust.
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Are sentiments and afternoons turned
stale in the still-life.

Written By:
Tabitha Woo

Sunflower Seed
Sunflower Seed

St Michael's
Collegiate
School
HOBART TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:

Painted richly, harmless spike:
one amongst a hundred malformed
bee stings. Soft the way you sit,
in architectured spiraling.
Phi accords the angle gold,
for the light; for life, for all from
squiggly root to pointed crown,
which serves as your perimeter.
Stretching, grow in ratio
similar to sea shells. Beauty
in conformity, unique
to nature’s choreography.
True, I envy you, you know:
styled per mathematic rulings,
placed precisely, you belong.
Intend to stay; this way is strong.
Simple days following the sky,
sleep, then gaze again: provincial
dreams you live – receive and give –
your purpose: prosper if you can.
Circle, whole community:
inside first, then out, the fade to
what is called black oil: ripe fruit.
True seed within, the journey’s end.
Tabitha Woo

Written By:
chris Tatnell

Tamed?
Do you see the night sky?

Rosny College
ROSNY TAS
7018

Sublime bliss
Shooting stars, grand wish

Judges'
Comment:

Round the world spins
Mesmerising?
He who can’t dream
Can’t see,
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He who can dream
Has nightmares
In your eternal existence.
Rockets claim they have tamed you
Look away armada of stars ambrosia
This void
I gazed at
a dreamer

Written By:
Edward
James
Ballarat
Grammar
School
WENDOUREE
VIC 3355
Judges'
Comment:

The Black River
I was scrutinising the luxurious car,
As I stood upon the bank
To the solid black river.
Its engine, like a cat purring
Dissolved into the air as it drifted
away into the distance.
Behind me, the long stretch back
To the place I once nurtured,
Built and knew.
The suitcase beside to me, empty.
The heavens had not opened up
That long, exhausting summer.
On the horizon, that orange innocent
glow
Bled across the sky, and against my
face.
I felt so desolate.
The gums swayed in the breeze
their large trunks overshadowing
the carcasses of the decaying sheep
And
I think to myself,
Death.
'the handshake of carbon monoxide'
this river before me, its stillness and
length.
Looking as though it was new,
With nothing heavy over it,
Except people in their expensive cars,
Soaring.
It was within me.
The silo had cracked, and
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The wheat was drowning me.
Drowning from inside out.

Written By:
Caitlin
Ernest

The Chase

St Michael's
Collegiate
School
HOBART TAS
7000

The air hangs like Jesus upon the
cross;
life virtually drowns in the warm bath
of humidity
that is swathed with the raw sewage
stench of decaying vegetation.
streams of aggressive insects swarm
with the vigour of an Afghani bazaar
throughout the throng of trees and
engulfing undergrowth.

Judges'
Comment:

The Chase

your mud pool eyes cast a nonchalant
sweep along the crowded wilderness;
bodies of colour swirl across your
vision.
I melt into the entwining tangle of
wooden limbs,
will and carefully engraved instinct
restraining my wild hunger.
soon I can rip that cocoa dusted pelt
from your lean body, and
devour your raw, quivering flesh.
you are far too tempting.
can’t you feel the arrow point of my
stare drilling into your tender limbs?
escape is vain from its deadly
accuracy.
my leather-bound feet pad with silent
menace along the sturdy lumber,
unadulterated desire quaking my
bulging muscles, rippling my sleek
fur.
covetousness glazes my cavernous
mouth with sticky saliva,
for it knows what is soon to come You.

Written By:
Louise
Respondek

The Dancing Bear
The Dancing Bear
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St Michael's
Collegiate
School
HOBART TAS
7000

Awoken by the batten against the
cage,
I wish I had never woken at all.
My eyes open with despair,
and I watch as the crowd assembles
behind the barbed wire fence.
And I pray to god.

Judges'
Comment:
Exhaustion seeps through me like
melting ice
As the pain rolls over me, crushing
my spirit.
My claws have been ground,
and my teeth have been filed,
to ensure their safety.
The rims of the cage dig into my skin
from all angles,
I try to move, to unleash the
discomfort.
But I am a bear, not a puppy
nor a cat nor a rabbit,
I am 6 feet tall and living in an iron
shoe box.
Sentenced to life in this prison I now
call home.
Illegally, I perform. I dance for the
tourists,
for their entertainment and
amusement.
I am a puppet. The ring- leader
pulling my ropesleft arm up, right arm down, right leg
up.
Dehydration and fatigue begin to take
over my failing body.
I let out a loud cry and sob. The
crowd cheer in the electrifying
atmosphere,
as hundreds of coins are thrown at
my feet.
What benefit is this to me?
My soul is unravelling as fast as the
beat I dance to.
I begin to loose my battle of willpower
as the heat saps my energy,
And I notice the bitter taste loitering
in the humidity.
I am thirsty. I am tired.
I am drained by all physical
movement.
My legs are weak, my paws are
blistering, my available skin is
sunburnt.
I dance, and I dance, and I dance…
Every day too long.
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Written By:
Erin Bock
St Mary's
Anglican Girls
School
KARRINYUP
WA 6018
Judges'
Comment:

The DJ sees
this future
a lava-lamp
smoothly ebb
ing into chaos,
bright but blurred
ephemeral globules
flowing
nowhere
reforming
conforming
to the aching beat
a pulsing
tangle of sin
uous strands,
languid threads
of pent anxiety
feet that would be sore
if they stopped dancing
eyes glanc
ing, lost long
before they
were flung
to the writhing web
the glow-worms
gleaming garlands
artfully veiled
by flaunty films
of dim bare flesh
searching, stretching
consciously carefree
hearts flicker
ing with the
lights, flash
from seen
to the unseen

Written By:
Emily
Thomas

The Edge

Presbyterian
Ladies'
College
BURWOOD
VIC 3125

THE EDGE

Judges'
Comment:

I curled my toes over the severed
edge,
my heels drinking the cold from the
stone;

“SEARCHING FOR STARS”

I stood at the end of the world,
on tortured rock that struck the air,
its jagged line, infinite,
slicing dust from turbid sky.
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There was gravity there, I could feel
it,
pulling at my soles.
I was searching throughout the silent
sky,
searching for stars to keep me from
falling.
Yesterday I was a child,
but now I’m being told to jump.
For seventeen years I had never seen
this edge,
but today my past moves behind me:
childhood amongst the grass and
memories in the trees
and feelings scattered in the rain.
Right now I am left to pray,
blindly pray that when I jump,
the knowledge that I have gained will
suffice,
that all I have learned will keep me in
balance.
That is why I am searching for stars.
They are solid, constant rock,
fixed promise in an unknown galaxy,
in adult life now colliding with my
own.
This year my most clustered thoughts
have become scattered ideas,
fractured, distanced and flung into
space.
Friends have moved in orbits, but
never within my own,
and I have watched small things turn
my strengths to obscurity.
I look out further into the heavy black
night.
let my eyes follow the line of the edge
of the earth,
watch it twist between sand and sky,
land and darkness,
and I think,
despite this vacuum of uncertainty
and shift
this eclipse of identity and constancy,
the pull of the earth has brought me
to this end,
and now I must face it and fly!
As I stand on this edge, an
equilibrium between worlds,
I cannot measure the distance I will
travel or the energy I will need,
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but I know these luminous rocks
and I know they are there to guide
me.

Written By:
Gabrielle
Sing

The Field

Woodleigh
School
BAXTER VIC
3911

Johnny lies, quiet now, beyond the
wheezing clutch of pain.

Judges'
Comment:
For once a
war poem
that is not
heroic and
overblown but
rather
accomplished
with delicacy
and
gentleness

The Field

'Midst ravaged poppies, rent,
scattered scraps of red.
There had been more, that shade is
hard to miss,
But it's dried now, inconspicuous,
indistinguishable
From mud and grime and furrowed
earth.
Is there a portion yet of that city lad's
skin,
Never soft or smooth - a working boy,
Anything remaining not despoiled,
Not blackened, brutalised before its
time?
He's not alone - far from it, just
another of
Those whose faces, forms, limbs (or
not as it may be)
Are harassed by the wind's futile rage
and grief,
In the open, but they're beyond it
now.
The sky, perhaps, smiles kindly
On Earth's scattered, errant sons;
united
Though different flags and colours
they have born.
The same stars, same sky, same
absent presence.
Stripped of boots, rifles, even jackets,
They seem small now, huddled little
boys.
Curled, wearing only underclothes, it
must be time,
Soon, that Mother will check, softly
smooth the quilt.
Nothing to cover them but darkness,
No cushion but mud, the grass long
gone.
Where do they go now, to search
amongst the stars,
Or, exhausted, simply fade as others
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mourn.
The stars may weep for Johnny,
He sees it not, face down.

Written By:
Jordonne
Colley
Newcastle
Grammar
School
NEWCASTLE
NSW 2300
Judges'
Comment:

The hall is lit
A sprig of wattle –
brilliant, vital yellow
gathering light
on a music stand
(upright to bear
deaf-mute
a black and white
pattern-language
alone expressing little).
In a room filled with paper,
a sprig of wattle
rests, and
the hall is lit.
Softly pulsating
here, as with the
murmur of many voices
a vivid yellow
flashes
full of music
the energy of a smile.
The colour of brilliant new bloom
swelling the notes I need to play
before I’ve touched
taut bow to taut string –
before I’ve woken
the dormant wood I’ll draw them
from,
the potential in my hands,
and sun-hue calling new voices into
an ancient song
in the living, breathing,
now:
a reinvention
as the wattle’s wild profusion
each year ignites again.
This orchestra
a forest of dead trees, strung
and living
now in the vibrations of a song, a
sigh, a shiver,
a rasping breath bursting into bloom.
Again, alive as the wild hue of
wattle – our young beacon burning
an effervescent
sharp, dusted luminosity
into
this music
this moment.
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The hall is lit.

Written By:
Ling Hsu
St George
Girls High
School
KOGARAH
NSW 2217
Judges'
Comment:

The Heart of a Star
The haze of eternal twilight recedes
into darkness’ dreary depths,
Night has yet to flaunt her robe of
sequins,
Imbedded deep into the fabric of the
universe,
A covering cloth over a budgie.
Our skyward glances may never
penetrate the elusive mystery,
Our gaze reaches no further than
night’s silky skirts,
Ever billowing to disguise the true
stars in the night –
The true stars in life…
A true star starts as a single spark,
Against the inky depths of emptiness,
Pinpricks pop into existence as you
ponder,
As you search for the stars…
The night’s tinkling glow of silver
crescendos,
And with a CLINK,
Something inside fits together,
And the universe grinds into place.
Fate continues on its course
Of searching and finding
That inner warmth of inspiration,
That under night’s gentle breath is
nurtured.
Then with a spark it ignites,
Fuelling the inner soul with warmth
and energetic aspirations,
And as dawn breaks my search for a
star ends,
I have found the only two which I’ll
ever need…
The star within me and the star
overhead,
And only when you’ve seen a glowing
firestar,
Will you truly understand the still
semblance of seduction
which the lifeless, silvery sequins
weave.
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Written By:
Georgia
Appleby
Tara Anglican
School For
Girls
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151
Judges'
Comment:

The Melancholic Bride
Light teases through the leadlight
windows and kaleidoscope colours
merge onto sandstone;
Mahogany pews line orderly as silent
witnesses, holders of confessions
through ancient timbers.
Saint Michael the Archangel, stands
menacingly above the demon piercing
him violently with golden spear. My
eyes wandered to Saint Michael who
meets my gaze with pointed spear.
The sharp and deadly edge converges
at a single point in my direction.
The Virgin Mary with outstretched
arms turns her face from the sin that
leaves my lips.
Tracking eyes move sorrowfully.
A surging joy overwhelms my spirit,
my palpitating bosom swells. Enter I
into the darkness that only death can
know and in this silence, I feel His
cold hand grasp.
The eternal resting place where lovers
lay united in a fixed stance captured
in timely bliss. This place of shadows,
were time lays like a tombstone – Oh,
I am happy now!
I sense a warm hand cut through my
dream and feel the band upon my
finger. The priest reiterates the
solemn vows that unite me to this
world and place.
The heavy ring shackles my heart’s
desire.
Moving towards the light I leave the
world of shadows. With melancholia I
take his hand for the knell in my heart
reverberates within the shell of my
frail body.
Accepting my destiny like one
martyred for love.
Shards of light puncture through the
alter window releasing colours of red
and blue that fuse into a myriad of
madness that mirrors the perplexity
of my mind.
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My soul transported to a place that is
not known to this earthly realm.
With heavy steps I leave behind the
knowing statues that look upon this
bride with silent disrespect-not even
the demon dares to rebuke a final
sharp remark;
Restless ghostly souls haunt the
darkened chambers as nuptial
spectators from the shadows and
know that I am forsaken.

Written By:
Roxanna
WalderHenshaw
Eynesbury
College
ADELAIDE SA
5000
Judges'
Comment:

Written By:
Scarlett
Maclean
Ballarat
Grammar
School
WENDOUREE
VIC 3355

Judges'
Comment:
Oh wow.
There is a
terrific
contrast
between the
innocence of
childhood and
the blood of
the hunt.

The Peacock
The Peacock
Beneath his feathered crown,
The pompous peacock weaves his way
through his kingdom of trees,
occasionally pecking the fruitful soil.
Robed in royal blue, and sunbeam
yellow,
The proud ruler looks down upon the
pheasants.

The Pelting Operation
Cold concrete goosebumps, apple pie
still in our teeth
Lumpy, worn bears shielding us from
our father’s life.
We sit atop the cellar stairs, watching
the ceremony,
Vixen pride and arrogance stripped to
reveal small, glistening rodents.
Fleshy hands attempt to keep our
starched white from the inevitable
dirt.
We absorb every detail of the blood,
filth and bubbles of fat.
Our clothes smell now, the same as
the house, inescapable.
Mother’s jam making: a weak
retaliation
Against heated air, mingling with fox
scent, cold sweat and sugar,
Donning everything with an
eccentrically sweet rusty flavour.
Outside, Laird’s pathetic attempt at
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childhood simply made it colder.
We run past our mother’s Singer, the
fine bond between iron and linens,
Ceasing at the birth of a complicated
new dress
Damned to ruination, just like the
infinity of models before it.
We climb the stale wooden stairs,
leaping squealing planks.
Finally, the door: we can rest, forget
the day, and be children.
We sink into iron beds, clouds of dust
rise and fall,
The springs squeak with Henry’s
broken laughter,
Blanking the scrape of knives on skins
and those left howling for their
comrades.

Written By:
Christine
Chang
Brisbane
State High
School
SOUTH
BRISBANE
QLD 4101
Judges'
Comment:

The Reflection of "Beauty"
One by One,
they parade before me,
each demanding an answer:
“Mirror, mirror, on the wall,
Who in this land is fairest of all?”
I could only
reflect
the image of the shell of their being
quenching
their Superficial thirst.
Layer after Layer,
They would veneer that red ink
onto the pouting opening
of their Pretentiousness.
They laminate that black ash
onto the pair of glimmering pools
of their Feminine Ostentation.
I wonder,
if they could hear
Emptiness
echo beneath that shell?

Written By:
Madeleine
Fitzpatrick
Tara Anglican
School For

The Stopping of the Clocks
Staring at the ceiling with half-open
eyes.
Counting each tick of the clocks.
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Girls
NORTH
PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151
Judges'
Comment:

The hundreds of them fill the room.
My old life and old soul etched
delicately, carefully, lovingly into
thousands of pieces of antique wood.
Their sweet sound fills my head,
blocks out the crying and is music to
my worn, wearyears.
They are so rhythmic, slow and on the
beat, the constant, never changing
beat.
And yet, the children say; the old
hands turn too fast.
This they say, as their salty tears run
slowly their faces, in cobwebs of
despair and sorrow.
I turn my head, focus on the clocks. I
cannot see those tears; it causes too
much pain.
The pain of knowing what those tears
mean. I shut my tired eyes.
The children say again, the clocks are
too fast. Slow down, slow down.
Yet little do they know that I urge the
clocks on; urge them to spin their old,
wooden, creaking hands faster.
I wish the children would leave. I
know what is coming.
Soon, very soon indeed, the clocks
will sing their final, sorrowful tune,
and....
time will cease.
I do not want the children to be in
such pain. My pain. Those salty tears
run a chasm through my heart,
cutting and slicing the soft, red tissue
inside.
I wish them to leave; that when the
clocks do stop, it will be me, the
clocks, and the dark room.
As one.
Tick. Each second is a little closer to
the end. Tock.
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One less second of the tears; the
cold; the...memories. The pain.
Faster, old clocks, move your old
wooden hands faster.
The clocks smile reassuringly at me,
and I feel the end looming.
The tears are still falling from the
cold, desperate cheeks of the
children.
They can feel the darkness coming.
Not much longer now......
All of a sudden the old, wooden,
beautiful clocks turn slower.
The tears disappear. The children’s
faces slowly fade, taking the salty,
heart-wrenching tears with them.
After all this time, the clocks stop.
Time stops. Finally.
And then, there is nothing.
Absolute, total darkness. Nothing.
Except a lifeless, soulless empty shell
lying in a hospital bed, with two
children sobbing at the bedside.

Written By:
Asiel Yair
Adan
Sanchez
Emmanuel
College
ALTONA
NORTH VIC
3025
Judges'
Comment:

The wayfarer
I.
The road at dusk is bleakest
As night falls and it becomes cinder
grey
Turning a man’s heart weakest
As he sees the death of yet another
day
But he keeps a strong mettle
Like a breathe that grips around his
dust-cured hand
And the stars in the sky begin to
settle
Like the dust scattered across the
land
He looks back as the light grows dim
And a breeze that withers in the fields
The shadow of the evening rising to
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meet him
His thoughts only memories yield
When he looks up, what does he see?
Fear at being the light of none?
Fear at the vast enormity?
Or relief at the solitude that comes
As if to hear his fears
the moon rises and sheds its acid
tears
II.
The moon- why my friend, is it you?
Your countenance so different from
where I lay
Do you not muss the night by day?
The light of the guiding star to shine
you through?
You mustn’t with such company
As I look about, I can’t seem to find
mine
There’s no sweet company like thine’s
Along this road I must walk to both
old and lonely
And you who are so close to Him
Would he forgive me for walking away
And leaving my mother behind as I
may
Would he embrace a son and a sin?
So his heart aches and he lays
In the field of hyacinths
And the stars look at him and say
III.
Persephone, faire lady, was laying on
a field
When Hades comes and sees her
beauty by the trees
And with his wife entices her
Leaving nothing there but a cold
wintery wind
And a crying mother who befouls the
foul friend
Down into the underworld where the
lady find
A world of decrepit beauty and a
blissful misery
Hades hands her
A golden flower and tells her to
forget,
Her mother and father with no regret
"I give thee this world
Of eternal beauty
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Where there’s no memory
And only the company
Of a thousand restless souls walking
to and fro
Blossoming from the roots of the
golden bough"

Earthen lady looks at Hades, arcane
and mysterious
And at his promised land and takes
from his hand
The golden flower
Under the light of the hallowed bower
but weeps and mourns
For she only sees a deceitful heaven
without souls
The ghost and memories begin to
collapse
From her cries the flower dies
And falls withered
And Hades naught but embittered,
keeps her prisoner forever
As his ashen face angels gather
around her
She says
“"Your darchangels bring me no joy
Your kingdom rapidly fades
Ynd naught but sorrow it bides
The bliss of life it evades
From your callous I shall not drink
Lest the memories of others I lose
A treasure far greater I should think
Than the freedom from this body of
mine
Pull from me this hideous wine"
To which she replies
“when the earth cracks open and the
sun sinks low
the lady may go walk away from the
golden bow
yet a token I will reap
her soul I must keep in this gravely
abode
and she may go like a wayfarer on the
road”
IV.
Must it be so he wonders
as he picks a flower from the ground
and the stars look at him and ponder
what in their wonders he has found
The sun must come, the sun must rise
the road that leads there must lead
back
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Written By:
Jordan Scott

The Wise Old Fool
THE WISE OLD FOOL

Tasmanian
Academy
MOUNT
NELSON TAS
7007
Judges'
Comment:

Poppop Such a friendly title,
Bubbly
Like a badge of honour
on the cowardly soldier;
Like a ripe reward
for a disobedient child.
He sits lethargically
In his faded, worn, red chair
And he waits.
He waits for her to ask,
He looks up,
Yeah just give us a cuppa would ya?
No please.
No thankyou.
He uses his limited English as a
disguise.
His thick, wedge-like, arthritic fingers
grip the cup
A faint grunt from his mountain-range
lips acknowledges her
He turns to me
I cower.
His face is bulging like that of a gorilla
As if the skin can scarcely contain his
enlarged features;
His quivering lips
His rocket ship nose
Those all-seeing eyes.
His bones crack
He just about smiles
When are you gonna be my boy?
What does this mean?
Is he joking?
Is he serious?
Should I laugh or answer?
I mumble a laugh and hope he
doesn’t push further
He always does.
The cricket buzzes away on the TV in
the background
As he sits transfixed.
He says mate,
and cobber.
Who is he fooling?
The man’s Dutch!
He’s not from here!
He’s running away…
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My grandfather,
My “Poppop”,
is a fraud.

Written By:
Will Hollick

This Boy

Rosny College
ROSNY TAS
7018

Dusk is approaching and turns the sea
red,
Across the sky soft blue clouds come
full of light misty rain.
This Boy sits on the sand dunes, like
golden mountains they rise,
He looks up at the Western cliffs; they
are still in day light.

Judges'
Comment:

Knee high waves glide across the
oceans surface; they slump sadly to
shore,
Then the first drop falls from the lilac
clouds, This Boy catches it on his
nose.
He lays down on the cold slopes of
sand and watches a soft rain fall,
Now the Western sky is dark red and
gives a warm atmosphere to the bay.
Here comes the moon again. It’s out
to watch the night and
This Boy as he gazes at his nightly
friend and sees a distant star.
He watches it fall through the
darkness and land out in the sea,
Now the moon is lonely again,
amongst the red days end.
The water is silver from the moon’s
luminous glow,
This Boy is enticed and feels drawn to
its pure shine.
He gets up and walks till a smooth
chill is at his hips,
And just like the star, This Boy falls
through the darkness and into his
sea.

Written By:
Maddy Lewis

Thylacine
Thylacine

St Michael's
Collegiate
School

Tasmanian Tiger stalks the pristine
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HOBART TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:

bushland of the island. Thylacinus
cynocephalus idles in the frail
southerly sunlight. A marsupial
with a backward pouch, to protect its
blind
young, loping like a trotting horse.
Behind
her swings a hindering tail. Her gait is
ungainly, like a pubescent teen; it’s
but one disadvantage. Cunningly, she
intercepts her prey, pouncing as it
flees
her vice-like jaw. Tawny, tan tiger;
scored
with sepia slashes. Paper cuts drawn
across carpet fur. Limpid vibrissae –
her infallible feline whiskers – splay
like chopsticks from her snout. The
farmer said
she was ‘a problem to be dealt with’,
led
the party on the hunt: ruthless
action;
merciless man; forced them to
extinction.

Written By:
Lewis
Pascoe
Kardinia
International
College
BELL POST
HILL VIC
3215
Judges'
Comment:

Time
Time.
A dark, deep, ocean of night.
A void, an endless, depthless hole in
space.
A pool of night permeating the fabric
of the universe
Time.
The hovering ball of terror, hiding
behind our earthly vision
The shadows that our gods cast,
residing behind our hates, our fears
The dark line of night, sliding behind
every bolt of wrath
Time.
Time is the hunter, striking us down
however we flee
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Time is the viper, spitting venom at
the weak, the strong, the old, the
young
Time is the trap, the bottomless pit
from which none emerge.
Time.
A liquid, sucked down the vortex of
life.
A resource, stripmined by busy little
worker humans.
An energy, consumed by the fire of
life.
Time.
A flame, flickering
A light, dying
A clock, ticking.
We carry within our own personal
Time,
And live in mortal dread when we find
it almost gone.
We struggle and strive, we pay and
beg.
But finally, at the very endTime’s up.

Written By:
Eleanor
Peres

To catch a Tiger

St Michael's
Collegiate
School
HOBART TAS
7000

One foot forward, your presence is
impressive. I am intimidated by
eyeball globes
dancing in your frozen body.

Judges'
Comment:

to catch a tiger

Night falls and your carnivorous smirk
glistens
by the glow of the oriental moon. You
are an unsuitable
danger but your chase is an
irresistible thrill.
Jungle cat, black stripes run the
horizon of jaffa
fur and wrap your hungry muscles,
blurring as
you barrel through the trees.
To catch a tiger is never simple.
Unwavering fortitude, mischievous
eyes, suspended
body and saliva alive; you approach
prey
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bleeding ease…then you vault.
I hate you, hunting beast. Your
teenage ego
and superlative pelt taunt me; you
are
like perfection well spent.
My neediness is palpable but you
travel like light;
dominant and aloof, intoxicating and
so determined.
To catch a tiger might be impossible.
Eleanor Peres

Written By:
Elizabeth
Smith
Home School

Judges'
Comment:

Written By:
Jessica

Tobacco and Kentucky Fried
Chicken
Darkness falls on empty streets.
Broken windows,
a warm cigarette.
$2:40 from an old lady with orange
hair and missing teeth
We lay arms stretched wide
on the cold tiles
of a back veranda,
Its owners on holiday.
“I'll take my top of if you get me
inside this house”
Contemplation fills his face,
deep thoughts.
A desire.
Breathe deep,
the taste of cigarette still warm on his
lips
bush fires filling my lungs.
"I want more than just a little tainted
skin from you girl"
“Your dick wants a little more
maybe?”
Inappropriate smiles.
“Maybe my heart”
Inappropriate laughter.
It fills the air
mixing with the smell of tobacco and
Kentucky Fried Chicken.
“ahhh I see, a heart what a concept”
“You know how I love to feel you up
with thoughts”

Truckin' Outback
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Buckmaster
Eynesbury
College
ADELAIDE SA
5000

Judges'
Comment:

I feel like a cowboy on my horse of
steel
The clip of hooves on the dusty dirt
road
With the wind wisping wildly through
my hair
I feel indestructible
As another truck rounds the bend
Like a huge monster unleashed
I watch the dance of headlights
As they perform for me
It’s 4am and the Nullarbor comes to
life
Yellow kisses orange
Red embraces pink
And the majestic colours of the sky
Bend to meet the awaiting horizon

Written By:
Jane
Salisbury

Vision

Rosny College
ROSNY TAS
7018

Stars, blurry at the edges
depicted in thick oil paint.
A yellow beacon
obvious in a midnight sky.
Smudges of paint,
scattered seemingly loosely across
the stretching blue sky;
drawing the eye in closer.
The colours seem to move
as you continue to look.
To us a star is merely a pinhole in the
sky.
He saw a blazing fire.
Untrue to shape or form,
that is not the object.
To show life, beauty and light;
its only purpose.

Judges'
Comment:
A vivid and
succinct
description of
Van Gough's
Starry Night

Written By:
Robert
Braslin
Rosny College
ROSNY TAS
7018
Judges'
Comment:

Vision

What Stars Use To Be
At night as a child, I would stare
star fish, the fallen stars,
diamonds in the sky,
marble floors up high.
Wishes came true when you wished
upon one.
I wondered what they were
“Airplanes are within reach of the
stars.”
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The pain of
learning the
truth about
the myths

I now know that stars are big balls of
gas
but sometimes I wish I didn’t.
Santa Claus is not real
It’s my father in a red coat wearing a
fake beard.
“Toads will give you warts”
Science proved this lie wrong.
Who made up these fibs
which shaped malleable minds?
My imagination is no longer that of a
child.

Written By:
Michael
Cromer
The Friends
School
HOBART
NORTH TAS
7000
Judges'
Comment:

When I'm Looking
when I’m looking I can’t find you
are you hiding behind the couch?
I vacuumed there last week
But you know how dust collects.
Did my messiness drive you away?
I know I might not be the image of
domestic bliss;
Old bowls of cornflakes in the sink
Socks balled up under the bed
The cat fed only irregularly at best
but I am a romanticist
and I get distracted so easily
I still can’t find you.
I thought I saw you last week
In between the coffee table and the
television
But it could have been any
combination
Of things that would appear to be
you.
Like a grin and a wave,
Something raucous or a top hat and
coat.
Maybe the cat made a noise.
And I glanced up confused
From my rambling mind
and thought I saw an irreverent flash
of you, who I thought was lost.
Looks like I was wrong
You’re still missing.
The longer I go without you
The harder it is to remember your
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face
And to be honest with you
I usually remember these things,
Especially when they’re so important,
Especially when I’ve been surrounded
by so many
Other things.
Particularly my own indecision
But also the noise
From every facet of my life

All clamouring at the gates of my
mind
hammering on the doors of the place
Where I keep you.
They’re jealous and noisy
And everyday that passes
The memory of your face grows
fainter.
And yet I still search for you
Perhaps I’ve reached the stage
Where even if I did find you
I wouldn’t realise
I can’t find you.
I can’t find you
Even though I want to.
Can you come to me instead?
Where are you?

Written By:
Florence
MarshRobinson
Tasmanian
Academy
MOUNT
NELSON TAS
7007
Judges'
Comment:

When You Come for Me
When You Come for Me
When you come for me, as I know
you will,
Will you come with stealth, with
silence and grace?
No more presence than a fly on the
sill.
Or will you come and meet me face to
face?
I’d prefer not to see you come, I think
I would not be able to be myself,
My falsities would rise instead of sink,
Though they are telling me to “Be
Thyself”.
If you should come while stars do
shine at night,
Will you wake me? I do not want to
leave
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Without saying goodbye, it won’t feel
right
To slip away without a chance to
breathe,
To sigh and yawn a final morning
chord.
So please wake me, but don’t face
me, my lord.
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Written By:
Abraham
Pearson
Anglican
Church
Grammar
School
EAST
BRISBANE
QLD 4169
Judges'
Comment:
Lovely
evocation of
Indonesian
shadow
puppets and
the night
environment

Wirabayu (Hero of the Wind)
Old Javanese Sanskrit
Hindu Ramayana tales
Rise whisper and rail
Mystery melts the warrior wind
White monkey, Garuda bird
Haunting gamelan sound
Fire dark trees
Flash colours of night
Mammoth moth sails
Jerking between sparks
Starting dancers’ feet
Cut banana stem holds
Shadow leather puppets
Jerk on white backdrop
Gleaming eyes from the bush
A buffalo snort and crash
Swayed dancers curved
Fingers arch on batik cloth
Gold in long gleaming hair
Flash of flimsy bats
Atop eerie coconut palms
Unsettle sleep of paddy ducks
Disturb bamboo caged doves
Hung high for music dawn
Swaying gleaming squat bodies
A chilling chant startles
Odour of durian and dried fish
Rice wrapped in large leaves
Soft wind blows in spirit-time
Ghost moon crawls over hills
Borobudur temple grows
Stupas shine showing Nirvana.

Written By:
Max Cooper
Eynesbury
College
ADELAIDE SA
5000
Judges'
Comment:

With Apologies to Airports
Goodbyes are never happy and
sincere
The winds rage outside
Stoked by the roaring engines of the
lumbering planes
Our family rages inside
Stoked by forgotten gifts; unpacked
packing; imagined slights
Easing the pain of goodbye with the
excuse of unrest
Interrogations come from the front
seat
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To greet us as we return
Losing our way round roundabouts
The dead radio sits in a verbal no
man’s land
The poison of anger
Steals the joy of homecoming
A trip to the airport is rarely enjoyable
Not with my family

Written By:
Adelle Kean

You and this View

Tasmanian
Academy
MOUNT
NELSON TAS
7007

See how the waves in quick
succession break
Across smooth sand, beach curling
round the bay;
Water walls approach, shells scatt’ring
in their wake,
Ride upon the surf to be swept away.
Fragments of sunset scattered across
sand,
In round and crescent shapes upon
the shore,
See how the stars still glisten on the
land,
Five pointed ones that we have
sought before.
Dying sun melts from the spangled
sky,
Silent wind blows through the old
ghost gum,
The flames do flicker as wind makes
them fly,
You hold me closer, sensing my
heart’s drum.
I lean against you, head upon your
chest;
You and this view are what I love the
best.

Judges'
Comment:

Written By:
Emma
Norton
The Friends
School
HOBART
NORTH TAS

Your Ghost
I watched, I waited and I stared down
the dark
While shreds of yellow moonlight
licked my windowpane
Until rust coated my features
In the crooks of my eyes
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7000

Judges'
Comment:

And only the dust waited patiently
with me
Waiting for your ghost
To come and haunt me
Remember, he put too much sugar in
our tea
So however sweet, it went cold, just
like the words he used
And had used time and time again
With bowed hat and badge
Once again just the bearer of bad
news
Sometimes I wonder if your ghost
Ever comes to haunt him
I was the only one, strong enough to
come see you
While our parents clung tight to the
earth and cried to the ceiling
I walked down the halogen halls
As the sheet was drawn back
My knees met the tiles and I clung to
your forearm
Pleading with your ghost
Please come back to haunt me
Now glow-in-the-dark stars on my
ceiling pierce the dark
Stuck up there when I stood on your
shoulders and you lifted me
Up into our very own sky
We created together
Just two kids hoping those stickers
could soothe the night
Now I dream that your ghost
Will come back to haunt me
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Short Listed Submissions: Learning
Assistance Special Education Secondary
Written By:
its a star
Zac O'brien
It’s a Star
Mowbray College
MELTON VIC 3337

Judges' Comment:
Short and sharp - a little
curiosity. The last line is
the least effective... loses
the rhythm

Look up in the sky
It’s a bird, no it’s a plane
No it’s a star
In the shape of a plane
No it’s in the shape of a bird
How absurd!
How absurd to observe a star
In the shape of a bird
I still think it’s a plane

Written By:

LIFE

Mickaela Boyle

LIFE

Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Death is filled with sorrow and sadness;
Weeping and crying.
You lose people close to you;
And sometimes yourself.
Sometimes it’s a mental loss —
Your parents divorce and you’re filled
with anger.
Can death bring happiness?
When you know your loved one
Is in heaven with God.
When you know there can be
Reunion after separation
Sometimes death can bring
You to life.

Judges' Comment:
A clear statement question and answer wisdom...

Written By:

MARRALAWA

Drago Kalinic

Marralawa Marralawa Ancient voices calling me from a deep,
dreaming sleep -

Katherine School of the
Air
KATHERINE NT 0850
Judges' Comment:
An enchanting indigenous

Looking –
Searchingly towards the East’s dawning,
reflective horizon Feeling instinctly – age, old intuition Something in the sky, shimmering in the
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aesthetic

shadowy dimness caught my eyes Something so bright Existing – nomaleea I want to shine, flicker and flash like the
mythical, magical Marralawa.
Everything Marralawa can see Whatever belongs to the land, belongs to
me.
Touching –
Crisp air - washes over me Arousing alertness Something awakens exhilarating Something rouses and stirs Beginning of another, age, old day I want to shine, flicker and flash like the
mythical, magical Marralawa.
Everything Marralawa can see Whatever belongs to the land belongs to
me.
Fading –
Waiting for Marralawa Hiding behind the sun’s fierce, powerful,
intense light –
Something moving and looping westerly
across the daily track Something setting - the reddish, orange
sun fading over the dry, brown plains
Appearing silently - visible, and
unreachable.
I want to shine, flicker and flash like the
mythical, magical Marralawa.
Everything Marralawa can see
Whatever belongs to the land, belongs to
me.
Marralawa,
Marralawa,
Ancient voices calling me from a deep,
dreaming sleep I want to be Marralawa.
I want to shine.
It’s my shining and my dreaming –
I wish,
I wish,
Oh I wish I was Marralawa,
the Morning Star.
Drago Kalinic
Katherine School of the Air

Written By:

The Absent Dreamer

Alexandra Smith

You.
The other you.
The parts and pieces,

Home School
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Pennant Hills NSW 2120

Judges' Comment:

The energy that radiates,
Won’t leave me alone.
The dark under my eyes,
And the dark in me
Is washed away
In supermarket lights.
It disappears
When I stare at
Coloured cardboard boxes
And listen to sales jingles
Ephemeral
And hanging over me.
I love you
But I don’t know if that means anything
When there are so many other things
That need you.
I wonder how low down on the list of
things I am,
Because I don’t seem to be the pressing
concern,
But that’s ok,
I didn’t ask to the be the pressing
concern.
I am less than the obsession that has
gained
100% of your attention.
I must be,
We all are,
Aren’t we?
Less than what you care for and dream
of right now.
But
You say you only care and dream for us,
But you aren’t there for us.
Because
What you care and dream for
Doesn’t matter so much
To us.
To you,
Not to us.
I want to say I love you
And I say it all the time.
So
I’m thinking love means something
different to you.
I don’t get you,
I love you always,
But I barely understand you.
Do you understand me?
I wonder if you do.
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Written By:

THE SEA

Jerusha Mather

The sea

Epping Secondary College
EPPING VIC 3076

The sea is such an emotional feeling
It is such an unperishable beauty
It is still as a strong tower
The heavy brief is just beautiful to say
“hello” to
The sea smells fresh as a golden apple
picked freshly from a tree
I wish I could fly across the sea just like
a eagle

Judges' Comment:

The sand is gold
Like a treasure that comes from heaven
As we squash it with our feet we feel a
gentle massage that has been added
through our feet
The sand is still as the sea
The sand shakes hand with the sea
Like a shadow that goes in and out
The sky is like a beam of shine
The wind sings to the sky
It sings a beautiful tune that makes your
heart beep
The stars in the sky twinkle
They look like cuddled families making
your wishes come true
The shells is like a present from the sea
That makes your visit special and
thankful
The shells are in beautiful colours and
shapes
That you don’t know what to chose
The little creatures are like your friends
They make you feel so special
You pet them showing love to them
And wish that you could take the sea
home
The sea is gives a yawn
as water is cold as ice
We sit back there and see the sunset
It is time to go back home
We can not leave; it feels like a funeral
that comes to pass
It is such an emotional moment that has
faded into darkness
As we say wave our goodbye
The sea bows his head and goes to sleep
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Written By:

The Search For The Stars

Joshua Wood

The Search For The Stars

Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA
NSW 2151

Into the night sky I look
Darkness is before me.
Searching, probing with the naked eye
There is not much to see.

Judges' Comment:
A short poem that says a
lot with a few words I
particularly love the lyrical
sense of the final verse

A world is awakened
When I look through the lens.
Bursting with brightness:
It makes my heart bend.
The mystery of the darkness
Is dawned in me.

Written By:

To my friends (I love you)

Alexandra Smith

To my friends (I love you)

Home School
Pennant Hills NSW 2120

I try to write my heart out but is never
comes out
Right.
My life is made of sameness,
And fear of failure,
And sometimes I’m not able,
And sometimes I’m not here.

Judges' Comment:

I fear people leaving me.
I fear
people not coming back.
I fear
The end of relationships.
And people not liking me,
And people judging,
And finding me,
Worthless.
I lie awake wishing,
Falling,
Hoping,
Thinking,
Late til early,
that god,
Please,
I hope,
I didn’t screw up everything.
That I didn’t really say those things.
And god,
I must sound like such an utter
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Fool.
I’m so typical.
Emo angst and bullshit,
That’s me.
Another pity party
With tea
And biscuits.
Just cause,
Just cause I’m there.
And I don’t know where else
I should be.
I feel like
I love so hard.
So hard,
I fall over,
Clumsy and full of words,
That won’t come out right.
You mean so much to me
That I don’t really know what to say.
It’s so nice
To feel loved
And safe.
And if I insult your taste in movies
You’ll just throw popcorn at me
And it’ll be ok.
I know I can let you in, Logically.
But it’s hard
To find the place
And time
And space
To say
All things in my heart,
Truly.
So that’s why
I want to say it right and write it better.
I want to make it clear and true.
I am made of my memories
And the best ones have friends in them,
The best ones have love in them,
The best ones are made
Of you.
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Short Listed Submissions: Centenary of
Canberra Award (secondary students only)
Written By:

CANBERRA

Tanya Higgins

Canberra

Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW
2151

The capital of the country that we all so
love,
The special white building rises high up
above.
Where Kevin Rudd makes all of his
important decisions,
And gives out all the needed provisions.
Where the great well-known War Memorial
stands,
Where we remember the people who
defended our lands.
Parliament House stands tall and white,
Reflecting the shining midday light.
The coolness of the Canberra air,
The importance of that special place there.

Submitted At: 3-Jul-09
12:19PM
Shortlisted by: Country
Connect CMS Administrator
Judges' Comment:

Written By:

CANBERRA, A PLACE OF GREATNESS

Sarah Kalule

With walls so vibrant,
They shine in the hours of darkness.
A flag so high,
That reaches towards the skies.

Redeemer Baptist School
NORTH PARRAMATTA NSW
2151

Judges' Comment:

Its insides are better, for there is,
Many busy workers within.
Individuals of great importance,
Making decisions for our great country.
Canberra is the place to be,
I may say,
A million words,
To describe the home capital, Canberra.
Immense
Stunning
Astonishing
Startling
And the list goes on and on and on.

Written By:

Canberra's Song, Morphing

Saba Vayani-Lai

1. There is beauty in
Simplicity,
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Glenwood High School
GLENWOOD NSW 2768

In air thick with insects and
Kangaroo-sweet fire, roasted strands of
grass
Sprouting from the earth’s flaky scalp like
Uncut hair.

Judges' Comment:
A real tour de force. The
poem not only shows a
delicious use of words but
cleverly juxtaposes two very
different worlds.

Night-time,
The wind is trying her hand at
Opera –
Her off-key soprano vibrating through
Mouthfuls of warm air,
Sending flames squirming
Like toes when they are tickled.
We reach into a star-cluttered sky,
Catching Bogong moths between hungry
fingers –
Oh, how they struggle, dying in the
Firelight –
How alive,
How terribly alive,
Wriggling moth bodies, crisped flesh,
The outer shell fizzing into atmosphere to
reveal
Succulent, melting syrupiness,
Coating our teeth and tongues and mouths
and faces
In summertime.
This is Kanbarra, meeting place of the
Ngunnnawal,
Where moths tangle themselves in
Half-baked summer air, where rich soil
Is smeared across skin like
Saliva, sticky.
This is Kanbarra.
2. There is beauty in
Complexity,
In these city streets all lined up –
The Lego blocks
Of men.
The air is thin, playful,
Mussing hair and
Blowing tickling kisses
At coat-laden passers-by.
We find shelter under
A street lamp,
Revel in the electricity pooling over
Shivering shoulders:
The softest snow blanket.
Like all good presents
We are bundled heavy in mittens and
scarves and hats –
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Maybe if you lean in,
You can catch a smile
From mashed, frost-bitten lips,
Fizzing, fire-licked eyes.
This is Canberra, the meeting place of
Australia,
Where we trace an engraved Coat of Arms
and imagine
Kangaroo-sweet fires, roasted strands of
grass;
Where we join the bustling Café-on-Wheels
queue,
Puff out frost and pretend to be dragons.
My mother flashes her Centrelink card
As though it matters,
And we close eager palms around
Styrofoam cups,
Savouring the soupy slide of
Salt,
Chicken, chives,
Carrot cubes,
Wholesome and slipping down the throat
like
Liquid sunshine,
Stretching warmth to fingertips and
sprinkling stars into
Eyes.
This is Canberra.

Written By:

Kambarra!

Jack Burnham

Day dawns over the forest primeval
Fragrant zephyrs caress the granite
Caloundra Christian College shoulders
CALOUNDRA QLD 4551
Of the lofty Brindabellas before
Rippling through grassy valleys
Cupped in the mountains’ stony embrace.
Eucalypts stretch towards the sky as
Judges' Comment:
Banksia gowned in colours bright
Turn faces to the morning light.
Runner Up
The silver ribbon of the Molonglo meanders
languidly
Merging and melding with cheerful gurgling
creeks
Leaving swampy reminders of their
passing.
Kambarra! Meeting place of rivers.
Fire cavorts and capers, leaping skyward
Insatiable hunger checked by barricades of
stone.
Bullroarer whines and calls dancers
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Who slip from the sheltering arms of night
Pulled inexorably toward the light
By the rhythmic click of clap sticks.
Didgeridoo thrums and throbs
Matching heartbeats in perfect
synchronicity.
Voices rise in counterpoint, chanting
celebration.
Rainbow serpent encircles the land
Turning ancient eyes towards her people.
Kambarra! Meeting place of tribes.
Buildings radiate from a central watery axis
Lining the spokes of an architectural wheel
Burley Griffin’s dream of planned
perfection.
Mighty Molonglo tamed and dammed
Forms a serene centrepiece,
Its mirrored perfection broken by a handful
of isles.
Across the lake in lofty halls
The voice of power rises and falls
Spouting political rhetoric.
Museums and memorials rub shoulders
With Embassies and Consulates.
Kambarra! Meeting place of nations.
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